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ALASKA NATIVES TRUST FUND ACCOUNTS

SATURDAY, AUGUST 10, 1996

House of Representatives, Committee on Re-
sources, Task Force on Indian Trust Fund Man-
agement,

Anchorage, AK.

The task force met, pursuant to call, at 10:00 a.m. in Z.J.

Loussac Public Library, Assembly Chambers, 3600 Denali Street,

Anchorage, Alaska, Hon. Don Young presiding.

STATEMENT OF THE HON. DON YOUNG, A U.S. REPRESENTA-
TIVE FROM ALASKA; AND CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON RE-
SOURCES
Mr. Young. Good morning. I want to welcome all of you to this

hearing being conducted by the Congressional Task Force on In-

dian T^st Fund Management. A little form of explanation, the

chairman of the task force that's actually been appointed by myself
is J.D. Hayworth from Arizona, but he could not be here today, so

as Chairman of the Full Committee, I am conducting this first

hearing in Alaska.
Reports and investigations of the management of Native Amer-

ican trust fund accounts have revealed the history of waste and
corruption unprecedented in the Federal Government. Recently, the

Arthur Andersen Company reported that, in trying to reconcile 20
years of Native American trust fund management, it could not ac-

count for $2.4 billion in account transactions. That's why I created

the task force. I want to know what can be done to straighten the

mess out once and for all.

Today we will receive testimony concerning the management of

those trust fund accounts which are owned by Alaska Natives. We
will focus on the Alaska Native Escrow Fund as well as those Indi-

vidual Indian Money or IIM accounts, which are owned by individ-

ual Alaska Natives.
We have an impressive group of witnesses today. We have Donna

Erwin, the director of the Office of Trust Fund Management at the
Department of the Interior; Eric Davenport, the chairman of Inter-

tribal Monitoring Association for the Indian Trust Funds; Carl

Charles, an Alaska resident with an astounding story to tell; Lon-
nie Points, an accountant with the Intertribal Monitoring Associa-

tion for Indian Trust Funds, and Ed Thomas, the president of the

Central Tlingit and Haida Business Council; Alma Upicksoun, the

assistant house counsel for the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation;

Elouise Cobell, the chair of the special trustee's advisory board;

(1)



Robert Peregoy, representing the Native American Rights Fund,
which has filed suit on the management of these funds.
We will have two hours for these hearings. I also want to ask

each witness possibly to limit his or her testimony to about ten
minutes. I do believe that will be enough. I read the testimony, and
if there is any question, I will take and give you additional time.

Anyone in the audience or otherwise that wishes to submit testi-

mony can send it to my office and I will see to it that it gets on
the record.

With that opening statement, there's no other opening state-

ments, I will convene the first panel, and. Donna Erwin, director

of the Office of Trust Fund Management, Department of Interior,

will you please take your seat and your counsel will please be seat-

ed also.

Donna, you're recognized, and proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF DONNA ERWIN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF TRUST
FUND MANAGEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Ms. Erwin. Thank you. I want to thank you for the opportunity
to present the testimony on the Indian trust funds management.
As you're aware, the Office of Trust Funds manages approximately
$10.2 million, the Alaska Native Escrow Fund, $6.8 million in the
27 accounts for the Alaska Native entities, and $10.6 million for

143 1 individual Alaskan residents. Now, some of those are actually
managed out of the Lower 48 areas, but they are residents of Alas-
ka currently.

The hearings, we realize, are focusing on the trust management
practices and what it may take to ensure the correction of manage-
ment in the future, so each of these I'll try to discuss in turn.

In October of 1995, the Office of Special Trustee, which is now
referred to as OST, commenced the assessment of U.S. Govern-
ment's trust management policies, procedures, practices and sys-

tems as they apply to the individual American Indians and Amer-
ican Indian tribal accounts.
By February of 1996, the OST completed the preliminary assess-

ment and produced a conceptual strategic plan to require institu-

tional specified systems. Implementation of this plan permits and
ensures the U.S. Government establishes appropriate policies and
procedures, develops necessary systems and takes the affirmative

actions necessary to provide an accurate and timely account to the
American Indian trust beneficiaries. In this manner, the proper
discharge of the Secretary's trust responsibilities can be accom-
plished.

The assessment of the Phase I of the strategic plan are included
in a document that's entitled Special Trustee for American Indians
Assessment and Strategic Plan Principles, and it was dated Feb-
ruary of 1996, which has been provided to Congress and we'll be
glad to provide additional copies of that to your committee if you'd
like us to do that.

In December of 1995, the Department of the Interior, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, substantially completed the multi-year tribal

trust fund's reconciliation project, which has been referred to as the
reconciliation project, and we issued agreed-upon procedures re-

ports for the period of July the 1st, 1972, through September 30th



of 1995. The major findings in that report are incorporated in the
special trustee's conceptual strategic plan.

In August of 1995, the Department of the Interior completed a
study of the trust management systems related to the Individual
Indian Money accounts, that are normally referred to as the IIM
accounts, and they issued a report entitled IIM Related Systems
Improvement Project Report.
And if you look at the special trustee's assessment, the reconcili-

ation project reports that I just discussed, and the IIM related sys-

tems' report, which some people refer to as the Tiger team report,

and then there's some earlier reports and some reports since then
from the General Accounting Office, they'll all confirm that U.S.
Government's trust management systems, policies, procedures and
practices, coupled with the condition of the trust records and nota-
bly large numbers of missing documents, are inadequate to allow
for a proper and accurate and timely account of trust account bsd-
ances, preparation of accurate and timely reports to the trust ac-

count holders, and audits under generally accepted auditing stand-
ards, and also any further reconciliation efforts, since the cost of
these efforts would likely substantially exceed the benefits, and at
the same time would probably jdeld unsatisfactory and inconclusive
results.

Significant improvements have been made over the last several
years, but the inadequacies of the trust management systems and
the condition of the historical records and the U.S. Government's
inability to provide an accurate and timely accountings cannot be
remedied without the major reforms required by the reform act of
1994.
To address these issues, the special trustee's strategic plan iden-

tified nine initiatives, and they're all good principles designed to
rectify the problem and bring trust accounting and management up
to commercial standards, and this would take approximately three
years. This, at a minimum, will involve automating, updating, inte-

grating, coordinating and consoUdating to produce a trust resource
and asset management delivery system and accounts receivable
data and billing system that uses lease contract and land and own-
ership information, a trust depository payments and delivery sys-
tem for Individual Indian Money accounts, a land records and title

recordation and certification system, a general ledger accounting
system, a technology service system dedicated to the trust re-

sources, and a national archives records center, a risk management
control system and an independent structure.
The conceptual work of this plan is completed. The next steps are

conducting a requirements analysis, a users need assessment and
a comprehensive inventory of existing skills, hardware and soft-

ware. We have requested in the 1997 President's budget a million
dollars to conduct these analyses. Once the analyses are completed,
and this is expected to take about 90 days from the funding, and
the staff at OST is hired, the remaining elements necessary to
produce the comprehensive plan required by the reform act can be
completed within 90 days, or by, hopefully, March the 31st of 1997,
if the President's budget request for 1997 is approved.
And now I'd like to discuss a little about the total requests. The

1997 President's budget for OST is $36.3 million, and that's a $20



million increase over the 1996 conference level, which was $16.3
million, and this includes $13.6 million to begin the implementa-
tion of the strategic plan. And this will primarily be used to up-
grade not only new IIM accounting systems, but also equipment
needed for the tribes, as well as for the individual government enti-

ties that will be needing these.

The $20 million requested will also reflect the high priority of the
administration that the secretary places on the trust asset reform
efforts. Improvement efforts are critically needed to ensure the
Federal Government meets its fiduciary obligation to the Indian
tribe and individual Indians.
When we realize the Federal Grovemment's trust responsibility is

unique, systems and policies and practices and procedures of com-
mercial trust operations can be applied to the Federal Government
so that the Federal Government better fulfills its fiduciary obliga-

tion. Beginning in 1997, the evolution of trust system reforms will

be at a point where increased resources can prudently be expended.
In closing, I'd like to emphasize that resolving the past presents

a very difficult challenge for everyone involved. This includes the
Administration, it includes Congress, the individual Indian and the
tribes.

The ending of the tribal reconciliation problem, which was done
in December of 1995, represents only the beginning of an effort to
resolve problems with U.S. Government's past trust fund manage-
ment practices, and this Administration is committed to solving
these longstanding problems and has made significant progress in
strengthening trust funds operations and talking the steps nec-
essary to ensure the highest level of fiduciary investment stand-
ards are in place, but future reforms will continue in earnest under
the comprehensive strategic plan that we've requested funding for.

It is required and also required by the reform act are adequate re-

sources appropriated by Congress.
Enactment of the President's 1997 budget request would rep-

resent a substantial step to ensuring the Indian trust fund reform
efforts are implemented in a manner that assures fiduciary respon-
sibilities of the Federal Government are made in a prudent way.
This concludes my statement. I'll be happy to answer any ques-

tions that you might have.
[The statement of Ms. Erwin may be found at end of hearing.]
Mr. Young. How long have you been with the department?
Ms. Erwin. I've been with the department approximately four

years.

Mr. Young. You know, your presentation is very good. The thing
that concerns me, there's a lot of requests for money which we will

probably—to fund to properly solve this problem, but in the
amount you state, we have a $2.2 billion shortfall somewhere. Now,
this is not necessarily this Administration's problem. This is the
BIA's problem. Department of Interior's problem, or at least it goes
back to different Administrations.

I'm going to suggest to you—^where are you stationed now?
Ms. Erwin. Albuquerque.
Mr. Young. Albuquerque.
I'm going to suggest to you on a personal level that we're going

to pursue this with Greg Megga, knowing that Mr. Kennedy is not



around, and you ought to give us a, I would say no less than a
monthly report on where we're headed.

I mean, somewhere along the line we're going to make sure that

these trust funds, which were the responsibility of the United
States government to the American Indians, those that have not
received the money, or those that in fact have lost their money, are

going to be not only reimbursed, but adequately awarded, so we
have to know what you're doing as we go through with this process

of the task force.

We're not looking for any fall person. We just want to make sure
that we go to the future, but where we made mistakes in the past,

that the problem is recognized by the Congress of the United
States, because the trust responsibility that actually comes from
the Congress to the American Indian is one where we have let our-

selves down because we let part of an agency, obviously very, very
inappropriately, doing their duty; otherwise, we wouldn't be having
these hearings. It's just the beginning of the process.

So that's what I'm going to suggest, that we will—Mr, Glidden
here and Mr. Steams and Mr. J.D. Hayworth will be in commu-
nication with you. We hope to have some reports monthly on where
we're headed. If there's a problem, and you see a problem that we
can be of assistance, we'll gladly administrate it. What I don't want
are just a series of very good sounding words.
So we will be in contact and we will be working together to hope-

fully solve this problem. Thanks.
Ms. Erwin. Thank you.
Mr. Young. Panel one, Eric Davenport, Carl Charles and Lonnie

Points, will you please take your seat. We'll have to put the names
up there, if you don't mind.

I don't see our third witness.

Mr. Glidden. Carl is not here yet.

Mr. Young. He's not here yet? Well, we're moving right on time.

That's one thing you find out about myself, I stay on time. We'll

go ahead with Mr. Eric Davenport, chairman of Intertribal Mon-
itoring Association, Indian Trust Funds, and Lonnie Points, ac-

countant. Intertribal Monitoring Association, Indian Trust Funds.
Eric, you're first up.

STATEMENT OF ERIC DAVENPORT, CHAIRMAN, INTERTRIBAL
MONITORING ASSOCIATION, INDIAN TRUST FUNDS

Mr. Davenport. Well, good morning. Congressman, and welcome
home. It's great to have you back in Alaska and here with us today.

Thank you very much also for holding this hearing here in An-
chorage before the Alaska Native people. This is an important issue

to Alaska Natives, as it is to all American Indians.

My name is Eric Davenport. My Tlingit name is Tu La'Aan. I am
the chairman of the Intertribal Monitoring Association on Indian
Trust Funds and the director of business for the Central Council
of Tlingit and Haida Indian tribes.

This attention of the special task force on this very large and,
unfortunately, growing issue is something that you can take great
pride in. Congressman, and that it is more than what any of your
predecessors have done. We have made strides in the past, but we
do need, as you said, need to get to the bottom of this issue once



and for all, and I think the assignment of the special task force is

certainly a very integral and positive step toward that end.
Also, I think following in line with that is the $17 million Senate

mark that was added to the special trustee's budget. Those are
very necessary funds in the coming year for him to accomplish the

task to put into place the t3rpes of systems and procedures that has
so long been missing that should have been done years and years
and years ago. And this is part of what's going to be needed to

make this right, and we, hopefully, will get your support when it

gets to conference. Unfortunately, it's going to take some dollars to

build a system that should have been built years ago, but this is

a start.

Our Alaska friends need to know that it was your committee that
passed the 1994 Trust Fund Reform Act that for the first time put
into place some very critical and important items, such as the re-

quirement to pay interest on accounts, the establishment of the

special—the Office of the Special Trustee, which for the first time
put people in place in the Department of Interior that actually

knew something about trust fund management. It's hard to believe

that billions of dollars in account money were being managed by
people that really didn't have trust experience. May have had some
investment experience, some finance experience, but trust manage-
ment is its own very special discipline. So your committee was inte-

gral in that process and it certainly was an initial step to moving
us along here.

And the appointment of Chairman Hayworth and the task force,

again, is moving us forward on this issue. They, in their early hear-

ings, have had a little bit of sticker shock so far. They will have
some more, but the tip of the iceberg is being uncovered. The $2.4
billion that's unreconcilable we refer to as the tip of the iceberg in

the process, and that kind of opened some eyes in Washington
when we had our first hearing there.

Today I want to talk a few minutes about the Alaska Native
Fund and its relationship to other trust accounts and the current

status of that, IIM accounts in Alaska and one particular case, the
current management of trust fund accounts and what remains to

be done, and then finally the impact of the reconciliation on Alaska
tribes, most particularly on the Central Council of Tlingit and
Haida, which I can speak very directly to, of course.

The Alaska Native Fund did not receive similar examination as

other accounts during the reconciliation reports and activities of

this past ye£ir, even though the Alaska Native Fund has $111 mil-

lion, $111 million, of unreconciled disbursements that were sup-

posed to go to Alaska Natives. Now, of that $2.4 billion that you
referenced earlier, between eight and $900 million went out in cash
distributions to people and entities that we don't know, and $111
million of that was targeted for Alaska Natives. That was 14 per-

cent of that $800 miUion in cash disbursements. A very significant

number.
Today, the Alaska accounts total significantly small—or substan-

tially smaller amounts of the total trust fund on deposit with the
Bureau; however, the history, because of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, has some very historic and significant amounts
over time. But even though the amounts may be small, to the



Central Council and to individual tribes the $7.7 million trust fund
account that we still have, and we are growing, is very important
to us, and even though it may not be the grandiose number, it is

substantial in that regard.

So for this reason, ATMA would like to ask you to request a GAO
separate investigation on the Alaska Native funds, ask them to get

to the bottom and find out about this $111 million that we cannot
tag, and let's find out who that money went to and ensure that this

t3rpe of activity doesn't happen again.

IIM accounts in Alaska, similar to the tribal accounts, maybe
don't have the numbers, but they certainly have the significance to

the individual people that do have them. And to give you an exam-
ple, we have about a thousand IIM accounts. Individual Indian
Money accounts, here in Alaska, totaling about $11 million on de-

posit for these individual Native Alaskans. And it's my belief that
the Alaska condition, because it is smaller, could be dealt with and
resolved before waiting for a total global resolution.

I mean, when the reconciliation project was done, tribal activities

and tribal accounts were examined, the IIM accounts weren't even
looked at, and there are 300,000 IIM accounts, where Alaska has
a thousand. I think that we could address many of these issues

very quickly and maybe not necessarily have to wait for a whole
globsd resolution in order to deal with the Alaska condition.

Unfortunately, Mr. Charles was not able to be here. I had talked
with him this last week, £ind, in all honesty, I—we are paging him
and looking for him. He has comes from Dot Lake, he's an older
gentleman, and I have talked with him and I have documentation
on his case that has been released to me and I would kind of like

to review with you this one particular case, because it examples
some very interesting and significant issues.

Mr. Young. Go ahead.
Mr. Davenport. Mr, Charles, in 1980, decided—^was approached

to sell a parcel of land, trust land. And in so doing, the procedure
is that the BIA needs to authorize and approve the sale of trust
land, which they did. Sale price was approximately $42,000.
$21,000 was to be made in a down payment and then two equal
pa5rments in the two following years was to occur.

The deal was approved, the $21,000 was given to the BIA on be-
half of Mr. Charles and put on deposit there in an IIM account.
Now, Mr. Charles asked for the money to be paid out in cash as
soon as they could turn it over, and they did in ten days. He re-

ceived the $21,000. The transaction occurred in its normal course
over the next two years and the transaction was completed.

In 1986, Mr. Charles got a letter from the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs, and in that letter it says that you've got $41,000 and some
dollars coming to you. Mr. Charles paused and debated the issue,

as to whether or not he should be receiving that money, and asked
what it's for. And they said, well, it's money that is coming ofi" of
your account. He said, I don't have an account, I had an account
there for ten days. And they said, well, we are closing these ac-

counts out, it's an IMPL account, an individual Indian money pro-
ceeds of labor account, and if you want it, sign below. And so after
two or three exchanges of information, he signed the letter and
they sent him a check for $41,000 and change.
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About three years after that the IRS called him and said you owe
taxes, substantial taxes, interest and penalties, and you need to

pay out. What the Bureau did not disclose was that the money that
they were sending him was classified as interest money, and that
interest money is taxable. Trust money is not, but interest on trust

earnings is taxable. So Mr. Charles had been battling with the IRS
to kind of drag him back on level ground.
The interesting point is, that the appearance here is that $21,000

that was on account for ten days earned $41,000 five years later.

Mr. Young. Must have been working with somebody else I know
in the White House. I couldn't resist that.

Mr. Davenport. Well, I have asked my CPA, Mr. Points, to cal-

culate the rate of return on that. He said he didn't have a—they
hadn't figured a calculator yet that could do that.

Mr. Young. Be waiting until the year 2000 to do that.

Mr. Davenport. So t^at, anyway, is the gist of the story. Mr.
Charles continues to wrestle with the IRS on this issue. I talked
with him this last week. I wanted him to come and tell his story.

He was willing to do that. I don't know why he was unable to be
here today. But he did say that he was in the process, he told me
over the phone, that he was in the process of surveying other trust

land that he had so he could sell it to pay the taxes on this money.
So he's going to lose more of his land in this process to cover up,

and, like I said, we have the correspondence here. I've read it. It's

not clear at all that this money was interest and that he would
ever be taxed if it would ever be reported to the IRS.

I also was able to contact the BIA staff person that was involved

at that time with this distribution process. And I talked with her
this last week, and her name is Salty White, who still is working
with the area office out of Juneau. And I asked her about the Carl
Charles case.

She said, oh, Fm very familiar with it. I said, well, how could
possibly $41,000 be distributed in the context of earnings to an in-

dividual who had an account for ten days of $21,000? She said

what happened was that over the—during the 1960's and 1970's,

the moneys that came in as earnings on deposits was not following

the principal of the account and that there was a court case of one
sort of another that directed the closing of the IMPL accounts, the
individual—or Indian money proceeds of labor accounts.

They didn't know that they had a bunch of money in there, they
didn't know who that money went to, and so what they did was
that they took a point in time, which happened to be, our guess at

this point, is the end of January of 1980, found out the number of

who had money on account during that month, what their percent
of the total amount on account was, because that was what they
figured was their best record, gave that a percentage figure. They
knew how much they had on deposit and applied that percentage
to what was in there and distributed money, and that's how Mr.
Charles got $41,000.
Mr. Young, Eric, wait. Donna, I want to not ask you that ques-

tion, but you're writing very, very seriously there. This should
never happen.
Ms. Erwin. We agree. Obviously we agree with that.



Mr. Young. All right. We'll find out what happened with you as
an example. Go ahead.
Mr. Davenport. So I asked her, I said, well, how many people

received checks during that mass distribution? She said, without
going back and checking the records, she wasn't sure, but her recol-

lection was someplace around 500. Clearly people ended up getting
money, as Mr. Charles did, that probably shouldn't have, or
shouldn't have. Other people that maybe had taken money out on
December 31st of 1979 didn't get any money, or people who had de-

posits as of February 1 of 1980, they didn't get any money. And so
we've got a number of Alaska Natives that did not get their fair

share of that distribution. Others are, as in the case of Mr.
Charles, are pa3dng some significant penalties as a result of that.

I see that I'm out of time here. I know we've got a number of
people, but I thought that it was important that issue got on the
record.

[The statement of Mr. Davenport may be found at end of hear-
ing.]

Mr. Young. Thank you, Eric. Lonnie, and then we'll have some
questions. Do you have any questions, any comments?
Mr. Points. Oh, I have a whole page of comments.
Mr. Young. OK Would you like to comment at this time?
Mr. Points. Not on Eric's, but
Mr. Youi^G. I take it you don't have any testimony?
Mr. Points. Oh, yes.

STATEMENT OF LONNIE POINTS, ACCOUNTANT, INTERTRIBAL
MONITORING ASSOCIATION, INDIAN TRUST FUNDS

Mr. Young. Would you, please.
Mr. Points. Sure. I have submitted my written testimony, Mr.

Chairman, and I want to thank you for being here this morning.
It's a pleasure to visit your great State. And I understand that you
wanted to hear the other side of the story from a CPA, and I am
a CPA from Omaha, Nebraska. We have been involved in Indian
country back till 1979, 1980, and we have done a lot of work in In-

dian country, as well as working with the Intertribal Monitoring
Association since it began in 1990.
And because I have submitted my written testimony, what I

would like to do is expand a little bit on what the Arthur Andersen
report says, which we have received a copy of in 1991. And I would
also like to preface my comments that I'm not here to badger my
brethren or downplay the Bureau. These are things that happened
in the past and the present people were not there then, and so if

we would take those all in light, I'd like to just share that with
you.
The report that we have a copy of was issued in 1991, and it was

a piece of an extra effort that Arthur Anderson was asked to do on
the 1971 through 1990 Alaska Native Fund, which is the escrow
fund that was established—actually in 1976 was the first deposits
that were made there.

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, which was passed in
'71, appropriated the $962 million for the Alaska Native coi-pora-

tions. Now, there is some confusion, but Andersen's report says
specifically that this money was paid directly to the Alaska Native
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corporations and was not included in the escrow fund. There is sup-
posed to be another fund that has that money in it, but for your
committee's purposes we are as confused as to how that money
moved as the report says, but what Andersen's report does say is

that it was paid directly to the Alaska Native corporations.

The moneys that are in this report are the funds that were de-

posited from the earnings on the land that was transferred as the

money earned—as that land earned funds, and it was eventually
transferred to the Alaska Native corporations. It has approximately
$42 million in deposits from the principal of the receipts. There
was an amendment in 1980, called the Alaska National Interest

Lands Conservation Act, that played catch up from '71 to '76, and
$7.4 million was also deposited to this fund.

That's kind of the history of the report that we're dealing with
and we're not dealing with the $962 million. And some of the find-

ings in the Andersen report are as follows: The Money Max system,
which is the system that records the investments that the Bureau
has, was reconciled to the finance system, which is the general

ledger that records all of the transactions, as of September 30th,

1990, and as well as September '89. That—^those two balances
agreed. However, there was about $2 million that was not recorded

on either system in that reconciliation process.

There were also three months in 1989 and at September 30th,

1989, that none of the fiinds were invested to earn interest. The
finance to the Treasury reconciliation was done to the extent pos-

sible, and the exceptions were identified and researched to the ex-

tent possible. Andersen did look at about 69 percent of the $52 mil-

lion in receipts and they looked at about 74 percent of the $42 mil-

lion that has been paid out over this period of '76 to 1990.

There was no testing on the regional corporations or the revenue
sharing that runs through the regional corporations, and I think

the important part of this report is the findings in the proposed ad-

justments. In my written testimony, I indicate that the aggregate

adjustments were $10 million, but what I'd like to do this morning
is tell how that $10 million gets there.

And that's a decrease in the fund, by the way. The funds started

with $18 million on the books of the finance system and was re-

duced by $10 million and there's $8 million left after the proposed
adjustments.
The first proposed adjustment was a $21 million payment to an

Alaska Native corporation that wasn't recorded. It was sitting in an
expense account. The important part of that was that the invest-

ment folks didn't rely on the general ledger to invest the money so

that they didn't pretend—or didn't assume—^that they had it in-

vested or it could have been significantly more. It was only the

principal piece.

There was $1.2 miUion from a claim with MMS, which is the
Minerals Management Services, that was not recorded in 1990.

That's an add. And then there's a net of interest of about a million

bucks that was thought to have been uninvested in computer treas-

ury interest that actually was invested, and then another $832,000
that wasn't invested that should have been. That was a plus.

And the books had two fund groups. There was a fund—and the
Andersen report says that the present people that were there do
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not know why they had two fund groups, but there are two fund
groups. The second fund group had $10.5 milUon in cash in it, and
it was consolidated or combined with the other fund group. And the
report further states that the second fund group was not invested,

and our question is what happens to the interest and was interest

computed on that. I can't teU from the report or any findings that
the interest was actually computed on that money to be put into

the escrow fund.
The other adjustment is kind of surprising. They reduced the

cash for the unsupported transactions, and that adjustment was for

$281,000. Even though it's a lot smaller, it's still a significant

amount of money. And there was a receipt for $155,000 that was,
quote, unreconciled, and this is the same kind of reconciliation

process that Andersen went through in the five years and $20 mil-
lion plus for the—most of the tribes that have trust funds. But this

receipt for some reason was adjusted in the $281,000.
And then the other thing was discrepancies between the ending

fund balance of the accounts and the beginning fund balance of the
accounts, makes up the difference of the $155 to the $281,000. And
these are things that they have found on a test basis in looking at
procedures and documentation. It's an agreed-upon procedures re-

port, it's not an audit, even though the audit of the aggregate fund
in 1990 is the supplemental work.

Last, but not least, there was a reclassification entry to record
a $213,000 certificate of deposit that was not recorded. All in all,

the question is, in 1990, this is the last report that was issued, the
fund had a balance of $8.8 million and to our knowledge has not
been included in any of the reconciliation or accounting efforts that
have been taking place after that point in time.
So in Eric's example of the $41,000 pa5anent, unfortunately, here

we have things going the other direction and this is money that be-
longs to the Alaska Native corporations. It's in a holding pattern.

[The statement of Mr. Points may be found at end of hearing.]
Mr. Young. You've got me clearly confused, but I appreciate it.

It's an awful lot of figures that exist to be recited by yourself of ar-

rears amounts of money.
Where is this money, does anybody know?
Mr. Points. The Alaska Native Fund is in an account in the Of-

fice of Trust Fund Management.
Mr. Young. In Albuquerque?
Mr. Points. In Albuquerque.
Mr. Young. What I'm trying to get across, why was some funds

reinvested to gather interest and some were not? Who controls
that?
Mr. Points. OTFM, the Office of Trust Fund Management, prior

to Donna.
Mr. Young. Donna?
Ms. Erwin. There's a couple of things that we probably need to

discuss with that, and Lonnie is correct in what is in his state-
ment. Since that time, we have made the adjustments, gone back.
One of the things that's happened, and we need to bring this out,
is in 1995, we—in 1994, really—started correcting the tribal side,

tribal systems, and we converted to the Omni trust system for all

the investments and all the tribal accounts. At that time we did go
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back and make all of the adjustments, follow-up, do the research.

It will be included in the FY-96 audit, the Alaska Native es-

crow
Mr. Young. All right. But what I'm going to say, when that gets

done, I'm sure Eric and Lonnie are going to be looking at this very

carefully, and there's some money there that's not accounted for.

Ms. Erwin. Yes, he is correct.

Mr. Young. And I just want to know where it is and why some
money was not invested and some money was invested. You know,
this whole thing is a mess, if you really want to get down to it. A
big, big mess is what we're having.

But is the management of this fund reported to the Alaska cor-

porations on a quarterly basis, does anybody know?
Mr. Points. Not to my knowledge. We have had significant ef-

forts—and, believe me, Congressman, you thought you were con-

fused, I was confused until I read a lot of history a long, long time
ago—^but not to my knowledge.
Mr. Young. Donna, is it recorded?

Ms. Erwin. No, I don't believe it is. There's some, still, deter-

minations by various people
Mr. Young. OK Let's put it this way: Is it reported to anyone?
Ms. Erwin. No.
Mr. Davenport. No.
Mr. Young. Oh, boy.

Ms. Erwin. This money belongs to—once the BLM, the Forest

Service and every one makes a determination which corporations

will this belong to, then these funds will be conveyed to those peo-

ple. Right now, you do not know which percentage of those funds

belongs to which corporations.

Mr. Young. Well, now, as we go through this process, Eric, I am
going to ask for a JO investigation, I want to show you, for the

Alaska part of this, and I think this is part of this process. We
have to establish again—^what I'm trying to seek here is not put-

ting anybody in jail. Fm trying to solve the problem. I'm trying to

figure out what we're going to do from now on. There's no excuse

what has occurred, none. I mean, this has been going on since

1903, and before that time. From here—I guess from 1971. And
what we have to do—^that's quite a while ago.

What we have to do now is figure out where the money is, what
is accounted for, and then see if there's some way that we can't

make this system work, and then go back into the past and see

what we can do to gain what rightfully belongs to each corporation

or each individual.

How many did you say belong to these individual money ac-

counts, like Mr. Charles?
Ms. Erwin. 1400.

Mr. Davenport. In Alaska our figure is someplace around a
thousand, which is fairly consistent. Donna said about 1400 IIM ac-

count holders. Overall within the system the number of accounts
is about 300,000.
Mr. Young. Now, does that person know he has that account?
Mr. Davenport. Some do, some don't.
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Mr. Young. OK. That will be one of the questions I want to

make sure the operation finds out, are they notifying their account
holders.

The other thing I wanted to find out, you said—an important
issue in Mr. Charles' program here, about $21,000 generates
$41,000 worth of interest, that's a beautiful thing.

Has the BIA in Juneau—that's where they work it through?
Mr. Davenport. That's correct.

Mr. Young. Have they helped them in their or his defense to the
IRS, or they're saying it's his responsibility?

Mr. Davenport. The/re saying it's his responsibility.

Mr. Young. The BIA is saying it's interest of $41,000. Did they
send a letter of explanation saying at that time it was interest?

Mr. Davenport. No. They sent him a letter—I have the letter

here that they sent him and it does not say it is interest. It says
that is IMPL proceeds.

In fact, I can quote it. It says—^it—I don't know if I can go right

straight to it here, but what it says is that it's proceeds from his

IMPL account. On October 11, Mr. Charles was notified by the BIA
that he had money in the Indian money proceeds of labor, IMPL,
escrow account and requested him to sign and return a form to

withdraw the funds. Mr. Charles did that. And then it says this

money was interest earned on the $21,000 payment he received for

the sale of his land.

Mr. Young. This is what I'm seeking. That has got to be rectified

by the BIA. You know, someone, very frankly probably myself,
would not even understand what's occurring, and Lord lead us into

the temptation. And I want that letter, if you don't mind, Eric

—

submit it for the record. It will be a part of the record and it will

back up what's occurring there, because it appears now you've got
an individual who has to sell, as you mentioned, other trust lands
to try to pay the IRS off, when in reality, it was my understanding,
if it was a part of the trust lands, that's not taxable moneys.
Mr. Davenport. That's correct.

Mr. Young. There's something very, very wrong in this situation.

In the Alaska Native group alone, you say Alaska has $111 mil-

lion unaccounted for or is that part of the fund that is accounted
for?

Mr. Davenport. In the reconciliation report that was published
on January 15th, it included as a part of that $2.4 billion of
unreconciled transactions about—more than $800 million in cash
disbursements that were not reconciled. The composition of that
$800 million includes $111 million that was—has been somehow
identified as being targeted for Alaska Natives.
Mr. Young. The thing that confuses me the most, you know, we

have $2.4 billion somewhere out there. Where can it be? I mean,
is it making money, has it lost money, is it spent money, or, in

your own opinion, I mean, where is it?

Mr. Davenport. Well, I think that's a real question, especially

in the sense of the cash disbursements. I mean, that's cash paid
out to parties whom we can't identify for sure.

A part of my testimony I didn't get to was that the Central Coun-
cil has $4.2 million of unreconciled transactions during that period
of time, and you can bet that I've got accountants working on that.
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And that's going to cost the tribe money to try and figure out what
the trustee did with it. You know, we're having to spend our tribal

money to do that.

Mr. Young. What happens, Eric, if we find out there's been mal-
ftinction in the trust office itself? Are you willing to sue or is there
going to be a way of retribution, or how's this going to happen?
Mr. Davenport. The president will be here in just a few mo-

ments and Ed would probably be the best one to explain that.

Mr. Young. I will ask Ed.
Mr. Davenport. But I'm sure that we wouldn't hesitate to liti-

gate if that proved to be the best avenue.
Mr. Young. Because, see, what concerns me, if there's $2.4 bil-

lion and the BIA, basically Department of Interior, is in charge of

that and we can't find it but it is coming, guess who's going to be
asked to appropriate it?

Ms. Erwin. We need to clarify that it's $2.4 billion that they can-
not locate all of the documents to do a complete audit.

Mr. Young. Well, again, though, they're somewhere out there,

and I'm saying God help the BIA if you have to come to me and
ask for appropriations to pay off some malfeasance to do it.

Ms. Erwin. We agree.

Mr. Young. We're going to have some real heated discussions
about that. You know, it's a very poor way to run a train. We're
doing this as a process, we're setting up the different systems, to

make sure that the train arrives on time.

Do you have anything else to add prior to bringing up the next
panel, Eric? Thank you, by the way. I want to thank you personally
because you were very instrumental in bringing this to our atten-

tion in a period of a year-and-a-half to two years, and it's got a lot

of interest in the Lower 48. Of course, your primary interest is

here, and it's got a lot of interest in the Lower 48. Because, again,

we're not looking for bad things. I'm tr3dng to solve the problem be-

cause someone is not getting their just dues out here.

Lonnie, do you have anjrthing to add?
Mr. Points. Well, I would just like to add that the $2.4 billion

is only the reconciliation piece. There's more things out there be-

sides the 2.4.

Eric said that this morning, earlier, that was the tip of the ice-

berg, and there are proposed adjustments in these reconciliation re-

ports beyond the $2.4 billion. So that's only one piece, and I think
that's key.

Mr. Young. Lonnie, what's your role? Are you employed and is

this part of your occupation, how did you get involved in it?

Mr. Points. I'm a CPA from Omaha, Nebraska. I work for Bland
& Associates, a CPA firm. We are competitors, if you will, of the
big six, which includes the Arthur Andersen folks, and we have a
lot of Indian tribes as clients in the Lower 48. And we got involved
in this in September of 1990, when Donna's predecessor called a
group together because of your Committee that said we want to

make sure you consult with Indian tribes before you start on this

reconciliation audit certification process.

So I was at the very first meeting that started very well in the
morning and by the afternoon disintegrated to you'll have to sue
us if you want your money.
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Mr. Young. Well, what I'm asking, then, I'm not hitting on any-
body here, but it goes for anybody who's involved in this. I listened

to both of you, listened to all these numbers and figures, and I get
a blank look on my face because, again, I don't know where the
money is. I'm an old-fashioned riverboat captain; you either got the
money in your hand or you don't. And when you say it's there, but
it's not, I get very, very confused.

I'm hoping that you continue to pursue whoever you're doing this

for, following what is being accomplished and where we're headed,
because I just don't want to see the tip of the iceberg. If there's a
bigger part of this than the iceberg that sunk the Titanic, I want
to see it.

Mr. Points. Right. And we are.

Mr. Young. OK Eric?

Mr. Davenport. Just in closing. Congressman, when I referenced
the tip of the iceberg, that $2.4 billion was the result of an
unreconciled amount on $17.8 billion of non-investment trans-

actions.

Mr. Young. The reconciliation, it was sort of a negotiated num-
ber to come up with 2.4.

Mr. Davenport. What they did was they tested non-investment
transactions, and during that time period, their $17.8 billion, they
did not test over $200 billion in investment transactions. That
hasn't been examined yet.

Mr. Young. OK
Mr. Davenport. They've only looked at 17.9; they have not

looked at $200 billion.

They also do not have any accounts receivable system, they have
not examined the oil and gas and minerals issues out there. That
hasn't been examined. So when we talk about $2.4 billion, we're
talking about the tip of the iceberg.

Mr. Young. OK Well, well be pursuing this, and I do thank
both of you for bringing your testimony in. It will be submitted for

the record in written form and your spoken word has also been
taken down. And this is just the beginning of this process, and like

I said, especially—I know Eric will be back in office, but, Lonnie,
I want you to mark out this as it goes by to see where we're head-
ed.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Points. Thank you.
Mr. Davenport. Thank you, Congressman.
Mr. Young. The next panel will be Ed Thomas, president of the

Central Tlingit and Haida Business Council; Alma Upicksoun,
Elouise Cobell, Robert—Robert, how do you say that name?
Mr. Peregoy. "Peregoy."
Mr. Young. "Peregoy."
Mr. Peregoy. Yes, sir.

Mr. Young. All right. Is that French? What is it?

Mr. Peregoy. French Basque.
Mr. Young. French Basque.
Well, we will start out with Mr. Thomas. Welcome, glad to have

you here.

Mr. Thomas. Thank you very much.
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Mr. Young. We're running just a little bit more casual, if you
need to have a few more minutes, but, remember, you have four
other people there, and we'll go through it.

Mr. Thomas. Thank you very much. I won't take a lot of time.
I have some written testimony; I hope you've got a copy.
Mr. Young. We have a copy. Thank you.
Mr. Thomas. I will not be reading my written testimony, but I

would present it for the record.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD K. THOMAS, PRESmENT, CENTRAL
COUNCIL, TLINGIT AND HAIDA INDIAN TRIBES OF ALASKA
Mr. Thomas. I'd like to welcome this committee and this hearing

to Alaska, and greetings from Southeast Alaska. As you know.
Southeast Alaska is the home to Tlingit, Haida and Tsimshiam
people.

Uxut Duwa Sawk Tlingit Aya Xut. I'm a Tlingit. My Tlingit

name is Tsa Xoo. I'm the president of the Tlingit and Haida
Central Council. On the documents you have, it says it's a business
council. There is a business manager, but we are not a business
council, we're a central council.

I want to continue my introduction by pointing out that I'm a
former member of the joint Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Indian Affairs and Tribal Reorganization Task Force. I'm currently
the Juneau area vice-president of the National Council of Indians
and I'm a member of the appointed advisory board to the Office of

Special Trustee.
I use those introductions to point out that I have been involved

in this issue in each of these forums and we have discussed this

issue very thoroughly at times, but oftentimes it's just to vent frus-

trations. But without exception, the tribes that participate in all of
these groups and organizations and task forces agree that the is-

sues relative to the tribal trust fund management and all the prob-
lems that have been uncovered need to be fixed and they need to

be fixed as a high priority.

My testimony at times gets pointed and I hope that my testi-

mony does not insult people. I don't intend to be overcritical and
I don't want to be overcritical of any particular Congress or even
the Federal Grovemment. However, I need to point out that the
problems of the trust fund management reside primarily in one of-

fice, in the Department of the Interior, and we need to focus on it.

And the problems in that Department need to be fixed and they
need to be fixed a lot quicker than they are being fixed. Each day
that the problems go by without being resolved, the problems are
compounded. If we don't have accounts that are reconcilable, the
earnings that should be earned by those accounts go unreconciled
and so on and so forth. So it's very important that as we address
the issues relative to the tribal trust fund management, that we do
it with a degree of vigor, much more than we are at this point right

now.
I was very proud of Congress and the President in the manner

and expedience in which they dealt with the problems of the sav-
ings and loan scandals. I felt that it was a fiduciary responsibility
of the Federal Government to make sure that people investing in

institutes across this country did not lose their savings, their life
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earnings because of certain scandals relative to managing their

money.
And I think that Indian accounts need to be dealt with in the

same manner, very direct, very straightforward, don't drag it out.

I think that when we talk about where is the money, where did it

go, I think those are important issues, but also as important, we
need to identify who owns those dollars and how much they really

should be entitled to.

In my latest involvement as a member of the board through the

Office of Special Trustee, I have become more convinced that we
need to put a lot of effort into fixing the systems. If we keep dwell-

ing on the reconciliation problem as the only solution, I think we
will miss the boat in not making sure that the systems that are

designed for accountability be in place.

I think they need to be in place soon. I don't know if we need
to study it too much more. I know that Paul Homan put forth a
plan at one point where he identified a lot of things that were nec-

essary from a banker's point of view, an investment point of view,

how we should manage those systems.
So I think we need to move on two tracks. Yes, we need to rec-

oncile the accounts on a high priority, but we also need to fix the
systems that are ongoing problems.

I want to close by thanking you once again for being here, bring-

ing this hearing to Alaska. Many times we feel like we're left out

of the system because we don't get many hearings in Alaska, so it's

a great honor to have the committee on this very important issue

here in Alaska.
I also want to thank ITMA for all the work they have done over

the past number of years in crystallizing the problems, defining a
manner by which we can address them directly, and I think that's

where we are. I think we need to move forward, and, once again,

thanks for your time.

[The statement of Mr. Thomas may be found at end of hearing.]

Mr, Young. Thank you, Ed. I appreciate those comments.
Alma, you're up.

STATEMENT OF ALMA UPICKSOUN, ASSISTANT HOUSE
COUNSEL, ARCTIC SLOPE REGIONAL CORPORATION

Ms. UPICKSOUN. GkK)d morning.
Mr. Young. Welcome back to Alaska.
Ms. UPICKSOUN. Thank you. And I was going to welcome you

back. It's good to be home. I, for one, know that.

My name, for the record, is Alma Upicksoun. I serve as assistant

house counsel to Arctic Slope Region^d Corporation. I'm one of the
over 7,000
Mr. Young. Pull that microphone a little closer.

Ms. Upicksoun. I'm one of the over 7,000 shareholders for Arctic

Slope Regional Corporation. Our shareholders want to thank you
for the instigation of this task force and addressing this important
issue.

I, for one, as an Alaska Native and other Alaska Natives here
recognize the work that you have done to fulfill the obligations for

the Federal Government with Alaska Natives, and I'm sure that
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we'll see the same resolve as you address this issue with the task

force.

This morning it's my honor to introduce to the task force Elouise

Cobell, who's a leader from the Blackfeet tribe in Montana and
serves as the project director for the IIM correction and recovery

project. And I know that she and Bob Peregoy have some solutions

and corrections, hopefully, to this process, and welcome them here.

[The statement of Ms. Upicksoun may be found at end of hear-

ing.]

Mr. Young. Thank you, Alma, and make sure to move that mike
over.

Elouise, I just came up from Montana the day before yesterday
with Grordon down there. Mainly what I was doing, I was traveling

all over the northwest, checking out some of the responsibilities I

have on this Committee. Welcome aboard. Welcome to Alaska.

STATEMENT OF ELOUISE COBELL, PROJECT DIRECTOR, IIM
CORRECTION AND RECOVERY PROJECT

Ms. COBELL. Thank you. Alma, and thank you, Congressman
Young. I'll tell you, it was music to my ears when you said today
that you were going to pursue this issue with great vigor

Mr. Young. Thank you.

Ms. COBELL. [continuing]—because I have been pursuing this

issue with great vigor in many capacities, initially as one of the

ITMA former chairs, that Eric now fills the position, and as chair-

man of the advisory board and also as a lead plaintiff in a class

action suit on behalf of individual Indian account holders. I am
now heading up as project director the trust fund recovery, individ-

ual Indian trust fund recovery project.

I bring you great warm greetings, and I was with our chairman
and chief yesterday and he said specifically to give you a hello from
Chairman Old Person.

I am very, very encouraged because, like the Alaska Natives,

there are many tribes in Montana and individual Indian account

holders that are also victims of the great mismanagement, finan-

cial mismanagement, I think, and in my opinion is the worst finan-

cial mismanagement in the entire United States because it affects

the poorest people in this country, and so I really appreciate the

effort that you have put into this task force to make sure there are

some solutions and some resolution to this problem.
I guess maybe I want to talk to you a little bit about how I was

involved. And how it came about is, I was treasurer for the Black-

feet tribe for many years. I was a young person at that time. And
the way that I feel that the government and the Bureau of Indian

Affairs were able to get away with this for so long is just—from the

testimony that you heard, there was never any information that

was provided to us.

I started questioning the account statements that were coming to

Blackfeet, and you heard Lonnie and Eric talk about the numbers
and there were negatives posted to your summary of trust ac-

counts, and every time you questioned the Bureau, you just got an
entire runaround: Well, you got to go to the area office, you got to

go to the central office. You know, it was just on and on and on.
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and nobody was accountable to the tribes and to the individual In-

dians.

And so finally you just had to start working together, and it was
such a relief to be able to organize the Intertribal Monitoring Asso-
ciation, where we came together as a powerful group of tribes. And
that was the only way that we got anywhere, is just being in the

government's face every single day, because they would slam the

doors in our face.

Since I've been involved with the trust funds, I hear many, many
stories from the elders at home that come to me and tell me stories

of what has happened to them, and it is so sad. Just the other day,

I was called over to the nursing home, the Blackfeet nursing home
that is run by our tribe, and it's not the best care that we have
for our elderly people, but an elderly woman told me about the sto-

ries of what they would have to do to even get some money for the
basic living, for food, for clothes for their children, and they rode
horses through snow banks and finally made it to Browning, the
seat where the Bureau of Indians Affairs would be, and they would
lock them out. They were locked out. They had to stand outside in

the cold and wait and wait and wait to see the agent to try to get

some of their own money.
So this has been happening for years and years, and I really

don't think it's gotten any better. There has been a little bit of

progress.

But let me tell you another hat that I wear is I was organizer
of the Blackfeet National Bank. It's one of the only national banks
located on an Indian reservation that is owned by a tribe. And if

we were—if we ran a bank like the way that the Bureau of Indians
Affairs has been able to run and manage our own money, we would
probably all be in jail and definitely our bank would be closed down
by the Federal agencies.
And so that's what's so mind-boggling about this entire thing, is

because the same government agencies that regulate our national

bank that would close us down and put us in jail also have a dou-
ble standard for Department of Interior that manages our money,
so it's really important and I'm just so encouraged by your efforts

of this task force.

And I also like the fact that you said that you were going to be
asking for monthly reports, because I know for a fact that if you
don't continue to hold their feet to the fire, then it goes away, the
urgency goes away.

After ITMA was really involved in pushing the government to do
something about this great mismanagement, Congressman Synar,
and, of course, Congressman Clinger issued the mistrust—^Mis-

placed Trust Report, and that report led to a lot of things. And I

think the great thing that it led to was the 1994 Trust Fund Re-
form Act that gave tribes for the first time some teeth. It gave
tribes the opportunity, if they did not like the way the government
was managing their money, that they could actually pull their

money out.

It also put in place the special trustee, and I'll tell you as part
of the Act. And I know many people in this room, Dan, David, Lon-
nie, Eric, were all involved in helping with the Trust Fund Reform
Act, along with many congressmen. And I was just so ecstatic when
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that reform act got approved. I thought, my God, we finally made
it, we're finally going to make the government accountable to the
poorest people in this entire country.

Well, being fi-om Montana and a long ways firom Washington, I

really didn't understand what really needed to happen. Well, the
special trustee that was part of the Act, that we, the tribes, put in

place for the very first time a very capable person that had man-
aged banks, had turned huge banks and trust departments around.
We finally got the person in place. Well then, Congress did not give

him any money, so we're just back to square one.

I mean, if you put the most capable person in place and you don't

give them any moneys to fix the systems, to implement a strategic

plan, then we're back to square one. So we basically are just start-

ing all over, and I really would like to encourage the task force to

appropriate the money that is needed to implement the strategic

plan that the special trustee has put forth.

It is my understanding, and I am—excuse me if I'm probably a
little bit ignorant about how Congress works, but it's my under-
standing that the House appropriated a million dollars to do this.

The special trustee had given the estimates that it would cost $150
million to fix the systems over five years. Then it is also my under-
standing that the Senate committee bumped that up to $18 million.

So I would encourage you, Congressman Young, to give us some
support in making sure that we get the higher mark in order to

start this, because if we don't have the money to fix the systems,
every day is—we continue to lose our money. It's being stolen; who
knows what's happening to it. We know we don't have any accounts
receivable system.

I just want to tell you one very quick story. Maybe being from
Montana, you might allow me a little extra time. But we had a sit-

uation where an individual, an elder, wasn't getting any income off"

of her land, but didn't really understand what's the process you go
through. You go to the BIA agency office and they don't tell you
anything.
But it just happened that somebody was driving by that land and

saw there was a huge gravel pit on the land. So she went—and she
didn't know where to go, where to enforce it, so she went to Tribal
Court. And she brought it to the judges and said, you know, I have
a problem here, people are taking gravel off of my land. And, you
know, To: the matter of the record, there's no accounts receivable
S3'stem within the Bureau of Indian Affairs, so they never know if

you're owed money or not.

So she had taken this situation to Tribal Court. Tribal Court
tried to pursue it and went to the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
said, you know, give us a reporting, this lady is not being paid, who
is taking the gravel. Well, it was a non-Indian that was taking the
gravel off the land and selling it, and this lady never, ever got a
cent.

Well, unfortunately, she passed away before anything was re-

solved, and as of today, we don't think the heirs have received their

just. But that just gives you a sampling of the individual Indian
problems that we're having.

I think that part of the suit, as a lead plaintiff, and Bob will be
getting into that in much more depth, is to compel the United
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States Government to fix the systems for us. And I also believe, as

you heard many of the stories today, is that you need to make the
wrongs right. You have to give restitution to the Natives.

One of the areas President Thomas talked about was the advi-

sory board and the different plans that have been submitted to the
advisory board. And one that we felt that was very interesting and
had some real capabilities to solve some of these problems is this

special trustee introduced the creation of a development bank. A
development bank would be capitalized, and maybe that would be
the place, after Indian country was consulted, that would manage
the trust funds and the trust assets.

But the $2.4 billion, as you know, they don't know who that be-

longs to. They can identify some of the people that it belongs to.

Eric talked about the escrow account that would belong—some of

the money belongs there. I know that Blackfeet is owed some of the
money, but there's some money that they just can't identify who
that is owed to. So, you know, if we were to capitalize a develop-
ment bank, it really could do some really economic development in

Indian country, and I think that's something that we should look

at.

I would like to thank you, and I know that you're going to do a
wonderful job in developing a report after you're finished with this

task force in November. And, once again, thanks a lot for an oppor-
tunity to testify before you in Alaska.

[The statement of Ms. Cobell may be found at end of hearing.]

Mr. Young. Welcome to Alaska. If I can tell you one thing, this

will not dissolve in November. We hope it will continue in pursuit
of this, I think, real serious problem. I will ask each one of you,
though, that has been here today just in the beginning, to continue
to track where we're going. If you have any advice or any sugges-
tions or any ideas, we're very, very open for them. And I just want
to get this done.
As I said, I don't want to go into the past, but I also would like

to solve the problem we're faced with today and seeing it doesn't
recur, and then we'll go back for the restitution part, because I do
believe there's been an awful lot of money lost to individuals and
especially certain tribes sind corporations that have been set forth.

It's a loss and that wasn't what the intent was. If someone is not
functionable in an agency, that they should be required to reim-
burse those moneys that were lost.

Robert?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. PEREGOY, SENIOR STAFF
ATTORNEY, NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND

Mr. Peregoy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to express my
appreciation for being here in your great State. This is the first

time I've come to Alaska and it's every bit more beautiful than I've

always heard.
Mr. Young. What State did you come from?
Mr. Peregoy. I come from Montana and from California. I'm a

Flathead Indian from Montana on my mother's side of the family
and so we have—I thought that was Grod's country, but I have to

concede that this is going to give it a run for its money, but we
won't make any
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Mr. Young. The only bad thing you said in the whole thing was
California.

Mr. Peregoy. That's where my dad came from. I didn't have any
control.

Mr. Young. OK. Robert, go ahead.
Mr. Peregoy. It's a real pleasure to be here, and I do want to

thank you very sincerely on behalf of the Native American Rights

Fund for taking the leadership to create this task force to resolve

this most important issue.

And as Elouise has suggested here this morning, Mr. Chairman,
we view this as the largest and longest lasting financial scandal

ever involving the United States Government, and at stake are un-
told millions and millions and billions of dollars of Indian tribes

and individuals, and that's why it's so important, because the very
trustee who is charged with the responsibility of protecting the in-

terests of these tribes and individuals has grossly breached that re-

sponsibility. And it's time long overdue to make the situation right,

and that's why we commend you to bring this task force together,

to help marshal the appropriate forces to rectify this situation.

On June 10th, Mr: Chairman, the Native American Rights Fund
participated with other attorneys in filing a class action suit on be-

half of more than 300,000 individual Indian trust beneficiaries

whose moneys have been lost and mismanaged by the Federal Gov-
ernment to the point where they had no other choice but to go to

court to compel the government to uphold its fiduciary duties.

I want to make it very clear to the task force and on the record,

as Ms. Cobell pointed out, this lawsuit was really a last resort. Ms.
Cobell and others have attempted to work very closely with past

administrations and this Administration to see if they could get

some kind of a resolve to this ongoing matter, but they met with
basically deaf ears, and it—in terms of the individual Indian ac-

count holders, they really had no other choice but to go to court to

force the Administration and government to finally seriously ad-

dress and resolve this matter.

The lawsuit has three basic objectives. The first one is that we're

asking the Court to compel the Federal Government to calculate

the amount of money that is due to these 300,000 individuals.

We're looking back, Mr. Chairman, at the 158-year period. We're
not looking just at the individual trust beneficiaries who are living

today, but we're looking at over the entire history of that IIM ac-

counting system.
The second primary objective, which I think relates a lot to the

testimony and what could be done immediately, is we're asking the

Court to compel the Federal Government to fix the system, to cre-

ate an accurate and reliable accounting and trust management sys-

tem, because the system that exists now, as the other witnesses
have testified, is hopelessly broken and it's really an embarrass-
ment, I think, to the United States Government that is charged by
law to legally handle and develop an adequate system of account-

ing, and they don't even have it.

And, of course, the third goal of our lawsuit is to ask the Court
to compel the government to restore or make restitution to the ac-

count holders in this matter.
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People ask—I was talking to one lady outside here this morning
from the media and she was saying that this is very confusing,

what is this really all about. The way I explained it was that every
money manager, every money manager from a 7-Eleven to your
local credit union, needs to have some kind of an accounting system
to account for the money they collect and the money they deposit

and the money they distribute, and that's what the problem is

here.

For a long, long time, up to the—even today, the Bureau of In-

dian Affairs or the Federal Grovemment does not have an adequate
accounting system, and that's why the^re in such a mess that they
are in now.
We've heard a lot of talk, Mr, Chairman, about the $2.4 billion

in unreconciled money. Now, it's important to keep in mind that
those are tribal trust funds that are unreconciled and that's only
for a 20-year period, from 1973 to 1992.
Now, in the area of the Individual Indian Money accounts, we

don't have any idea how much money is unreconciled for the very
reason that the Arthur Andersen firm that did the tribal reconcili-

ation projected it would cost between $108 million and $281 million

just to do a reconciliation for those individual accounts and only for

a 20-year period. And that even then, Mr. Chairman, after expend-
ing that kind of money, Arthur Andersen could not even predict

that there would be any degree of accuracy to such a reconciliation,

because the records are either missing or in so much disarray that
it would basically be a meaningless gesture.
At that point, I think when the government learned that, they

just basically stuck their heads in the sand and decided not to go
forward with it, and along about that time, the Native American
Rights Fund became involved with some other attorneys to look

into seeing how we could compel the government to basically take
some action on this.

Now, Ms. Cobell is very correct in stating that through the 1994
Act, we are very fortunate to have a very capable man in Mr. Paul
Homan, the trustee, the special trustee, to help make some kind of

sense and bring some justice to this deplorable situation. But the
record shows here, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Homan has stated on
record that the Individual Indian Money accounts and accounting
system are in the worst shape of all the Interior's trust systems
and trust funds.
And so basically what we hope to achieve in terms of a short-

term goal here is to, first of all, stop the hemorrhaging and the
bleeding in terms of the individual Indian accounts. And that
means to do that, we need to estabUsh an accounting system that
is at an acceptable level of adequacy. The special trustee has indi-

cated that will take $22.3 million to do, that he can do it in one
year. The special trustee can stop the bleeding in the Individual In-

dian Money account system in one year with $22.3 million.

Now, the special trustee asked the Administration for almost $50
million this year for appropriations. The Administration reduced
that to $36.3 million, and then when that request went to the
House, the House reduced that by almost 50 percent, to $19.1 mil-

lion. The $19.1 million can do nothing to fix the Individual Indian
Money accounting system. It's going to take an extra $22.3 million.
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And in the words of the special trustee, that will produce a

Chevy, not a Cadillac. It's a basic kind of accounting system that

can stop the bleeding, which means they can establish a system
that is going to, from this day forward, at least end the Federal

Government's mounting liability for its inability to account in these

kind of losses.

And that's what basically we need to respectfully appeal to you,

Mr. Chairman, and the task force and the Resources Committee,
is to marshal your forces and authority and all the influence and
power that you've got, to see if you can get the House and the Sen-

ate to kick in an extra $22.3 million for this Individual Indian

Money account system for this year, which can fix the system in

one year.

I know that you're smiling up there and it sounds real easy for

me to sit here and ask these kinds of things, but we know that,

you know, that's what needs to be done to fix this system.

So basically what we're asking, with all due respect, is that the

House would not only recede to the Senate appropriations commit-
tee mark, but add an extra $8.7 million to it so that the special

trustee can have this $22.3 million that he needs to establish a ru-

dimentary accounting system.
And I would put it also in these terms, Mr. Chairman, that $22.3

million, we understand and appreciate very much that the mandate
that Congress is under in terms of the budget balancing and all of

those issues that you all have to face, but when you think about

300,000 individual Indians and the fact that the Federal Govern-
ment has breached its trust responsibility to these people, has lost

their money in untold millions, and that on the other hand the

Federal Government's liability mounts every day, $22.3 million di-

vided by 300,000 people comes out to less than $75 per person, and
we think that is a pittance to pay to stop this bleeding, to honor
this trust responsibility to these individuals and to, equally impor-

tant, stop the Federal Government's mounting liability.

And so we are here to respectfully ask you, Mr. Chairman, if you
would please consider to do that, and we would be most happy to

work with your people in that regard.

And I do want to say one more thing, if I may, and that is that

it's our position that it would be wrong for any such moneys to

come out of Indian programs. It is—again, the Federal trustee is

directly responsible for these—creation and continuation of the

breaches of trust and that it just simply would not be right to ask
individual Indians or tribes to pay for a system that basically the

Federal Government, in the first instance, is legally obligated to

implement. And so in that regard, we just think it would be unjust

and unconscionable for any of these dollars to come from Indian

programs.
With that, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you very much for in-

viting me to come to your great State, for listening to my testi-

mony, and, again, on behalf of the Native American Rights Fund
and our clients, we sincerely thank you and commend you for tak-

ing the very leadership that's needed to bring this sad chapter of

Indian/Government relations to a quick end. So thank you, sir.

[The statement of Mr. Peregoy may be found at end of hearing.]
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Mr. Young. Thank you, Robert. And make sure while both of you
are here from Montana, you'll see the rest of Alaska. It's five min-
utes from Anchorage. Gk) out and see the northern part. There's
some tremendous areas that you will not see right here in the prox-
imity of this bowl.
One thing of all of you, I'd like to ask one question—and I agree

with the money for the trustee. I don't think you're going to get the
initial 22. I think we probably will recede to the Senate with the
amounts of money being expended, probably around $19 million.

$19.1 million, I tlunk that's what we'll recede. With the Senate ap-
propriating and the House appropriating, probably come in with
about, probably, hopefully, 20, 22.

And now I want to ask the question, does the trustee work under
the Department of Interior or is he independent?
Ms. COBELL. Department of Interior.

Mr. Young. The thing that bothers me the most, if I had a bank
and done what they have done, I certainly wouldn't give any more
money to continue to do what they're doing.

I mean, has anyone ever thought about maybe we ought to take
the whole thing out of the BIA and send it over to another area?
We want the—subpoena all the records, all the files on each indi-

vidual money deal, every corporation, everything, and let's run this

independently. We'll do it government funded, but get it out of that
office.

I mean, I'm not saying that would solve the problem. I'll tell you
what I'm going to run into. With just $2.4 billion being the tip of
the iceberg, and I hear the term $200 billion and we try to appro-
priate money, this is a temporary solution. We'd have to appro-
priate more money to make it work right. If that occurs, the/re
going to say, if there's that much money out there misappropriated,
misused, not accounted for, why should we be appropriating money
to the same agencies that did it. I'm hearing that argument al-

ready, so what do I say?
Ms. COBELL. Well, I have an answer, I think, for you. You cannot

transfer or privatize until you fix the systems. We have to have ac-

curate account balances. No bank would take this if they didn't
have—they thought the balances were wrong. And that's the prob-
lem that I have as an individual Indian account holder and as a
member of the Blackfeet tribe, is our account balances are not cor-

rect.

Mr. Young. OK. But let's say I'm—and I'm sure Donna is not
going to do this—^but let's say the BIA, or the Department of Inte-
rior, decides that they are in serious trouble and there is a $200
billion account out there and that needs to be settled. You know
how I would settle it if I were that group? I would probably not
say and not do anything at all.

How do we make them function to do the job correctly? Because
you say you wouldn't take it as a bank, you couldn't privatize it

until the records are accounted for, that means they don't have to
take it to make it ever work. You follow what I'm sa5dng? The best
way to make a malfeasance effort would make no improvement.
Now, we could bird-dog them, and I've wanted a monthly report,

I want you to follow it, but someone along the line, you know, I'm
hoping we see some progress because appropriating money for this
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is not going to be easy if in fact you say, oh, since 1903, whatever
it is, you say 140 years, that this amount of inactivity or mis-
management has occurred, why should we appropriate money to

the same agency that's doing it.

Ms. COBELL. Well, I think that they need to correct the system,
they have to be corrected and you have to appropriate the money
to get the systems corrected. I think that further down the road
there should be options available. Right now, the way, you know,
it stands now is, we can't fire them, but there should be options
available to tribes and individuals.

There should be options available after proper consultation with
the Indian people, because I know exactly what's going to happen.
If you privatize today, and say, OK, I'm whipping all this over to

Wells Fargo Bank, immediately if I go in and I have a problem, if

I go to the agency, they'll say that's not our problem, that's Wells
Fargo, the bank's problem, and that'll probably give them an oppor-
tunity to destroy more records.

So I think that we need to fix the systems first. You have to allo-

cate the money to fix the systems first, and then let's transfer.

Let's do it the right way.
Mr. Young. OK. Now, what happens if I can't—^what happens if

we do exactly what you're saying, we fix the system, we make it

work. And you're saying that the tribes can take their money out.

What about the individual money account, individual person, why
couldn't the tribe handle that account, too?

Ms. COBELL. Because the—I guess the way the law is written.

Mr. Young. Well, can we change the law?
Ms. COBELL. Yeah, you can change the law.

Mr. Young. I mean, it's something to look at.

Now, the other thing is the fact, why isn't the trustee—which
you're talking Mr. Holman, is it?

Mr. Peregoy. Homan.
Mr. Young. Why isn't he independent?
Ms. COBELL. Well, we tried to make him independent when we

were working on the law, and I don't know, it's something within
managing Federal employees you can't be independent, so—but I

think it definitely is worth exploring, you know, how can we make
him independent so he's not under the Department of Interior's

Secretary, because we have had problems with the Secretary not
agreeing with the plans that the special trustee has on fixing.

Mr. Young. And the Secretary is really appointed. To make this

work, I think he'd have to be, and I know he's confirmed by the
Senate, but—and I guess the law reads if a person is confirmed by
the Senate, he has to be under the auspices of the appointed cabi-

net member—^but we should be able to somehow work our way
around where the individual has more autonomy to make this—be-

cause every four years or every minimum of eight years you have
a new Secretary, and it depends who you get in the office. That
could be devastating to the progress we've made. Now, you say he
can do it in one year. I doubt if anybody can do anything in one
year.

Ed, the question was asked a while ago, and it goes back to your
lawsuit, Robert, would Tlingit/Haida—would you go to court if
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things didn't perk along the way you wanted, or what would you
do?
Mr. Thomas. Well, let me say why we are not first. We
Mr. Young. I don't particularly like lawyers going to court, with

all due respect to my legal friends here, but I'm just sajdng
Mr. Thomas. That is a very important part, but I also feel that

with the kind of representation Alaska has in Congress, we are
probably in a position where we need to not bum any bridges and
put things in courts we don't trust. And we need to work with you
and Ted and Frank and do the best we can.

Furthermore, we also have less at stake, and so to confuse the
very real issues of the individual Indian accounts with our sys-

tem—our problem, which is we know how much money we have,
we just can't reconcile our accounts, generally. Now, I'm not saying
it's accurately. It would be very mud^ to our benefit that we could
reconcile our accounts and be able to have an audit done of our pro-

grams, but I feel very strongly that we probably have a better

chance of making progress and fixing systems working with you
and others, as well as even the Administration, than we do in

court.

Mr. Young. OK, Now, again, I'm hoping that—I have already
said this too many times. I'm hoping 21II of you keep your brain
power working, because if you think there is a way—it goes back
to the autonomy, possibly, of the trustee. If there're ways that we
can do it legislatively, that's our job. You can, of course, ask for the
accounting from the Administration.
Administrations, by the way, as I've been under six of them, and

I have never seen any real progress under any of them under this

program, other than we had for 1994. I think we have started to

make progress and I hope we are.

But this issue has to be solved. And I have been around long
enough to know the best way not to solve an issue is to pass the
buck back and forth from the legislative side to the judicial side to

the Administration side to the Secretary, back to the President.
Then you get a new President and it goes on and on and on and
we're back for another 50 years. I don't want to see that. I want
to see this situation rectified, I would say as rapidly as possible.

So you all are going to have to continue to come up with some
ideas and concepts, ^d I know we've been in this a long time. I

think that's important.
Mr. Thomas. I think the transfer of this program out of the Bu-

reau into another Federal agency, like banking securities or Treas-
ury or Justice even, to me should be talked about. I don't think
that I have enough information to say let's do it tomorrow, but I

think it's got to be talked about, where we have systems in place
where they can be mirrored and complement the resolution of the
problem.
But to leave—like what you're sa3ring, leaving something where

it is when everybody is confused and—^without pointing fingers at
Congress or the Administration, when we had a Democratic-con-
trolled Congress making recommendations to a Republican Admin-
istration, they say, well, that's a Democratic issue. Now we get a
Republican-controlled Congress making Democratic say, well, that's
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a Republican issue. And so we end up getting caught into a battle

of wits here and the problems goes on.

Mr. Young. And that's what I'm trying to avoid, and I think the
way you could avoid that, it could be even—this sounds kind of

strange, it could be even under the Department of the Office of

Trust if they had total autonomy with the trustee.

You see, instead of having it under the President and the battle

between, like you're absolutely right, between the—I have been
under four R's and two D's, and, you know, all this time there's

been a D in the Congress and R's in—four in the House, but there
is usually that argument, well, this is a position that a party takes.

This has nothing to do with a party. This is a trust relation be-

tween the Congress and the American need. People don't under-
stand that that's our responsibility, and until we accept that re-

sponsibility and quit passing the buck, it leaves a lot of latitude for,

frankly, the Department of Interior to play games with a lot of

money, and that's not the idea of this.

I mean, that was never the reason it was set up that way. The
reason the idea of the trust fiind was set up, and I hate to be blunt,

is you supposedly didn't have the ability to take care of your own
money. That was why it was set up. Big Daddy was going to take
care of you. And Big Daddy took care of it all right; nobody knows
where it's at.

So what we have to do is try to get outside the political arena
and try to get into an area where Donna can be and the trustees
can be without having to go in and respond to the set up or to the
Administration or to the accusations. I get concerned about the
Congress when it comes to appropriating money. I'll be right
upfront with you. This is a very cheap investment to solve a big
billion dollar deal.

And I'm lecturing now. It reminds me of one thing that I'd like

to see, and I've said this publicly and privately. After everything
is said and done in Alaska, after all the preparations and the vil-

lages receive their land so they can't use that over their head, I

think there ought to be one big lawsuit, because the moneys that
have been used to fight the intent of the Congress in 1971 are awe-
some by the Federal Grovemment. And the BIA never took the side
of the Alaska Native. They never helped them in court.

I knew of Park Service, BLM, Fish & Wildlife, you name it, and
the amount of moneys that sent kids through college that belong
to lawyers' sons and daughters is awesome. And I'm just sa3dng
that was never the intent of Congress, but the agencies in fact have
overstepped the intent of Congress, using taxpayers' money to pay
lawyers to oppose, especially the allotment program, to oppose the
solution to a problem, the selection of lands, et cetera.

And that has nothing to do with this issue, but it is a classic ex-

ample where the responsibility never was followed through by the
BIA to say this is our charge, this is our war, we ought to be de-
fending them in court. Didn't happen.
Now, I said my little speech. Anything else you'd like to add

while we're here?
I do appreciate you. And, again, I charge all of you to continue.

This is the first hearing we've had in Alaska on this. We will have
a series of hearings with J.D. Ha3rworth. We will be pursuing this
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issue, but all of you have a responsibility to communicate with the
Committee, and, Donna, you have a responsibility, and we'll try to

see if we can't make progress. And we will have a backup hearing
on this beginning in probably February, where we are, where we're

going, and we will just continue to do it. We will get this problem
solved.

I do thank all of you, and I hope that those that have come to

Alaska have a chance to enjoy it more than just a day. It is raining

outside today, but if you go to Fairbanks, it's not raining. The fish-

ing is good in other areas.

Thank you very much, and this hearing is closed.

[Whereupon, the task force was adjourned; and the following was
submitted for the record:!

27-249 97-2
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Thank you for the opportunity to present testimony on Indian Trust Funds

Management. As you are aware the Office of Trust Funds Management manages

APPROXIMATELY $10.2 million in the Alaskan Native Escrow Fimd, $6.8 million in

27 accoiuits for Alaskan Native entities, and $10.6 million for 1431 Individual

Alaskan Residents. The hearings are focusing on trust management practices and

what it may take to ensure sound trust management in the future. Each of these

focal points is discussed in turn.

In October 199S, the Office of the Special Trustee for American Indians

(OST) commenced an assessment of the U. S. Government's trust management

policies, procedures, practices and systems as they apply to individual

American Indian and Americeui Indian tribal accounts. By February 1996, Che OST

completed the preliminary assessment and produced a conceptual strategic plan

to acquire and institutionalize specified systems. Implementation of this plan

will permit and ensure that the U. S. Government establishes appropriate

policies and procedures, develops necessary systems and takes the affirmative

actions necessary to provide an accurate and timely accounting to AmericeUi

Indieui trust beneficiaries. In this mcuiner the proper discharge of the

Secretary's trust responsibilities can be accomplished. The Assessment and

Phase I of the Strategic Plcui are included in a document entitled "Special

Trustee for American Indians, Assessment and Strategic Plam Principles, Phase

I, February 1996" which has been provided to Congress.

In December 1995, the U. S. Department of the Interior's Bureau of Indian

Affairs substantially completed a multi-year "Tribal Trust Funds Reconciliation

Project" (Reconciliation Project) and issued an "Agreed-upon Procedures and

Findings Report" for the period July 1, 1972 through September 30, 1992. Its

major findings are substantially incorporated in the Special Trustee's

Assessment

.
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In August 1995, the Department of the Interior substantially completed a

study of the trust management systems relating to Individual Indian Monies

(IIM) accounts and issued a report entitled "IIM Related Systems Improvement

Project Report." The findings of this report are also substantially

incorporated in the Special Trustee's Assessment.

The Special Trustee's Assessment, the Reconciliation Project reports, the

IIM Related System Improvement Project Report and earlier and later reports

issued by the General Accounting Office all confirm that the U. S. Government's

trust management systems, policies, procedures and practices coupled with the

condition of the trust records and, notably, large numbers of missing

documents, are inadequate to allow for:

1. a proper, accurate and timely accounting for trust account balances,
collections, disbursements and investments and the maximization of the
return on investments.

2. the preparation of accurate and timely reports to trust account
holders regarding all collections, disbursements, investments and return
on investments

.

3. an audit under generally accepted auditing standards.

4. any further reconciliation efforts, since the costs of such efforts
would likely substantially exceed the benefits and at the same time
would probably yield unsatisfactory and inconclusive results.

While significant improvements have been made over the last several

years, the inadecjuacies of the trust management systems, the condition of the

historical records and the U. S. Government's inability to provide an accurate

and timely accounting cannot be remedied without the major reforms required by

the Reform Act of 1994. To address these issues, the Special Trustee's

strategic plein identified nine initiatives or principles designed to rectify

the problems and bring trust accounting and management systems up to commercial

standards within three years. This, at a minimum, will involve acquiring,

automating, updating, integrating, coordinating and consolidating to produce:

1. A trust resource/asset management delivery system.

This will involve obtaining a new trust resource/asset management and

delivery system for asset leasing, contracting, lending, buying and

selling, together with standardized and/or integrated asset management.
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credit and operating policies, procedures and practices. The system must

be able to tie to and track from land and ownership records.

2

.

An accounts receivable data and billing system that uses

lease -contract and Icuid and ownership information.

This will involve obtaining a new accounts receiveJjle, billing and

collection data system that uses lease-contract and ownership information

for trust income verification, reconciliation, billing, payments,

collection, accounting, disbursement, audit, asset quality review and

compliance purposes.

3. A trust, depository, payments and delivery system for Individual

Indian Money (IIM) accounts.

This will entail purchasing a trust, depository, payments ouid other

financial services accounting amd statement system smd a delivery system

to more efficiently provide current fineuicial services and to facilitate

new and improved financial services to individual Indiouis arid Tribes

.

4. A land records and title recordation euid certification system.

This will involve acquiring a new Ictnd records cUid title recordation and

certification system, capable of instantaneous linkage with the trust

resource asset management, accounts receivable and trust accounting

systems.

5. A general ledger suid general accounting system.

This will involve obtaining or modifying a general ledger and general

accounting system to accommodate all present and plcuined systems and

accounting improvements.

6

.

A technology services center dedicated to trust resource and funds

management

.
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This will involve obtaining a centralized technology services center

dedicated to trust resources, trust funds and land ownership and records

management processes

.

7. A national archives and records center.

This will involve obtaining and centralizing a modern national archives

and records center for trust resource, asset and fxmds record storage and

retrieval

.

8. A risk management and control system.

This will entail obtaining a risk management and control system that will

provide for adequate operational audits, credit and asset quality audits,

compliance reviews, independent asset appraisals and liaison with

outside, independent auditors.

9. An independent institutional structure.

This will involve consolidating trust resource, trust funds and land

ownership and records management processes into a single, independent

institutional unit with its own management structure to accommodate the

restructuring and reorganization contemplated by Phase I of the strategic

plan. The unit should be organized by function and dedicated exclusively

to trust management . The unit should have agency or bureau status within

the Department of the Interior or elsewhere.

The conceptual work on the strategic plan is completed. The next steps

are conducting a requirements analysis, user needs assessment and a

comprehensive inventory of existing skills, hardware and software, related

network support and facilities requirements, all of which will lead to a

technical requirements report for RFP purposes and confirm or revise the cost

data contained in the conceptual strategic plan. This will require the use of

an outside contractor. The 1997 President's budget request includes $1 million

to conduct the analyses.

Once the analyses are completed (expected to take 90 days from funding

date) and once the staff of the OST is hired, the remaining elements necessary
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to produce the comprehensive strategic plan required by the Reform Act of 1994

can be completed within 90 days or by March 31, 1997, if the President's budget

request for FY 1997 is approved.

The total FY 1997 request for OST is $36.3 million, a $20 million

increase over the 1996 conference level of $16.3 million. The request includes

$13.6 million to begin implementation of the strategic plan. The funds will be

used primarily to upgrade and establish a new IIM accounting system, which is

long overdue. The 1997 budget requests no-year funding to allow adjustments

resulting from re-estimates or delays in plcui implementation. However, it

should be noted that if funding for the strategic plan is delayed, the reform

effort will be delayed.

The $20 million requested increase in OST's budget for FY 1997 also

reflects the high priority the Administration aind the Secretary place on Indian

Trust Asset Reform efforts. Improvement efforts are critically needed to ensure

the Federal Government meets its fiduciary obligations to Indian Tribes and

individual American Indians. While the Federal Government's trust

responsibility is unique, systems, policies, practices and procedures of

commercial trust operations Cein be applied to ensure that the Federal

Government better fulfills its fiduciary obligations. Beginning in 1997, the

evolution of trust system reforms will be at a point where increased resources

can be prudently expended.

In closing, I would like to emphasize that "resolving the past" presents

a difficult challenge to the Administration, the Congress, and individual

Indians and tribes. The ending of the tribal reconciliation process in

December, 1995 represents only the beginning of an effort to resolve problems

with the U.S. Government's past trust fund meuiagement practices. This

Administration is committed to solving these longstanding problems and has made

significant progress in strengthening trust funds operations and in taking the

steps necessary to ensure the highest level of fiduciary and investment

standards are in place in the meinagement of these funds. Future reforms will

continue in earnest under the comprehensive strategic plan required by the

American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act, provided that adequate

resources are appropriated by Congress.

Enactment of the President's 1997 Budget request would represent a
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substantial step to ensuring that Indian trust reform efforts are implemented

in a manner that ensures the fiduciary responsibilities of the Federal

government are met

.

This concludes my statement. ' I will be happy to answer any questions you

may have

.
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Good Morning, Mr. Chairman, and welcome home to Alaska. With
your permission, I believe my prepared remarks will be made a part
of the record.

Let me thank you again in front of our home crowd for agreeing
to bring this important issue to the attention of our Alaska
friends, and especially to the attention of our Alaska Native
people, who for the most part still not have been provided the
accounting that they have every right to expect. With this
hearing, I believe you have provided more focused attention to the
subject of Indian trust funds than all of your predecessors
combined.

I particularly want to thank you for your attention to the
budget for this program in Fiscal Year 1997. As you know, the
Senate Committee added some $17 million to the House mark for the
Office of the Special Trustee and the Office of Trust Funds
Management, and that matter will be taken up in the Conference. We
hope you will continue to urge Mr. Regula to accept the Senate
position which is in line with the President's request.

I might point out here that the President's budget request for
this program for FY 1997 marks the very first time in history that
any Administration has provided the Congress with a realistic
appraisal of this program and what it is going to take to put it on
a sound basis. And the Congress wouldn't have gotten that insight
in this year's budget without the efforts of a Special Trustee of

the stature of Mr. Roman. And you know, of course, that we would
not have a Special Trustee at all, much less one of Mr. Homan's
stature, without the dogged perseverance of the Intertribal
Monitoring Association on Indian Trust Funds over the past several
years.

For our part, we know, and we want all our friends in Alaska
to know, that your Committee deserves the credit for creating that
position in the Indian Trust Funds Management Reform Act of 1994.
We want to take this opportunity on our home turf to thank you for
the leadership you have provided in creating the Congressional Task
Force on Indian Trust Fund Management. This really does mark the
first time that an authorizing Committee of Congress has attempted
to develop a thorough understanding of this program, and I believe
Chairman Hayworth and his Task Force members have already
experienced a little "sticker shock" at what they are learning.
But, as I said at the first hearing of the Task Force in June, what
you have seen so far is only the tip of the iceberg.

The Alaska Native funds administered by the government did
not, for the most part, receive the same level of examination that
was provided to tribes throughout the lower 48, this despite the
fact that almost 14% of the unreconciled disbursements, or $111
million out of $800+ million, identified by Arthur Andersen
involved Alaska Native accounts.
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This figure, I believe, is out of all proportion to the
current balances carried on OTFM's books, but it may not be so
disproportionate if this review included all the ANCSA payments
that were paid out over this period. Today, out of a tribal
portfolio of some $2.1 billion, only $6.4 million are carried for
tribal accounts in Alaska. In other words, it appears to us,

tribal accounts in Alaska account for only three-tenths of one per
cent of the total tribal account portfolio, but 14% of the total
amount of unreconciled disbursements. In other words, in this
category of money-was-paid-out-but-we-can't-be-sure-to-whom, we are
over-represented by a factor of 47 times.

I believe everyone assumes that this $111 million or so is
part of the ANCSA monies that were paid out over the years, but
that assumption has not really been tested. So far, we haven't
found anyone in either Arthur Andersen or the Special Trustee's
Office who can tell us for sure just what was reviewed and what was
not.

It is for these reasons, Mr. Chairman, that ITMA has asked
that you consider requesting the General Accounting Office to
conduct a separate investigation and prepare a special report on
the Alaska Native trust fund accounts. If you make such a request,
I suggest that this Committee should be very specific in providing
oversight and direction to the scope and methodology of that
examination, as veil as to its actual execution.

We haven't even beg\in to undertake an examination of the
individual accounts, in Alaska or anywhere else in the country.
You will note that much of the increase provided by the Senate for
the Special Trustee's program in FY '97 is for improvements in the
IIH systems and administration.

We have previously suggested to OTFM that the universe of
individual accounts in Alaska, and the amount of money in these
accounts, are sufficiently small that a detailed examination of
these accounts may be possible here that is not possible in other
regions of the country. Out of some 300,000 accounts throughout
the country with nearly $500 million in them, we have only slightly
more than 1,000 of those accounts in Alaska, with only about $11
million in them. However, we keep running into the Department's
apparent preference for a "global" approach that seems to us to
say, "If we can't do it for everybody, we won't do it for anybody."
This has never made a lot of sense to us, and we hope we can work
our way through this with Mr. Homan and Ms. Erwin, now that she
has her job officially as the Director of OTFM, after doing it
wirhout the title for nearly three years.

We have discovered one situation here in Alaska with respect
to these individual accounts that demonstrates quite vividly the
importance of the reforms that Mr. Homan and Ms. Erwin have
proposed to undertake ir. FY '97. Some years ago, an Alaska Native
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sold his allotment, and the initial pa-inent of $21,000 was
deposited into his individual account then maintained by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. That money was paid out to the seller within a

matter of days, and the remainder was paid directly to him over a

period of years by the buyer. Some five years later, the seller
received a check from the BIA for more than $41,000. When he tried
to return these funds, it was explained to him that this was
interest on the original $21,000. It was not explained to hira

that, while payment of principal for his allotment was not taxable,
any interest earned en that principal was taxable. As a result,
some years later he was forced to go into debt ir.erely to pay
federal taxes on monxes he didn't even know were taxable in the
first instance.

While you will hear about this from the individual himself, I

would like to point out a couple of concerns this issue raises for
us. In the first place, if the principal amount were paid out to
him within a matter of days, it raises a question of how it could
have continued to earn interest over a period of five more years.
Secondly, since this individual was, in fact, paid more than
$41,000 five years later, money that conceivably was not his, then
the question arises of just whose money was he paid. In other
words, somewhere there may be other Alaska Natives who should have
had that money in their account drawing interest over the last
eleven years or so.

This is precisely the kind of thing that will in all
likelihood never be investigated or revealed, unless this Committee
continues to shed light on this program that has operated virtually
in the dark for far too long. This also points out the importance
of Congress' providing the Special Trustee with the resources to
make the kinds of reports to account holders that are called for by
the 1994 Reform Act, and which have not previously been provided.

We want to be clear that we are not suggesting that there are
necessarily any "bad" people associated with this particular
incident. But we do suggest that these kinds of anecdotal examples
point out the need for the development of clearly articulated
policies and the means for providing assurance that these policies
are followed.

This tax issue is potentially troublesome for individual
account holders throughout the country. There is a threshold of
interest earnings, for instance, at which minors are catapulted
into the marginal tax brackets of their parents. OTFM reports
these earnings to the IRS, but does not always tell the account
holder what they have told the IRS. Even if this information were
provided to account holders, there remain c number of significant
policy-level issues which we do not believe have ever received the
kind of attention they deserve. For Example: Which parents' tax
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rates are to be used? The birth parents? The adoptive parents?
The custodial parent? The foster parents? What if there are no
parents?

And remember these are minors we are talking about. Unless
and until these issues are addressed and resolved, many minor
Indian and Native children could be saddled with penalties and
interest on obligations they have no way of knowing or
understanding.

Here in Alaska, there are a number of other issues that Mr.
Homan will soon know more about than I suspect he wants to know.
The situation I described earlier regarding sale of an allotment is
actually an easy one. As you know, some 10,000 applications for
allotments have been made since 1906, and today almost 3,500 of
those have yet even to be surveyed. Almost 6,000 parcels are still
being worked on by BLM, and that does not include the more than
2,000 additional Natives who may be eligible for allotments if the
program is opened up for Alas):a Native Vietnam Era veterans. At
present, BLM hopes to complete the surveys for these allotments
shortly after the turn of the Century, but that will happen only if
the Special Trustee and the Congress continue to provide the funds
required to conduct these surveys.

In the meantime, we don't know how cany of these pending
allotments are generating any revenues, or should be generating
revenues. We don't know what the process is for ensuring that
revenues that are generatecT are appropriately escrowed and
invested, and that earnings are accurately and timely posted.

What we do know is that Indian and Native trust funds in
Alaska have not received the kind of attention that they deserve,
and that our Indian and Native people have a right to expect from
their trustee. And we know that there are a number of national
issues which remain to be adequately addressed, and that these will
also impact Alaska and Alaska Natives until they are resolved.

Although substantial progress has been made in recent years in
the management of the trust funds, the Department of the Interior
still cannot provide adequate management, and the Congress still
has not provided the appropriations necessary for system
improvements. For exeunple:

• There is still not an accounts receivable
system.

• Reductions in appropriations have
resulted in personnel decisions which
undermine effective management of the
trust funds.
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There is still not a comprehensive set of
policies and procedures for trust fund
management.

OTFM lacks the personnel and resources to
monitor Area and Agency office
performance of reconciliation, accounting
and loss policy implementation.

OTFM is unable to provide account
statements which enable account holders
to determine interest earnings,
investment yields and duration to
maturity on investments.

The backlog in land ownership
determinations and record keeping
continues to grow as a result of
reductions in appropriations and the loss
of personnel.

The BIA continues to distribute trust
fund receipts to account holders based on
unverified and incorrect land and lease
ownership information.

Reductions in appropriations have
prevented OTFM from implementing plans to
contract for investment advisory and
custodial services.

The Special Trustee has not developed a
strategic plan for improving trust fund
management and lacks appropriated funds
to do so.

The Treasury Department continues to
regularly destroy trust fund account
records as part of its records handling
procedures. While those procedures may
be appropriate for most Treasury
accounts, they clearly are not
appropriate for trust fund accounts with
balances which have not been agreed to by
the account holders.

In the absence of timely and accurate
ownership and accounting information, the
Department will continue to be unable to
provide trust fund account holders with
reliable account information.
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These issues are not just of academic interest to us at the
Central Council of the Tlingit & Haida Tribos. The report recently
provided to us by the Bureau shows $4.2 million of our money
unreconciled by the government's contractor. This is out of a

total fund balance of $7.7 million, of which $5.6 million is

managed by the Department of the Interior.

The government's failures in this area hurt us in ways that
the government has never even considered. The Government Finance
Officers' Association (GFOA) is a national association of municipal
finance officers. The Central Council has applied to GFOA for
their Superior Reporting Award in recognition of our financial
reporting to our tribal members. Our application was denied
because of an audit exception that occurs annually, but only occurs
with respect to that portion of our finances that are managed by
the federal government. In all other respects, we get a clean
audit every year, and except for this exception over which we have
no control, our efforts would bring us this prestigious national
award.

In closing, I would like to leave you with one final thought
that has bothered us at ITMA for almost six years now. And that is

the continued unwillingness of the Department of the Interior to be
forthcoming about problems that they know about, but wr.ich we have
to discover through our own sleuthing. We believ. that their
lawyers and the lawyers at the Department of Justice are calling
these shots, but there will never be confidence in tht. integrity of

this program until those charged with running it are allowed to be
honest about it. You know, we reguire our publicly traded
institutions and banks to disclose their write-offs and their
losses precisely in order to maintain customer and investor
confidence in the integrity of our financial markets. A vise man
once said that sunlight is the best disinfectant for government
activities as well. Here we have a program that is deoply
infected, and we urge you to continue to apply the disinfectant of
sunlight in liberal doses until we have brought it back to health.

We are delighted that Ms. Erwin and Mr. Homan have begun to
focus on these issues, and they have been responsive to our
inquiries and our concerns. We are more grateful than we can say
that you, Mr. Chairman, have agreed to provide the leadership that
has been lacking in this area for nearly a Century, J-nd we look
forward to working with you and your Committee, and with the
Department, to bring the reforms that are needed.

Thank you, and I'll be happy to respond to any questions you
may have.
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Good morning. Mr. Cbiinnm. My name is Lonnie Points. Bnd I am a shareholder in an

accounting fiim in Omaha, Nebraska. I have performed bank directors' examinations for financial

institutions in Nebraska, and I have nfaminrd Industrial Savings and Loan Associations. Our firm

does the audit work for a number of tribes throughout the country, and we have been personally

involved with the Imertribai Morutoiing Association on Indian Trust Funds since its inception. As

a rcsuh of our role with fTMA. we have been asked to review the reconciliation reports for a number

of tribes. I have also had an opportunity to review the special procedures report that Arthur

Andersen & Co. provided for the Bureau of Indian A&irs in 1991 regarding the Alaska Native Fund

administered by the Office of Trust Funds Management.

I uixlentand that the Task Force wanted to hear today fi^om the perspective of a CPA who

has had an opportunity to take a look at the work performed in the recent reconciliation effort I

appreciate the compliment to the profession that is implicit in that invitation, but I think Mr.

E>svenport gave a pretty good description ofthe shortcomings of that effort fi'om a tribal perspective

at the Task Force's first hearing.

I don't want to repeat what he has already put on the record, but I thought I could share some

thoughts with you today, and then respond to any questions you might have The problems with the

reconciliation effort that Eric listed at the first hearing are ones that are shared by all of the tribes I

have consuhed on this issue. I migfat add here that it is never pleasant to criticize the efforts ofour

brethren in the profession, and I do ixM intend today's remarks to be taken unkindly by the people in

either the Bureau or in Arthur Andersen, who put in incredible hours and efforts to generate the

reports that were sent to all tribes early this year

What I would like to do today, fiom a professional accouiuant's perspective, is to add a little

bit to something Eric has touched on in his statement for today The whole purpose of public

accountancy is to provide a basis for public confidence in the integrity of our financial institutions and

systems. That is why niost accountants' reports begin with a statement that they are the product of

"Independent' public accountants. The role ofa public accouittant generally is not to prepare or to

construct the books that he examines, but to repon to other people, such as a board of directors or

to shareholders, on the integrity ofthe books and the bookkeeping systems utilized by those who are

entrusted with the control of other people's money

We have had difficulty throughout this entire procedure with accepting the "independence"

of the government's reconciliation contractor Originally, Arthur Andersen & Co. was engaged to

assist the Bureau ofIndian A£&irs in reconstructing and reconciling the books. After that was done,

it was originally contemplated that these books would then be subjected to audit procedures by

someone who was independent of the bookkeepers themselves. In our view, these roles became

blurred early on in this process, and tribes were pnstmei with financial statements that, in effect,

were examined by the same people who put them together

;
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All these reports began with a stueii icnc that the objective of the review was to provide the

tribes with reasonable assuranoe that the account balances cairied on the books were accurate. We
concinaaily asked the question, *Whos the dient in this exercise?* And the response was invariably

the same. The cheat was the govnument, and not the account holders, not the owners of the money

Consequently, we do not fed that the government's records were reviewed with the degree

ofprofesstonalskqnicismtfaatourprafessiongenefally demands ofan independent accountant And,

as a result, we have advised aD our c&ents, and all other tribes whose reports we have reviewed on

behalf ofITMA, that the reports they have been provided do not provide any reasonable assurance

that their account balances are accurate.

On the other hand, even though I don't be&eve tribes in the lower 48 can take any confidence

in the account balances that have been ptesented to them, at least their accounts did get some review

in this latest, five-year, SZO*- milliott exercise

I am advised by both the OfiBce ofTmst funds Management and by Arthur Andersen staff

that the Alaska Native Escrow fimd was not reviewed at all in the reconciliation project. In fairness

to them, we should point out to you that back in 1991 Arthur Andersen did make an exanunation of

this fimd 6x>m its inception in 1971 to September 30, 1990. As a resuh ofthat examination, Arthur

Andersen proposed adjiiirmmta in excess of S 1 million. We cannot tell you what has been done

since that time, ifanything, because we have not yet found anyone in the Special Trustee's o£Eice, in

the OfiScc of Trust Funds Management, or in Arthur Andersen, who seems to know

We can tell you that it does not appear that the S962,S00,000 in cash payments authorized

by ANCSA in 1971 were paid through this fijnd Presumably, those payments were made directly

by Treasury to the corporatiaas.

What is probably most important for us to impress upon you today, Mr. Chairman, is that we
have yet to find anyone who is charged with the collection, investittent. accounting, and disbursement

of these firnds that expresses any confidence that all, or any, of this is being done correctly, even

today The 1991 e*"aminatinn dad not even look at the issues that arise under Section 7(i) of the Act.

Undistributed balaiKes held by the collecting agencies were connrmed. but no effort has been made
to determine whether or not the Bureau of Land Management, the U S Forest Service, the Minerals

Management Service, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, the Coast Guard, or the General Services Administration are actually collecting

correctly. So fiu- as we can tell, the only thing that has been reviewed is whether or not they have

made any clerical errors in posting what they do collect.

In short, Mr. Chairman, if I had any Alaska Native groups among my clients, I would not

advise them to take any confidence in their accounts as presented to them. Ill be happy to answer

any questions you may have. Thank yoa
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Welcome to Alaska! My name is Edward K. Thomas. I am the elected President of the Central

Council of the Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, a federally recognized Tribe from

Southeast Alaska. My Tribe has a membership of over 23,000 enrolled members. My Tribe has

approximately $5,500,000 held in Trust by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA).

All Alaskans are honored that you have come so far to our state to hear from the people on this

very important issue. I am very pleased that the United States House of Representatives (and

particularly you, Mr. Chairman) is taking its valuable time to look deeper into the BIA Trust Fund

Management issue. I am honored to be invited to share with you my experiences and views on

this very important topic.

Consultation on this issue;

I fiiUy realize how difficult it is to travel all the way from Washington, DC, to hold hearings in

Alaska. Histoncally, consultation with Alaska Natives on this very important issue has been non-

existent. In recent years there have been hearings held on this topic with lower-48 Tribes and

their input has been invaluable in efforts to correct problems relative to managing Trust fiinds on

behalf of Tribes and Individual Indians and Alaska Natives. Consultation with Alaska Native

Tribes is just as inrportant as consultation with Tribes that are "handy" to Washington, DC.

Unfortunately, when hearings are held only in Washington, DC, small Tribes and individual

Alaska Natives can not afford to piuticipate in them.

Problems in BIA Tnist Fund Management :

The problems of BIA management of Tribal Trust Fund and Individual Indian Accounts are long-

standing. Most accounts have never been reconciled until just a few years ago. Approximately

14% of the accounts are not reconcilable due to the absence of records. Fund management

systems are out-dated and, in nwst cases, were never designed to properly manage these

accounts. Personnel turn-over has been frequent and the quality of personnel recruited, at times

6otk /\nniveisM\i - 1995
TEL. 907/586-1432 FAX 907/586-8970
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accounts. Personnel turn-over has been frequent and the quality of personnel recruited, at times

has been questionable. There has never been enough equipment in BIA Tribal Trust Fund

Management Offices to do the job properly.

Tribal initiatives :

Concerned Tribes pulled together the Inter-Tribal Monitoring Association. ITMA was

instrumental in creating broad-based awareness of the problems in Tribal and IIM accounts

managed by the BIA. They joined forces with the Joint DOl/B IA/Tribal Reorganization Task

Force and the National Congress of American Indians in making positive recommendations to

correct uncovered problems. Even though the BIA-DOI fully recognized the seriousness of

identified problems, they strenuously resisted the sound recommendations made to rectify the

problems.

Tribes were hopeful that if a "special trustee" was established 'outside' of the BIA administrative

units we would be more effective in dealing with DOI in resolving the problems. We were wrong.

The DOI did very little in the way of making the Office of the Special Trustee effective. Not only

has the President's DOI budget request to Congress excluded funding for the recommendations of

the Special Trustee, they did not include funding for the Advisory Council of the Office of the

Special Trustee to meet.

Current need :

Congress was instrumental in helping us set up the Office of the Special Trustee, and for that we

are grateful. However, now that the problems has been clearly defined and it is increasingly clear

that it will take millions of dollars for the federal government to fix the problems uncovered, we
have lost important Congressional support.

I fiilly understand the importance of balancing the national federal budget within 7 years. And I

fully understand the need for all of us to do our part in making a balanced national budget a

reality. However, when the federal government spends private money it is managing on behalf of

its citizens, it must replace it. More importantly, when the federal government spends Tribal and

individual Indian money that it holds in trust their behalf, it must exercise its fiduciary

responsibility by replacing it.

Consistency in federal policy;

When the savings and loan institutions across the country made bad investments and lost hundreds

of billions of dollars of American citizens' money, the federal government did the right thing by

appropnating enough money to make things right. This is when our nation stood proud behind its

citizens. It is time for this nation to stand tall again on behalf of its first citizens. I do not know

how much money it will take to make these account whole but I know that it will be less than

10% of what it took to make the investors of the savings and loans whole.
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It is also critical to rebuild the Trust Fund Management systeni to a modern state so that funds

can be managed in an efficient, professional and effective manner. It is my understanding that it

will take up to $73,000,000 over the next 4 to 5 years in equipment, software and staffing to bring

the management system up to a re;Lsonable standard. Once the policies and management system is

in place it will take no more than what is already in place to run a Trust Fund management system

that we all can trust and count on.

In conclusion, thank you very much for this opportunity to testify to this very distinguished

committee. It is gratifying to see Congress stepping forward in an effort to do what is right. I am

confident that this issue that is so important to .so many Indian and Alaska Native people will get

fair consideration as Congress makes its very important decisions on our nations future through

its budgeting process.
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Chainnan Young, my name is Alma Upicksoun. I am an Inupiat

Eskimo and a shareholder in Arctic Slope Regional Corporation (ASRC). I

am an attorney and serve as Assistant House Counsel to ASRC in our

Anchorage office.

On behalf of ASRC's shareholders, I want to thank you, Mr.

Chainnan, for establishing this Task Force on Indian Trust Funds. This

problem has been ignored for too long. It has imposed huge economic and

social costs on many of the nation's most economically disadvantaged Tribal

governments and individual Indians.

As an attorney I am familiar with the legal obligations trustees owe

their beneficiaries. I am appalled at the historic failure of the BLA, the
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Department of the Intenor and, yes, the Federal government, to address this

matter.

I am thankful for the role you and the Resources Committee have

played in recent years to address this problem. Those of us here today who

are Alaska Natives are familiar with your resolve to make the Federal

government fulfill its obligations to our people. The hundreds of thousands of

our Indian friends in the Lower 48 states will, I predict, soon see this resolve

in action on the Trust Fund management issues before the Task Force.

Mr. Chairman, it is my pleasure to introduce to Alaska and to the Task

Force Eloise Cabell. Ms. Cabell is a very dedicated and distinguished leader

of the Blackfeet Tribe. She also serves as Project Director of the IIM

Correction and the Recovery Project.
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SUBMITTED BY

ELOUISE COBELL, PROJECT DIRECTOR
IIM CORRECTION AND RECOVERY PROJECT

My name is Elouise Cobeli. I am a member of the Blackfeet Tribe and an IIM

account holder. I am also the Official Representative on Trust Funds for the Blackfeet

Tribe. Chair of the Special Trustee's Advisory Board, former chair of ITMA, the lead

plaintiff in the breach of trust law suit filed agamst Federal officials on behalf of all IIM

account holders, and Project Director of the IIM Corrections and Recovery Project.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportimity to testify before the Task Force. I

have been deeply involved in the trust fund reform effort for many years and in many

capacities. 1 therefore want to express my personal appreciation to you for establishing this

Task Force because it promises to be an essential ingredient for a just and final solution to

over 100 years of disgraceful behavior by the United States Government. As discussed

below, I believe that by taking certain steps, this Task Force, when it completes its task in

November, will be able to proudly say that it has contributed significantly to the resolution of

this cnsis in the best interests of the account holders, the Government and the American

taxpayers.

I first became aware of the Interior Dq)artment's failure to account for the monies

belonging to 200 tribes and 300,000 individual Indians about 20 years ago when I b^an
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serving as Treasurer for the Blackfeet Tnbe. At first, I could not believe this incredible

gross mismanagement of our monies could really be occurring, much less by the United

States Government. When I came to understand the scope and depth of the mismanagement,

1 could not believe the Federal government's indifference to its massive breach of trust.

When I raised the issue, the response I received from Federal officials was basically a yawn

and a statement to the effect that it has been going on for a long time and some day someone

should do something about it.

Finally, in 1991, the Tribes organized ITMA and slowly began to get the spotlight

focused on this problem. Congress also sought to address the crisis. In a bipartisan effort,

the late Congressman Synar and his minority counterpart, Congressman Clinger on the

Government Operations Committee, held a series of hearings and published a damning report

entitled "Misplaced Trust" . Congressmen Yates and Regula urged the Interior

Appropriations Comminee to press the Interior Department to begin taking corrective action.

And this Comminee, in a bipartisan stand, enacted the 1994 Trust Fund Management Reform

Act, thereby leading to the enactment of the first signficant legislation on trust funds since

1938. This landmark, remedial legislation was enacted notwithstanding strenuous objections

of the Secretary of the Interior.

These efforts over a six year period gave us what I would call a beachhead in the

fight to correct this problem. While not solving some of the major problems, it created a

solid foundation from which we could attack the huge issues still remaining. For example,

the Reform Act created the position of Special Trustee, which, for the first time, put a

person knowledgeable about trust funds in Interior headquarters directly below the Secretary.

Congieis gave to the Special Trustee the task of developing a strategic plan for correcting the
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gross trust fund mismanagement problems inside Interior. The Act also brought self-

determination to the trust fund area, by giving tribes the authority to remove their funds from

crust and manage the money themselves. While not all tribes are ready or willing to do so,

the Act provides a procedure for those tribes that do wish to. Finally, the reconciliation

ordered by the Appropriations Committees, however flawed it may be, provided a good

picture of both what can and cannot be done through standard accounting procedures to

determine how much money tribes and individual Indians have lost as a result of the Interior

Depanment's gross mismanagement over the years.

Having established this beachhead, it is now time to slay this dragon once and for all,

to finally remove this ugly and embarrassing stain on the record of the United States

Government - a Government which monitors financial institutions to insure they meet their

trust responsibilities to their customers - yet is unable to meet the most basic trust

responsibilities when it is serving as trustee. I believe the weapons to bring this situation to

a fair and prompt end are now available. I would like to focus ray testimony on the specific

steps that this Task Force can take to accomplish this now realistic goal.

I . Appropriations.

First, I urge this Task Force to vigorously lobby its colleagues to agree to the Senate

mark for appropriations to begin fixing the trust fund systems. The President requested $18

miUion in new money to enable the Special Trustee to prepare his strategic plan and begin

making the needed improvements in the trust fund systems. (The total cost to fix the system

is estimated at S150 million over five years.) Until these systems are fixed, the United

States will incur millions of dollars in liability each year, because there is so much leakage in
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ihe systems. The Senate mark provided the full $18 million which to Administration

requested for FY 97 for improvement initiatives. However, the House provided only $1

million, which is insufficient to even get started. We need your help to insure that when the

interior Appropriations bill goes to conference, the House recedes to the Senate on this issue.

It is both the right thing to do and the fiscally responsible thing to do, because it is costing

the Amencan taxpayers millions a year in the form of the restitution they will have to pay

the Indian account holders as long as the system remains broken.

Secondly, it is looking more and more likely that the Government will be funded in

FY 97 through a continuing resolution. We ask your support to insure if Interior is funded

through a Continuing Resolution, the CR contains the $18 million for the Special Trustee to

begin fixing the systems. If the FY 96 appropriations is used, the Special Trustee will

receive only $447,000 and another year will go by without any improvements and with

continued liability.

2. The Future

We understand that some Interior officials have suggested that the trust fund system

and the repairs should be privatized immediately. This is an unwise proposal. First, earlier

efforts by Interior to hand this problem off to a bank proved unworkable. Secondly, we fear

that any effort to transfer responsibility now, while the systems are so badly broken, will

cause enormous confusion and pain and suffering in Indian country. To borrow an analogy

from the medical field, you do not move a badly injured patient until he has been stabilized.

Moving the systems while they are still badly broken will, as would be the case in the

medical situation, simply exacerbate the injuries making it harder to cure the problem.
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We also fear that moving the system now would lead, during the confusion that

always accompanies such transitions, to the loss of information that is critical to resolving the

historical liability of the United States. The confiision would provide any party who has

been improperiy taking advantage of the absence of adequate financial controls, to destroy all

implicating information. It is our position that no stq>s should be taken to move the trust

fund functions until they are fixed.

However, we also believe that a vigorous discussion needs to take place in regard to

how the trust funds should be managed once the systems are fixed. The Special Trustee has

already begun this discussion by putting on the table the idea of an Indian development bank

that, while fully retaining the Government's trust responsibility, would manage the trust

functions in a bank environment and would woric with account holders, using non-trust funds,

to promote economic development on reservations. We therefore ask that the Task Force

initiate a dialogue with the Indian community on this issue and, without making any final

decisions, include in the Task Force report a discussion of the various options that are

available. Then, when the time comes for the Resources Committee to legislate on the fiiture

of the trust funds, it will have the work product of the Task Force to guide it.

Mr. Chairman, by taking the steps suggested above, the Task Force, when it goes out

of business in November, will be able to proudly say that it has contributed isgnificantly to

the resolution of this crisis. Thank you for your support and for this opportunity to testify.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Task Force, I appreciate the opportunity

to provide testimony today on this most imponant matter. My name is Robert

Peregoy. I am a senior staff attorney with the Native American Rights Fund
(NARF). I work in our Washington, D.C. office and coordinate NARF's
Legislative and Administrative Advocacy Component, which is our governmental

affairs division. I will summarize my written testimony, which I respectfully ask

be included in the record.

Mr. Chairman, before I begin my testimony, I want to commend you on

behalf of the Native American Rights Fund for your wisdom and leadership in

creating the Task Force on Indian Trust Fund Management. It is an

understatement to say that the federal government's mismanagement of Indian trust

funds has reached crisis proportions. Indeed, this monumental debacle continues

to haunt all of us as a most sorrowful blight on this great Nation's relationship

with the First Americans. As you know, this crisis adversely impacts over 275

Indian tribes and more than 300,000 individual Indians who—without mincing

words—have been ripped off in untold proportions by the very trustee charged by

law to protect their rights and interests-the United States government. This

mismanagement has been permitted to continue far too long—and cries out for a

speedy and effective resolution. That is why we commend you for taking the

initiative to establish this very important Task Force, which can play a key role

in fashioning a satisfactory resolution to this sordid chapter in Indian-government

relations. Suffice it to say that your leadership in establishing this Task Force is

but one more indicia of your track record and commitment to protect and advance

the fundamental rights and interests of Native Americans. For this, we thank you.
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II. CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT

As you are aware, in June of this year the Native American Rights Fund and

other attorneys filed a class action lawsuit on behalf of over 300,000 Indians

against the federal government to seek redress for the government's breaches of

trust in mismanaging the Individual Indian Money (IIM) accounts held by these

individuals. By this action, these individuals—the victims of the very government

that is required by law to protect and advance their interests—hope to compel the

federal government to honor its word and its legal responsibilities. To this end,

the law suit has three basic objectives: (1) require the federal government to

complete an accurate and reliable calculation of the moneys due individual Indian

trust beneficiaries; (2) require the federal government, particularly the Department

of Interior, to create an accounting system that is reliable and accurate; and (3)

require the federal government to restore individual Indian account holders the

trust funds that the federal government has lost through mismanagement or neglect.

In this context, we seek to assure that the Special Trustee has all the tools he needs

to fix the system—and to get the job done right-as Congress mandated when it

enacted the Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994.

We emphasize that this class action litigation was filed as a last resort.

As the record overwhelmingly indicates, the federal government and independent

auditors have repeatedly admitted that the current trust administration and

management system is hopelessly broken. Numerous reports attesting to this have

been filed by the executive and legislative branches of government, including the

General Accounting Office (GAO), Office of Management and Budget (OMB), and

Inspector General of the Department of the Interior, as well as the House and

Senate in many hearing records and reports. Successive Administrations—both

Republican and Democrat—have recognized that the problems are serious and that

they constitute gross mismanagement of individual Indian trust funds. In this

sense, both the executive branch and Congress are equally responsible.

Notwithstanding, each successive Administration—including the current one—has

failed to resolve the problem. No Administration has ever come close to asking

Congress for sufficient funds to fix the system—and Congress has summarily,

routinely and drastically cut back the Administration's terribly inadequate funding

requests. To make a long story short, we are in court because we have been

unable to persuade the executive and legislative branches of government to honor

the United States' solemn trust and legal obligation to over 300,000 individual

Indian trust beneficiaries.
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I cannot overemphasize the fact that Ms. Cobell and others have attempted

in good faith to work with Administration officials over the course of the past few

years to reform the system. Our people have pleaded with these federal officials

to honor their trust responsibilities. They have repeatedly explained to the

Secretary of the Interior and his staff that the money of 300,000 Indians continues

to be lost every single day. These efforts have fallen on deaf ears. Regrettably,

there was no other choice but to go to court.

III. SUMMARY OF TRUST FUND ACCOUNTS, TRUST
RESPONSIBILITY AND BREACHES OF TRUST REGARDING
IIM ACCOUNTS

The Task Force record contains testimony from the June 18 hearing

regarding a description of the origin and nature of Indian trust accounts, the

government's statutory and common law duty to manage these accounts, and the

nature and effect of the goverrunent's breaches of trust. However, the following

review of these important matters will provide a helpful backdrop and serve the

interest of continuity:

There are two major components to the trust funds, tribal trust funds and

Individual Indian Money (IIM) accounts. There are approximately 2,000 tribal

accounts beneficially owned by more than 275 tribes with an aggregate balance of

approximately $2.3 billion.

There are more than 300,000 individual Indian accounts with an aggregate

reported balance of approximately S450 million. More than S250 million flows

through these accounts each year. The IIM accounts are commingled and invested

in common. The bulk of the funds held in trust is income derived from individual

land allotments, including timber, oil and gas, hard rock mineral and surface

rights.

As of February 29, 1996, there were 1,033 IIM accounts in the Juneau area

with an aggregate balance of $10,950,953; 136 of these accounts lacked Social

Security numbers for the trust beneficiaries. Also as of February 29, 1996, there

were 222 special deposit accounts (temporary holding accounts) in the Juneau area

with an aggregate balance of $1,056,629.

In addition to tribal trust funds and IIM accounts, there are several smaller
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accounts. For example, the Alaska Native Escrow Account was established to

escrow income from land that was to be transferred under the Alaska Native

Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) to Native corporations, but final transfer was put

on hold pending the completion of surveys and other processing. While the annual

aggregate balance in this fund does not exceed $30 million, it is estimated that

several hundred million dollars have flowed through the trust over the years.

Federal law imposes trust responsibilities upon executive branch agencies

and officials in administering Indian assets. The Supreme Court has long held that

the federal government must discharge its fiduciary duties prudently. In the

management and administration of Indian property, executive agencies and officials

are required to exercise due care, and are held to the "most exacting fiduciary

standards" and "moral obligations of the highest responsibility and trust." Indian

trust funds are no exception.

With particular regard to trust fiind management, executive branch agencies

and officials owe certain legal duties and responsibilities to the account holders as

trust beneficiaries. These include the duty: (a) to maintain adequate books and

records; (b) to maintain adequate systems and controls to guard against error and

dishonesty, including an accurate accounts receivable system and separating the

billing and collection functions; (c) to deposit trust asset receipts and safely and

soundly invest these funds; (d) to account regularly and accurately to the

beneficiaries; (e) to distribute the earned income to the proper Indian beneficiaries;

and (0 to refrain from self-dealing and benefiting from the management of these

trust funds.

Because it does not have an adequate accounts receivable system, and

because so many lease documents are missing, the federal government does not

know whether lease income has been collected from the lessees, if it has collected

the correct amounts, or if it has been paid on time. Nor can the government

determine whether distributions from the trust are made to the proper Indian trust

beneficiary, or whether the amounts distributed are correct. Part of the problem

rests with the fact that in 1987 the Department of the Treasury destroyed all of its

records pertaining to IIM accounts, including canceled government checks. We
are yet uncertain whether the government continues to destroy IIM records on a

systematic basis as part of its records management policy. As a result of these

breaches, the federal government in fact has no idea how much IIM money it has;

how much IIM money it should have; how much IIM money it has lost; or how
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much IIM money may be stolen daily.

The government's trust fund system is in such disarray that the Arthur

Andersen accounting firm would not even attempt to reconcile the IIM accounts

because federal officials had either willfully destroyed, or never created, the

crucial documents necessary for a reconciliation. In fact. Arthur Andersen, LLP
estimated that it would take at least SI 08 to S281 million just to attempt to

reconcile the IIM accounts for just a twenty year period, and that even then, it

would likely be of no value in providing the IIM account holders with assurance

about the correctness of their account balances. Indeed, at the hearing before the

Senate Committee on Indian Affairs on June 11. 1996. Special Trustee Homan
testified that the IIM account system was "worse" than the tribal trust accounts.

Notwithstanding, the Department of the Interior has no plans and has allocated no

money to conduct an accounting of the IIM trust, to determine how much money

the IIM trust beneficiaries have lost and continue to lose each day as a result of

the government's neglect.

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As the record amply demonstrates, the trust management system is

hopelessly broken. According to the Special Trustee, the management system for

the IIM accounts is in the "worst condition of any of Interior's trust management

systems." However, the Special Trustee's hands have been hopelessly tied due to

the government's failure to provide adequate resources. We respectfully appeal

to you and the Task Force to remedy this situation.

The Special Trustee determined that it would take almost S50 million in FY
1997 to begin to correct the overall trust management deficiencies. However, the

Administration requested only $36.3 million in appropriations. The House reduced

this already inadequate number by nearly 50 percent to $19,126 million, pursuant

to the Interior appropriations bill passed in June. It is significant to note that the

Office of Management and Budget stated in a June 12, 1996 letter to House

Appropriations Committee Chairman Livingston that the President will likely veto

the House Interior appropriations bill, in part due to the unacceptable level of

funds appropriated to the Office of Special Trustee.

We emphasize that the $19,126 House appropriation can do nothing to

rehabilitate the IIM trust management system. An additional $22.3 million for
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FY 1997 is necessary to provide the IIM trust with an accounting system. As

the Special Trustee has testified, this amount will produce within one year— "a

Chevrolet, not a Cadillac." Without this repair, the government could be paying

substantially more in restitution for the staggering losses that more than 300,000

individual Indian trust beneficiaries sustain every single day.

The Senate Appropriations Committee has included the full amount of

appropriations requested by the Administration-$36.3 million for the Office of the

Special Trustee. This includes $13. 6 million to commence implementation of the

strategic plan. As we understand it, this amount will be used primarily to begin

to upgrade and establish a new IIM accounting system, which is "long overdue."

While the Senate Appropriations Committee recommendation of $13.6 million is

a step in the right direction, it remains $8.7 million short of the $22.3 million

necessary to fix the IIM accounting system.

We hope that the Senate will enact the Appropriations Committee

recommendation pertaining to the Office of the Special Trustee, to start to provide

the Special Trustee with the necessary resources and tools he needs to begin to

reform the system, as Congress mandated when it passed the Trust Fund Reform

Act of 1994. We respectfully ask you and the Task Force to work with the

House Appropriations Committee and House Conference Managers to urge

them to recede to and add $8.7 million to the Senate level of $36.3 million for

the Office of Special Trustee, in order to provide the funding necessary to

establish an adequate HM accounting system. Should it appear that Interior

spending will be covered instead by a Continuing Resolution, we likewise ask

that you urge the Committee to include this amount for program improvement

initiatives of the Special Trustee. We are well aware of the funding pressures

to reduce overall spending and to balance spending priorities within each

appropriation measure. However, there is simply no good reason that the

Federal government should permit the property and assets of more than

300,000 individual Indian trust beneficiaries to wither away because of current

budget deficits. In short, it is in everybody's best interest for the government

to honor its legal responsibilities and provide the $22.3 million to stop the

hemorrhaging now. One hundred and fifty-eight years of willful neglect must

stop!

As a final note, it is not necessary to complete the strategic plan before the

IIM accounting system is fixed. The strategic plan will address intermediate and
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long-term issues relative to the administration and management of the IIM trust

funds. It is neither prudent nor rational to wait until the strategic plan is

completed to address the specific needs that have already been clearly identified

as critical to reduce losses that occur every single day in the administration of the

IIM trust. Every manager and custodian of money, from the sole proprietor of a

Seven-Eleven to the chief teller of your local credit union, must have a system to

account accurately for funds collected, deposited and disbursed. This is what the

Special Trustee has proposed to do with the $22.3 million—which is a critical,

immediate foundation for the successful implementation of the strategic plan, as

it relates to IIM trust management. It is imperative to appropriate sufficient funds

to permit the Special Trustee to begin to establish an adequate accounting system

so that the government can knowledgeably address its fiduciary responsibilities

tomorrow, not two or three years from now. Indeed, with an adequate accounting

system in place, reliable information can be generated that can help determine the

best strategic alternatives for the administration of IIM trust funds so that these

problems will not recur.

In closing, we emphasize that an appropriation of $22.3 million is a

necessary expenditure for the federal trustee; this will begin to end the

government's continuing breaches of trust and its rapidly mounting liability

for less than $75 per each of the 300,000 individual Indians who are injured

each day by the government's continuing neglect. What a pittance to pay for

the federal trustee to honor its trust responsibility to these 300,000 American

citizens.

Finally, we respectfully submit that it would be wrong for any part of the

S22.3 million to come from any Indian program. To do so would be unjust and

inequitable. The federal trustee is directly responsible for the creation and

continuation of the IIM trust management crisis as a result of its total failure to

administer the trust prudently. This has caused individual Indians to lose untold

millions of dollars of their money. Accordingly, it is unconscionable to compel

any Indian to pay for the government's breach of trust.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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dian Trust Fund Management, Committee on Re-
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Scottsdale, AZ.

The task force met, pursuant to notice, at 9:00 a.m., in the Salt
River Community Center, 10000 E McDowell, Scottsdale, Arizona,
Hon. J.D. Hayworth (Chairman of the Task Force) presiding.

STATEMENT OF HON. J.D. HAYWORTH, A U.S. REPRESENTA-
TIVE FROM ARIZONA; AND CHAIRMAN, TASK FORCE ON IN-
DIAN TRUST FUND MANAGEMENT
Mr. Hayworth. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Thanks to

all of you for attending. Thanks to congressional staff for joining
us and the ranking member of the Native American and Insular
Aifairs Committee, the delegate from American Samoa, for being
here this morning, as today we continue in our series of hearings
concerning the management of Indian trust fund accounts by the
Department of the Interior.

Earlier this month, the hearing was held in Alaska—in Anchor-
age, specifically—^where the trust fund management problems
which Alaska natives have experienced were discussed. Today we
will focus on the experiences of various other tribes, including our
host tribe, the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian community.

Reports of investigations of the management of Native American
trust fund accounts have revealed a history of waste and corruption
unprecedented in the Federal Grovernment. This may be the longest
scandal in American history, dating back over a full century—in-

deed, a century-and-a-half, some 158 years. Recently, the Arthur
Andersen Company reported that in trying to reconcile 20 years of
Native American trust fund management, it could not account for

$2.4 billion in account transactions.
No wonder that in the minds of many, BIA no longer stands for

"Bureau of Indian Affairs." In the minds of many, it now stands for

"Billions In Arrears." And from the viewpoint of so many Native
Americans, "BIA" has come to stand sadly for "Bossing Indians
Around."
So for these and many other reasons, this task force was created.

We want to find out what can be done to straighten out this mess
once and for all.

We have an impressive group of witnesses appearing before us
today. And I would like to ask each witness to limit his or her oral

(63)
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testimony to about 10 minutes. If we do that, it is my belief that
we'll be able to hear from everybody and cover everything that
needs to be said.

I would also like to announce that anyone who would like to sub-
mit testimony can send it to my congressional office, and I will per-

sonally see that it gets into our record of these proceedings.
At this point, it is indeed my honor and privilege to recognize my

friend and colleague, the delegate from American Samoa, the rank-
ing member of the Native American and Insular Affairs Sub-
committee, Eni Faleomavaega, for any comments he might have
this morning.

STATEMENT OF HON. ENI FALEOMAVAEGA, A U.S. DELEGATE
FROM AMERICAN SAMOA

Mr. Faleomavaega. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I certainly would
like on behalf of the Samoan tribe to express our appreciation for

your hospitality and for allowing me to be here in this beautiful

State of Arizona and to thank the chairman of the Pima tribe for

allowing us to use this beautiful facility for this hearing this morn-
ing.

But before going to my statement, Mr. Chairman, I would like

to express the regrets of the gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Dale
Kildee, for not being here. He had an emergency in his district in

Michigan which is the reason why he was not able to be here.

And I just want to share with the members of the Indian commu-
nity how invaluable Mr. Kildee's contributions have been over the
years, a very quiet man, but certainly, he has done a tremendous

—

been a tremendous asset in the many contributions he has made
when he was the chairman of the Post-Secondary Subcommittee on
Education and Labor. And over the years, Mr. Kildee has always
been very helpful in dealing with Native American issues, espe-
cially education.
Mr. Chairman, I, too, would like to thank you for your leadership

and for having this task force established specifically to address the
issue of the Indian trust fund management by the Department of
the Interior and express my gratitude for having such a good list

of the leadership from across the country among Native American
tribes to be here this morning to offer their suggestions on how we
might be able to resolve this very critical issue.

For purposes of the time, I'm just going to submit my statement
for the record, Mr. Chairman. But a couple of observations that I

would like to make for the record. And that is, I'm not going to reit-

erate again about the sins of the past and the failures of the na-
tional government in addressing the most serious issues affecting

Native American communities throughout our country.
But it seems to me that not only have we applied a double, but

it seems to me, not only a triple, but a quadruple standard. It's so
easy for us to address the issues when Chrysler needed a bail-out,

when New York City needed a bail-out, when the savings and loans
fiasco of $150 billion—all of a sudden, we find solutions.

And here, we have been spinning our wheels for the past five

years now. And we can't even account the fact that this was not
the fault of the Native American tribes across the country for this

fiasco that we're now faced with. But for some funding, approxi-
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mately $2.4 billion, and here we have to go through the auditing.

We have expended $21 million for the past four years just to get

into the accounting aspects of this mess that we're now in,

I might also observe, Mr. Chairman, that it's not just the Bureau
of Indian Affairs that is involved in this, it's a mixture of several

subdivisions within the Department of Interior, the Bureau of Land
Management, Minerals Subdivision, the Indian Affairs, just a real

nice mix of a mess.
And I sincerely hope that in the course of these hearings—and

you, Mr. Chairman, again, I want to thank you for taking the lead-

ership in this effort, hopefully, that in the spirit of bipartisanship,

that we will be able to find solutions to this very serious problem.
Two point four billion dollars, Mr. Chairman, I submit would go

a long way in helping so many of the tribal needs that we find our-

selves in. And I can't as an excuse say that because of restricted

funds or the limited resources we have, that we are unable to come
up with some kind of an accounting to the Native American tribes

throughout the country. It could be more, it could be less, but $2.4
billion, Mr. Chairman, I submit will be a tremendous help to the
Indian communities throughout the country.

And I hope that in the course of this hearing and with your lead-

ership and other members of our Committee, that we will find a
good solution for this problem. And I thank you for the opportunity
of my opening statement here this morning.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kildee follows:]

Statement of Hon. Dale Kildee, a U.S. Representative from Michigan

This is the third in ovir series of oversight hearings on the problem-plagued man-
agement of the Indian Trust Funds by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Depart-
ment of the Interior.

I want to commend Chairman Hayworth for his leadership and dedication to con-

tinuing the long process of righting the terrible injustice inflicted on Indian people
by decades of mismanagement of Indian Trust Funds. It was no surprise to me that
J.D. would come to Congress and in his first term look to tackle one of the most
compUcated, long standing messes ever created by the Federal Government. There
is not a lot of glory in trjdng to clean up the trust funds problems, and I believe

it speaks volumes that you are committed to doing so regar(Uess. I also want to give
you my thanks and praise for heading this task force in an open, fair and truly bi-

partisan manner.
During the 103rd Congress, Congress enacted the American Indian Trust Fund

Management Reform Act of 1994. This Act required that the Secretary give periodic

account statements to Indian account holders and was intended to give tribes easier
access to their funds. The Act drew to a conclusion the 5 year, $21 miUion reconcili-

ation project being conducted by the BIA and required that each tribe receive a
statement on the reconciliation of their accounts. Further, the Act established the
position of Special Trustee for Indian Trust Fiinds and required that he develop a
comprehensive plan to better manage the funds under the Department's control.

The reconciliation reports have gone out to tribes and for the most part we are
hearing that they are incomplete and in some instances not much help at all to the
tribes. I look forward to hearing from tribes as to what they need from BIA so they
can better decide future management of their accounts.
We in Congress are sometimes criticized for traveling in the line of business, but

I believe it is extremely important to conduct hearings such as this where the people
most affected Uve. We are able to gather so much useful information by coming here
to listen to so many who might not be able to travel to Washington, DC, to testify.

I thank all of you for being here this morning.

Mr. Hayworth. And I thank my colleague from American Samoa
for his remarks, and I would endorse them fully as we try to get
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to the bottom of what is, we can all agree, a serious, serious prob-
lem and an out-and-out mess.
With that in mind, then, we would like to hear from our wit-

nesses. We will begin with the director of the Office of Trust Fund
Management within the Department of Interior, Ms. Donna Erwin.

STATEMENT OF DONNA ERWIN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF TRUST
FUND MANAGEMENT

Ms. Erwin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I really appreciate the op-

portunity to present testimony today on the Indian trust funds
management. As you're aware, the Office of Trust Fund Manage-
ment manages approximately $422 million for 50 different tribes in

the Phoenix area and $83 million for approximately 38,000 individ-

ual Indian accounts that are Arizona residents.

You are aware that we have had many, many reports about the
past problems that have occurred. When the special trustee was
appointed in September of 1995, he began an assessment to look

at the policies and the procedures and the systems and how do we
correct these and what we need to do to move forward. He included
in those the past 20-year tribal agreed-upon procedures reports

that you referred to.

We also included the August of 1995 Tiger team report, and that
is a group that was put together to look at the IIM systems
throughout the Department that's headed by an MMS employee
and that is also available in addition to those various GAO reports.

We did interviews with tribes, with account holders, and talked to

people who were professionals in the trust management field.

And we have since then put together a conceptual strategic plan.

And all of these reports were included in that strategic plan. But
what all of these, including the special trustee's conceptual report,

confirms is that the criteria that's outlined in the 1994 Trust Re-
form Act cannot be met currently.

There are things that it requires, such as timely and accurate ac-

counting for balances, accurate and timely reports to account hold-

ers, and audits under generally accepted audit standards, and fur-

ther reconciliation efforts that due to the records unavailability are
not able to be accomplished at this time.
While significant improvements have been made at OTFM—at

this point, we need to clarify, because there's some confusion that
we part of OST—the Office of Trust Fund Management and the
field staff which are the only units that currently report to the spe-

cial trustee. Realty leasing is still part of the BLA, even though the
special trustee is responsible for monitoring and correcting and
doing reforms of the entire trust program.
Some of the things that have been accomplished during the last

few years are that we are online directly to the Treasury now, so
that we now perform daily reconciliations of cash, monthly rec-

onciliations of assets. We have a system that actually tells us when
securities are maturing and when cash is due on any of the invest-
ments.
We have a state-of-the-art trust system for the tribal accounts

and all investments, and we have made additions to staff and reor-

ganized the OTFM staff, to better enable us to perform the fidu-

ciary duties. We have eliminated overdrafts in all the tribal ac-
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counts from 1993 forward, there are no recurring overdrafts. We
have reduced in half the number of overdrafts in the IIM accounts.

We have also been out this year doing five consultation meetings
with IIM account holders to hear what their problems are. We have
looked geographically where these people are located, and how dis-

persed they are and how can we better serve these people. We are

also preparing work plans and target dates for the IIM data clean-

up.
You've received the special trustee's strategic plan, and there's

nine initiatives within this designed to rectify problems and bring
the trust accounts up to commercial standards. And these are im-
portant enough that I would like to read those directly.

One is a trust resource asset management delivery system. This
will involve obtaining new trust resource asset management and
delivery systems for asset leasing, contracting, lending, buying, and
selling, together with standardized and/or integrated asset manage-
ment. The system must be able to tie to and track from the land-

ownership records.

Number two is an accounts receivable data and billing system
that uses lease contract and landownership information. Number
three is a trust depository for payments and delivery system for in-

dividual Indian money, the IIM account system I've referred to.

This will entail purchasing a trust depository, payments, and other
financial services and accounting and statement system.
Number four is a land records and title recordation and certifi-

cation system. Number five is a general ledger and general ac-

counting system. And number six is a technology service center, a
data center, that's dedicated to the trust resources and trust funds
management.
Number seven is a national archives and records center. And this

will involve obtaining and centralizing a modem, national archives
and records center for trust resource, asset, and funds records stor-

age and retrieval. Number eight is a risk management control sys-

tem, an internal audit program.
Number nine is an independent institutional structure. And this

will involve consolidating all the trust resource trust funds and
landownership and records management into a single, independent
institutional unit.

As stated above, the conceptual strategic plan is completed, and
we have done the conceptual. Now what we need to do is go into

a user's need assessment, know what the users need, what's out
there, and that's the requirement analysis. In the 1997 President's
budget, we requested a million dollars for that.

This requires an outside contractor. And the reason for that is

that the staff in current staffing at OTFM is for the day-to-day op-
erations, not for the cleanup, not for the evaluations. So everyone
that's there is to be able to proceed on a day-to-day basis and con-
tinue the current operations.

It's going to take about 90 to 120 days to complete the require-
ments analysis and the user's need assessment once funding is re-

ceived. There are many things, though, that can be done in the
meantime.
For instance, the IIM system, the IIM accounting system that we

referred to, that is a project that can be accomplished during the
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user's need assessment and the requirements analysis, and it can
be interfaced into the overall conceptual plan and the overall con-

ceptual systems.
The 1997 President's budget request is for $36.3 million, which

is a $20 million increase over the 1996 budget. And this is to be
used for correcting IIM systems—again, it's a very crucial process.

I would like to divert for a second, because one of the things the
committee had asked about was how could a tribe take over the
management of their money, the management of their IIM ac-

counts. And you inquired as to how can that be accomplished.
One of the things is that Title III of the Trust Reform Act allows

the tribes to remove their judgment funds money. And at that
point, the government would have no further liability. They can
take this money out to private institutions to be managed. There
are regulations that are being published currently that outline the
steps to be able to accomplish that.

There's another, self-governance. They can remove funds under
self-governance, and that means they would take over the pro-

grams that the Office of Trust Fund Management or the Bureau
is performing, but that the liability still would reside with the Sec-

retary, which means that we would still need to be the monitoring
and the auditing side and would be provided by the government.

Individuals, if they are a supervised account, cannot remove
their money right now. The supervised account means one of two
things: it's either a minor that has not reached age of majority, or

it's non compos mentis. Anyone else that has an account—as we're
going out in the consultation meetings, we're saying, "If you have
an account, if you do not reside in one of those two categories, then
you need to be asking why." That money should be released to the
individual.

As we said, the IIM consultations have been going on. We feel

like they have been very successful. We have got some very good
input from the individuals around the country. One of those was
held recently here in Phoenix.
But in closing, the one thing that I want everyone to understand

is, the past is going to continue to be a challenge, not only to the
administration, but to Congress, £ind to the account holders.

But the enactment of the President's 1997 budget request would
represent a substantial step to ensure that Indian trust reform ef-

forts are a top priority and implemented in a manner that will en-

sure that the fiduciary responsibilities of the Federal Government
are met as they should be. This concludes my statement. I'll be
happy to answer any questions you might have.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Erwin may be found at end of

hearing.]

Mr. Hayworth. Director Erwin, we thank you for your state-

ment. And we appreciate the efforts you have made to try and
bring some order to the situation we now find.

Just a little background, first of all, on the individual accounts.

Geographically, are we talking coast-to-coast and beyond? Or if

there was a way to break this down geographically, where can the
preponderance of these accounts be found? Is it here in the South-
west, or is it just completely coast-to-coast?
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Ms. Erwin. As we pointed out in some of the original meetings,
we became a very mobile society. So historically, they have been
serviced out of agency and area offices. But through the mobility,

everyone generation to generation, they're now found coast-to-coast,

from Hawaii. When we do maps they're very informative to find out
where the people are located and where they're actually serviced.

Mr. Hayworth. When will these regulations that you mentioned,
allowing tribes to take over their own accounts, be put into effect?

Ms. Erwin. These regulations have been published for comment,
and we have already had a comment period. And they will be pub-
lished very shortly. But we have not restricted any tribe from re-

moving funds. The/re allowed to remove their money at any time,

even though these are still proposed regulations.

Mr. Hayworth. So right now, if a tribe wanted to go ahead and
take its funds, it would be free to do so?

Ms. Erwin. Right. Several things should be brought up with this,

one, there's several requirements in the regulations, it states that
the tribe understands that it's not only removing funds but also the
government liability and we require this be done by resolution.

Their constitution has to allow the governing body to remove the
funds, that there's no further liability on the government's part.

They need to acknowledge that. We need to see that they have
signed agreements with their fund managers and that they will

continue to utilize the funds in the manner they were appropriated.

Mr. Hayworth. You mentioned some different costs, projections;

for example, I believe bringing in an outside contractor here ini-

tially over 90 to 120 days at a cost of $1 million. Subsequently, the
Administration is asking for in the next fiscal year a $20 million

increase to $36.3 milUon to begin a process of tr3dng to bring order
to the situation we find now.

Let me see if we can break this down a little more specifically,

Director Erwin. How much will it cost overall to first of all set up
an asset management system?
Ms. Erwin. The asset management system is not part of the

1997 budget request—it's only the IIM system module, unfortu-
nately. The strategic plan that I referred to—and Mr. Homan's con-

ceptual plan—^has the breakdown of the conversion and the actual
system costs—^what is also involved here is bringing telecommuni-
cations equipment up to date, bringing all of the communications
and equipment that have over the years not been properly funded
up to the standards.
You cannot bring the best bankers in the world in to run current

systems and operate the office efficiently the way it should be oper-

ated. So it takes a lot to bring everything up to date so they can
support these systems.
Mr. Hayworth. With that in mind, do you know a figure, or has

there been a breakdown for this?

Ms. Erwin. There is a breakdown. I would be glad to supply that
to you. I do not have it with me today. But when we went to the
Appropriations Committee, we said, "This is how we will start that
process. This is how we will use that additional $20 million, which
includes some of the systems that can be put in place imme-
diately."
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It's a stopgap so that immediate improvements can happen and
reforms that would reduce any continuing liability. And then with
the study completed in March or April of next year, we will be able
then to give exact projections for how we will implement, target
dates and how much money we will need in the future.

Mr. Hayworth. So really, in terms of specific numbers, whether
for an asset management system, the accounts receivable system,
the land records system, the general accounting system, the audit
system, and all the other things that would be involved in this, spe-

cific figures have been formulated, and they right now reside with
the appropriations request?
Ms. Erwin. Correct.

Mr. Hayworth. And what we would very much appreciate, if you
don't have them here with you today, is that this task force receive

those specific sums and amounts in writing. And I believe the cus-

tomary period just to make sure we get this done, taking into ac-

count travel back to Albuquerque and so forth, if we could make
sure that information is to the task force within five business days,
that would be greatly appreciated.
Let me return to a broader philosophical question. And I under-

stand the challenges you face here in the Office of Trust Fund
Management, You mentioned the fact that an outside contractor
should be brought in at a cost of $1 million over a certain period
of time to begin the study. Indeed, the government turned to Ar-
thur Andersen to audit the current—and to check on the current
problems we now have.
Going to outside sources, it seems to beg the question, could this

job be done more effectively in contracting out to private entities,

still mindful of the Federal Government's Constitutional role to the
first Americans; would it be more cost effective and more practical

to follow the procedures that seem to be indicated at least partly
here, reflexively, going to an outside contractor, using Arthur An-
dersen and others, would it be wise, frugal, and a good stewardship
of the taxpayers' money to search for outside contractors to take on
this very significant role?

Ms. Erwin. I think that will be considered in the overall concep-
tual plan, what can be privatized and what should not be
privatized. One thing you need to remember, and I have more
years than I want to talk about, 29 years of private trust sector ex-

perience. You're creating somewhat of a liability for that entity you
transfer accounts to, because you do not have accurate account bal-

ances.

You have 300,000 individual accounts right now that need to be
reduced. There's some very smsdl amounts, and that needs to be re-

solved. That's one of the questions we have been asking at the IIM
consultation meetings, "^^at do we do with these small amounts?"
And there's a myriad of suggestions. But people do not want checks
for two or three cents. They don't get cashed.
And in 12 months, they get posted right back to that account

again. And so we have to resolve some of these problems. There are
some overdrafts. There are 50,000 lost account holders that we do
not have their address right now. They have moved. Maybe the
grandmother had the accoimt, grandchildren never knew that she
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had an account, and she passed away, so no one knows that this

account is even existing.

And we have some large overdrafts in house accounts. So we
need that data cleanup and the requirements analysis badly to be

able to resolve some of these problems.

Mr. Hayworth. In terms of overdrafts, is it possible that a tribe

could owe the BIA funds? And if so, how might this happen?
Ms. Erwin. Yes, it is possible. There could be incorrect postings.

And I believe when you talk about the $2.4 billion, it should be

brought up that those are not missing funds. $1.1 billion of those

are receipts that are residing in the tribes' accounts currently.

There was just not the proper audit to make sure they were in the

proper accounts, or how did they get into the accounts.

But they are in the tribal accounts. They are being invested.

There's about $500 million of that that's transfers from one tribal

account into another, same tribe within the tribe's checking or sav-

ings type accounts. So that's about half a billion there. And then
there's about $800 million in disbursements. And those are the

ones that are of a large concern, obviously.

Mr. Hayworth. We have been talking about the $2.4 billion and
whatever allocation of whatever problems. There have been those

who have come to see us, however, who maintain that this is sim-

ply the tip of the iceberg, that there may be more significant prob-

lems and a far greater sum. What do you think of those assess-

ments?
Ms. Erwin. That is possible. The problem with that is, due to the

funding timeframes, all of that was done during the past reconcili-

ations for lease that was returned to fill-the-gap, was we know the

money was received. Does it correspond with the lease? That was
not accomplished. As has been pointed out in testimony, there is

not an accounts receivable—a comprehensive accounts receivable

system for money that's due for those leases across the country.

Mr. Hayworth. Thank you.

Let me turn to my colleague from American Samoa.
Mr. Faleomavaega. Thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Erwin. We had the task force hearing in Alaska.

And one of the concerns that the tribes had indicated at that hear-

ing was the office did not notify them that the interest collected

and the funding that was to be returned are taxable. Do you think

that the tribes deserve that they should have this interest taxed?
I mean, do you think maybe the Federal Government could at

least give them that courtesy, they don't have to pay taxes for this

interest? After all, it wasn't their fault that they got into this mess.
Mr. Erwin. I think that's an IRS question. IRS—there are regu-

lations. They (IRS) recently this year published a new booklet on
the taxation of Indian moneys. And the funds you are referring to

in Alaska was called "IMPL," Indian moneys proceeds of labor

funds. And this was back in 1985.

The Bureau has formulated in the regulations as to how that's

disbursed. We have since the Alaska hearing been investigating

each of the areas, asking them, "Please tell by survey, "Did you
submit 1099s on this or not?" And that's the question we are cur-

rently in the courts with the IRS on.
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We do issue 1099s. On the customer statements, we list this

money, "Here is your taxable income for this year. This will be re-

ported to IRS." That was a past practice of an escrow account.

Mr. Faleomavaega. The point here is that you do notify the
tribes properly as to what portion of the money that's being re-

turned that is taxable, or the interest?

Ms. Erwin. Yes, and that was the individual accounts that we
were referring to.

Mr. Faleomavaega. Is there any provision under the current law
of the 1994 law that was passed concerning the establishment of

the Office of Trust Fund Management—are there any provisions of

the law that you think that ought to be amended or changed to im-
provement it, not only the functions of your office, but just a better

way to streamline the operations, besides the funding that is being
requested, of course?
Ms. Erwin. I think that's one of the things we're also going to

look into in the requirement analysis. We are constantly streamlin-
ing, constantly finding, as we automate, more systems, better ways,
more efficient ways. We're looking at the lock box situation. One
of our problems is that we have been sending monthly statements
and we're getting a lot of complaints about sending statements on
small amounts.
Under the current Trust Reform Act, we're required to send

quarterly statements to all of the IIM account holders. And the^re
saying, "For four or five cents, until we resolve this, can you send
this only annually?" So that will be something we will be suggest-
ing as a change to the Reform Act.

Mr. Faleomavaega. It's my understanding that as of this time,

approximately 86 percent of the accounts are somewhat being

—

that you've been able to accomplish the task up to 86 percent that
you've been able to account for? Am I correct in my background
reading of this?

Ms. Erwin. That's the past reconciliation. Those agreed upon
procedure reports that Arthur Andersen presented, yes, that is a
correct figure. And there was those amounts that could not be rec-

onciled. You could not find proper documentation. And that is the
$2.4 billion that we keep hearing about. We did not find all the
proper documentation to support all of those transactions.

Mr. Faleomavaega. So the 86 percent that is now being able to

be accountable, that's the $2.4 billion that we're talking about, or
is that more or less

Ms. Erwin. Yes. The $2.4 is the 15 or 14 percent difference that
could not be audited in the reconciliation. And that's only tribal ac-

counts. Bear in mind, that's only tribal accounts and only for a 20-

year period.

Mr. Faleomavaega. The Chairman had indicated earlier about
the fact that it's good that we also privatize or allow the private

sector to do the accounting. My understsinding from the fact that
when we assigned Arthur Andersen to do the accounting, they
couldn't do any accounting, because the records are so messed up.
And here, we ended up paying them for doing this.

Now, couldn't the office perhaps just say, "There's no sense hir-

ing somebody in the private sector, pay them a million dollars just
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to tell us what we already know'7 The fact is, how can they pos-

sibly do any accounting, when there are no records to do it with?

Ms. Erwin. What we're looking for now is the requirements anal-

ysis and user input to be able to go forward in developing the prop-

er systems, not to do the accounting for the past reconciliation.

You're correct. There was a massive number of records that were
missing. And as you noticed in the reform plan, one of the things

that was outlined in one of the items in the initiatives, is a na-

tional archives, an Indian national archives center, so all trust

records are centralized, and you know where they are.

Mr. Faleomavaega. Is there anything that you feel that is most
critical at this point in time that the Committee should absolutely

address by way of anything in the statutes or any way by way of

regulations that we ought to pursue with due diligence to make
sure that you've got all the tools, that you have every means avail-

able at your disposal to make sure that you don't get obstruction-

ists and anybody else that will be as a barrier to prevent you from
doing your job?
Ms. Erwin. I think the appropriations for 1997 will be a big help

on starting us on the right track and moving forward.

Mr. Faleomavaega. And do you feel that the responses from the
Indian tribes and your consultations have been positive?

Ms. Erwin. Yes, they have been very positive. I mean, there's

past problems, I agree, but they have been very informative, and
we have been very pleased with the results of how we should move
forward. And they have suggested things including different hours
as in banking hours, Saturday meetings. And so it has been very
enlightening for us.

Mr. Faleomavaega. And I would like to invite you. Director

Erwin, please do feel free also to ask any of the members of the
Committee, also, that we would love to work with you closely to

make sure that we pursue this at all costs. And thank you for

being here, and thank the Chairman for this hearing.
Mr. Hayworth. I thank my colleague from American Samoa. I

also thank you. Director Erwin, for your testimony. One final ques-
tion, or perhaps it's really more of an observation.

Even as you petition for increased funding here—and I realize

this is not your role with the Secretary of Interior, and perhaps it's

something I can better convey to him face-to-face—one of the con-

cerns that I have as a Member of Congress is that historically, put-

ting the Department of Interior, for lack of a better term, in charge
of the affairs of living, breathing human beings who are citizens

not only of their respective sovereign nations but also citizens of

the United States, causes me great concern, to the extent that
while we £ill want to preserve our natural resources, as I have ex-

pressed and as I have heard often, should we not hold human
beings in greater esteem and the needs and the concerns and the
problems they face?

Should we not hold human beings in higher esteem than rocks
and trees and critters? I mean, we all want to preserve our ecology.

We all want to preserve our environment. But one thing that I will

address personally with the Secretary in planning for the budget
of the overall Interior Department, I would trust that he would be
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a good steward of those funds and place more funding into these
different endeavors.
Rather than asking to generate new funds and additional funds,

I would hope that he would take a look—and I would trust that in

the reports that you are making to him, even recognizing that it

is not your role to define policy, that certain points would be made
that perhaps with the billions of dollars already allocated to the
Department of Interior, more precedence could be given to the
needs of humans and the very real crisis we face here.

And with that in mind, again, I thank you very much for your
testimony, Director Erwin, and appreciate the fact that we'll be
working together in the coming days to try and reconcile this prob-
lem. Thank you, ma'am, very much.
Ms. Erwin. Thank you. We appreciate all your efforts.

Mr. Hayworth. Thank you.
Our next panel, we would like to welcome. In fact, we'll receive

a welcome from one of the panelists, given the protocol that goes
on.

Ivan Makil, who is president of the Salt River Pima Indian com-
munity; Ronnie Lupe, chairman of the White Mountain Apache
Tribal Council; and our friend, Albert Hale, president of the Navajo
Nation, are here. And gentlemen, we would ask you to come front

and center now. And we would appreciate hearing from all of you.
It's so good to see my friends and constituents here today to tes-

tify. And in the sporting vernacular, Ivan, we often talk about the
home field advantage. With that in mind, since you've been so gra-
cious as to open these facilities to us for this hearing, I would ask
you to begin our time together on this panel.

STATEMENT OF IVAN MAKIL, PRESIDENT, SALT RIVER INDIAN
TRIBE

Mr. Makil. Thank you. Congressman. First of all, welcome back
to Arizona. You've been here for a few days or weeks, I guess, en-
joying the nice weather. And we're especially pleased to have you
here in Salt River, where a lot of people don't realize it, but it is

10 degrees cooler than in the city, believe me.
Mr. Hayworth. Absolutely.
Mr. Makil. Although sometimes, it's warmer than in the city.

Mr, Hayworth. Well, we always appreciate the warm welcome,
Mr. President.
Mr. Makil, And we're also glad that you chose to have the hear-

ing here today. We're glad that we can provide the facility to have
it here. And Mr. Faleomavaega—I'll try to get that right—it really

is a pleasure to have you here and also to have the opportunity to

personally thank you for the work that you've done in support of
our issues across the nation.

Tribes have been in need of it for some time, not people that just
understand our issues. And for both of you to be here, both of you
gentlemen here actively advocating on our behalf, I thank you for

that, because that is something that hasn't been in the past.

And therefore, issues such as we're about to deal with today can
occur and will continue to occur without people like yourselves ad-
vocating on our behalf.
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So without taking a whole lot more time, I just wanted to thank
you and welcome all of you here, as well as the distinguished other

panel members here, Mr. Lupe, Mr. Hale, and all the other tribal

leaders that are here and guests. And so we thank you all for com-
ing here today, and we hope you will be enlightened even more so

than I know you already are by a lot of the information that will

be presented to you. And without anything further, I'll get right to

the testimony.
I would like to submit for the record a formal written testimony

to the task force. And I will just try to abbreviate those comments
and summarize them. And I would like to really get to some issues

that I think are of major concern to everyone here. And those are

some thoughts about some resolutions to this issue.

It has been several years now since legislation was passed—at

least I know the six years that I've been involved in this issue

—

that this problem has been worked on. And there was a plan devel-

oped after the results were looked at, or a plan developed to look

at this whole issue. Results were turned out by Arthur Andersen.
And it was an atrocity.

The results only confirmed what the tribal people always be-

lieved. And we had to go through a very costly process of proving
what we already knew. And that's unfortunate. It's unfortunate,
because those are a significant amount of dollars that could have
been used and been helpful in a lot of other areas.

But nonetheless, what the results produced was an opportunity
for a special trustee to have and develop a plan. Now, he was given
one year—Mr. Horn was given a year to come up with the plan.

And within about nine months, he came up with a plan. And I was
particularly impressed with the plan he developed. And I was real-

ly impressed with his commitment to the whole issue once he un-
derstood the issue.

This strategic plan or conceptual strategic plan that he developed
is a plan that is a start to beginning to understand some of what
needs to be resolved in this issue. This plan, if initiated, will, I be-

lieve, begin to bring about not only solutions within the Depart-
ment of Interior itself that need to be corrected, but also in terms
of resolutions with tribes, which is—^you know, if you think about
the $2.4 billion that we keep talking about—and as you've already
stated several times, it's only the tip of the iceberg.

We don't know what really is out there with those other 300,000
other issues that are hanging out there. We don't know what the
cost of those might be. When this plan was developed, it was going
to cost about $2 million to implement.
And many of us that were—let me back up a little bit. I was

asked to serve on an advisory board to the special trustee. And as
tribal leaders, many of us really felt comfortable with the creation
of this advisory board, because it allowed for tribal input.

It allowed the voice of our people to be involved in this process,

to have the ear of the special trustee, so that the issues or the solu-

tions that could be developed would be real solutions, not what has
happened in the past, where an agency develops a solution without
good input from tribes. It is very important, and I think it's key
in the resolution of this issue, because the potential liability that
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the Federal Grovemment has in these issues, I beUeve, is tremen-
dous.
We have no idea what that might be. And we won't know until

—

I guess we have to get into court to get this issue resolved. So un-
fortunately, this $2 million that could have been reprogrammed
from somewhere within the Department of Interior was not done.
When the special trustee asked the Secretary to forward us money
that could be located somewhere in the Department of Interior's

$12 billion budget, they couldn't find $2 million.

It seems that this $2 million to resolve a potential—not just a
potential liability in terms of trust, but a potential—not even a po-
tential—a legal liability, a legal financial liability that the Depart-
ment will have that the Federal Grovemment will have to tribes, to

Indian people, could be so much more than $2 million. It could be
so much more than even the $12 billion budget that it's in.

But we can't find $2 million. But in the same breath, we can find

$4 million in emergency money to fix canals, and we can propose
$100 million to buy land in the Everglades. Now, that really con-
cerns us a great deal, because we're continuing to not deal with the
problem that needs to be resolved.

We have to face this problem. We have to take it on. After 150
years, we finally have someone, a special trustee, that understands
and knows that he has a fiduciary responsibility to tribes, to Indian
people. And that must remain. He understands what it means to

have that fiduciary responsibility. And now, he's being subdued.
He's being, in effect, muzzled. That can't continue if this problem
is going to be resolved.

One of the things that we know and has concerned us a great
deal is the fact that while Arthur Andersen has identified $2.4 bil-

lion, that in the same breath, the Department of the Interior is

saying that—it's almost as if the^re refusing to look at the reality
of this problem.
What we're told is that there are techniques of economic model-

ing that make it feasible to produce valid estimates of the liability

that exists and that it can hold up in court. In other words, what
I'm sa3dng is that a model can be created that can help us under-
stand what that liability might be, but no one really wants to look
at that.

And that's what's important, because once the Federal Govern-
ment then begins to understand—really and truly understand

—

what the potential liability is, will they get serious about resolving
the problem. Because the liability, once it goes to court, can be
much greater than that.

Let me get right to some suggested or proposed resolutions of
some of these issues. One of the things as part of this proposed pro-
gram—and there are several areas like that need to be dealt with.
Not only is it in the issues of the trust fund records, but there's
one other issue here that has been overlooked.
And really—it really goes to the heart of how you distribute

funds that come in from leases to the individuals, particularly to

where tribes have a lot of lands—and that is in the records, allot-

ted lands and how they're handled.
Lat me give you a quick example. I'll try to make this short. For

instance, here in Salt River, we have agricultural leases. And we
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have allotted lands. So we have a 10-acre parcel, for instance, that
may have originally started with one owner when the Federal lot

map was created. It started with one owner.
We have situations where now and so do many other tribes,

where that 10 acres might be owned by 300 members. And over
time, what has happened and what the Federal Government has
not provided for is a system by which to deal with that accurately.

So what happens is, over the years, we lose track of all these heirs.

And so one of the places where some of these dollars get lost is

in trying to find these people. They can't contact them, or if the
probate system has not been completed, which—and there will be
people that will tell you, as did here in Phoenix earlier this sum-
mer, they have been waiting 10 years for a probate to settle. And
that's not unusual.
And so what happens to the money in the meantime? Well, it

goes into the trust fund. And guess where that trust fund is? Fed-
eral Government. OK?
One of the things that could be done to deal with some of these

issues is that if for fiscal year 1997, 1998, and 1999, an amount
equal to one-half of 1 percent were taken from every line item
within the Department of Interior budget and if it were transferred
to the trust system, it's estimated that could raise about $60 mil-

lion a year, which would be enough to correct some of the problems.
At least that's according to the budget that was created by the spe-

cial trustee. Half of 1 percent of every line item.

I mean, I don't think any department is going to fall apart losing

1 percent of their budget or half of 1 percent. Also, if we could
amend the Reform Act to convert the Office of Special Trustee and
the advisory board into a control board, it would be similar to what
Congress did when it created or it concluded that the government
of the District of Columbia was incapable of reforming itself, and
they created the system.
So it's not an unusual system. The trustee and the advisory

board need to have some authority to be able to resolve some of

these problems and to really bring in the issues that are brought
about from tribes, because the tribes and the individual Indian peo-
ple are really the ones that we have to make these settlements
with.

The other thing, third would be to give the special trustee the
independent authority to file suit in Federal court when it would
be necessary to stop breaches of trust or prevent violations of the
Reform Act. And all that is to be able to allow the trustee to inter-

vene on the side of the account holders to really act as a trustee.

And I wanted to also deal with an issue that I thought I heard
being raised earlier in the prior discussion, and that is that it was
talked about privatizing this process. I think it's also important to

make sure that we don't remove the system from the Department
of Interior, and let me just say for this reason.

It should not be moved from Department of Interior until we fix

it, because as it has already been stated, we can give them to a
third party, but there's liabilities that go along with it. We need
to resolve or at least come to some sort of agreement about what
might possibly be a resolution of this before we can pass it some-
where else to be maintained.
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But there are so many small things that are broken and that
need to be fixed that it would take a long time. And these rec-

ommendations I'm making are only a small part, but at least

they're a beginning to the resolution of this major issue that we
have today. And I thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Makil may be found at end of

hearing.]
Mr. Hayworth. Ivan, we thank you very much for not only offer-

ing testimony but possible solutions. And we'll revisit that with
questions in just a moment.
Chairman Lupe, you share your thoughts with us, please, sir.

Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry. Why don't we move the microphones
over? Ivan, if we can put you to work as a sound technician, since

you've already been a very gracious host. And I think that will help
everybody out. And we should pause also to ask my former col-

leagues in radio if they have their microphones where they want
them.
Mr. Chairman, I always look out for broadcasters, having come

from that profession. With that in mind, I believe everyone's ready
now. And Mr. Chairman, I'm happy to hear your testimony.

STATEMENT OF RONNIE LUPE, CHAHIMAN, WHITE MOUNTAIN
APACHE TRIBAL COUNCIL

Mr. Lupe. Congressman, I'm also happy to see you again. You
have done some great job for us on my reservation, other issues

and concerns that we have for our people on White Mount Apache
reservation. I want to thank you for that. That's aside from the
present issue that we are addressing today.

I'm pleased today to testify before this task force committee cre-

ated by Representative Don Young. The thought behind the cre-

ation of the task force is one of a big question. I've seen so many
task forces come and go created by Congress or whoever in ref-

erence to Indian reservations or Indian concern, Indians collec-

tively across the United States.

And we seem to be on the verge of this task force disappearing,
and that concerns me a little bit, due to the fact that the funds
were withdrawn from this trust task force recently by the Interior

Department. So here today, gone tomorrow. Again, it kind of wor-
ries me. I've seen so many of those.

The efforts by Congress I'm sure is quite sincere to identify some
lost money that once belonged to Indian people. But the effort

doesn't seem to really become solid to me, whereby it seems to be
disintegrating, bureaucracy, other red tape, other political con-
cerns, both parties, Democrat, Republican, committees. Today, I'm
a little bit at a loss as to the issues at hand.
Granted, Congressman, you were one of the key people to iden-

tify that money was gone rightfully belonging to our people. We
have a concern from the White Mountain Apache Tribe, considering
the fact that we have resources which brings in quite a bit of

money to the tribe since back in 1871.

Our resources have been managed by the Interior Department,
generated income, which was, I suppose, used by the Bureau of In-

dian Affairs agency on our reservation without checking with the
owner, the White Mountain Apache Tribe. Several of these are
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identified in my statement presented to you, and they are quite a
concern to us.

We identified certain money recently, which is $22 miUion in a
trust fund, which is we call 22H. That concerns only mandated by
the statute up to 1946, but there are positions beyond 1946 that
are really unaccounted for.

Where lies again my concern with my colleagues here making
statements referenced to Andersen, the lawsuit that has been initi-

ated by NARF regzirding the Indian Trust Fund Management Re-
form Act of 1994, NARF reports that the Department of Interior

has obstructed the special trustee for American Indians from im-
plementing and enforcing its Trust Fund Management Reform Act.

That disturbs me quite a bit, that the trustee mandate was delib-

erately sabotaged by the Department of the Interior. Department
of the Interior returned, as I understand it, $24 million of unspent
funds in 1995, which could have been reprogrammed with the ap-
proval of the congressional committee and applied to the work of

the specigil trustee, Andersen.
The Department of the Interior had refused to request adequate

funds for the work of the special trustee mandated by 1994 Act and
has prevented the special trustee from preparing the strategic plan
mandated by the 1994 Act, which is quite a concern to our people
on our reservation.

Again, I've heard solutions, conclusions, and complete fix. These
are all kind and good gestures and words, but the substance does
not seem to exist as how to define that. The solution that I would
suggest, of course, to take the necessary step to provide a special

trustee the tools and resources he needs to fix the system and
achieve justice for Indian people.

I urge Congress to amend the Act as necessary to ensure that the
trustee is armed with the strongest jurisdiction, subpoena power,
and funding to get the job done. The court suit initiated by NARF
may go on for years, and even if it is won, there are always appeals
and appeals upon appeals, which may go into the next century. You
and I will be long gone by that time, and the issue will have been
gone with the wind.

In short, without adequate funding and authority from Congress,
the trustee is doomed to failure, in my personal opinion, our opin-

ion from the woods. The resolution of this breach of trust tran-

scends a mere accounting of Indian money. It is a joint responsibil-

ity, as I've said, of Congress and the Administration and the re-

sponsibility of both political parties.

The President and Secretary of the Interior have been aware of
this problem for years—^many, many years. And it has now just
surfaced, to a point where we understand what happened. "Thank
you," and everybody goes home. It's a kind of an itch. That itch just
doesn't go away. Even though we have forgotten, we go back, and
that itch is still there.

Now, a resolution is to give this organization a trustee, a special

power. Congress, if they are so desired and concerned about what
happened to these billions of dollars, they should give this trustee
a power, a subpoena power, an extra power, all the resources finan-
cially that it can muster, and see where it takes us. I believe that
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would shorten the existence of the trustee with a complete fix solu-

tion for the worries or the constant worry of my people back home.
I have a water rights concern, which I have instituted in my

statement, which is also money. I am worried that the people up
in the northern boundary of my reservation are pumping water,
groundwater. Soon, if that is not stopped, I will soon become an en-

dangered species. You said humans, Congressman. I am a human.
Why is it that the people down here are pumping water under-

neath my reservation? They have no right to do that, and I need
every protection for the existence of my people so that my culture

and those that I value very much, children yet unborn, can survive

and live and enjoy life. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lupe may be found at end of

hearing.]
Mr. Hayworth. Mr. Chairman, we thank you for your comments.

We would also note, in your very candid remarks, you said that you
hoped—^you've seen task forces come and go, and that has been a
problem.
Let me just note here somewhat more than parenthetically, in

his comments in Alaska, the ex officio member of this task force,

the Chairman, whom you thanked earlier for instituting it, Don
Young of Alaska, says that he would like to continue this task force

on to the next Congress to make sure that we don't simply just rec-

ognize a problem, we take actions to try and solve those problems.
With that, we thank you for your testimony. Again, I would offer

the entreaty to my colleagues in broadcasting, as Ivan as our host
is doing double duty here as the audio engineer helping to move
the microphones, we would ask our other friends in radio and tele-

vision if they have those microphones assembled as they would like

them.
And as soon as the different microphones are in place, we will

call on our good friend from the Navajo Nation, the president of the
Navajo Nation, Albert Hale. Albert, good morning. Thank you for

joining us this morning. And we look forward to hearing your com-
ments, sir.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT HALE, PRESIDENT, NAVAJO NATION
Mr. Hale. Crood morning, Mr. Hayworth. And also, good morning

to Mr. Faleomavaega. Grood morning and greetings from the Navajo
Nation and the Navajo people who I represent. And it's a pleasure
to appear before you this morning to discuss with you the critical

issue that faces not only the Navajo Nation, but also the people of

the United States.

I believe that this is much more than just an Indian problem, be-

cause if the Federal Grovemment can lose money as it has done in

this situation, just imagine what it has done with money that has
been entrusted to it by the people of the United States, including
Medicaid, Medicare, Social Security. So it brings about a much
greater issue than just an issue related to Indian nations and In-

dian people.

I also want to express appreciation to my colleagues here, Presi-

dent Makil for his fine statement, and also to Chairman Lupe for

his fine statement, and ditto to both of those statements.
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Let me begin my testimony by first introducing myself. I'm the
president of the Navajo Nation, President Albert Hale. I'm elected

to a four-year term, and I'm in the second year of that term. And
I represent the largest Indian nation in the country in terms of

population and also of land base.

I will present my testimony basically in four parts. First of all,

to give you some background information to put this whole testi-

mony into context; secondly, to also bring to your attention the

problems that we have been having with regard to our dealings

with the BIA and also the Office of Trust Fund Management re-

garding our trust accounts; thirdly, our problems with the reconcili-

ation project; and fourthly, to advise the Bureau of Indian Affairs

and the United States Government that we will hold them liable

for all the losses that we have incurred as a result of this mis-
conduct and serious breach of trust responsibility.

First, by way of background information, in 1982, $22 million of

judgment fund was awarded to the Navajo Nation by the United
States Government. In 1986, another $32.5 million of judgment
fund was awarded to the Navajo Nation. In both cases, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs was designated as the agency to act as investment
manager and custodian.

These assets represent what is called the Navajo Nation's 1982
and 1986 chapter claims funds. Separately but also in 1982, $14.8
million was awarded to the Navajo Nation for adding to the na-
tion's scholarship fiind and acquiring some more land. Once again,

the Bureau of Indian Affairs was designated as the investment
manager and custodian.

Since the time of the awards, the Navajo Nation periodically

withdrew funds from these accounts primarily to pay for various
chapter operating expenses in the case of the 1982 and 1986 chap-
ter claim funds, and in the case of the scholarship funds, to assist

qualified Navajo students in pursuit of their higher education. By
the way, "chapters," when I talk about "chapters," they are the
units of local government in the Navajo governmental structure.

As mentioned before and according to the BIA March 31, 1995,
accounting records, the BIA manages and has custody of approxi-

mately $59.1 million of Navajo Nation money. Secondly, the prob-
lems that we have had with the BIA and also the Office of Trust
Fund Management. First, the BIA OTFM has failed to follow Nav-
ajo Nation instructions regarding investment of trust funds.

Because the Navajo Nation was attempting to secure a release

of the 1982 and the 1986 claims funds, the Navajo Nation sent the
BIA correspondence in 1992 requesting that these funds be in-

vested in short-term securities. This request was made to ensure
that these funds would be easily liquidated at the time of the with-
drawal.
Contrary to the Navajo Nation's instructions, the funds were in-

vested in securities which have maturity dates several years into

the future. The Navajo Nation will now realize a loss when the se-

curities are cashed in.

Secondly, the Navajo Nation also instructed BIA and OTFM to

keep the rehabiHtation trust fiinds in short-term securities of less

than a one-year duration.
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Federal law at 25 USC Section 64D-30 provides that these funds
shall be available to the Navajo tribe with the approval of the Sec-
retary for the sole purposes which will contribute to the continuing
rehabilitation and improvement of the economic, educational, and
social conditions of families in Navajo communities. This is part of

the Navajo-Hope land rehabilitation efforts.

The Navajo Nation's instruction to invest these funds on a short-

term basis in order to have them available and pursuant to Federal
law was again ignored and these funds invested in long-term, all

to the detriment of the Navajo Nation.
Thirdly, in 1991, the Navajo Nation first requested that the Nav-

ajo area office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs assist the Navajo Na-
tion in securing the release of certain judgment funds under man-
agement by the BIA for integration into the Navajo Nation invest-

ment system. Despite providing a variety of documentation and
documents and answering many questions raised by the Bureau of

Indian Affairs, the funds were never released.

As outlined in the proposal and the proposed plan that we have
accompanjdng this testimony, the Navajo Nation implemented a
successful investment program in 1990. Today, the Navajo Nation
manages 18 different funds, constituting approximately $700 mil-

lion in assets.

According to the BIA March 31, 1995, accounting records, ap-
proximately $59.1 million in the claims fund and the scholarship
funds are in the BIA custody. By resolution of the Navajo Nation
Council, Resolution CJA-1196, the Navajo Nation requested vol-

untary withdrawal of the trust funds pursuant to the Ainerican In-

dian Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994.

The request was for release of the chapter claim funds and the
scholarship claim funds received in settlement of Docket Number
69, Docket Number 299, Docket Number 256-69, Docket Number
377-70, and Docket Number 588-83L. The resolution of the Navajo
Nation Council and the request was transmitted to the Office of

Trust Fund Management within the Interior Department.
By letter dated April 12, 1996, OTFM requested the Navajo Na-

tion to provide additional documentation to complete the applica-

tion process for the voluntary withdrawal. The request for addi-

tional documentation raises issues concerning imagined discrep-

ancies between the Congressional plan and the Navajo Nation
plan.

The Navajo Nation has previously addressed these concerns in

detail with the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In 1991, former Attorney
General Donna Christiansen explained the perceived inconsistency
between the plans in a letter to the area director. In that letter

dated June 24, 1996—in my letter; excuse me—I again addressed
the concerns expressed by that office, which are essentially a re-

statement of the concerns previously raised.

Please note that the concerns raised are not substantive. They
are not affecting the issue of whether the Navajo Nation is capable
of managing the plain settlement funds. Instead, the concerns that
are raised illustrate the worst bureaucratic tendencies of the Fed-
eral Grovemment and lack of understanding and knowledge of Nav-
ajo Nation laws.
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In addition, the OTFM has requested documentation which is not
required by the 1994 Act and which is not relevant to the deter-

mination that the Secretary must make pursuant to the Act in as-

sessing the Navajo Nation's proposed plan. For example, the re-

quirement that the Navajo Nation submit a Navajo Nation Council
resolution acknowledging that the funds once released to the Na-
tion will no longer be in trust status is not found in the Manage-
ment Act, nor any valid regulation that has been so far promul-
gated by the Secretary.
Because the Act itself provides that the funds will be removed

from trust status once released, there is no further need for the
Navajo Nation to express such an acknowledgment. This is stated
at 25 use Section 4022(c).

The Act also provides that a tribe's submission of a plan for vol-

untary withdrawal and that the Secretar/s acceptance of that plan
for voluntary withdrawal does not constitute an acceptance of the
fund account balance as being accurate, nor does it waive the Nav-
ajo Nation or any Indian nation's rights to seek compensation. And
that is stated in 25 USC Section 4027.
The Navajo Nation has demonstrated that the request for vol-

untary withdrawal previously submitted to the Office of Trust
Management is adequate for the Secretary to make a determina-
tion as to the conditions set forth in 25 USC 4022, Subsection B.

First, by resolution of the Navajo Nation Council, the Nation
plan for voluntary withdrawal has been approved by the governing
body, therefore meeting that requirement. Secondly, the Navajo
Nation's plan is reasonable. The capability and the experience of
the individuals and the institutions which will have management
and custody of the trust fiinds and also protection against substan-
tial loss of the principal have been demonstrated, and that is suffi-

cient to meet the requirements of the law.
Despite the fact that the proposed plan meets the requirement

of the Act both on its face and substantively, the fund has still not
been released to the Navajo Nation as requested. It is obviously in

the best interests of the United States Government to release these
funds immediately, not only because the Navajo Nation has met
the requirements of the Act, but also for the purpose of limiting li-

ability of the United States Grovemment for the mismanagement of

these funds.
The purpose of the 1994 Act was to allow Indian nations an op-

portunity to manage their own funds held in trust by the United
States Government. It also was intended to give Indian nations and
their governments greater control over the management of their

own trust funds. And it also is consistent with the principle of self-

determination in working out the management of these trust funds.
The Navajo Nation's experience thus far has demonstrated that

the United States is willing to deny that opportunity that has been
afforded to Congress through this Act. Instead, what it has dem-
onstrated to the Navajo Nation is that it is willing to continue a
bureaucracy which undermines self-determination and which has
actually done financial damage to the Navajo Nation and also other
Indian nations.
From the Navajo Nation's perspective, this mindset must imme-

diately change. Tlie Navajo Nation has complied with its statute.
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We are entitled to receive our own money and to take responsibility

for the management of our own money. We can put this money to

work for our nation, for our children, and for our people, for we
desperately need additional assistance and money.

Ajid the Federal Government, through its recent efforts at cut-

ting the budget, is not helping us at all. And that, again, is a sepa-
rate issue that entails breach of fiduciary responsibilities and trust
responsibility that Indian nations are owed by the United States
Government.

Secondly, with regard to problems that we are having with the
reconciliation project. The Navajo Nation has been provided with
voluminous documents concerning an attempted reconciliation of

the trust funds administered by the BIA covering the period of July
1, 1972, through September 30, 1992.
Based upon an initial examination of the portion of the docu-

ments, it is apparent that further consultation will be necessary be-

tween the Navajo Nation and the United States contracted auditor,

Arthur Andersen. The Navajo Nation has been advised that further
consultation will have to be paid by the Navajo Nation.
And in this regard, what we're being asked to do is, the money

that we have entrusted to the Federal Government, we're asking
you to find it for us, and you're telling us to pay for it. And that's

absurd. This is our money. We left it in your trust, and we want
the payment to be done by the Federal Government.
We are dealing with activities which clearly falls within the

scope of Federal trust responsibilities. So therefore, funds should be
made available for the farther consultation that I speak of. These
meetings are necessary so that we can ensure that there is mean-
ingful examination of the source documents and the working pa-
pers of the auditor.

Based on the investment benchmarks calculated by the Arthur
Andersen firm, the BIA's actual investment returns for the Navajo
Nation funds underperform the benchmark by approximately $3.1
million. This underperformance supports the Navajo Nation's posi-

tion that the investment management style of BIA and OTFM is

costing the Navajo Nation millions of dollars annually.
This point is underscored within the Navajo Nation's application

for withdrawal of certain judgment funds in which the Navajo Na-
tion illustrates how simple changes in the type of security the
funds w .re invested in would reap several million dollars more in

investment income to the Navajo Nation.
Thirdly, the Navajo Nation intends to hold the United States

Government liable for all losses which it has sustained and suf-

fered as a result of BIA and OTFM's inadequate management of

the Navajo Nation trust funds. Since the implementation of the
Navajo Nation investment program in 1990, the Navajo Nation
government has been deeply concerned about how the United
States manages the Navajo Nation funds.
Our internal investment program has strict guidelines which

must be followed, benchmarks which must be met, internal controls

to ensure that no loss of fiind principal occurs—we expect no less

from the Federal Government. However, we have learned from ag-
gressive management of the Navajo Nation funds since 1990 that
wise investments are the key to our financial future. Our govern-
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ment will not be able to function in the next century without rely-

ing on the investment strategies that we have begun to pursue
sometime ago.

While the expertise which the Navajo Nation has developed has
allowed our government to have a much better grasp on our future

needs, this expertise has also shown us that the systems used by
the United States in managing our trust fund are sadly lacking.

Our concern is not limited to the Navajo Nation. Other Indian na-

tions may not have the asset base that the Navajo Nation has, but
they are not truly aware of the losses that they also suffer.

Our concern also extends to the Federal Government itself. As
one of our investment advisors said recently—and I'll quote here

—

"If the Federal Government cannot tell us exactly what has been
done with respect to the management of tribal trust funds where
a special fiduciary duty exists, can you imagine the state of other

funds managed by the Federal Government; for example, Medicare,
Social Security, and others?"

This is a problem which concerns all Americans and which cer-

tainly deserves the Federal Government and Congress's utmost at-

tention. In conclusion, I reiterate that what we talk about here is

our money. And we demand an accounting of our money. And we
also demand compensation for those moneys that cannot be ac-

counted for and has been lost in the system.

We also offer one solution, and I think that has been recurrent

in my statement. The solution that has been offered by my col-

leagues has been to strengthen the Office of Trust Fund Manage-
ment. Our solution from the Navajo Nation based on our experi-

ence and our performance is that we can do better than that office.

And for that reason, our solution is to give us our money back so

we can manage it and so we can reap the benefits. We can earn
more from those investments than has been shown by the Federal
Government.
We need to do this, because we have declining revenues. We're

faced with budget cuts. And we have to explore every possibility,

every avenue for increasing our revenues, because as we speak, the

demand for service among my people continues to rise, while our
revenues continue to decline. And as a result, we ask for our money
so we can invest it for the benefit of our nation and for the benefit

of our children and to secure our future.

Thank you very much. Have a good day.

[The statement of Mr. Hale may be found at end of hearing.]

Mr. Hayworth. Mr. President, we thank you for your testimony.

Indeed, I thank all three tribal leaders, again, for coming here, at

home to talk about the challenges we face. And without betraying
confidences, my colleague from American Samoa and I in the midst
of the testimony were both very impressed that you have quite a
compelling story to tell us in the *»xperience of all three of your re-

spective peoples.

Let me begin, then, with what appears to be variations on a
theme. While the Chziir certainly welcomes suggestions on how to

solve the problem, it is important to note some of the limitations

that if they have not exacerbated the problem, then they certainly
have added to the delay.
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President Makil, you perhaps came up with the best term to de-

scribe what's going on when you called it "an atrocity." You also

spoke glowingly of the special trustee's effort to solve this problem,
and yet quoting now your testimony, it's your opinion that "the spe-

cial trustee was muzzled." Why do you have that impression? What
exactly led to that conclusion in your mind?
And again, let me pause and let my colleagues in broadcasting

move some mikes so that you can move forward here.

Mr. Makil. Several statements that have been made by the spe-

cial trustee in trying to bring about the facts to tribal leaders is

that the special trustee has not been allowed to speak or has been
suggested to him that he not speak on certain issues, which some
of those issues get to I think the realities of what those 300,000

—

just as one example—issues, unresolved issues might represent.

In other words, also to claim and to make a statement that there
are ways of developing and determining what that economic liabil-

ity might be, that financial liability might be, he has not really

been allowed to talk about that, I think, in the depth that tribes

could hear.

Because as was mentioned by President Hale, there are many
tribes that have developed the sophistication to manage their own
funds. But before we get our funds, we would like to develop a
process that helps us best get to the best number that is owed to

us, to tribes or to individuals. So that process is a process that can
be developed. And no one has ever really talked about that.

And the Secretary—or the special trustee has not been really al-

lowed to develop that, either. It's being considered as part of a law-
suit by the individual Indian people, but other than that, it hasn't

been allowed to be discussed.
Mr. Hayworth. Mr. President, I noted at the outset of this hear-

ing that problems in this area stretch back well over a century

—

indeed, over a century and-a-half, for what it's worth, prior to the
current formulation of our partisan standing that is with us here
to this day.
And in that time, there have been many people of both parties

—

and my colleague from American Samoa made the point that this

really doesn't come down to a Republican problem or a Democrat
problem, it's a problem we have to solve.

And yet even noting that, your testimony points up a concern as
to the conduct of the Department of the Interior, specifically, the
Secretary or others who formulate policy, either through a spoken
instruction to the special trustee or in the form of memoranda or
in a variety of unspoken ways to say "Cool it" on this problem. Is

that a fair assessment, that something is going on currently in this

stewardship of this Department that has led, in your terms, to the
"muzzling" of the special trustee?
Mr. Makil. I think that's an accurate assessment. I think there's

a lot of that. I think it relates to even the dollars, where several
months ago, the advisory board was scheduled to have a meeting.
The advisory board has met once with the special trustee.

And you're talking about, as has been said several times, our
money. And you have an advisory board that consists of tribal lead-

ers across the country as part of that advisory board to bring the
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views of tribes and Indian people to the special trustee. And there's

not even an allowance to have that meeting.
In order to represent us fairly, you have to have that input. And

not allowing that communication between the special trustee and
the tribes more in-depth is muzzling, at some point.

Mr. Hayworth. I just want to make sure I understand. And per-

haps it needs amplification in this testimony today. You as a tribal

representative have met with the special trustee only once since

last September?
Mr. Makil. The advisory board has only met once.

Mr. Hayworth. This is not a game. This is a serious question.
Unfortunately, the execution of public policy from time to time,
there are those who are very willing to play the blame game. Let
me move past that, because this is a problem so compelling, it does
not need the usual seasoning of partisan debate or finger-pointing.

Let me move, Mr. President, to your suggestion for a remedy or
at least an intermediate step in terms of remedial action that could
be taken. And I want to make sure I understand this. It's some-
thing, an observation I made toward the end of the director's time
with us.

You believe one way to solve this problem is to simply say to the
Secretary of the Interior and to all the departments that come
under the heading of that Secretary, a multi-billion dollar Cabinet
level agency that the first and most compelling step would be for

the next three fiscal years, 1997, 1998, and 1999, an allocation of

one-half of one percent for every line item to go into a fund to solve

this problem. It's a painful problem. Do you believe this to be the
most painless way to solve it? And why?
Mr. Makil. It's painless because one-half of 1 percent of their

budgets isn't going to destroy any programs or plans that I'm sure
that any of those departments have. And again, if you consider

—

and believe me, I don't want to make light of the environmental is-

sues that are part of that process, because you sit here with three
tribal leaders who are very concerned about those issues.

But by the same token, as Chairman Lupe so eloquently stated,

that you're talking about those kinds of issues—and as you stated
yourself, Mr. Hayworth, that are those kinds of issues versus
human issues. Those dollars that are available that belong to tribes

are dollars that can be utilized to provide very basic necessities of

life, life-sustaining things, projects, programs, needs, very simply
that.

And do you want to put those environmental issues over basic
human issues, needs? That's a question. I don't think that is asking
too much. I think that's very minor.
Mr. Hayworth. In terms of putting a mathematical face on your

suggestion, one-half of 1 percent of $12 billion, according to the ex-

pert calculations of those Washington staffers, knowing my prob-
lems with mathematics and summer school—^but notwithstand-
ing—one-half of 1 percent of $12 billion would total roughly $60
million a year to go into solving this problem.

President Makil, I want to thank you, also. I think you offer

some compelling ideas in terms of a control board reminiscent of
the remedy being offered within the District of Columbia. And one
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thing we hear from all you gentlemen is replacing the muzzle on
the special trustee with genuine muscle to solve the problem.

I also appreciate, President Makil, your note of caution about pri-

vatization, in other words, saying what I—if the Federal Govern-
ment is responsible for this mess, there must be some way to clean

it up first before we move to any other types of resolutions.

Mr. Makil. If I could just clarify?

Mr. Hayworth. Sure. Please.

Mr. Makil. Again, I'm not opposed to the privatization. What I

am concerned, though, about is making sure that the responsibility

gets maintained, because it is important for that responsibility to

be maintained so that it continues to further that overall issue of

self-determination.

We need to get to a point where we are accurate about amounts
and create adequate settlements to tribes and then provide the op-

portunity for those tribes who have the ability and who choose to

manage those funds themselves. It's just furthering that concept of

self-determination. I think that it's critical, and it's a very impor-
tant factor here.

Mr. Hayworth. I thank you very much.
Let me turn, then, to Chairman Lupe. Mr. Chairm.an, we very

much appreciate your presence this morning and your perspective
and your cautionary note, delivered in all candor, that given the
tendency prior to this with task forces and subcommittee investiga-

tions, that it tends to be like one of our Desert Storms, here today,

gone tomorrow, and maybe here in the lifespan of our history for

only hours at a time.

Again, I want to reassure you as I did earlier. Chairman Young
is committed to continuing this process to make sure that we see

this through to resolution. In referring to your testimony, the
shorthand that I have here, Mr. Chairman, funding to the tune of

$25 million or the efforts—I want to make sure I understand,
again, because I went over the notes here.

I have written down here from your testimony the quotation "de-

liberately sabotaged." Were you referring to the efforts of the spe-

cial trustees, or funds that
Mr. Lupe. No, the special trustee.

Mr. Hayworth. The special trustee?
Mr. Lupe. It has been rumored across Indian country that $24

million was withdrawn from the trustee during its work by the De-
partment of the Interior, whereby muzzling—again, is the word, for

lack of a certain word—if it was not withdrawn, they could have
continued with that money.
Mr. Hayworth. Oh, so in other words, the money
Mr. Lupe. That was the power that they had, and it was with-

drawn.
Mr. Hayworth. The money was withdrawn, and it's believed to

be from the special trustee's agents?
Mr. Lupe. That's correct.

Mr. Hayworth. And then what became of those? Were they just
restored to the general funds of the Interior Department, or allo-

cated to other needs? Do you know where the money
Mr. Lupe. I don't know where it went. It was just—I heard that

it was just withdrawn. Up to the present time, I understand that
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they only have about a million dollars to do the job, continue the
trustee agent. The special trust that was created with the money

—

I don't remember what it was about, 40, $45 million or something
like that.

And then all of a sudden, they lose $25 million. And then pres-

ently, they only have about a million dollars to do their work with.

And in a very short time that they have been in existence, look at

what they have discovered.

Congress in its intent, of course, was on a right track. You want-
ed to fmd the boondoggle of the Bureau of Indian Affairs with the
Indian trust money. And you found it, with this special trust orga-

nization that you—^this task force that was created in 1994 by Rep-
resentative Young. And this was very much appreciated, as we
heard, across the country.

Now that that is happening, in the middle of the stream to

change horses
—

"We're giving you a different horse. We gave you
a full pledge horse. Now, we're going to unsaddle that and see what
you can do with this," this kind of thing. We're wondering what is

happening to the power. I speak of subpoena power, as you
Mr. Hayworth. Right. I was going to follow up with that. Yes,

please
Mr. LUPE. And without this kind of power, the special trust that

was created I don't think will ever have the kind of power that it

needs, that it really does not have the basic foundation to work
with.
What we have in here and across the country with a limited

amount of information that they have gathered, and then they
have no money to really do the job with. So I look at the trust task
force that was created to be in existence for another three years,

and that's it.

Mr. Hayworth. Could the problem be solved in that period of
time. Because as you stated, the tragedy is, as you look at a prob-

lem that continues, we have already had this for over a century
and-a-half. It would be grave, indeed, to see this continue on with-
out some resolution through the first decade of the next century,

knowing that it takes some time to clear this up. But if we don't

solve it now, it will continue unabated. And that's your fear.

Mr. LuPE. No. The Indian people across the country very much
appreciate Congress, really, for discovering what has been known
to have been happening across the country. Now, you have surfaced
that, and you already have the information. That's not enough. We
need a solution, like President Hale pointed out. We need a fix, and
we need it now. How do we go about it?

The Interior Department, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, we have
worked with them for years. Congressmen. And like they become
an investor nf Indian money. They become the manipulator of In-

dian money. And I don't know where it all goes to. And we from
the Fort Apache agency, because of our noted problem over there,

we have withdrawn some of our money from the IIM account. And
we're using our own money now with our own department.
But there are those relationships still that Bureau of Indian Af-

fairs is involved, the trust agency, for instance. Our timber har-
vesting continues today, and our trust agent, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, managed by the Forestry Department, they still have their
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hands on those proceeds, the 10 percent money. Years ago, the 10

percent money went back into the general account. And we have
stopped that.

We use it back now for reforestations and the improvement of

the ecosystem on the reservation. But who has that money? The
Bureau of Indian Affairs does have it, because it is our trust agent.

The special relationship that we have with the White Mountain
Apache Tribe and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, we don't want that

to be erased. We want our land to be in a trust status with the

United States Government.
Completely doing away with the Bureau of Indian Affairs would

become a problem, but there can be a compromise. We feel that we
have now on our reservation qualified educated tribal members
who can handle money much better than the Bureau of Indian Af-

fairs.

They can still have our trust responsibility for our land, but
when it comes to money, I believe that the White Mountain Apache
Tribe can do a lot better job today than any investor across the
country, believe me. And when Hale presented the statute, you
read in those statutes, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has still quite

an authority under those statutes regarding Indian reservations.

We don't know what happened to our grace and fees that were
collected back in the 1800's. The land leases, where did the money
go? The Southwest Timber Company operated on my reservation,

timber harvesting, processing for many years. What happened to

that money? We still do not know. How much money transacted?
How much is it?

Now, we understand how much those timbers cost. We sell our
timber at $400 per thousand feet presently, depending on the mar-
ket outside. It goes up and down. But before that, who measured
it before? Now, we do. So because of those problems that exist

today, I believe that the task force should be strengthened, at least

given some kind of power.
And the power really comes from money. When you don't have

money, you can't do a doggone thing. $22 million that is awarded,
22D we call it—22H, excuse me. 22D was a land claim. 22H is an
accounting claim that we initiated. It took us about 45 years to dis-

cover that the Bureau of Indian Affairs doesn't know what hap-
pened to $6 million that was derived from our land.

And it cost me a million dollars of my own money. White Moun-
tain Apache tribal money, to discover that there is $6 million lost,

my own money. Like Hale said, somebody else should be paying for

that.

So I could go on and on and on into my own turf in my backyard
and front yard. I could go on to 1993, $1,302,000. I could go on. You
and I would be sitting here all afternoon.

Mr. Hayworth. Well, Mr. Chairman, we thank you for offering

very compelling testimony £ind again pointing out—and I thank the
indulgence of my colleague from American Samoa. I want to turn,

as you mentioned, the experiences of the Navajo Nation, and Presi-

dent Hale was citing, being by no means unique, in fact, being
some of the similar challenges that many tribes have faced.
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I would simply start with the observation that supremely ironic

to ask a sovereign people to pay a finder's fee, in effect, to account
for their own money.

President Hale, you offer rather encyclopedic testimony here this

morning and compelling testimony in terms of what has transpired
on the Navajo Nation. I was especially concerned to hear of the
challenges that your nation has faced in terms of investing tribal

moneys and almost what appears to be if not a dereliction of duty,

then to be charitable, a misinterpretation at best of tribal intent or

a deliberate different direction than what the tribe intended.
What do you see from the incidents you've described to us today

in your testimony? Was this a simple misunderstanding,
miscommunication, or was there deliberate intent on the part of

government agencies to dismiss the intent of the sovereign Navajo
Nation in terms of its own money?
Mr. Hale. Well, let me put it this way. I have no evidence on

which to articulate why there is a failure on the part of the Federal
Government, particularly BIA and Office of Trust Fund Manage-
ment, to take these actions. However, I would say that whatever
action that is being taken, it's denying us access to our own money,
and for whatever reason that action is being taken.
And it's denying us our rights, which has been incorporated into

law, what has been stated in speeches, and which has been posi-

tions taken by Congress that Indian nation as a sovereign nation
has to be given the opportunity to be self-determining. To me, that

means the ability to decide how and where and when to invest our
money.
So that has been denied of us, regardless of why those decisions

are being made. And whether it's deliberate in terms of cir-

cumventing the intent of Congress or otherwise, the result is that
we still do not have access to our money.
And the longer that happens, each day that we're denied access

to our own money, each day we lose money, because we cannot in-

vest those moneys at a higher return that we have already dem-
onstrated that we have the capability of doing. So we lose money
in that process. And that's the reason why I stated in my testimony
that we will seek to hold the Federal Grovemment liable for those
losses.

And also, every day that we just talk about this problem, one of

the things that I found out when I first got into this subject was

—

which was really appsilling, as far as I was concerned—is that
records are being destroyed by either the Department of the Treas-
ury, because they are dated.
So we're losing records that may reflect these accounting or

where these moneys have gone or the basis for trying to account
for these moneys. And that's appalling to me.
Mr, Hayworth. If you would 3deld just one moment here. Again,

because we heard something about this in Washington. And I

again—I believe this needs amplification. It is your understanding
that records involving trust funds are currently being destroyed ei-

ther by the Treasury Department or the Interior Department?
Records that would help us solve this problem may be destroyed?
That is an ongoing process?
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Mr. Hale. Certainly, it has been brought to my attention. That
has been my understanding. And I think the reason why that's

being done is that these are old records. But you will see that what
has happened in this reconciliation project, it only covers 20 years.

And my colleague here, the chairman of the great Apache Nation,
is talking about things that have happened prior to 1972, moneys
that were collected by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. What hap-
pened to them? Every one of the Indian nations across the country,
that has happened to them. But there is no requirement that the
reconciliation project go even beyond 1972. If it does happen, just
imagine how much more will be uncovered.
Only the 20-year period uncovers that there's a loss or over a bil-

lion dollars that's unaccounted for in that 20-year period that has
been the subject of the audit and the reconciliation project. So that
again underscores what I'm saying, which is that every day that
we just talk about this problem, Indian nations, Indian people
across the country are losing money. So it's imperative and critical

that we do something about it immediately.
And I'll offer a solution, which is basically that you hand us over

that money, and we'll do a better job at it. And our performance
will manifest that.

And secondly, on a broader scale, one of the solutions that I

think has to be seriously looked at based on your colleague from
the American Samoa's status in Congress, it is about time that the
United States Grovemment considers dedicating two houses in the
House of Representative, two houses in the Senate for Indian peo-
ple, Indian nations, so that they can have a voice in that part of

the government.
Right now, we don't have a voice, except through you and others

who advocate on our behalf. But there is no one in there that is

advocating constantly on behalf of Indian nations and Indian peo-
ple. And as a result, we get into these types of situations.

So I would challenge the Federal Government to dedicate two
seats in the House of Representatives and in the Senate dedicated
to Indian people, Indian nations, so that we as Indian nations and
Indian people across the country can send at least two representa-
tives and two Senators who can have the same status as our col-

league from the American Samoa. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hayworth. Thank you for your observations. I would also

note that when you repeated the concern that documents are being
destroyed, my colleague from American Samoa and I heard that in

Washington. We put together a letter to the commissioner of the
Financial Management Service.

We're still awaiting a formal reply as to just what is going on
with these records, so that we get a definitive answer as to the de-

struction of some of these documents, which has been alleged. I

thank you for your testimony.
Let me turn at long last—and I thank him for his indulgence, my

colleague from American Samoa.
Mr. Faleomavaega. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I just want to say

that I feel like I'm at home and to certainly thank President Makil
and President Lupe and President Hale for their kind words in my
presence here.
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Several of my tribesmen play football for the University of Ari-

zona and Arizona State University, and I hope that my fellow

tribesmen here in the State of Arizona will look after them and be
nice to them.
One of my cousins, Joe Salavea, currently plays for the Univer-

sity of Arizona. Of course, there were several others, but I think
of another relative by the name of Junior Ahyou was also with Ari-

zona State University some years back.

So I think in that sense, Mr. Chairman, I think I feel like I'm
at home, where some of my tribesmen have migrated as far as
here, to this great State of Arizona. And to thank you, the tribal

chairmen, for your statements.
And I will say, Mr. Chairman, that in the eight years that I've

served as a member of this Committee, I just wish that every Mem-
ber of the Congress would have heard what the statements are that
have been presented before this committee about this critical issue

that we're confronted with, as far as the Congress is concerned.
Your eloquence and your understanding of the issues, I just can-

not say enough in terms of how much I wish that there is a solu-

tion at last to see that these problems have existed. And I make
this observation, Mr. Chairman. You know, it's bad enough, of

some 350 treaties that the Federal Grovernment has signed with
the Indian nations, and we have broken every one of them.

I say this in a very sad way, because this has been the legacy
of how our nation has been treating Native American tribes—I say
for the last 500 years. Maybe I'm going too far back. But I make
that observation in wanting to let the gentlemen know that there
is a sensitivity in the Congress.
And I want to share this experience that I have had and the fact

that another gentleman from the State of Arizona, Senator McCain,
who Chairs the Indian Committee and, of course, with his col-

league from the State of Hawaii, Senator Inoye—and it's a nice

breath of fresh air to know that you, my good friend, Congressman
Ha3rworth, that you do have a real sense of commitment in ad-
dressing these very serious issues.

And I want to say this point-blank and in all honesty with my
friends here before this committee. About six years ago, I intro-

duced a bill to provide four delegates representing Indian nations,

because I felt that if it was good enough for American Samoa to

have a delegate in the Congress, a territory, it is with Guam, it is

with the Virgin Islands, as it is true with Puerto Rico and even the
District of Columbia, why is it that the Indian nations are not
given that same privilege? And I still continue to raise that ques-
tion, Mr. Chairman.
When I introduced the bill, let me tell you, President Hale, there

was about as quiet as I could ever hear from any Member ever sug-
gesting that what I had proposed, I thought, what would be a rea-

sonable effort to let this sensitivity carry on with the Members and
to let them know that it's always a better format in the forum to

have Native Americans themselves bring these issues to the fore-

front to the Members of the Congress in both houses.
And the process continues. And I can't say, Mr. Chairman, that

it has been a pretty one. And Chairman Lupe, I know where you're
coming from. I know the task forces. They come and go. I know the

27-249 97-4
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Secretary of the Interior, they come and go. Presidents come and
go. And yet we're still with the same problems.

I wish that there were solutions that we could provide in a way
that these problems could be resolved in a matter of years. We
have got a Presidential election this year. Who knows who's going
to be sitting in the White House. Who knows who's going to be con-

trolling both houses of the Congress. And I say this with all due
respect. It's a very difficult situation.

Every new Congress and every two years, we have new Mem-
bers, Members who have never heard of Indians, Members who
don't even care about Indian problems. Members who won't even
consider really seriously considering what can be done as far as the
Congress is concerned to correct some of the problems that we're
faced with in Indian country.

I have so many questions, I don't know where to begin. But I will

say, hopefully in my chitchat with Mr. Hayworth, that as I have
asked previously to Ms. Erwin, if there were any provisions of the
current law that the Office of Trust Management can offer to

strengthen this office if it's possible—and now, I hear quite clearly

from Mr. Makil and Mr. Lupe—we need to put more teeth in this

Office of Trustee.
But I'm faced with another dilemma to both of you gentlemen.

We are adding another bureaucratic layer. It's bad enough already
we have the Secretary of the Interior, who may never listen to the
problems and who just passes on to another subordinate. And next
thing you know, the problem just disappears. And so we're going
to add teeth to the trustee, but the trustee still has to answer to

the Secretary of the Interior.

And then when it gets through the political issues, then the Sec-

retary of the Interior says, "Well, Mr. President, what can we do?"
Well, it's either you fix it, or don't do anything. Look how long it

has taken just even to try to get someone to fill the position of

trustee. We have had that difficult problem. And it's not whether
a Democratic or Republican Administration, it's a problem.
And I just wish I could answer it in a more clear way, Mr, Lupe,

that I don't know what's going to be out there three months from
now. And the problem is going to continue.

I don't know, Mr. Chairman. I suggest—why we have basically

breached this fiduciary relationship, the trust responsibility that
the Congress has to the Indian nations, at a tune of about $2.4 bil-

lion that is out there in the Federal Treasury. It seems to me that
the most practical thing to do—why don't we just advance the $2.4
billion that we have already accounted for to the Indian nations
and let them work it through some provisions of the law so that
they can streamline the process?
Now, President Hale, you mentioned something about the Office

of Trust Management giving you a hard time. I like your state-

ment, "Just give us our money." And I would like Ms. Erwin to re-

spond to this. Now, did you say that the judgment fund—now,
there's a specific provision in the current law where the Secretary
is to work this with the tribes about judgment funds.
Do you have any judgment funds that are still being locked up

by the Office of Trust Management that you're having a hard time
working with at this time?
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Mr. Hale, Those are the ones that I referred to. It totals as of
March 1995, it had totaled up to $59.1 million.

Mr. Faleomavaega. 59.1?
Ms. Erwin, I would like to request the office for a response to

this concern that has been expressed by President Hale.
Ms. Erwin. Do you want it in writing, or do you want it now?
Mr. Faleomavaega. In writing, please, for the record.

Mr. Hale. And we have—excuse me, Mr. Chairman and mem-
bers of the panel. We have already submitted letters requesting
that money be transferred into our investment system. However,
we have been confronted with
Mr. Faleomavaega. You're getting the runaround?
Mr. Hale. Yes. We have been confronted with, "You have to pro-

vide these documents," and that's where in my testimony, I say
that even those things are not required by the legislation or by the
law it is being required.
We're being required to issue a statement, a legal opinion saying

that the resolution that's coming from our governing body is valid.

That, to me, is very disrespectful, because we are a sovereign na-
tion. It's our laws. And why is another entity questioning the valid-

ity of our own law?
Mr. Faleomavaega. Do we have current regulations, Ms. Erwin,

that is causing this problem?
Ms. Erwin. The new regulations indicate much stricter require-

ments since when we did the consultation with the tribes. The
tribes and many of the tribal leaders and many of the account hold-
ers were very concerned that when you remove the money, that the
council understands that you are removing the liability from the
government.
Mr. Faleomavaega. Ms. Erwin, give us your best opinion. Are

we as strict with Indian tribes as we are with State and local gov-
ernments when they ask for Federal funds?
Ms. Erwin. What do you mean?
Mr. Faleomavaega. In terms of regulations, are we as strict

with Indian tribes about this transfer of funds as we are with State
and local governments? I mean, if I were Governor of Arizona, and
I want my money and I'm due and I have to come up with these
forms and applications and all these things, are we putting an
added burden to these Indian tribes in order to justify what Presi-
dent Hale is concerned about?
Ms. Erwin. No. There are no forms to complete. It's a plan, a res-

olution stating that your council understands that you're not re-

quired by your law to

Mr. Faleomavaega. That's fine. Chairman Hayworth and I will

definitely pursue this personally. We would love to work this close-

ly-

I note, President Lupe, in your statement that this is the inter-

national community is recognizing the indigenous peoples and that
both the Justice and the State Department have held recently a
consultation supposedly two weeks ago in Washington.
For your information, tomorrow, we will be holding a conference,

also, in the East-West Center in Hawaii in pursuing this same
issue in terms of the both legal and moral obligations that our gov-
ernment has toward indigenous peoples here in our nation. And I
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think this is something that we ought to pursue and to sensitize

not only the world community, but certainly our own government,
to see that this responsibility ought not to be taken lightly.

I sincerely hope, Ms. Erwin, that we will do all we can to help
what President Hale has indicated. I mean, the last thing I want
to hear is another bureaucratic forms and regulations and the very
thing that we're trying to alleviate, that this is going on.

I want to thank you gentlemen for your statements, and I sin-

cerely hope that we will find a solution to some of these serious

problems that have now been brought before the committee.
And President Lupe, I sincerely hope this is not just going to be

another task force that is going to disappear, but we'll come up
with some substance rather than just form.

Thank you very much, gentlemen, and thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hayworth. I thank my colleague from American Samoa. We

have worked together on mziny issues in the past, and we'll con-

tinue to do so.

And to the gentlemen who lead their respective sovereign peo-
ples, thank you very much for very compelling testimony. You
raised many items we need to pursue, and more than raising items
of concern, you do something that is oftentimes a challenge in pub-
lic life, and that is, you provide the framework for possible solu-

tions that will be a basis of discussion as days continue.

At this juncture, I would like to say that this task force will

stand in recess for about 15 to 20 minutes. We will reconvene at

20 until 12:00, 11:40.

Mr. Makil. Mr. Hayworth, if I could, just before we convene, it

really is important, because you raise the issue of some of these
problems that have been raised. And that is exactly one of the
problems that the special trustee is dealing with. Because you
bring in a special trustee who the—office of special trustee, and he
has limited authority.

And you have people within the Office of Trust Fund Manage-
ment that have been there for years who handle these issues. And
the special trustee does not have the authority yet to change some
of those things.

And that's why that issue is really key and it's important, be-

cause it is not necessarily the special trustee, but it is the Office

of Trust Fund Management and the regulations that exist and that
have existed in the past and policies that have sort of done away
with a don't—^well, let me put it this way.
They don't reinforce the issues of self-governance and self-deter-

mination, so that tribes can have this authority to do these things
and handle these dollars themselves. And that's important, because
you put somebody there with no authority, and he can't change
that office. And you've got people that have been there for a very
long time that aren't as susceptible to change as they need to be.

Mr. Faleomavaega. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Hayworth. I would be happy to yield to my friend from

American Samoa.
Mr. Faleomavaega. My concern, again, Ivan, with what you've

just stated, no matter who we put as far as the law's concerned but
ultimately, as far as all Federal law is concerned, the Secretary of
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the Interior is going to be the ultimate authority on all that we put
in.

So even if we put any special authority given to the special trust-

ee, there's definitely going to be a conflict, because ultimately, he
has to answer to someone else. And basically, that person is going
to be the Secretary of the Interior.

So perhaps what you're thinking of, maybe give the Secretary of

the Interior more authority. But I don't know how much more au-
thority we need to give him. He already has the authority to do
this. And that's the only problem that I'm faced with about giving
the trustee more teeth.

Perhaps maybe what you're thinking of is giving the Secretary
more teeth to do his work, because that's always his response,

"Well, I don't have the authority." Well, maybe that's what we need
to do.

Mr. Makil. Well, that's why the suggestion, if I may, the sugges-
tion about the control board idea, that's one of the reasons for that
recommendation, because what that does is then it gives that board
the authority—and again, there has been a precedent set where
Federal Government has done that.

Anyway, in conclusion, we do appreciate, and I want to thank
you for being here and helping and assisting us and listening to us.

Self-determination is a major effort in Arizona, and we do have

—

Salt River does have an initiative on the November ballot which we
look forward to Congressman Hayworth's support of that in the fu-

ture.

And I know it's a difficult issue, but it's an issue of fairness, and
it does get to self-determination not only of our tribe, but of all

tribes in the State of Arizona. Thank you.
Mr. Hayworth. Thank you very much, Ivan. I would simply say

that we all would like to see self-empowerment and self-determina-
tion in whatever form it may take. I thank my colleague from
American Samoa. Again, I thank you.
And the Chair would just amend its reconvening notice. We will

reconvene this actually at a quarter till noon. All right? Thank you.
We stand in recess.

[Recess.]

Mr. Hayworth. Again, we thank you for coming. Panel two con-

sists of Susie Long, the chairperson of the Yurok Indian Tribe;

Julie Barton is here from the Oneida Tribal Council to help us with
information involving that tribe; also, we have Mary Benedict, the
treasurer of the Hoopa Valley Tribe; and Robert Peregoy of the Na-
tive American Rights Fund. Robert, we appreciate your presence.
Ladies, we thank you.
And Madam Chairman Long, if you would begin your testimony,

we would greatly appreciate that. And once again, we have the
challenge of moving the microphones down. We thank you for that.

And we will start—we have the one wireless mike, which is always
nice. Madam Chairman, please.
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STATEMENT OF SUSIE LONG, CHAIRPERSON, YUROK INDIAN
TRIBE

Ms. Long. Thank you very much for this opportunity to speak
with you about the Yurok Tribe's concerns on tribal trust funds is-

sues.

I would just like to give you a little bit of history on the Yurok
Tribe. The Yurok Tribe, while Edways being federally recognized,

only recently organized. We passed our Constitution in 1993.

Currently, our tribal membership is 3,416 members. Numeri-
cally, we're the largest tribe in California. We're a self-governance
tribe. We are located in Northern California. Our reservation is one
mile on either side of the Klamath River from the Pacific Ocean up-
stream 45 miles, where the confluence of the Trinity River comes
into the Klamath River.

Eighty-five percent of our land is owned by a large timber com-
pany on our reservation. We previously were one single unified res-

ervation. That was the Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation. In 1988,
the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act was passed and split the reserva-

tion, divided that reservation into two separate reservations, the
Hoopa Indian Reservation and the Yurok Reservation.
The total acres that we hold in trust is about 3,700 acres out of

the total reservation of 56,000 acres. The funds currently held in

trust for the Yurok Tribe results from the splitting of the reserva-

tion, the sum which we are informed is approximately $41 million.

Please be aware that the splitting of the reservation and forcing

of the Yurok Tribe to organize pursuant to the Hoopa-Yurok Settle-

ment Act was very insulting to our people and continues to be a
matter of great concern to all of our members. Also please be aware
that the splitting of the reservation issue and the dispute sur-

rounding it is directly known to staffers of OTFM.
We believe some of the difficulties that we have encountered are

resulting from that personal knowledge and previous involvement
with the Yurok and Hoopa Tribes by those staffers.

As a chairperson and a member of the Yurok Tribal Council, it

is expected that a full, detailed accounting of all funds held in trust

by the Federal Government be made available to the tribal mem-
bers, that all funds be fully accounted for.

Unfortunately, with the current activities accounting by OTFM,
this has become impossible for us. We have not been allowed to re-

view in detail all of the records of our accounts. We have been
promised reports and backup journals, but we have not received
those promised items.

Our initial meeting with OTFM was scheduled in March of 1996
in Sacramento. What little information we did receive was provided
on March 6th and did not contain any of the information relative

to the larger, most significant account that we had with OTFM.
At the meeting, OTFM staffers insisted that I had been provided

all of the information and that I had better check with my staff to

find out who had signed for the package when it was delivered by
special courier. I requested then of OTFM to tell me the name of

that staffer who had signed for it. Upon their checking, they found
out they had not sent it to me.
Once again, a meeting was set up with OTFM. We had an under-

standing that we would be provided some information. We traveled
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to Albuquerque and was provided some documentation about 10
days prior to that meeting. But unfortunately, it's not all of the de-

tailed accounting we need. And we can't do a complete, competent
review of the accounts without even having the records, what
records they have so that we can do an accounting for—so that we
can either accept or reject the reconciliation report.

And we have been told that Congress believes that tribes don't

have an interest, because they are not responding to either accept-

ing or rejecting the reconciliation report.

Well, traditionally, the Yurok people are going to say to you,
"Well, if you have a problem—if we have a problem, let's work it

out, and we'll give you time to work it out." But now we're told be-

cause we're being traditional, we're being told, "Well, then you're

going to be deemed to accept," and I can't accept a report that I

can't reconcile.

So without the opportunity to review the pertinent records, the
Yurok Tribe must, unfortunately, reject the reconciliation report.

Now, I cannot begin to speak to the difficulties we believe we will

experience when our tribal members begin to investigate their IIM
accounts. We're just too young. We haven't started—you know, we
have only been organized—I'm the first Chair for the Yurok Tribe,

so we're going into our third year under our Constitution. But I do
need to say that the Yurok Tribe will every way we can assist

those tribal members in getting a full accounting of their IIM ac-

counts.
The action or inaction, we feel, must be considered as one of the

most heinous crimes committed against Indian people of this land.

And previously, I told one of the council members that's with me
I didn't want to begin to speak of my uncle that died in war, my
brother that came home in Vietnam, a husband that came home
from Vietnam, but our people have laid their lives on the line for

this country. You know, it's an insult to the Indian people to be
treated this way.

Fulfillment of the trust responsibility held to the Native Amer-
ican people by the United States cannot continue to be so frivo-

lously handled as the history documents. The Yurok Tribe appre-
ciates this task force's efforts to solve this difficulty faced by Indian
people.

The Trust Reform Act provides a good opportunity to correct the
past, provide for the future management of trust funds for Indian
people. Under the present posture, which provides for an advisory
board to the special trustee, we believe that advisory board must
be made into a board of directors with direct authority over that
special trustee. Thus, this will allow for more direct input by the
Indian people to the actions of the special trustee.

Thank you for this opportunity to speak with you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Long may be found at end of

hearing.]
Mr. Hayworth. Madam Chairman, we thank you for your input.

And now, just perhaps with the ease of moving the microphones,
we'll simply move them down and let Mary Benedict, the treasurer
of the Hoopa Valley Tribe, offer her perspectives.
Madam Treasurer, we thank you for your attendance today. And

if you would please offer your testimony.
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STATEMENT OF MARY BENEDICT, TREASURER, HOOPA
VALLEY TRIBE

Ms. Benedict. Thank you very much. My name is Mary Bene-
dict, and I'm the treasurer for the Hoopa Valley Tribe. I also sit

on the board of directors for the Intertribal Monitoring Association

on Indian Trust Funds.
I would like to thank you first of all for your time in dealing with

this important matter. The Indians have been victims of continued
mismanagement of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Office of

TVust Fund Management. I would like to discuss with you some
problems that we have had with the reconciliation and the Office

of Trust Fund Management.
The first item I would like to bring forth is the reconciliation

project performed by Arthur Andersen and Office of Trust Fund
Management. And the reason I say that it was performed also by
Office of Trust Fund Management is our concern regarding issue

papers that were developed by OTFM's staff, whether it be rec-

onciliation staff or the management staff.

These issue papers, from what we understand, were allowed to

change the scope of the work that originally was in the contract.

These issue papers have not been provided to the tribes, as far as
I know; at least they haven't been provided to Hoopa.
This raises another very serious concern to us in dealing with

conflicts of interests. People involved in the reconciliation project

who are employees of Office of Trust Fund Management previously
held positions at the Hoopa Tribe's agency, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs agency office. These were high-level positions. One of them
was a superintendent at the agency.
And therefore, we believe that there's a conflict of interest, since

those staff people were allowed to change the scope of project for

the reconciliation with issue papers. This is a very serious concern
to Hoopa for—one reason that we raise this concern is when
Hoopa's accounts were done for the 20-year period, one account
that Hoopa owned for 10 years was left out of the project.

We raised this issue to Arthur Andersen and the staff people for

the reconciliation when they came to Hoopa. And from what we un-
derstand, Arthur Andersen said that that account number was not
provided to them as an account that was owned by Hoopa. This
was an account that was owned in the 1980's. This was an account
that was at the agency office at the same time that the people were
superintendents there.

So we discussed with them and negotiated with the staff people
and Arthur Andersen, and they agreed to do limited testing on the
account. I don't believe it was tested as much as the other accounts
that Hoopa owned. Therefore, we believe that there needs to be fur-

ther testing on that account in equality with the other accounts.
One other concern that we raised regarding the reconciliation

project is the Fill the Gap project, which in our case, they tested
several timber cell leases, and during the time of negotiation with
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Hoopa negotiated v»'ith them and
said, "Well, we want a test to test for unrecorded deposits," which
is what they did not test for.

Unrecorded deposits would be the most beneficial to tribes in lo-

cating funds that would be owed to tribes. They agreed. They pro-
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vided us moneys to do our own testing. We tested the same number
of contracts, the same contracts that they tested. They did what we
call a downstream test, and that's taking something that they al-

ready know was deposited into our account and testing it down to

the lease, the timber cell lease, to see if it was calculated correctly

or if there was a typographical error.

We did what we csill an upstream test. We took the same lease

records, utilized statement of completion, which tells you how much
should have been deposited to the account, how much was logged,

and traced the amounts from the bills for collection up to the GL.
And the results of that test indicated that the government owed us
$4.4 million, where as their test indicated that they owed us
around $10,000.
So these results are of great concern to us. We believe that there

hasn't been proper testing on the account or accounts that Hoopa
owned. We are concerned that there is not an audit that was able
to be performed. And we are also very concerned that there hasn't
been a fraud audit performed. These are the problems that we
bring forth to you on the reconciliation.

I would like to address one problem that we're having currently
with the Office of Trust Fund Management, and that is dealing
with the IIM accounts. We recently did a per capita payment to our
membership. And when we do a per capita payment, we deposit
into IIM accounts for minors, adults who are mentally ill, child cus-

tody dispute cases, and adults whose whereabouts are unknown to

us.

The Office of Trust Fund Management now is claiming and has
returned a check to us stating that they no longer—or it was never
their intent to take whereabouts unknown moneys. They have
asked us to hang onto it. Since we make the payment, we should
try to locate the individual. We don't believe this to be true.

We believe that the Federal Government has a trust responsibil-

ity not only to the tribe but to the individual Indian and that they
should maintain those accounts. What is of greater concern to us
is that this policy was not told to us until the check was returned.
It's something that we have done for several years, and the ac-

counts that have been established will prove that we have been de-
positing for several years into these accounts.
What concerns us is if that there's a policy change, there wasn't

a consultation with us or we believe with any tribe, which raises
another concern, because as far as we know, we haven't seen a
"Dear Tribal Leaders" letter come out to the tribes that said, "This
is our new policy: We're only taking minors and mentally incom-
petent funds for people." So therefore, it leads us to believe that
maybe this is a personal attack on Hoopa. We don't know.
These are the concerns that we bring to you today. In closing, I

would like to say that I believe the Intertribal Monitoring Associa-
tion on Indian Trust Funds has been a very beneficial group to

tribes. They have provided the most information and the most rep-
resentation on behalf of tribes.

I believe that the advisory board could act in a very similar ca-
pacity in representing tribes. Many of these issues we have brought
to the special trustee's attention and have received no assistance
from him.
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And I don't know whether that's because of politics or if it's be-

cause of—I don't know what the problem is there, but we believe

that there should be another means for tribes to go to, and that

could be the advisory board that could help us and assist us with

these problems. Thank you for your time today.

Mr. Hayworth. Treasurer Benedict, we thank you for your time.

Now, we'll turn to Ms. Barton of the Oneida Business Committee
to offer her perspective on what has transpired and the approach
of her sovereign nation.

Thank you for coming, Ms. Barton, and please begin your testi-

mony.

STATEMENT OF JULIE BARTON, THE ONEIDA TRIBAL
COUNCIL

Ms. Barton. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-
tee, my name is Julie Barton, and I'm the secretary of the Oneida
Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin.

I would also like to introduce CJerald L. Hill, who's our chief

counsel, as well as Irene Martin, who is our attorney. They will be
here to answer any technical questions you may have at the end
of the panel.

I'm representing our Chairwoman, Deborah Doxtator, who wish-
es to express her sincere apologies for her inability to be here. She
was looking forward to this opportunity to speak before your vital

committee, which we feel is a topic of great significance. We're also

here to support our fellow Indian nations to address this serious

breach of trust responsibility.

Just a brief overview of Oneida. We're a federally recognized
tribe located on 65,430 acres in Northeastern Wisconsin. Today,
our nation is recognized for its success in the gaming industry, and
we're also acknowledged as one of the most successful in address-
ing the basic needs of our members through sound government
planning and action.

Today, we're proud to say that we have progressed dramatically.
We are generating jobs, moving to diversify our economy and em-
plo5rment opportunities for our members, and also the surrounding
community also feels the effects of this. We have built a new
school.

Our language and culture is thriving. We have sound academic
standards. But we're always under the threat of having our gaming
revenues halted. And so we work to continue to maximize that
every opportunity we have, because it's our future for our children
and our seven-generation philosophy.
Mr. Chairman, there's a certain irony in testifying to you today.

We're here to discuss the American Indian trust fund, and can-
didly, the Federal Grovemment has yet to earn our trust. Our na-
tion was one of the first allies to the United States. In fact, the
very existence of this nation as it is today was impacted directly
by us, as we fought in the British and the French and Indian War
and then for the colonies in the Revolutionary War.
Even the government which evolved on this continent comes from

us. Benjamin Franklin learned from our people, the
Wanemeshawnee or Iroquoian people, about the government of the
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people, the checks and balances, and the separation of powers and
leaders as public servants.

In our written testimony, which is more formal, that I've submit-
ted today, there's more detail, but the key issue is that we were
a nation who entered into treaties with the United States, assisted

mightily in the successful development of this country in many
ways, and yet we were significantly among those whose land rights

and resources were taken.
This is our experience, and this is our challenge under which we

have always existed. The trust obligations of the Federal Govern-
ment under law and treaty have seldom, if ever, been maintained.

After meeting with the representatives of the Office of Trust
Fund Management and Arthur Andersen in January and April of
this year, we have learned a great deal. The single most important
fact we have learned is that this attempt to reconcile the funds
held in trust by the Bureau of Indian Affairs during the period of

1973 through 1992 cannot be audited or reconciled. The procedures
and findings are insufficient, due to the lack of documentation
available to back up transactions.
During our meeting in April 1996, representatives of the Oneida

Nation learned that the so-called reconciliation effort made by Ar-
thur Andersen had determined that the Oneida Nation of Wiscon-
sin owes the Bureau of Indian Affairs $15,000, in spite of the fact

that it had not produced documentation for a staggering number of
transactions to our account.
Our representatives took a closer look at the reconciliation effort

and found even more disturbing information. The attempt to rec-

oncile Bureau accounts has been severely hampered by the lack of
documentation that exists to back up a large percentage of these
transactions made on all tribal accounts.

Additionally, other serious defects exist in the attempted rec-

onciliation. These include the lack of effort to gain the input of the
tribes whose accounts are being examined. The Oneida Tribe of In-

dians could have been an invaluable resource to the Bureau of In-

dian Affairs and Arthur Andersen during their attempts to cross-

check our accounts.
Several of the people who have been involved in tribal affairs

since the Oneida were awarded the Docket 75 judgment continue
to be involved in tribal affairs today. These people could have an-
swered questions and located documents, which would have aided
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Arthur Andersen in their at-

tempts to correctly reconcile our accounts.
During April 1996, at the meeting representatives from the Of-

fice of Trust Fund Management and Arthur Andersen spoke can-
didly with us regarding attempts to work with tribes to locate miss-
ing documents. And according to these statements, a decision was
made early on in the project to work with only five tribes on a one-
to-one basis. However, due to the costs incurred and the time-in-
tensive nature of working with tribes, this practice was not ex-
panded.
The advisory board was specifically created to aid the special

trustee pursuant to 25 USC Section 4046, which was never con-
sulted regarding the Department of Interior attempts to reform
trust fund management. In fact. President Ivan Makil reports that
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their efforts to meet and to advise in departmental deliberations re-

garding reform were thwarted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

During our region^ meeting, the BIA representatives responded

to our inquiries concerning the advisory board. We were told who
was on board and that it was not very active. The board members
had one meeting, and the funding ran out. The board had no fur-

ther opportunity to meet and that the DOI would not allocate funds

for the advisory board until October of 1997.

This lack of consultation with the advisory board emphasized the

fact that BLA. made very poor efforts in consulting with Indian

country on reconciUation of its own funds. The Bureau of Indian

Affairs is also responsible for collecting amounts due to tribes

through timber sales, mineral, and gas leases.

And when we were questioned on this issue at our April 11th

meeting, Arthur Andersen's representative stated to us that it dis-

continued attempts to confirm whether the amounts deposited into

each tribe's account were, in fact, the amount due to each tribe, be-

cause they were experiencing time and budgetary constraints.

We were told that determining the amounts due under many of

the leases in question was complex and, therefore, costly. This pro-

cedure was explicitly referred to as the "fUl-the-gap procedure" and
is discussed in some detail in the report of the General Accounting
Office to the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs submitted in May
1996.
Also, there has been no attempt to reconcile the individual In-

dian money accounts. The Bureau estimates that the cost to mean-
ingfully audit these accounts would range from $108 to $180 mil-

lion. Funds held in the branch of investments for 1997 and 1973
through 1978 were not scrutinized. We have begun our own analy-
sis of this period, but we are in the most preliminary stages of our
research.
Based upon our other research, we expect to be able to dem-

onstrate that had errors occurred, they too would result in findings
in our favor. The most offensive aspect of the accounting provided
to the Oneida Nation was the indication from Arthur Andersen and
the Bureau of Indian Affairs that the Oneida Nation owes the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs almost $15,000.
When questioned in detail on the subject, Andersen representa-

tives stated that the reason the summary of Treasury interest re-

calculation results shows the net adjustment due from the Oneida
Tribe stems from overexpenditures made by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to Oneida accounts. These overdrafts resulted in negative
balances, the interest from which has accrued over the years and
now approaches $15,000.
Arthur Andersen officials also conceded that these transactions

were entirely handled within the Bureau of Indian Affairs and that
the Oneida Tribe did not access those accounts directly. We have
recently turned over the responsibility for monitoring our trust
fiinds to our newly created trust department.

Its monitoring efforts of our accounts have led us to uncover dis-

crepancies totaling more than $19,000 in our favor. This number
is based on our scrutiny of Bureau of Indian Affairs accounting and
examination of our treaties with the United States. This oversight
stemming from the most fundamental Federal obligation would not
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have been located using the methodology agreed to by the Depart-
ment of Interior, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and Arthur Ander-
sen.

Under this study methodology, they have not been responsible
for checking the amount deposited into the Oneida account with
the actual amount due under our agreements with the United
States. Our inquiries have thus far restored our annuity payments
based on our contribution to the establishment of this country.
We understand that we have recently been credited for the past

years where payment was not made. We are awaiting credit for the
payment for 1979. For us, this was a matter of pride, a matter of
honor, and one which underscores the unique relationship of Indian
nations to the United States, one which many in Washington today
fail to understgind or recognize.

We are presently reviewing our options and continue to monitor
the accounts that we now hold with the Office of Trust Fund Man-
agement. An option before us is to conduct our own reconciliation

of the accounts we have held with the Bureau of Indian Affairs in

the past.

We are encouraged by the changes that have occurred in the Of-
fice of Trust Fund Management and are happy with the service

provided to us by the representative assigned to our accounts. The
direction the Office of Trust Fund Management has taken is a posi-

tive step, but stronger efforts need to be made in order to restore

the good faith of Indian nations.

We are truly heartened that an effort is proceeding to address
the very serious problems associated with the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs' efforts on our behalf, and we are obviously of the opinion that
there's much room for growth. Our written testimony includes our
recommendations for future attempts to resolve these pending is-

sues, and I will not restate them here in-depth.
But in summary, we feel that all applicable treaties, leases, and

sales agreements must be reviewed and information shared with
the Indian nations, so that they may at least know how much
money and how many obligations are held by the Interior. Absent
that, there is no way for them to even begin to plan.

We are confident that should the Bureau of Indian Affairs adapt
its hardware, software into compatible formats, this will aide them
greatly in their research. And with the proper reconciliation of the
Indian money accounts, the credibility of the Federal Government
will be uplifted significantly.

Mr. Chairman, we're grateful for your conscientious role this

committee has taken, and we hope that our thoughts have been
helpful today. And if at any time we can provide additional infor-

mation or assistance, we will be delighted to do so. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Doxtator may be found at end

of hearing.]
Mr. Hayworth. Ms. Barton, we thank you very much, and we

appreciate your offer to help us in an ongoing process. And as has
been noted here this morning, it is the intent of the Full Commit-
tee Chair to pursue this with the task force in the next Congress,
if certain numerical contingencies hold up. And I dare say with the
bipartisan effort, I'm sure if something were to change, that per-
haps might be done, as well. So thank you very much.
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Now, let's turn to our friend from the Native American Rights

Fund, Mr. Robert Peregoy. Mr. Peregoy, we thank you for your at-

tendance today, and we look forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT PEREGOY, NATIVE AMERICAN
RIGHTS FUND

Mr. Peregoy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the oppor-

tunity to share a few brief remarks with you. I first want to thank
you on behalf of the Native American Rights Fund for you taking

the leadership of this important task force to hopefully get to the

bottom and bring a long deserved resolve to what has become a
huge crisis in Indian country with regard to this historical mis-

management.
It's very refreshing to see you use the words "longest-lasting

scandal," "corruption," those kinds of adjectives to describe this cri-

sis, because certainly, that's what we sincerely believe it is. And it's

our view that your handle on this is much appreciated, that you
have a good handle on it, and we're here to help work with you to

bring this to as speedy a resolve as possible.

And I also want to thank Mr. Faleomavaega for attending and,
of course, all of his track record and long dedicated commitment to

native issues and particularly this one.

I want to briefly Umit my comments this morning to the over
300,000 individual Indian money accounts and the particular issue

and some immediate things that we think can be done to get this

matter on track forthwith. Primarily, the—^you've heard a lot of

publicity and discussion and testimony about the real problem with
the tribal reconciliation of the $2.4 billion being unaccounted for

over a 20-year period.

The Arthur Andersen firm did not even attempt to reconcile the
individual Indian money accounts for that period, because there
were not enough records to do the job. And here's what's real dis-

turbing, Mr. Chairman, is that Arthur Andersen figured it would
cost between $108 million and $281 million just to reconcile the
IIM accounts for that 20-year period from 1973 through 1992.
And when the government realized that, I think they pretty

much threw up their hands and said, "We're just not going to be
able to do this," because the even more disturbing thing was that
Arthur Andersen said, "Even if you spend up to $281 million, a rec-

onciliation's not going to do you any good. We're not going to know
how accurate that is or what it's going to do for you."
And so over the course of this summer, with the different—this

is the third hearing on this issue. The special trustee and his stEiff

have indicated that the individual Indian money account system in

the Department of Interior is in the worst shape of all of Interior's

trust fund accounting systems.
And that is a grave problem that concerns us. That's one of the

reasons that the Native American Rights Fund participated with
other attorneys in filing this class action lawsuit against the gov-
ernment on behalf of the more than 300,000 account holders is so
that we can compel the government—it appears that we're going to
need the force of the courts to compel Interior to do something
about this.
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Now, the question that you have aptly put is, what can the task
force and what can Congress begin to immediately do to resolve
these problems. And the short answer is, I suppose like a lot of

other things, is that it's going to have to put up adequate dollars

to begin to establish an adequate accounting system for the individ-

ual Indian money accounts.
Now, we heard Donna Erwin from the Office of Trust Fund Man-

agement testify this morning that the tribal trust accounting sys-

tem is state-of-the-art. That's for, what, 200 to 275 Indian tribes,

the government has a state-of-the-art accounting system.
However—now, contrast that, Mr. Chairman, to 300,000 individ-

ual Indian accounts. That's a lot more than 200 tribal accounts.

300,000 individual accounts—the IIM accounting system is so far

substandard and in shambles that it's sad. It's sick. It's a joke.

And because of that, the special trustee has placed as a top prior-

ity for this year to get adequate dollars so that he can establish a
basic accounting system for the IIM accounts to put it basically on
par with the tribal trust system, the Omni trust system that has
been in operation for the tribes over the past several years.

And I want to make it very clear that the special trustee has in-

dicated that he can establish within one year an adequate IIM ac-

counting system for $22.3 million—$22.3 million to establish an
adequate trust accounting system for 300,000 individual Indians.
Now, that's not going to get an accounts receivable system. What

that's going to do is give an adequate system that once the money
is collected, Mr. Chairman, then the government is going to be able
to record the collections, the deposits, and the disbursements in an
accurate way. That's going to stop the bleeding that's going on
every day right now.
Because as we speak, the Federal Government's liability for this

mismanagement for these 300,000 accounts is increasing because
they don't have a system to stop the bleeding. What the $22.3 mil-

lion will do is to establish a basic accounting system that your 7-
11 or your local credit union manager has and any money manager
needs to have to do a decent and adequate job of accounting. And
here, the Federal trustee does not even have that. That's 300,000
individuals.

And so our basic concern here at this point, what can we do to

get things rolling. The special trustee asked the administration this

year—the special trustee figures, Mr. Chairman, that it's going to

cost about $150 million over five years—$150 million over five

years to completely fix the trust fund management system. That's
tribal accounts, individual accounts, special accounts, accounts re-

ceivable, the whole nine yards, $150 million over five years.
Now, this year, the special trustee asked the administration in

his budget request to the administration for almost $50 million.

The administration cut that back and asked for $36.3 million. Now,
here's where we really need your help. The House of Representa-
tives in the Interior appropriations bill that it passed in June only
appropriated $19.1 million for the Office of the Special Trustee.
Now, that $19.1 million is basically going to take care of existing

staff and OTFM and what not. It's not going to provide one dollar
for improvement initiatives in the system. In other words, not one
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dollar for his priority of looking at fixing the trust fund system or

the accounting system for the IIM accounts.

Now, you're likely aware, Mr. Chairman, that on the other side

over on the Senate, that the Senate Appropriations Committee did

approve $36.3 million for the Office of Special Trustee. It basically

approved the President's request. However, even in approving the

President's request—now, out of that $36.3 million, the special

trustee figures that $13.6 million is going to go to fixing the IIM
accounting system.
Again, please keep in mind that the special trustee figures it's

going to cost $22.3 million—in other words, even with the Senate
accepting the President's recommendation of $36.3, we're still $8.7
million short to come up with a basic accounting system for the
IIM account holders to put them on par with the tribal accounts.

And by the way—and I think that the special trustee put it very
aptly in his testimony earlier on this summer, that the $22.3 mil-

lion that he can fix the system within one year is going to give us
a Chevrolet, not a Cadillac. He's not asking for anything extrava-
gant there.

And so we are here to respectfully ask you, Mr. Chairman, and
the power and authority of your task force to work with the good
Chairman Don Young of the Resources Committee to work with the
House Appropriations Committee and conference managers to ask
them, number one, to recede to the Senate level, assuming that
goes through at $36.3 million and to add another $8.7 million to

that so that the special trustee can get that $22.3 million he needs
this year to fix the IIM basic accounting system.
And that's basically what we think that your committee can do

at this point is to come up—^because that's what it's going to take.

The special trustee has testified that this problem has come about
as a result of 20 to 30 years of neglect of not upgrading these kinds
of systems, and it's basically time to call the question and put that
money in there. Because if it's not put in there in terms of the IIM
system, it's going to cost the Federal Grovemment much, much
more money in terms of mounting liability.

Now, look at it in this context. And we realize that you all are
faced with appropriations politics and priorities and all of that. I

mean, that's an understatement.
But when you figure that this country has a fiduciary obligation

to these 300,000 Native Americans whose money it's losing every
day and can't account for, the $22.3 million to fix that system
comes out to $75 per person of those 300,000 Indians.
And that is a real pittance to pay in terms of doing two things.

Number one, this country honoring its trust responsibility to those
300,000 Native Americans. But maybe even more important in the
eyes of Uncle Sam, to stop the bleeding and cut the Federal liabil-

ity that's increasing every day.
And let me close, Mr. Chairman, if I may, by saying one more

thing that we feel is very, very important. There has been some
discussion here this morning about ways to fund this kind of a fix

that is going to be necessary for the government to come into com-
pliance with the law and to meet its fiduciary duties.
The Native American Rights Fund on behalf of our clients would

strongly oppose any of this money coming out of Indian budgets or
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programs to fix this problem. We think that it would be unfair and
inequitable for Indian people and programs to have to pay for this

money to fix a problem that has been caused by the Federal trustee
itself.

The Federal Government—^the trustee—created and continues
this problem, and it would just be unconscionable to take money
from Indian programs, particularly when you keep in mind that In-

dian programs have taken monumental hits over the course of the
last couple of years for various reasons. And it would just simply
be unconscionable to force Indian people to pay for this fix.

And so we sincerely ask you, Mr. Chairman, to use the powers
of your Chair and your colleagues and to prevail upon them to do
what you can. And this is where we figure that within one year
from this day, as the special trustee has testified, if Congress puts
that $22.3 nullion up, then the tribal system and the individual ac-

counting systems are going to be on par. Your bleeding is going to

stop, and then we have just got to go back and figure out what the
restoration is on it.

So I very much appreciate your patience this morning in coming
out here. And I guess like the old farmer with his grandsons, they
have been bailing hay all season long, and they finally get to the
last bale. And he picks it up, and he says, "That's the one we have
been looking for all year." So it's all over. I'm glad to provide this

testimony and will be glad to answer any questions for you. Thank
you very much, sir.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Peregoy may be found at end of
hearing.]
Mr. Hayworth. Thank you very much, Mr. Peregoy. I appreciate

it as I appreciate the testimony of all those who join us this morn-
ing.

Let's begin, Mr. Peregoy, with a couple of points that come up.
First of all, I appreciate your assessment of the situation in terms
of the liability of the Federal Government. It almost seems as if the
liability under the construct you offer is compounded by the
nanosecond. With every syllable, you can attach a dollar value to

it, almost, it can be argued.
But your testimony begs the question in terms of the possible so-

lution advanced by our host today. Chairman Makil in terms of
taking a look at possible remedies—and you heard him suggest it,

and we'll just repeat it here—for every line item in the Department
of Interior, a $12 billion-plus enterprise, maybe closer to $13 billion

or more allocated annually, Chairman Makil says for the next fiscal

year and the two yezirs thereafter, that there be an across-the-
board take, if you will, of one-half of 1 percent, the theory being
that—and believe me, I've been on the front lines fighting a lot of
these battles in terms of Native American programs and the trust
responsibilities of the Federal Government.
Yet even acknowledging that, I guess the question becomes, even

mindful of the dilemma, you state an opposition at least to touch-
ing Indian programs. Is that something that from your point of
view should not be open to consideration at all? And I wonder why,
because it seemed to be a very captivating policy solution.
Mr. Peregoy. Essentially, Mr. Chairman, that is my position,

that to fix a problem which the Federal Government has created
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and basically that constitutes a breach of its legal and moral and
ethical duties should not be forced upon the very people who the
Federal trustee is there by law to benefit. That, to me, would be
wholly unconscionable.
And according to the calculations that have been done here, I

don't think that you need to hit into the Bureau budget to be able

to fix that problem. If you figure one-half of 1 percent of the Inte-

rior budget's going to bring you, what $60 million a year times
three years, that's $180 million. The special trustee figures it's

going to take $150 million over five years or $100 million-plus over
three years. You can get that one-half of 1 percent without going
into the Bureau budget. And it might even be able to be done for

a little less than one-half of 1 percent. And I would add this, if I

may, sir. That number one, the United States Government through
the Department of Interior primarily has a legal obligation to these
Indian people as a trustee.

It does not have similar obligations through other agencies in In-

terior, as you have aptly pointed out yourself But we're talking
about people. We're not talking about rocks, animals, or birds here.

We're talking about people. And the Bureau is the only people
agency within Interior.

And I would suggest secondly, because of the fact, as the special

trustee has testified, this problem, again, Mr. Chairman, is a result

of 20 to 30 years of neglect in terms of putting the money into the
system. Well, it seems to me that quite likely other agencies in In-

terior have somehow indirectly benefited over that 20- or 30-year
period, because they perhaps got that money rather than that
money going to fix the trust system like it should have been done.
So I think that it is not unfair at all to leave the Bureau out of

that mix. And I do applaud and recommend Mr. Makil's solution,

with the exception, as I have testified, that it not come out of In-

dian programs.
Mr. Hayworth. And so the amendment being, if this were actu-

ally something that we had in the form of a statute or proposed
law, you would not be adverse to seeing it come out of Interior's

budget in some other incremental fashion, but simply not to touch
any program that deals with the very human element of the trust
obligation to Native Americans?
Mr. Peregoy, Absolutely. I think it's too simple to say that Na-

tive Americans have already taken more than their fair share of
the budget hits in the Department of Interior, compounded with
this trust responsibility to government that would be patently un-
conscionable to expect the very people who are the trust bene-
ficiaries of this government to pay for the broken trust.

Mr. Hayworth. Mr. Peregoy, you mentioned the real difference
just in terms of the multiplicity of parties affected in these individ-

ual accounts in excess of some 300,000 Native Americans as op-
posed to the tribal dilemma that exists.

In previous testimony in Washington, folks from your organiza-
tion have come to visit us and offered testimony—and I hope I'm
not mixing up the people involved or their comments when I para-
phrase it by saying that the problems that we see in the Arthur
Andersen audit of $2.4 billion are just the tip of the iceberg.
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You accurately point out to us 300,000 individual accounts. Do
you have an idea of the dollar value attached yet, or that's some-
thing that still must be ascertained by the special tmstee, or, given
my former profession, I'll use the analogy, can you give us a ball-

park estimate?
Mr. Peregoy. I am very reluctant to even give you a ballpark es-

timate, because we simply do not know. One of the problems, as
you know, Mr. Chairman, is that these records of these IIM ac-

counts were systematically and purposely destroyed by the Depart-
ment of Treasury, including canceled checks, in 1987.
So that to this day, the government cannot prove who was paid

out this money out of these accounts over all of these years, and
that in itself is a fundamental breach of any trustee. They are re-

quired to keep those records in perpetuity. We just don't have any
idea at this point how much money we are talking about.
And we're working with an accounting firm to try to work that

out so that we can come up with some kind of a reliable, justifiable

estimate. But at this point, I would not venture to even make any
kind of a guesstimate. But I think that it is very accurate to state

that we're looking at the tip of the iceberg here and that it be-

hooves all of us to continue to see how much is below there.

Mr. Hayworth. All right, sir. Thank you very much.
Mr. Peregoy. Thank you.
Mr. Hayworth. Let me turn to Ms. Barton. And Ms. Barton, I

very much appreciate your testimony here today on behalf of your
trial chairman. I wanted to—and I heard it mentioned almost par-
enthetically, and I think it's a point that again needs to be brought
up, because witness after witness this morning has accurately stat-

ed—and perhaps they have not used this particular term in doing
so—^the acute nature of this problem.
The neglect has gone on for so long that why, in your words, you

believe that the trust responsibility, that the Federal Grovemment
has yet to earn the trust of your people, and I dare say that's the
point of view of many Native Americans in this country. With this

acute problem, growing worse by the nanosecond, I just wanted to

amplify one piece of your testimony.
It may have come in conversation with President Makil here

today. He told us that the advisory board under the BIA has met
only once since last September. Now, I want to make sure I under-
stand your testimony accurately. There are no funds to have the

advisory board convene again, no BIA funds available until October
1997? Is that correct?

Ms. Barton. That is correct.

Mr. Hayworth. 1996 or 1997?
Ms. Barton. 1997, but I will confer with Arlene. Is that fiscal

year 1997? Fiscal year 1997.
Mr. Hayworth. Fiscal year 1997. So this would be, again, with

the discrepancy in the calendars, one is fiscal, one is real time; and
so that would mean October of this year. But still, a discrepancy
of meetings.
Again, revisiting what you heard in the wake of the audit, your

tribe owes the BIA some $15,000 according to the estimate, the
audit of Arthur Andersen? Coiild you revisit that again, the expla-
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nation given for that by Arthur Andersen and the other folks in-

volved in the audit?

Ms. Barton. The technical part of that, I would confer with

Gerry Hill, our chief counsel.

Mr. Hayworth. Sure. We'll defer to the chief counsel here.

Ms. Barton. If he could give the details on that.

Mr. Hayworth. Just for the record, again, Mr. Counsel, if you
would give your full name for the record, and including accurate

spelling, that would be good, so we have an accurate record.

Mr. Hill. Gerald L. Hill, chief counsel, Oneida Tribe, Wisconsin.

Mr. Hayworth. And Mr. Hill, feel free to pull up a chair if that

helps you out a little bit back there, make a little room for you.

Mr. Hill. With regard to the audit procedures applied to the

Oneida accounts, in response to a letter from the Office of the Spe-

cial Trustee indicating the process that was used, our chairman re-

sponded on May 8th and indicated that the amount of transactions

over the past 20 years had exceeded 2,000, of which only 12 per-

cent of the transactions were supportable by documentation in our
accounts.
Our concern about this, of course, was with the results showing

that the tribe owed money rather than being justified in any
amounts that they were taking care of for us. As our secretary just

testified, our own trust accounts for those same periods are show-
ing amounts in excess of $19,000 in favor of the tribe. Clearly,

there is a conflict there that needs more investigation to document
where we are with them.
And I think that the amounts of money that we're talking about,

the Oneida Tribe, while small compared to other tribes, should be
of concern for the committee to give the office the kind of support
it needs to conduct a very thorough type of audit. So this has been
supplied before to the office and is also included in our testimony.
Mr. Hayworth. Mr. Hill, I thank you for offering your viewpoint

on what exactly transpired, and Ms. Barton, I thank you for yield-

ing to Mr. Hill. It almost sounds like a Yoga Berra-esque malapro-
pos. It's seemingly an irreconcilable reconciliation afoot here. And
I know that certainly shouldn't be the case.

And with that in mind, let me turn to Treasurer Benedict. Be-
cause you offered in your testimony. Madam Treasurer, an interest-
ing perspective. And having not had the benefit of the theories of
accountancy and that t3T)e of discipline which many take on as a
career and, indeed as a well-respected position in society, I was in-

terested to hear of your testimony involving tests, the downstream
versus the upstream test, and I wanted to go back to that for a sec-
ond.

I guess based on something that I never learned in journals or
principles of accountancy but something that was in one of the first
math workbooks I picked up as a younger guy, admittedly not too
good in math, and that's just the principle of the commutative
property of addition and the associative properties. There are cer-
tain ways you can add numbers, and the same totals should come
up.

Now, you had a very dramatic—a very dramatic discrepancy, to
say the least. I just want to make sure I understand this. By your
upstream tests, it was your finding that the government owed your
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tribe $4.4 million, yet the government with its downstream ap-

proach estimates that—^was it your tribal government, or the gov-

ernment only owing you $10,000?
Ms. Benedict. TTbe government owing the tribe.

Mr. Hayworth. The government owing the tribe $10,000 as op-

posed to $4.4 million?

Ms. Benedict. Correct.

Mr. Hayworth. With your knowledge of finance, take me back
through this again. It just kind of intrigues me. What could have
been the situation that made the downstream so radically different

from the upstream estimates and tests that you conducted?
Ms. Benedict. Let me just explain the process again, maybe one

more time.

Mr. Hayworth. OK
Ms. Benedict. What they had done was taken deposits that they

knew were already in the general ledger and selected their con-

tracts based on those deposits, because they knew the money had
been received into the account. So they—assuming there must be
documentation for it.

So they take the general ledger deposit, and they trace it down
using all of the contract documents, down to the bill for collection

or the lease records. Basically, what we call that is a clerical accu-
racy test to see if somebody typed the number wrong or something
like that.

What we did was took all of the same timber saw contracts that
they used—and in our case, it may be a little bit different, because
we had a lot of our records—and used statement of completion to

verify what the total contract amount should have been deposited
into the accoiints and traced—took the bills for collection and tried

tracing those up into the general ledger. That's the most beneficial

way for tribes, because it shows you what should have been depos-
ited that may not have been.
We have asked the Bureau or OTFM to research our report. We

provided this back when they finished the reconciliation. And their

response to us was, "Well, you'U just have to bring it to the nego-
tiation table when we negotiate with your tribe, because we're not
going to research your report. We're not going to look and see if

maybe some of those were in there, and you just didn't catch them
or anything of that nature."
And at one point, our report was even told to us that it was

—

because it wasn't done by a third party, that basically, it had—it

wasn't worth anything, I guess, to them to research and also that
they hadn't been provided funding to do research on that, yet,

though the Bureau of Indian Affairs paid for the report to be done.
They gave us the money to do it.

Mr. Hayworth. So the government in one sense offered re-

sources for you to do that report?
Ms. Benedict. Yes.
Mr. Hayworth. But yet another agency within the government,

in this c£ise, the Office of Trust Fund Management, said
Ms. Benedict. The Office of Trust Fund Management, specifi-

cally, the reconcihation staff, provided the funds and also the peo-
ple that we provided the report to.
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Mr. Hayworth. ok. But again, some folks did not—I want to

make sure I understand who exactly gave you the money to do the

report and then who told you, "Sorry, we're not going to accept it"?

Ms. Benedict. It would be Joe Christi and Joe Weller, who were
reconciliation project staff.

Mr. Hayworth. So staff?

Ms. Benedict. I'm assuming they're Office of Trust Fund Man-
agement staff.

Mr. Hayworth. But they're not responsible. They're the nuts-

and-bolts guys, not the folks who—and maybe I'll defer later to our
friends from the office. They're the nuts-and-bolts folks, not the

people who set out the philosophical parameters or the policy

guidelines of the fiiU office, to your knowledge?
Ms. Benedict. Well, to my knowledge, these are the same per-

sons who have the authority to issue issue papers.

Mr. Hayworth. Well, one is tempted to talk about the right

hand and the left hand here and seeing some basic disconnection,

but perhaps this is obviously something we'll have to pursue fur-

ther to understand exactly what goes on in the—and they said be-

cause there was not a third party doing the study, your findings,

therefore, they would not accept?
Ms. Benedict. Correct.

Mr. Hayworth. Having provided the funding to do it, then they
said—or someone providing the funding, and then they said,

"Sorry; it's a moot point," or, "We don't want to accept your data."
Let me turn, then, to—I thank you for your testimony. Treasurer

Benedict. Let me turn to the chairperson of the Yurok tribe. Chair-
person Long, we again appreciate your discussion here and what
you bring to the table here and the nomenclature of a "new" tribe,

and I'll put that in quotations, given the challenge you face and
your perspective that this is a division or a secession, if you will,

that was not necessarily driven by your folks. And, indeed, you
called it "insulting" from your perspective.
What is the biggest—I mean, we have gone over so much today

and so many different areas of concern. If you could prioritized
again through your eyes with your status as a new tribe, what is

the greatest concern of this trust fund mystery, if you will, that you
and your people have?
Ms. Long. Basically, what is the amount of money that's held in

trust for us. A new tribe—I don't have the records, so let me see
the records that you have. At least let me see the records that you
have, and I'll be blunt about this.

There has always been a dispute between the Hoopa and the
Yurok people for years. And the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act set-
tled that. We have now said, "OK, Hoopa Tribe. You have what you
have. And Yurok Tribe, you have what you have. And we'll go on
from here." It has not been easy for the Yurok people to accept
that, but we have accepted it.

And we have made very strong strides forward in our organiza-
tion. We'll work with the Hoopa Tribe on any issue that we pos-
sibly can. And if this is an issue we work with the Hoopa Tribe on,
we will to solve it, because it was a joint account prior to 1988. We
face the same problems that the Hoopa Tribe faces with this ac-
counting, because it was a joint account.
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But when they split it and they said, "OK, this is your share of

the pie, Yurok Tribe," we need to know what made up those
records. We need to know what made up that part of the pie. But
I'm told, "I can't give you that, because Hoopa Tribe might not like

it." And I'm saying, "Wait a minute, now. It's a joint account. I can
have it. Hoopa can have it. Why can't we have it together?" It was
only after that we were able to try to open the door to look at the
records.

Mr. Hayworth. And you bring up a topic that I suppose will

take research necessary by our staff in terms of what specifically

the action taken to make this division. To your knowledge, was
there any statutory language, any provision within the agreement
that certainly said, "Well, of course there's going to be a joint shar-

ing of information," or is that something that now needs to be pro-

vided either through statutory relief or through agreement of your
two peoples? Do you have any knowledge of what existed in terms
of the agreement?
Ms. Long. WeU, the Hoopa-Yurok Settlement Act in itself set out

how the funds would be split, and that's fine. We understand that.

But I need to know what made up the fund in the very beginning
in order for them to divide it. And without seeing the records of

what made up that fund, I can't determine what the total dollar

is.

We looked at one account, one account, and we held a fishing

court for a number of years on the Yurok Reservation, which was
because our people fished, and you got fined for—if you violated the
regulations. And it's $50. Some Yurok person that was allowed to

fish had to pay a $50 fine.

I can trace that where it goes into this account, but then I can
see why it went over to Hoopa, Well, why should it go to Hoopa?
I know it's only $50, but why should it go to Hoopa? It was a Yurok
tribal member that paid it.

If that's a fiind that's supposed to be split, then split the $50.
But don't just say, "OK The $50 goes to Hoopa." There's no rhyme
or reason of how they split those fiinds. So that's just one minor
thing that we found looking at the records that we have. I don't

know what is there. I need to look at the records to see what is

there.

Mr. Hayworth. The ginalogy being, in a very dark room, you at

least need a candle or a flashlight, if not power restored, to be able
to see what's in there so you can flick the switch and see what's
in the room.
Ms. Long. You know, and of all the tribes across this nation, I

believe the Bureau of Indian Affairs has records for the Yurok
Tribe. They were our trustee for over 40 years, and they acted on
our behalf, because we were one single, unified reservation.

And because the Yurok Tribe was not organized as a separate
government, they acted on our behalf, specifically acted on our be-
half and kept those records. So they have those records. If they
don't have it, then they destroyed it.

And that's our problem with the same staffers. That was the su-

perintendent at that office. He knew the interests of the Hoopa on
the Yurok accounts, and yet he's telling me one thing, and he's not
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telling that to the Hoopa people. There's a conflict of interest, a
strong conflict of interest there.

Mr. Hayworth. On that very compelling note, I want to thank
you all for your testimony and answering questions. I indeed want
to thank all of those who joined us today, especially the ever-in-

trepid, ever capable staff that made the venture forth from the
swampland that does surround Washington, DC.

I really appreciate the efforts of everyone here today. This obvi-

ously raises more questions for us, but I think what is especially

helpful in addition is the effort by many to offer some solutions and
a framework. And while admittedly, our interaction here on this

planet in every human endeavor is imperfect, to say the least,

there may be corrective actions that we can take and certainly
should take to bring about some sort of satisfactory resolution of
the problems we confront.

So with that, I thank you witnesses. I thank also my colleague
from American Samoa, who unfortunately had to leave a bit early
to catch that plane toward the 50th State and another conference.
And with that, this session of the task force stands adjourned.
Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, the task force was adjourned; and the following was

submitted for the record:]
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ThcinJc you for the opportunity to present testimony on Indicin Trust Fiinds

Management . As you are a%«are the Office of Trust Funds Management manages

APPROXIMATELY S422 million for 50 tribes in the Phoenix Area and $83 million

for 3 7.800 Individual Arizona residents. The hearings are focusing on trust

management practices and what it may take to ensure sound trust management in

the future . Each of these focal points is discussed in turn

.

In October 1995, the Office of the Special Trustee for American Indians

(OST) commenced an assessment of the O. S. Government's trust management

policies, procedures, practices and systems as they apply to individual

American Indian and American Indian tribal accounts. By February 1996, the OST

completed the preliminary assessment and produced a conceptual strategic plctn

to acquire emd institutionalize specified systems. In^lementation of this plan

will permit cuid ensure that the V. S. Government estciblishes appropriate

policies cuid procedures, develops necessary systems and takes the affirmative

actions necessary to provide an accurate and timely accounting to Americcm

Indian trust beneficiaries. In this manner the proper discharge of the

Secretary's trust responsibilities can be accoaplished. The Assessment and

Phase I of the Strategic Plan are included in a document entitled "Special

Trustee for Americein Indians, Assessment and Strategic Plan Principles, Phase

I, February 1996" which has been provided to Congress.

In December 1995, the D. S. Department of the Interior's Bureau of Indian

Affairs substantially con?>leted a multi-year "Tribal Trust Funds Reconciliation

Project" (Reconciliation Project) and issued em "Agreed-Opon Procedures and

Findings Report" for the period July 1, 1972 through September 30, 1992. Its

major findings are substantially incorporated in the Special Trustee's

Assessment.

In August 1995, the Department of the Interior substantially completed a

study of the trust management systems relating to Individual Indian Monies
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(IIM) accounts and issued a report entitled "IIM Related Systems Improvement

Project Report." The findings of this report are also substantially

incorporated in the Special Trustee's Assessment.

The Special Trustee's Assessment, the Reconciliation Project reports, the

IIM Related System Improvement Project Report and earlier and later reports

issued by the General Accounting Office all confirm that the U. S. Government's

trust management systems, policies, procedures and practices coupled with the

condition of the trust records and, notably, large numbers of missing

documents, are inadequate to allow for:

1. a proper, accurate and timely accounting for trust account balances,
collections, disbursements and investments and the maximization of the
return on investments

.

2. the preparation of accurate and timely reports to trust account
holders regarding all collections, disbursements, investments and return
on investments

.

3. an audit under generally accepted auditing standards.

4. any further reconciliation efforts, since the costs of such efforts
would likely substantially exceed the benefits and at the same time
would probably yield unsatisfactory and inconclusive results.

While significant improvements have been made over the last several

years, the inadequacies of the trust management systems, the condition of the

historical records and the U. S. Government's inability to provide an accurate

and timely accounting cannot be remedied without the major- reforms required by

the Reform Act of 1994. To address these issues, the Special Trustee's

strategic plan identified nine initiatives or principles designed to rectify

the problems and bring trust accounting and management systems up to commercial

stamdards within three years. This, at a minimum, will involve acquiring,

automating, updating, integrating, coordinating and consolidating to produce:

1. A trust resource/asset meuiagement delivery system.

This will involve obtaining a new trust resource/asset management and

delivery system for asset leasing, contracting, lending, buying and

selling, together with standardized and/or integrated asset management,

credit and operating policies, procedures and practices. The system must

be able to tie to cind track from land and ownership records.
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.

An accounts receivable data and billing system that uses

lease-contract and land and ownership information.

This will involve obtaining a new accounts receivable, billing and

collection data system that uses lease -contract and ownership information

for trust income verification, reconciliation, billing, payments,

collection, accounting, disbursement, audit, asset quality review and

compliance purposes.

3. A trust, depository, payments and delivery system for Individual

Indian Money (IIM) accounts.

This will entail purchasing a trust, depository, payments and other

financial services accounting and statement system and a delivery system

to more efficiently provide current financial services and to facilitate

new and improved financial services to individual Indians and Tribes

.

4. A land records and title recordation and certification system.

This will involve acquiring a new leind records and title recordation and

certification system, capcible of instantaneous linkage with the trust

resource asset mcinagement, accounts receivable and trust accounting

systems

.

5. A general ledger and general accounting system.

This will involve obtaining or modifying a general ledger and general

accounting system to accommodate all present cind planned systems and

accounting improvements.

6 .
. A technology services center dedicated to trust resource and funds

management

.

This will involve obtaining a centralized technology services center

dedicated to trust resources, trust funds and lamd ownership euid records

management processes

.
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7. A national archives and records center.

This will involve obtaining and centralizing a modern national archives

and records center for trust resource, asset and funds record storage and

retrieval

.

8. A risk management and control system.

This will entail obtaining a risk management and control system that will

provide for adequate operational audits, credit and asset quality audits,

compliance reviews, independent asset appraisals and liaison with

outside, independent auditors.

9. An independent institutional structure.

This will involve consolidating trust resource, trust funds and land

ownership and records management processes into a single, independent

institutional unit with its own management structure to accommodate the

restructuring and reorganization contemplated by Phase I of the strategic

plan. The unit should be organized by fvinction and dedicated exclusively

to trust management . The unit should have agency or bureau status within

the Department of the Interior or elsewhere.

The conceptual work on the strategic plan is completed. The next steps

are conducting a requirements analysis, user needs assessment and a

comprehensive inventory of existing skills, hardware and software, related

network support and facilities requirements, all of which will lead to a

technical requirements report for RFP purposes and confirm or revise the cost

data contained in the conceptual strategic pleui. This will require the use of

an outside contractor. The 1997 President's budget request includes $1 million

to conduct the analyses

.

Once the analyses are completed (expected to take 90 days from funding

date) and once the staff of the OST is hired, the remaining elements necessary

to produce the comprehensive strategic plan required by the Reform Act of 1994

can be completed within 90 days or by March 31, 1997, if the President's budget

request for FY 1997 is approved.
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The total FY 1997 request for OST is $36.3 million, a $20 million

increase over the 1996 conference level of $16.3 million. The request includes

$13.6 million to begin implementation of the strategic plan. The funds will be

used primarily to upgrade and establish a new IIM accounting system, which is

long overdue. The 1997 budget requests no-year funding to allow adjustments

resulting from re-estimates or delays in plan implementation. However, it

should be noted that if funding- for the strategic plan is delayed, the reform

effort will be delayed.

The $20 million requested increase in OST's budget for FY 1997 also

reflects the high priority the Administration and the Secretary place on Indian

Trust Asset Reform efforts. Inprovement efforts are critically needed to

ensure the Federal Government meets its fiduciary obligations to Indian Tribes

and individual American Indians. While the Federal Government's trust

responsibility is unique, systems, policies, practices and procedures of

commercial trust operations can be applied to ensure that the Federal

Government better fulfills its fiduciary obligations. Beginning in 1997, the

evolution of trust system reforms will be at a point where increased resources

can be prudently expended.

In closing, I would like to emphasize that "resolving the past" presents

a difficult challenge to the Administration, the Congress, and individual

Indians and tribes. The ending of the tribal reconciliation process in

December, 1995 represents only the beginning of an effort to resolve problems

with the U.S. Government's past trust fund management practices. This

Administration is committed to solving these longstanding problems euid has made

significant progress in strengthening trust funds operations and in taking the

steps necessary to ensure the highest level of fiduciary and investment

standards are in place in the management of these funds. Future reforms will

continue in earnest under the con5)rehens ive strategic plan required by the

American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act, provided that adequate

resources are appropriated by Congress.

Enactment of the President's 1997 Budget request would represent a

siibstantial step to ensuring that Indian trust reform efforts are implemented

in a manner that ensures the fiduciary responsibilities of the Federal

government are r-?? rinns vou
This concludes my statement. I will be happy to answer any quescio

may have

.
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TESTIMONY OF CHAIRMAN RONNIE LUPE

of the

White Mountain Apache Tribe

Chairman Hayworth and Members of the Task Force Oversight Committee:

My name is Ronnie Lupe. I am Tribal Chairman of the White Mountain Apache

Tribe I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify today at this oversight hearing about

my Tribe's personal experience with BIA mismanagement of tribal funds and resources

I am most appreciative that Representative Don Young from Alaska has created this

task force, chaired by our own Congressman, the Honorable J.D Hayworth, to investigate

Indian trust fund management by the Department of the Interior and Bureau of Indian

Affairs. I am also heartened that on the Senate side, Senator John McCain, has held

recent oversight hearings to scrutinize the government's wrongdoing. He characterized

the BIA's failure to properly manage Indian money as a "theft from Indian people."

In my personal experience, I have never seen any commitment on the part of the

Department of Interior or BIA to property manage the Indian trust fund. In fact, it took a 45

year lawsuit by my Tribe to finally get the Department of Interior to admit that it could not

account for $6.5 million in White Mountain Apache Individual Indian Moriies (MM) between

1871 and 1946. How can $6.5million vanish without a trace of documentation? My Tribe

also obtained a judgment against the United States of America, for mismanagement of my

Tribe's grazing lands, timber and other tribal trust funds. However, we believe that there

are IIM and other trust funds deposited after 1946 that still remain unaccounted for.

Although we have no allotted lands on our reservation, a great deal of money was

collected from Tribal enterprise funds, from the sale of timber and cattle grazing permits
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which was then transferred to IIM accounts so that the BIA could easily appropnate our

money -- supposedly for Tribal use, without having to go to Congress. We have never had

a verified accounting of those monies. In fact, some 24 years after we filed suit in 1 951

,

the General Accounting Office could only complete a partial accounting for the years

before 1946, but the post 1946 years are still in question.

I am aware that recently the Native American Rights Fund (NARF) has filed a class

action on behalf of 300,000 Indian people to seek redress for government mismanagement

of IIM trust funds. NARF describes it as the largest and most shameful financial scandal

ever involving the United States government. I agree. These government managed trust

funds are in total disarray and records are hopelessly broken down according to Arthur

Anderson, the accounting firm employed to review the Indian Trust Fund account. I am

sure that we are amongst the 200 tribes that have tribal trust funds deposited into the

Indian Trust Fund and that there are still IIM monies unaccounted for from our earlier

history and after 1946. I have never, as Tribal Chairman, ever received an accounting from

the Office of Indian Trusts as to how much money my Tribe or its individual members may

have in the Indian Trust Fund.

The White Mountain Apache Tribe has proved that the federal government, through

the Department of Interior and BIA, committed waste and damage of untold millions of

dollars to our reservation. The 22 million dollar judgment is a drop in the bucket of what

we need to restore our lands. We will soon be presenting for Congressional approval a

judgment distribution plan to use at least 20% of that judgment for a permanent land

restoration fund to restore our once abundant grazing lands and timber which suffered from

2
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over 100 years of BIA mismanagement, malfeasance and nonfeasance.

That lawsuit cost my Tribe over one million dollars in attorney and expert witness

fees The Department of Interior fought us every inch of the way I am not surprised that

the Native American Rights Fund claims that the Department of Interior has deliberately

destroyed records and has obstructed implementation of the Indian Trust Fund

Management Reform Act of 1994 NARF reports that the Department of Interior has

obstructed the Special Trustee for American Indians from implementing and enforcing the

Trust Fund Management Reform Act, and further, that the Trustee's mandate was

deliberately sabotaged by the Department of Intehor; DOI returned S24 million of unspent

funds in 1995 which could have been reprogrammed with the approval of Congressional

committees and applied to the work of the Special Trustee; DOI has refused to request

adequate funds for the work of the Special Trustee mandated by the 1994 Act and has

prevented the Special Trustee from preparing the strategic plan mandated by the 1994 Act

A solution to this shameful situation is for Congress to take the necessary steps to

provide the Special Trustee the tools and resources he needs to fix the system and

achieve justice for Indian people. I urge Congress to amend the Act as necessary to

insure that the Trustee is armed with the strongest jurisdiction, subpoena power and

funding to get the job done. The Court suit initiated by NARF may go on for years and

even if it is won, there are always appeals and appeals of appeals. In short, without

adequate funding and authority from Congress, the Trustee is doomed to failure.

The resolution of this breach of trust transcends a mere accounting of Indian

monies. It is a joint responsibility of Congress and the Administration and the responsibility

3
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of both political parties. Presidents and Secretanes of Interior have been aware of this

problem for years. It has become a matter of national conscience and moral turpitude

I have seen many task forces come and go, I can only hope that this one will see

the matter through and provide the Special Trustee with all the powers and funding

necessary to once and for all make the Department of Interior accountable under the 1 994

Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act. The international community in this declared

year for Aboriginal Peoples Rights is watching how the United States honors its legal and

moral obligations to its Native peoples.

I have one final point to make in respect to trust obligations of our Trustee the

United States of America. Currently, the White Mountain Apache Tribe is involved in a life

and death struggle for the preservation of its aboriginal homeland because of threats to our

aboriginal ground water and surface water on our reservation. I am told that I must spend

$500,000.00 during the next two years to document the dramatic effect that geologists and

hydrologists have already advised is taking place due to unregulated pumping of the water

from beneath our reservation by off-reservation sources. No different from MM monies,

protection of our water assets is a trust responsibility of the Department of Interior and the

United States. I need federal assistance to protect these sacred life sustaining waters from

being mined from beneath our reservation. For many years, we have had to draw upon

limited Tribal resources to finance the employment of attorneys and expert witnesses to

protect our rights. I am told there is federal money for negotiation but not for litigation, but

how can you negotiate when you do not even have the money to investigate the water

resources that you have or to investigate the many claims opposing you? Other Tribes

4
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across the country are in the same position, especially in the semi-arid southwest. I am

now faced with an environmental debacle of untold magnitude, no different than the past

destruction of our grazing and timber lands. Will I be appealing to another Task Force five

years from now when Congress finally pays attention to the theft of our water? Will my

Tribe be paid a pittance for the wrongful taking of our water? Will my land once abundant

become parched - its springs and rivers run dry before we obtain relief?

Thank you again for this opportunity to speak on this important matter.

Ronnie Ltipe, Chairman
White Mountain Apache Tribe
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August 20, 1996

Submitted by

IVAN MAKIL

Chairman and members of the Committee, I appreciate the opportunity to testify on this

important issue. My name is Ivan Makil. I am President of the Salt River Pima Maricopa

Indian Community. I am also a member of the Special Trustee's Advisory Board and a

named plaintiff in the class action law suit filed on June 1 0, 1 996, on behalf of the

300,000 IIM accountant holders against Secretary Babbitt and Assistant Secretary Deer

for breach of their obligations as trustees of Indian trust funds.

In the Fall of 1 995, I agreed to serve as a member of the Special Trustee Advisory

Board because of my high hopes that the Trust Fund Reform Act, which this Committee

spent two years working on, would finally correct the largest and longest-running

violation of trust law in the history of our country. In June of this year, I agreed to be a

plaintiff in the litigation because I was finstrated by the Secretary's effort to undermine

that Act, cover-up the extent of the Department's breach, and stifle the Special Trustee

and the Advisory Board.

Below, after documenting these serious charges, I propose some solutions to this

problem. They are radical remedies, but we are facing a very serious crisis. It is a crisis

not just for Indian people but for all Americans. If the Executive Branch of the Federal

Government is incapable of correcting violations of law by its own officials, if it takes a

Federal court to compel an agency of the United States to cease violating its legal trust

responsibility, then the United States Government will have lost its moral authority to

compel banks, labor unions, securities firms and all other entities that hold money of the

American people in trust, to comply with the law.

A. The Secretary's Failure to Support the Trust Fund Reform Act

When I agreed to serve on the Special Trustee's Advisory Committee, 1 was impressed by

Mr. Homan's credentials and experience. After working with him for the past nine

months, I am equally impressed by his commitment to correcting this problem, his

honesty and his quick grasp of the steps needed to correct this problem. On November

14, 1995, after being in office for less than two months, Mr. Homan published his outline

of the strategic plan for bringing the Interior trust systems into compliance with trust

standards. The plan is mandated by that the Reform Act and is due by September 1 996,

one year after Mr. Homan took office. Despite the fact that he had no staff and no
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funding, he brought more clarity and direction to solving the trust fund problem in two

months than the entire Interior Department had done previously in the six years that I

have been involved in this issue.

The cost of turning the outline into the detailed strategic plan required by the Reform Act

was estimated at $2 million. The Special Trustee asked the Secretary to locate $2 million

that could be reprogrammed from somewhere in the Department's $12 billion budget to

enable him to complete the plan by the deadline. Despite the fact that the plan was

mandated by statute and is the necessary first step to ending the Department's breach of

trust, the Secretary said he was unable to find any portion of the money needed. As a

result, the Special Trustee has not been able to do anything further on the strategic plan

since November and he will be at least a year late in meeting the deadline set in the

Reform Act for his plan. It is ironic that the Secretary was so concerned about meeting

his obligation to report to Congress by May 31st on the reconciliation that his staff

repeatedly contacted this Committee about the deadline. Yet, he appears to show no

concern about the much more important Strategic Plan report deadline, the report that is

necessary to end the violations of the law and end the millions of dollars in liability the

United States in accruing every month the system remains in violation of the law.

More recently, the Special Trustee asked the Secretary for $15,000 to hold a meeting of

the Advisory Board. Again his request was rejected. Except for our organizational

meeting in December, the Advisory Board has had no meetings and will have no

meetings for at least the rest of this Fiscal Year. As a result, the Indian community is

completely excluded fi-om whatever deliberations are occurring within the Department

about trust fund reform.

Yet, during this same period that he could find no money for trust fund reform, the

Secretary went on television to announce that he would find $4 million in emergency

money to fix the C&O canal and to announce that he would be including $100 million in

new money in the FY 97 budget to purchase land in the Everglades. 1 am not opposed to

these environment^ activities. But as a public official, I know that 1 must meet my legal

obligations before I chase after the programs that meet my personal and political agenda.

Not only has the Secretary failed to make coming into compliance with the law his

highest priority, he has placed it far below his personal and political agenda.

B. Muzzling the Special Trustee

In order to insure outside pressures do not force him to move trust funds higher up on his

priority list, the Secretary and his staff have sought to keep the Special Trustee from

speaking frankly to his beneficiaries or taking steps to insure the full scope of this

problem is fully understood by the account holders and the public.
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Those of us on the Advisory Board have suspected for some time that the Secretary was

muzzling the Special Trustee. Any doubt was removed last month at a meeting of tribal

officials, when Mr. Homan respronded to question after question by saying, "I have a

personal and professional opinion on that issue, but 1 have been instructed not to say

anything on that subject." Since the Sp>ecial Trustee reports only to the Secretary, only

the

Secretary has the authority to instruct him not to speak. After 150 years, we finally have

someone in the Interior Department who knows something about trust fund management

and who is committed to carrying out a trustee's duties, and he is muzzled by the

Secretary.

C. Cover-up

The third reason 1 decided to become a plaintiff in the law suit is that it became

increasingly clear that the Secretary was trying to cover-up the fiill extent of the

Government's liability to the account holders as a result of Interior's mismanagement. It

is well known that the $2.4 billion identified as unreconcilable by Arthur Andersen is just

the tip of the iceberg regarding the Federal government's liability. For example, Arthur

Andersen did not address the losses the account holders suffered because the Government

never installed an accounts receivable system and therefore caiuiot tell an account

holder if a lessee paid what was due under the lease.

Yet when we sought to raise the issue of the larger liability with Interior, through our

attorneys, we were told that the problem is too big and the Government simply does not

know how to deal with it. In other words. Interior's position is that Government has made

such a mess out of the trust fund records that it should now be let off the hook because it

will be too difficult to calculate the losses suffered by the account holders.

The proof that this was nothing but an attempt at a cover-up became clear when the

plaintiffs in the law suit approached Price-Waterhouse with the same issue. We were told

that the techniques of economic modeling make it feasible to produce valid estimates of

the liability that will hold up in court, and can be done at a cost that is only a fraction of

what Interior paid Arthur Andersen for looking at the tip of the iceberg. In other words,

it was not that the Govenunent could not figure out how to determine its liability, it

simply did not want to and made no effort to see how it could be done. In my book, this

is called a cover-up. Fortunately, it is not a successful one, because Price-Waterhouse

will be presenting the calculations Interior said could not be done in court during the

evidentiary portion of our law suit.
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In sum, the Secretary has made meeting his legal obligations a low priority, has

undermined the Special Trustee, and has uied to cover-up the full extent of the

Government's liability. However, to make clear that this is not a personal attack on

Secretary Babbitt, I want to emphasize that, with some minor changes in the facts, these

same charges could be leveled against former Secretary Lujan when he was in office,

former Secretary Ajidres when he was in office, and every other Interior Secretary

for the pail 100 years. They all knew they were in breach of trust, they all made, at best,

token efforts to correct the breach, and they all worked to bury the problem until they

could pass it on to their successor. The message is clear -- the Secretary of the Interior,

institutionally, is incapable of solving this problem.

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

1 have several proposed solutions, all of which require Congressional action. However,

while 1 believe the Secretary is incapable of leading the reform effort, I will not

recommend that the trust functions be removed from the Interior Department at this time.

To the contrary, I strongly oppose any effort to relocate the trust functions at this time. I

do so for two reasons. First, in emergency medical care, when a person has many broken

bones, they teach you to stabilize the patient before you move him. The trust fund

program is broken and it should not be moved until the new systems are put in place

(systems that will be needed wherever the trust fimctions ultimately end up). Otherwise, it

will cause enormous dislocation for the thousands of Indians who rely on their trust

money for survival. It will also likely destroy much of the evidence needed to finally

determine the scope of the losses suffered by the account holders over the years.

Secondly, moving it now would violate this Committee's commitment to self-

determination and the policy it has set forth in S. 814. That bill says that the

reorganization of the BIA will be put into the hands of the tribes, at the local, area and

national levels. That same principle needs to be applied to trust funds management. The

future of that program should not be dictated from Washington out of frustration at the

problems I discussed above. During the three years it will take to stabilize the program,

the Special Trustee, the Advisory Board, and others should be tasked with the

responsibility of initiating a dialogue with the tribal and individual account holders on the

future of that program. At the end of the three year period, the Indian community should

be asked to produce a reorganization plan for that program's future. This is no different

from what S. 814 provides for other BIA programs.
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To insure the program does get fixed during the three year period while its future is being

debated by the Indian community, I have three recommendations. They are as follows:

1

.

That for FY 97, 98 and 99, an amount equal to 1/2 of 1%

should be taken from every line item in the Interior Department

budget and transferred from that line item to a fund to correct

the trust systems. This will raise $60 million a year, which

will be enough to correct the problems, using the budget prepared

by the Special Trustee. The loss of 1/2 of 1% of its budget will

not seriously hurt any agency in the Department, while it will

take the Department out of its present status as the largest

trust violator in legal history.

2. Amend the Reform Act to convert the Office of Special

Trustee and the Advisory Board into a control board similar to

what Congress created when it concluded that the government of

the District of Columbia was incapable of reforming itself The

trust fund control board would have the authority to compel

action and to approve all trust related activities by every

Interior official. The Secretary would have no authority over

the control board. There is precedent for a part of a federal

agency to not be subject to the authority of the Secretary. For

example, the Comptroller of the Currency is not subject to the

Treasury Secretary's authority.

3. Amend the Trust Fund Reform Act to give the Special

Trustee the independent authority to file suit in Federal Court

when necessary to stop breaches of trust or to prevent violations

of the Reform Act. This will permit the Trustee lo intervene in

our law suit on the side of the account holders, or at least as

an aid to the court. Without it, he will be treated as an

employee of the defendant, where he will be kept silent by the

Justice Department attorneys, thereby denying the court the

valuable insights and expertise he has.

Conclusion

Only by removing the Secretary from a position of authority over the trust functions,

compelling the Department to produce the money to correct the violations, and giving the

Special Trustee the independent authority to go to court, will the problems I discussed

above — the low priority for trust reform, the muzzling of the Special Trustee and the

Secretary's cover-up and stonewalling -- be effectively corrected.

I am available to assist the Committee to develop these proposals into legislation. Thank

you for the opportunity to testify.
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TESTIMONY OF NAVAJO NATION PRESIDENT ALBERT HALE
CONCERNING MANAGEMENT OF INDIAN TRUST FUND ACCOUNTS

I. Problems which the Navajo Nation has had concerning the Bureau
of Indian Affairs' ("BIA") and Office of Trust Fxinds

Management ("OTFM") management of the Nation's trust fund
accounts

.

A. The BIA/OTFM has failed to follow Navajo Nation
instructions regarding investment of the 1982 and 1986 claims
settlement funds ("Judgment Funds"). The BIA/OTFM has failed to
follow Navajo Nation instructions regarding investment of trust
funds. Because the Navajo Nation was attempting to secure a

release of 1982 and 1986 claims funds, the Navajo Nation sent the

BIA correspondence in 1992 requesting that those funds be invested
in short-term securities. This request was made to ensure that

those funds would be easily liquidated at the time of withdrawal.
Contrary to the Navajo Nation's instructions, the fund were
invested in securities which have maturity dates several years into
the future. The Navajo Nation will now realize a loss when the
securities are cashed in.

B. Failure to follow Navajo Nation instructions
regarding investment of Rehabilitation Trust Funds. The Navajo
Nation also instructed the BIA/OTFM to keep the Rehabilitation
Trust Funds in short-term securities of less than one year
duration. Federal law, at 25 USC Section 640d-30, provides that
these funds "shall be available to the Navajo Tribe, with the
approval of the Secretary, solely for purposes which will
contribute to the continuing rehabilitation and improvement of the
economic, educational and social condition of families and Navajo
communities" that have been affected by the Navajo-Hopi land
dispute: The Navajo Nation's instruction to invest these funds
short-term, in order to ensure their availability pursuant to
federal law, was also ignored and those funds have been invested
long-term, to the detriment of the Navajo Nation.

C. Failure to release the 1982 and 1986 Claims Funds
and Scholarship Claims Funds. In 1991, the Navajo Nation first
requested that the Navajo Area Office of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs assist the Navajo Nation in securing the release of certain
judgment funds under BIA management for integration into the Navajo
Nation investment system. Despite providing a variety of documents
and answering many questions raised by the Bureau, the funds were
never released.

As outlined within the Navajo Nation's proposed plan, the
Navajo Nation implemented an investment program in 1990 which has
been extremely successful. Today, the Nation manages 18 different
funds containing approximately $700 million in assets. According
to the BIA' s March 31, 1995 accounting records, approximately $59.1
million in 1982 and 1986 Claims Funds and Scholarship Funds are in
the BIA' s custody.
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By resolution CJA-11-96, the Navajo Nation Council
approved a "Request for Voluntary Withdrawal From the Trust Fund
Program" pursuant to the American Indian Trust Fund Management
Reform Act of 1994 . The Request asks for release of Chapter Claims
funds and Scholarship Claims funds received in settlement of
Dockets 69 and 299, 256-69 and 377-70 and 588-83L. The resolution
and request were transmitted to the Office of Trust Funds
Management within the Department of Interior.

By letter dated April 12, 1996, the Office of Trust Funds
Management requested that the Navajo Nation provide additional
documentation to complete the "application" for voluntary
withdrawal. The request for additional documentation raises issues
concerning imagined discrepancies between the Congressional Plan
and the Navajo Nation Plan. The Navajo Nation has previously
addressed these concerns in detail with the Bureau. In 1991,
former Attorney General Donna Christensen explained the perceived
inconsistencies between thfe Congressional Plan and the Navajo
Nation Plan to the Area Director. In a letter to the Office of
Trust Funds Management dated June 24, 1996, I again addressed the
concerns expressed by that Office, which are essentially a
restatement of the concerns previously addressed. Please note that
the concerns raised are not substantive; they do not affect the
issue of whether the Navajo Nation is capable of managing the
claims settlement funds. Instead, the concerns raised illustrate
the worst bureaucratic tendencies of the federal government and a
lack of acknowledgement of Navajo law.

In addition, the OTFM has requested documentation which
is not required by the 1994 Act and which is not even relevant to
the determinations which the Secretary must make pursuant to the
1994 Act in assessing a tribe's proposed plan. For example, the
requirement that the Navajo Nation submit a Navajo Nation Council
resolution acknowledging that the funds, once released to the
Nation, will no longer be in trust status, is not found in the
American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act or any valid
regulations promulgated by the Secretary. Because the Act itself
provides that the funds will be removed from trust status once
released, there is no need for the Nation to expressly acknowledge
a portion of the law's contents. 25 U.S.C. §4022 (c) . The Act also
provides that a tribe's submission of a plan for voluntary
withdrawal and the Secretary's acceptance of a plan for voluntary
withdrawal does not constitute acceptance of the fund account
balance as accurate, nor as a waiver of the tribe's right to seek
compensation. 25 U.S.C. §4027.

The Navajo Nation has demonstrated that the request for
voluntary withdrawal which was previously submitted to the Office
of Trust Funds Management is adequate for the Secretary to make the
determination that the conditions set forth within 25 U.S.C.
§4022 (b) have been satisfied in that:
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1. the Nation's plan for voluntary withdrawal has been
approved by the tribe's governing body by

resolution; and

2. the Nation's plan is reasonable considering relevant
factors such as the capability and experience of

the individuals or institutions that will be
managing the trust funds and that there is adequate
protection against substantial loss of principal.

Despite the fact that the proposed plan meets the

requirements of the 1994 Act, both on its face and substantively,

the funds have still not been released to the Navajo Nation. It is

obviously in the best interests of the United States to release
these funds immediately, not only because the Navajo Nation has met

the requirements of the 1994 Act, but also for the purpose of

limiting its liability to the Navajo Nation for mismanagement of

these funds.

The purpose of the 1994 Act was to allow tribes an
opportunity to manage tribal funds currently held in trust by the
United States, consistent with the trust responsibility of the
United States, in a manner which would:

1. give Indian tribal governments greater control over
the management of such trust funds; or

2. otherwise demonstrate how the principles of self-
determination can work with respect to the
management of such trust funds, in a manner
consistent with the trust responsibility of the
United States.

The Navajo Nation's experience, thus far, has
demonstrated that the United States is willing to deny the
opportunity which Congress has created in order to continue to
serve a bureaucracy which undermines self-determination and which
has actually done financial damage to the Navajo Nation. From the
Navajo Nation's perspective, this mindset must immediately change.
The Navajo Nation has complied with the statute. We are entitled
to receive our money and to take responsibility for its management,
so that we can put it to work for the Navajo People.

II. Problems with the OTFM Reconciliation Project

A. The Navajo Nation has been provided with voluminous
documents concerning an attempted reconciliation of tribal trust
funds administered by the BIA for the period July 1, 1972 through
September 30, 1992. Based upon an initial examination of a portion
of the documents, it is apparent that further consultation will be
necessary between the Navajo Nation and the United States' contract
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auditor, Arthur Andersen. The Navajo Nation has been advised that
further consultation will be at the Navajo Nation's expense.
Because we are dealing with activities which clearly fall within
the scope of the federal government's trust responsibilities, there
should be funds made available for all affected tribes to conduct
further meetings with the contract auditors in order to ensure a
meaningful examination of the source documents and working papers.

B. Based upon the Investment Benchmarks calculated by
the Arthur Andersen firm, the BIA's actual investment returns for
Navajo Nation funds underperformed the benchmark by approximately
$3.1 million. This underperformance supports the Navajo Nation's
position that the investment management style of the BIA and OTFM
is costing the Navajo Nation millions of dollars annually. This
point is underscored within the Navajo Nation's application for
withdrawal of certain judgment funds, in which the Nation
illustrates how simple changes in the types of securities the funds
were invested in would have reaped several millions more in
investment income to the Navajo Nation.

III. The Navajo Nation intends to hold the United States liable for
all losses which it has suffered as a result of the BIA's and
OFTM's inadequate management o£ Navajo Nation funds.

Since implementing the Navajo Nation's investment program
in 1990, the Navajo Nation government has been deeply concerned
about how the United States manages Navajo Nation funds. Our
internal investment program has strict guidelines which must be
followed, benchmarks which must be met and internal controls to
ensure that no loss of fund principal occurs . We expect no less
from the federal government. We have learned, from aggressively
managing Navajo Nation funds since 1990, that wise investments are
the key to our financial future.

Our government would not be able to function in the next
century without relying on the investment strategies that we began
pursuing some time ago. While the expertise which the Navajo
Nation has developed has allowed our government to have a much
better grasp on our future needs, this expertise has also shown us
that the systems used by the United States in managing tribal trust
funds are sadly lacking. Our concern is not limited to the Navajo
Nation; other tribes which may not have the asset base of the
Navajo Nation may not be truly aware of the losses which they have
suffered. Our concern also extends to the federal government
itself--as one of our investment advisors said recently, "If the
federal government cannot tell us exactly what has been done with
respect to the management of tribal trust funds, where a special
fiduciary duty exists, can you imagine the state of other funds
managed by the federal government, for example, medicare, social
security, etc.?" This is a problem which concerns all Americans
and which certainly deserves Congress' utmost attention.
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dJHr.'fe'. THE
NAVAJO

¥ NATION

June 24, 1996

Donna Erwin, Acting Director
Office of Trust P\inds Management
505 Marquette, N.W., Suite 1000
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102

RE: Request for Further DocuBantation Concerning
Havmjo Hation Request for Voluntary Wlthxlrawal

Dear Ms. Ervln:

By Resolution CJA-11-96, the Navajo Nation Council, by a
vote of 58 in favor, opposed, abstaining, requested to
voluntarily withdraw the Nation's funds from the Trust Fund
Program. This resolution was approved .°n order for the Navajo
Nation to obtain release of the 1982 and 1986 Claims Settlement
Funds pursuant to the American Indiim Trust Fund Management Reform
Act of 1994, 25 U.S.C. S4001, et seq. As you know, the Navajo
Nation has sought to take over responsibility for the investment
and management of these funds from the Bureau of Indian Affairs .

since 1991.

In response to the Navajo Nation's Request for Voliintary
Withdrawal, the Office of Trust Funds Management, by letter dated
April 12, 1996, advised the Navajo Nation that additional
documentation would be required to complete the application for
voluntary withdrawal with respect to the 1986 Claims Funds, to wit:

1. a Navajo Nation Council resolution acknowledging
that the funds, once withdrawn pursuamt to federal
law, will no longer be held in trust status by the
United States and acknowledging that the United
States will have no further liability or
responsibility for the funds once withdrawn; and

2. clarification as to how the Division of Comnunity
Development will administer the funds, as set forth
in the Use and Distribution Plan approved by the
Secretary of the Interior or documents indicating
that the Use Plan has been amended to clarify this
issue; and
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Donna Erwin, Acting Director
Office of Trust Fiinds Manageaejit
RE: Request £or Further Documentation Concerning

Navajo Nation Request for Voluntary Nitlidrawal
Jime 24, 1996
Page 2

3. a legal opinion stating that:

a. resolution CJA-11-96 was enacted pursucuit to
the procedures established by the tribe's
organic docunents or oral tradition;

b. the tribal governing body has the legal
authority to withdraw funds from trust status;
withdrawal does not require a referendum vote
or other procedure beyond a tribal council
resolution; and

c. the tribe's plan for the management of the
withdrawn funds meets the requirements of the
approved use and distribution plan.

The Navajo Nation Investment Committee met with you and
your staff on June 19, 1996. At that meeting, the Committee
advised you that the Navajo Nation has complied with the
requirements of the American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform
Act of 1994 ("Act"). You indicated that the Office of Trust F\inds
Management would not release the fiinds unless the Nation complied
with a proposed, but as yet unpromulgated, regulation requiring the
submission of a Navajo Nation Council resolution acknowledging that
withdrawn funds are no longer held in trust status. Please be
advised as follows:

1. The Act does not require that the Navajo Nation
Council enact a resolution providing such an ac)cnowledgment. The
Navajo Nation Council, by Resolution CJA-11-96, has complied with
25 U.S.C. S4022 (b) (1), which singly requires a resolution from the
tribal governing body approving the tribe's plan to withdraw some
or all funds held in trust for such tribe. The insistence that the
Navajo Nation Cotmcil enact a resolution "expressly acknowledging
that the funds, once withdrawn in accord<mce with P.L. 103-412,
will no longer be held in trust status by the United States, and
that we [United States] have no further liability or responsibility
for the funds' is uncalled for in that:

a. the Act itself, at 25 p.S.C. §4022 (c) already
provides for dissolution of trust
responsibility once funds are withdrawn
purs\iant to the Act and expressly provides, at
25 U.S.C. S4027, that by submitting or
approving a plan luider the Act, "neither the
tribe nor the Secretary shall be deemed to
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Donna Erwin, Acting Director
Office of Trust Ftrnds Management
RS: Request for FUrtlier Documentation Concerning

Navajo Nation Request for Voltmtmry Withxlrawal
June 24, 1996
Page 3

have accepted the accovmt balance as accurate
or to have waived any rights regarding such
balance and to seek compensation'

;

b. the Navajo Nation estimates that had the
Bureau of Indian Affairs as instructed by the
Navajo Nation invested and managed the 1986
Claims Settlement Funds in a manner consistent
with Navajo Nation investment policies, the
Nation would have experienced additional
earnings for the period 1991 through 1995 as
set forth in the documentation transmitted to
you within the Nation's request for
withdrawal;

c. the Office of Trust Funds Management has
acknowledged that it failed to follow the
Navajo Nation's Investment Policy Regarding
Navajo Nation Funds Held by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, transmitted by letter dated
October 23, 1992, resulting in losses to the
Nation.

Given these facts, I find your demand for a Navajo Nation
Council resolution demeaning and highly disrespectful to the
Nation. You then additionally requested that the Nation's Attorney
General issue em opinion declaring the validity of Navajo Nation
Council resolution CJA-11-96. The Navajo Nation declines to
produce any additional Navajo Nation Council resolutions because
such resolutions are not required by the Act and for fear that your
Office will simply continue to obstruct the Nation's efforts to
obtain custody of its own funds for management within the Nation's
investment system, which has been proven far superior to yours.
The Nation does not wish to participate in this vicious cycle of
your requiring the enactment of resolutions and then demanding that
the Attorney General opine as to the validity of those resolutions.

2. With respect to your question of whether the Navajo
Nation's plan for mcuiagement of the withdrawn funds meets the
requirements of the approved use and distribution pl2ui, please note
the following:

a. in preparing the use and distribution plan
("Congressional Plan"), the Secretary was
obligated to receive and consider amy
resolution or communication, together with any
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Donna Enrin, Acting Director
Office of Trust Funds Management
RK: Request for Further DocuMentation Concerning

Navajo Nation Request for Voluntary Withdrawal
June 24, 1996
Page 4

suggested use and distribution plan, which any
affected Indian tribe may wish to submit to
him. 25 U.S.C. S1403 (a) (1) . The Navajo
Nation approved such a use plan ("Navajo
Nation Plan") on December 12, 1986, by
resolution CD-67-86. This plan provided that
the Chapter Government Nation Building progreun
would have "administrative responsibility for
distribution of the ninety-five percent (95%)
share of f^ind income to certified Chapters."
CD-67-86, Exhibit "A," Section 5(c). This
provision accurately describes the method used
by the Navajo Nation for distribution of fund
income to Chapters . This provision does not
concern administration of the investment fund,
which is the responsibility of the Navajo
Nation Investment Committee, Budget and
Finance Committee (uid Division of Finance.

b. The sentence within the second paragraph of
the Congressional Plan, which states that "the
investment pleui shall be made for the Trust
Fund for Chapter Government Nation Building in
accordance with accepted tribal procedures for
the investment and administration of trust
funds" acctirately describes the current
system. The phrase "accepted tribal
procedures" includes the investment and
management of the funds by the Investment
Coimni ttee. Budget and Finance Committee euid
Division of Finance amd the distribution of
the 95% of fund income to the Chapters by the
Chapter Government Nation Building program.
The "accepted tribal procedures" in place at
the time of publication of the Congressional
Plan in the Federal Register on August 2,
1988, included the Navajo Nation Code
provisions concerning the Trust Fund for
Chapter Government Nation Building adopted
pursuant to CD-67-86 and codified at 12 N.N.C.
S1151, et sea .

3. The Navajo Nation, by memorandum dated November 18,
1991, from former Attorney General Donna Christensen to former
Navajo Area Director Walter Mills adequately clarified how the
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Division of Community Development will administer the fxinds . Your
staff has a copy of this memorandum.

4. The Office of Trust Fund Management's continued
insistence on either amendment of the Navajo Nation Plem or cheuiges
to our system to accomodate your Office's preoccupation with a
phrase in the Congressional Plan which the Nation has always
interpreted in a miumer consistent with the intent of the judgment
funds a prerequisite to the release of 1986 Claims Settlement Funds
is inappropriate and contrary to the provisions of 25 U.S.C. §1401,
et seq . (distribution of judgment funds), 25 U.S.C. S4001, et seq .

(American Indian trust fund management reform, and President
Clinton's memorandum of April 29, 1994 to the Beads of Executive
Departments and Agencies concerning Government to Government
Relations with Native American Tribal Governments. The Navajo
Nation has never construed the term "administer' to include the
authority to manage investments.

5. The authorities of the Navajo Nation Council are set
forth within the Navajo Nation Code. I am taken eO^ack by the
request fo<L' a legal opinion of the Navajo Nation Attorney General
in that the provision of such an opinion is not a requirement of
the Act, is not a requirement of Navajo law, and appears to be
indicative of either the Office's ignorance of the provisions of
the Navajo Nation Code concerning the authorities of the Navajo
Nation Council, or singly your Office's refusal to aclcnowledge the
existence of these laws.

6. Lastly, I note that the Secretary is obligated to
approve the plan within ninety days if he determines the plsm to be
"reasonable." The request for withdrawal which the Navajo Nation
has submitted to the Office of Trust Funds Management pursuant to
CJA-11-96 includes documentation of the loss in fund income of
several million dollars which the Navajo Nation has experienced as
a result of the Bureau of Indicui Affairs' management of the 1982
and 1986 Claims Settlement Funds. This information alone supports
a conclusion that the provisions of 25 TT.S.C. S4022 (b) (2) (B)
(protection against substantial loss of principal an appropriate
factor in determining reasonableness of tribal plaui) requires an
immediate release of the funds before further losses are incurred.
Your Office has no valid reason to delay the release any longer.

Given the Interior Department's familiarity with the
Navajo Nation's investment system and the documents transmitted
within the Navajo Nation's request for voluntary withdrawal sent to
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the Secretary on March 7, 1996, there is no question that the
Navajo Nation plan is reasonable and that the ftinds must be
released without further delay.

If there are any further questions or concerns regarding
this matter, please contact Herb Yazzie of the Office of the
Attorney General at (520) 871-6345.

Sincerely yours,

lJQ ^ATION

Albert Hale, President

Bruce Babbitt, Secretary
Department of the Interior

Paul Homan, Special Trustee for American Indians
Office of the Special Trustee

Bobby J. White, Chairman
Navajo Nation Investment Committee

Herb Yazzie, Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
Navajo Nation Department of Justice
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NAVAJO
NATION

30X 9000 • WINDOW ROCK. ARIZONA 86515 • (602) 871-6000

March?, 1996

The Honorable Secretary Bruce Babbitt

US Department of the Interior

1849C Street, NW.
Washington, DC 20240

R£: Withdrawal of Navajo Nation Judgement Funds Pursuant to the "American Indian

Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994" (P.L. 103-412)

Honorable Secretary Babbitt:

Pursuant to PubUc Law 103-412 dted as the "American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act

ofl994", the Navajo Nation GDundl (The Navajo Nation's Governing Body) has approved enclosed

resolution CJA-1 1-96 entitled Approving the "Request for Voluntary Withdrawal from the Trust

Fund Program" whidi inchides the statement of Objectives and Investment Policy Guidelines for the

Chapter Claims Funds and the Scholarship Claims Fund (Judgement Funds) for the Purpose of

implementing the withdrawal ofJudgement Funds from the Bureau of Indian Affairs Pursuant to the

American Indian Trust Fund Managemem Reform Act of 1994 .

It is the understanding of this ofiBce that the aforementioned Act authorizes the Secretary of Interior

to approve the enclosed plan for the withdrawal of Navajo Nation Judgement Funds held by the

Secretary and the Secretary shall approve the enclosed plan within ninety (90) days of receipt.

The Navajo Nation therefore respectfiilly requests your approval of the enclosed plan involving

withdrawal ofNavajo Nation Judgement Funds held by ^e Secretary.

Pull Hman. Specal Traan far Amcricn iiakn
Office cfSpadalTraUK,Dc{Hraiias of ttK lalaior

I>OBnftE/WBi. AcuogDveder
nflirr nfTma Tuuk HMWgiiiiiiil
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cn-ii-96

KBSOLDTIOH OF TRB
KX7KJ0 HXTIOH COOVCIL

ABprovina th« "Kacwt for VoluBtmry withdrawal Trom the
Tmat mud Proor—" Which iBclndas Tha Stat—nt of Obi activ
and invsfMit Policy Onid»lip»f for tha Chaptar <;?j«^»« rund

and tha Seholar«htp ?!«< '^"^ (JndoMaiit Funda) for tha
Purpoaa ?f T»pi«mantiiiQ tha Withdrawal of Jnda»ant Fnnda froa
tha Bpraan of iBdian ai^faira. Purpnyii^ t" tba »«arieaa Indian

Tmat yni»a ii«««?a«ant Rafona Act of 1994

1. Pursuant to 2 N.T.C. $102 (a), the Navajo Nation
Council is the governing body of the Navajo Nation; and

2. Pursuant to 2 N.T.C. $372 (1), the Budget and
Finance Committee of the Navajo Nation Council has among its stated
purposes to coordinate, oversee and regulate the fiscal, financial,
investment, contracting and audit policies of the Navajo Nation;
and

3. Pursuant to 2 N.T.C. $372 (3), the Budget and
Finemce Committee of the Navajo Nation Coiucil is authorized to
recommend to the Navajo Nation Council the adoption of legislation
designed to strengthen the fiscal and finimcial position of the
Navajo Nation and to promote the efficient use of the fiscal and
financial resources of the Navajo Nation; and

4. Pursuant to the American Indian Trust Fund
Management Reform Act of 1994 Section 202 (a) "IN GENERAL. An
Indian tribe may, in accordance with this section, submit a plan to
withdraw some or all funds held in trust for such tribe by the
United States and managed by the Secretary through the Bureau"; and

5. The Navajo Nation's Investment Advisor has assisted
in the development of the attached plan titled "Request for
Voluntary withdrawal from the Trust Fund Program" attached hereto
as Exhibit "B" which includes the Statement of Objectives and
Investment Policy Guidelines for the Chapter Claims Fund and the
Scholarship Claims Fund (Judgment Funds) ; and

6. By Resolution BFJA-12-96, the Navajo Nation
Investment Committee and the Budget and Finance Committee have
reviewed and recommended approval by the Navajo Nation Council the
"Request for Voluntary Withdrawal From the Trust Fund Program"
attached hereto as Exhibits "1" and "A" respectively,, and includes
the Statement of Objectives and Investment Policy Guidelines for
the Chapter Claims Fund and the Scholarship Claims Fund (Judgment
Funds)

.
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CJA-3.1-9C

iron TSWMXTOaX BB it BBSOLVBD TEXT;

The Navajo Nation Council hereby approves the "Request
for Voluntary Withdrawal From the Trust Fund Program" which
includes the Statenent of Objectives and Investment Policy
Guidelines for the Chapter Claims Pxind and the Scholarship Claims
Fund (Judgment Funds) attached hereto as Exhibit "B" for submittal
to the Secretary of Interior in order to carry out the
implementation of withdrawing funds from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs for management by the Navajo Nation, pursuant to the
American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994.

CBBTiriCATIOB

I hereby certify that the foregoing resolution was duly
considered by the Navajo Nation Council at a duly called meeting at
Window Rock, Navajo Nation (Arizona) , at which a guorxim was present
and that same was passed by a vote of 58 in favor, opposed and
abstained, this 19th day of Januairy 1996.

KeT^
Kelsey A. ISaye , Speaker

Navajo Nation Council

l̂ate Signed

Motion: Young Jeff Tom
Second: Larry Noble

ACTION BT THE EZECDTIVE BRXHCH:

Section 1005
hereby sign into lawthe
resolution on this <^y 1^

sert Hale, President
Navajo Nation

Pursuant to 2 N.T.C. Section 1005
(c) (10) , I hereby veto the fore-
going legislation this day of

^1996 for the reason (s)
expressed In the attached J.etter
to the Speaker:

Albert Hale, President
Navajo Nation
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RESOLDTION or TBZ
BUDGET AND FINANCE WIMKITTIIE
OF THE NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL

11*^ tff tl>« —^-ta Ba^aa ewmatl. tengerml of th« »lMt
Titled »»»——t fof Tglimf^ wi^tKH^ial trtm tJM Trnt rmd

»oligr an±Aml.±»mu fn* tilt flllgt*^ 'Hi'— *™<' »* fc*** °hol«r«hia
Cllllt TTHlfl fJWflgftlrt nmflt* '"^ "»* rtanamm of t^^—ntiaa th«

Pg'TT—* tff tfct ir*^*-!! Tnfli** ''^"^ y™* If««—wt «ofor» Xrt of

1221

1. Pursnant to 2 N.T.C. $372(1), th* Budgat and Finance
Committoa of the Navajo Nation Council has aaong its stated
purposes to coordinate, oversee and regulate the fiscal, financial,
investaent, contracting and audit policies of the Navajo Nation;
and

2. Pursuant to 2 N.T.C. $372(3), the Budget and Finance
Coxmittee of the Navajo Nation Council is authorized to racoaaend
to the Navajo Nation Council the adoption of legislation designed
to strengthen the fiscal and financial position of the Navajo
Nation and to proaote the efficient use of the fiscal and financial
resources of the Navajo Nation; and

3. Pursuant to the Aaerican Indian Trust Fund Manageaent
refora Act of 1994 Section 202 (a) "IN-GENERAL. -An Indian trihe
may, in accordance vith this section, sutaait a plan to withdraw
some or all funds held in trust for such tribe by the Unites States
and managed by the Secretary throiigh the Bureau"; and

4. The Navajo Nation's Investaent Advisor has assisted
in the development of the attached Plan Titled "Request for
Voluntary Withdrawal From the Trust Fund Program" atta^ed hereto
as Exhibit "B" ifhich includes the Statement of Objectives and
Investment Policy Guidelines for the Chapter Claias Fund and the
Scholarship Claias Fund (Judgeaent Funds) ; and

5. Pursuant to Resolution NNICS-01-95, attached hereto
as Exhibit "1", the Navajo Nation Investaent Committee has reviewed
and recomaends approval by the Budget and Finance Cooaittee and the
Navajo Nation Council the "Request for Voluntary Hithdra%ral From
The Trust Fund Prograa" trtiich includes the Stateaent of Objectives
and Investaent Policy Ciiidelines for the Chapter Claias Fund and
the Scholarship Claims Fund (Judgeaent Funds)

.
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vow TmxrcntB u XT ibkilvd naxt

Hi* Bud9«t and TiJaaaom Caaaitta* b«r«by rTo—nd» to tha
Navajo Nation Ccmnell approval of tba Plan Baquaat for Voltmtary
Withdrawal Froa tlia Trust Pond Pregraa" wbidi ineludaa tha
Stataaant of Objaetivaa and Invaataaat Policy Caidalinaa for tha
Chaptar ^">«'— Pond and tha arholarahip Claiaa Pond (Judgaaant
punda) attaehad barato as Zachibit "B" for snhaittal to tha
Sacratary of Intarior in ordar to carry out tha ij^losantation of
withdrawing fnnds froa tha Boraao of Indian Affairs for saziagaaant
by tha Navajo Nation pursuant to tha Aaarican Indian Trust Fund
Hanagaaant Safors Act of 1994.

I haraby cartify that tha foragoing rosolution was duly
conaidarad toy tha Budgat and Pinanoa Coanittaa of tha Navajo Nation
Council at a duly callad aaating at Window Rode, Navajo Nation
(Arizona) , at which a quorus was prasaat and that saaa was paasad
by a vota of 7 in favor, oppqyad and abs^ainad, this 19th day
of Jamtary, 1996.

Motion; John Parry, Jr.
Second: Emast Bubball

^Viea Cbairporsc
Budgat and Pinanea Coodtt*
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REQUESTFOR VOLUNTARY WITHDRAWAL

FROM THE TRUSTFUNDPROGRAM

ttYTRFNAVjLIO NATION

(Punuant to The American InSamTnutFund
ManagementReform Act 4tfl994)

TkeNav^ Nation

ArtiwHJBli ifioii BiiQdiii{#l

WiiMkmRock,AZ 86515

January 1996
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Section I

Scctkml

A. hltroduclion - SmrnilY RevitiW ofThe Aini-ri«n Iiw4i«n Tttm RmH MMMpeiiient Refnrm

Act pf 1994

Th>-AtTi«ir»nfiwK«iiTW«tPm»IM«n«pmnitRefamAanf 19QAmif,Af*^^^

U^. Congress on October 25. 1994. TbepdnniypaipoaeafTheActwas:

*^ iBow tribesn opponnniQr to romge flnbul finids cnnendy hdd in tnist by the

SecRtvy of the liiiw km thrnngh the Bmcip ofIndiin AfiEurs.**

IThgArt: ToU U: Sec. 201]

In general. The Act states that the Secretny has 90 days to le^Mod to a plan for the withdrawal

of tribal assets. In paitimlar. The Act oodiaes several criteria and pBooednres tinder which the

Secretary of the Inleriar (Secretary) wiDieieaae the assets. Spedfically.

"such plan shall meet the fioDowBg oonfitiaos:

1

)

Socfa plan has been approved by the appropnaie Inrtian tribe and is

aixumpamed by a rrsnlutiop from the ttdnl governing body appiuvnig the plan.

2) The Seoeasy Aaj iiiinA socfa plan to be reasonable after coosidering all

appiupiiatB fariCTi, nwimiiwg^^»it mt hmttpd to) thefallowing:

A) Thft rafhiKty tut njmnfster. <rf tlif iiMtiviAi»lc ew iii«tit«ti««c tkmt nnTI h>

nanaging the trust fidt.

B) The ptmetuon ^nci substantial loss of pmcipaL**

m^Art: rale II: Sec. 202(b>J

and

"In appiDvmg socfa plans, the Secretary shall ensure —

1) diat die purpose and nse of diejodgmcatfaids identified in the previously

appiDved judgment fond plan will cootimK to be ftdlowed by the Indian tribe in the

managenoent of thejudgment finds; _**

me Act: Tide U; Sec. 203(0}
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Pumiant lo TIm Ad, The Narnjo Nation (TNN) hereby submiti this doaiment cntitied

RmubB for VcHtinfrr Wltlidr»wt from the Trmt Finid Proffm by The N»T»io Nation to

the SeoTtarj of the Interior for the Secraurj't review and appnrraL This docninent

mimtnu the Han ofWithdrawal ofTNN*i aaMts compriMt The 1982 and 1986 Chapter
CtainH Pond (U^ Court of ClainiB Docket NoL 69 and 299, 256-69 and 377.70, 5»«3L,
and 353) and The 1982 Scholarihip daima Fnnd (U^ Court ofOaimi Docket 229) held

by the SecrcUrj throuch the Bnrean of Indian Affuri (BIA).

Throughout diis docnmem. The Nav^o Nation wiO atiEnifn to address each individual ciitEm and

conoem that the Secretary may have «rf"*"£ the release ofTNN's assets. TNN feels the

twirririsl long tom interest ofTNN memben will be beuu seived tfaroogb dtrcct managenEnt

and oversight of these Amds rather than rontinning to receive dwse services from the BIA.

Also, this docnmem will review the Iiaiigwoit governing TNN's investment progiam and

highlight the roles of ti>e varioos paitiripanis. Afacief diacossiooof tfaecisicmsiao»of the 1982

A 1986 Cbapicr Claims Fond and 1982 Sdiolanfaip Oaina Fiaid as waiyaied to TNN's other

investment fonds will be piuuiml wtncfa wiD be followed by TNN's piopand plan for the BIA>
heldassets. The conclusion wiD auiiansiiie TNN's reasons for preparim this docament snd

illostiate why the Secretary should find dus a most oonqieUing case to rekaae the assets held by

the BIA to The Nav^ Natioa
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Sedknil

fi. Badcponnd

The Navajo Nation fTMmtMtK a veiy stmcturcd and oisanized process in implementing its

investment program.

Th» Nw«n THatfcM Iniractmwit MMiByeiimnf PTnw OiTt

•OmfmiitttTkiHmntoHmiia,

I
TtrnHn^t

Eucvttv6 Dinrtt* ftoBont Li^rfiAw BooGk- CoMfl Ipirin JiAod Bood) - Oittf }uabc«

IndipaBdBit Afdiuv

(BilRMUyHInd

TW W«w»o UrtiMrf ilia
^itonHUjr Hsbb)

(BamajrOnd)

M m^or invesmnitpdicies leqoizB ^proval fay TNN's Investment OommittBe and the Budga

& Finance Gnnmittee of the NwigoNttianGoancQ. SomeofftechaBftrriilicsandibnctionsof

each paitictpant in TlIN's invtflmettpR^gram are higMi^ited below iod deacdbed in mote detail

in The Statement of Invtstment Policies and OoideKna (Resofaitiori BPO-61-90) in Sectioo n of

tlos document
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Execntive Branch of The Niv^fo Ninon

The Execmive Bnncfa nointiini an infuiiigd and active role dsroagboat the investment

decision-making procos. The President's ofifioe is oten die last to qiprove and sign

proposed resolutions.

I i.ptlitivi- RramA nf The Nav^fo Nilion

The Navajo Nation Coondl, which comprises the Legislative Bimch ofThe Navajo Nation,

ddegaies investment policy approval to the Budget &. Finance Convnittee. The Coandl

meets once a qnaiter.

Riiripa A FnttncK OnTurrin^

The Budget& Finance Oonmatae meets nnnthly. As it lelilBS to invennent issues, they

have the responsibility and autfaofity (as stated in Resofanion BPO-61-90. see Section II) to

approve mvestment pnKfars for die viumu finds conprismg TNN's investment progiint, and

also, lo approve the cxtanaDyhiied investment mmagercoancts. Tbey wiD penodicilly

nfr^v^ BfiH i^ui^ui mwjwl mm! i jmiml fiMiwigl y^pnimMy fpprt« The BAF ConUUItlee luS

die aotfaoiity to hire and fire the exSEnal auditor. However, for the most part, the B&F
CcfmntiDe has df.lr.gitnd the nnplenwuation and adnmiistntive ovosight of Ibe mvestment

(1f*aih to the InvesoiKnt ConnuBe and the Division of Rnanoe.

lnv»'«tmi»t fitmffinmx

At a mmimum, the Investment ComnnUBe meets once a quarter. Hie Investment Conuiuttee

is charged by the Budget A. Hnance Ci aiauiliix. with developing and recommending
investment policies for approval, reviewing and leuMiuiieuding all externally faired investment

searvice providers Ci-c^ investment mnagcn, consultants and custodians), and receiving and

reviewing all investment paformnne reports from the semoe provider In turn, this

ComnuOBe reports to the Budget A Rnanoe Committee upuu nmK.u.

rrmtmller anri Fmiia.l Services Staff

The Controller chairs the Investment Conaninee and reports to the Budget &. Rnance
Committee as weD as TNN's Council The Controller oversees the Division of Finance and is

appointed by TNN's CoundL

The Division of Finance staff records and reconciles all invesmmt transactions onto TNN's
financial systems on a daily basis. In addibon, the Division of Rnanoe will manage operating

funds with the assistance of an external professional cash manager as wcU as monitor

investment perfoimance and fees against contractual lequiiements. The Accounting Manager
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within ifae IMvision of Fmanoe wmts with the Conooller in reponing to the Investment

CoronriUBc on i qtaneriy bam md to the Budget &. Rnanoe Conu iiitiee and INN'S Coondl
npanreqnest These RponsdocnniBnt the mtos of ill the fimndal assets belonging toTNN

InKtAUiMJit Adviaor

The investinett Advisor is an cxiEnaDy failed investment consobiiit tfast prcnrkles an objective

and ongoing psfonnanoe evalnaiioo of TTlN's mvesunest managen, """pIHtkt nionitonng

of the in»fcUUKJtt inanagectidative ID esiahiisfaedgnideliiies and objectives, aiid consulting

advice on varionsinvesanemissoes. Additionally, the Advisor will mdenake asset allocation

studies for TNN's vBions fiinds and assist Ifae InvesDnent Canmitlee with condoctiiig

uivesunent managrr searclies or luastex trastee/wmnrfial wjutJies. At a imnimum. tfae

Advisor meets wiifa tiie luvf.uiiiriit Conanatee on a ({iianexly baas.

Investment Mmnafait-j

ExtcmaUy faired invcsmieat maiBgen invest Ifae funds on behalf ofTNN punoant to TNN's
policiesmd gnirtrJiiirs ntiMidind for the ovenll investmeat piugtam as well as each

manager's mihHdied luvuiuieot poKrirs, gmrirlines ai¥i objectives. They lepoit to the

Invmment ConnnQBe in wiiiii^ oo a qnanedy basts and in pnuMi on a semi-anniial basis.

rn«tnrfi«ii/TniM«;

The niMndwuAiiuiee is faned^xtcmaUy and is nsoaUy tfae oust division of a major money*

centerbanL TheirpdmByfunctionistohokiincastody aU tfae aecuntiestfaat each of the

mvrjui iKut manageg manage in tfaeg ptatfubos. The cusiiwlian issues a monthly icpm
dftriling the seuiiiliet liansactions processed dating Ihat itMnlfa as well as a listing of tfae

maiket values for eacfa secinqr tfaat is in the portfolio at the end of each moolfa.

The audittr provides an r I aiiii iMiioB and a vrrifiration of aP the assets in TNN's iuvesuiKiit

program.

Hirinp ProogK mil Review nf EitttMl Service Pmvident

As it relates to the extemal service providers, a thorough and careful screening is ccmducted and

reviewed for ai^iroval by all ofTNN'sinvestmeats-govenung bodies given above. Some of the

rrrtiTia rtit all »T«prn«l piTiffK»inn«l nrpwranoMt iwiia fwwx inrh»/ti»- «ipntfir««it »Tp^riwin» in

each of tlwir industnes and with similar institiitional diem funds; quaUSed and respected

professionals woridng for TNN's account; and finally, a track record for that organization that
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would indicate tigiii5cau added value to TNN's investment piugiam in the fmnre. All

professional investment orpnizatiaas rendenn^ advice or managing assets must file a Fami ADV
with the U^. SecmitiesA ""•*>—^gf Cbnmissiaa in aoconlanoe with the Investment Advisors

Act of 1940. AshondesciqitioaafTNN'sexienalprofiBssiooalinvestinemcxganizatioasis

provided in Appendix 1.

Prom the above diacossioa. it is dear to see that investment issoes or ideas that need to be

addressed are nsnally UMiaitJud. reviewed and recommended by TNhTs Investmeat Advisor, and

if necessary, by aiita enenul investmeat sppriahsti If the notscr is of sigiiifioance. the

Investment Cunnuttee will icview and approve the proposaL Then the process coDtiniies with a

recommendation from the spoasning dtvision's duectui accompanied by the proposal's

information and a "Signatne Approval Sheet" (SAS) that is rooted to varioos drvisions and

depaiTiiKut heads within TNhTs guveuuimgal lUuuuie. The infornotioo and the sheet most be

reviewed and "g"^ by all the dinctm bsted od the SAS before the proposed tesoliuiun can be

considered for passage. As an exBRi|de, an office within the executive fanndi of the President is

one of the signatntes »wyiiiw<i qq the SAS, and they nay attach an aiiiriirtmem to the

i>«'iiiiui»mmI«h««i Mirf T^-mninit^ MfWr tiTJr tn th^ nrijtntmj tilvidnn MOCfa IllCB Slgnificailt

U^. IffgiriatKiB and processes, the last sttp oncD involves the Plesident's wgniiiiie of approvaL

This process is ontfined in gieiterdeiifl in The Nav^Natiaa'sTtibal Code, TItfe 2, Sectioo 164.

Albeit somewhat tine-oaasiiiniiig, this eatiie process is voy ttelibraitr and thorough.

By closely following TMhTs THbal Code and ResoJntion BPO-61-90, the BudgetA Hnance and

Investment CuiiBiunees formally mpleniBntBd the above processes in managnig and monitonng

TNN's investments in 1990. AsofMarefa31, 1995, TNN's fiscal year ending date, the oveiaU

invesuiieiu piugiain consisted of t8 dtffaent ftnub and SS84-miHioo in aswa. Of that amount,

the Bnrean of Indian Afltes managed and cnstodinrt S65.6 nnQioo in 4 diffaent ftmds. This

docnment adibesses the $39.1 milliao held by the BIA on behalf ofThe Navajo Nation's 1982 ft

1986 Chapter Claims Fund and the 1982 ScholarsfaipClaiins Fond. As a side note. TNN may
freely withdraw the other $6.3 milliaa lemuniiig in the Genenl Fund and the Nav^
Rehabilitation Fund from the BIA pmsoant to those fimds' spending policies.
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Sectkml

C Hiwnrv nf riy. BIA-Hriri A„^

In 1982,C2 mfllion ofjudgment funds wis twmtod to The N«v»jo Naaon by the U.S.

Govenunent (see Appendix 2A). In 1986, mother S32^ nilliaD ofjodgmem funds was cwnded
to TNN (see Appendix 2B). In both cues, the Boreu of Indian Afteirs (BIA) was designated as

the agency to act as investmsot nonager and custodian of these assets. These assets represent

what is called The Navajo Nation's 1982 and 1986 Qapta Qans Fund.

Separately, bat also in 1982, $14.8 iraUitai was awarded to TNN for adding to The Nation's

Scholarstep Fund and acquiring some land (see Appendix 3). Once again, the BIA was

designated as tiie investment manager and custodian.

Since the time of the awards, TNN has periodically withdrawn funds from the BIA primarily to

pay for the various ch^Nen'i^mtingeiqKnaes in die case of the 1982 & 1986 Oi^ner Oainis

Fund, and in the case of the Scfaolanfaq> Fund, to assist qualified students of Navajo deaceatin

their pursuit of hi^ieredocatian. As momoned before and according to the BIA's March 31,

199S accounting records, the BIA manages and custodies appiuxiniaiely SS9.1 miDicn for these

two funds.

Inveament Restricrions of die BIA

The BIA investment program has-atten^ned to preserve capital over short periods of time by

investing in short to intennediate term U.S. govemmoit bonds. The BIA has orally

communicated to TNN Hnandal Savices ofBcials that the BIA is required by the US.
Govenunent to foQow very lesiticiive investment guidelines eqiedally as it relates to the range of

investabie securities. The BIA manages funds with "protection ofptindpaT as the main

investment objective; and therefore, have investment gmdebnes tt»t are rmre restrictive in ficrms

of credit quality, type of secsiity and maturity. In fact, the BIA may be piohibitBd by their own

internal polide and guidelines fitom investing in higher retaming securities (long-ienn

Governments and caqwnie boodi) and higher leaming asset danes (socfa as conuiioo stocks)

which would more than protect the fund's princqial from inflatioo over long time periods. This

type of rescicticm severely erxxles the income opportunities available to TNN over bnger time

periods. By continaing with the BIA's restrictions, the Funds' principal will not grow widiout

external contributions, and inflation will "eat into" the principal and eventually reduce the value of

the income stream.

Through Resolution BFN-S3-91 (see Appendix 4). Appravinf an Investment Policv Repardiny

Nav^io Nation Funds Held bv the Bmean of Indian Affairs, which was approved bv the BudgetA
Hnance (Zomnuttee, an investment policy was sent to die BIA regarding how The Navajo Nation

wished to transfer all funds under the BIA's investment control to TNN's investment control

27-249 97-6
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Specific fnuls totalling SlSS^nalboau of August 31. 1991 were listed in an uacfamcnL The

BIA douod this Navajo Nation policy request

Later, in an October 23. 1992 ooneipaodeooe from ibe Chainiiin ofTNN^s Invtatment

GjuMiiinix. to the BIA (aee Appendix S). the koer detailed TTOTs directiaa to the BIA in the

manaced by the BIA. Theae guidelines are in acotrtance with TNN"t overall invescncDt policies

al guidelines. Resotnbaa BPO-61-90. wfaidi rtrrrihc i the natmc and fuactian of ttaeae Oainis

Funds and bow they are rlitTi**»< as Dedicated Foods. Since Dedicated Funds provide ongoing

romnes for i\m ifir opentions or ncial programs, the funds sfaoold be itrvested in socfa a manner

«c tn nm-^ tti.f Tnl^ . «—pwially tf im fnwtr^ »nctPTTi«l rrunrihanntti MTC rt
i
tnlTti ItdOCStKK

appear that the BIA has been following TNN's October 1992 directiaos.

In panicnlar, aoconling to BFO-61-90. DedicaiBd Funds' Objectives are to:

• Retain suffiocnt immimentrcitini witfam tbcftwd to cjflitt the effects of uifiil>^w> over

tune

• MiTtitain liipiiriiiy ftf iiivi iiim nti n? nifT*thf Hnig"*i1 j'i"giiii'rflf'T """t, **"?

• Mininuze risk lo uivesuiiEnt jincipal

Unfortunately, the BIA has takm a very sfacn tenn view as it relates to tr.=se objectives and have

Dot soogfat ID adopt an mvesment stm^y that would mflatioo-pfoof the futids duiing tune

periods of high inflation I

A quick analytical carapviaon ofhow the BIA-held asset's petfoniBnce versus other dedicand

fund's pafuiiiianoe wiD show:

1) the lack of value added by BIA'saaKtmnagencm compared with even a punvely
indexed fund,

2) the mmaufnaiHM is of foBownif dK BIA's w mil live luvtiuuent giiaifliiies and

3) the need to divutify the assets and move them to ^"""»i prafeatiooal iuvesiiiient

managen.

This analysis uses the actual March 31, 1991 starting h«i«ir>. held by the BIA, the actual cash

flows for the past 4 fiscal years ending March 31, 199S. actual inflation rttes and actual TNN's
external investment managen' net of fees lemms. (Please see nen page)

In the Inflation Proofing Scenario, the main objective is for the funds to stay even with the rue of

price increases. Hence, just to keep the same purchasing power as in March 31, 1991. TNN
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BIA vs. The Hmmio NMton AcUvb Iii»—trnwl Uamgtr ProcFan'S Rwtannanee

nmiiiii^ot.
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would hive needed SlllmtUian mare by March 31. 199S. The BIA't invesonent enniiigs of

S23.7 millioa did exceed thai anwont drnmc this 4 yea nine period because inflahon has been

relatively tame. SostaiDed pcriodi cf hishcr w«fl»tin« usually ravage fixed tncome ponfolios.

Conyared against the Lehman 1 - 3 Yev Oowenuneu Bood Index, the BIA fell almost $3.4

million short over the past 4 years. In olfaer weeds, the BIA's "active mana(enienr

^Tn^'l
]
<.^l f lll«^ mn "wmi«n^|wf iiyVx fa"^ Tfais is a casc of valoe lost tathcT than valoe addoiL

At the very least, the BIA should match the return of a icasooabfe benchmark - in this exampk,

the Lehman 1 - 3 Year Govenonem Bood Index. That is definitely not the case here.

Had the BIA-held asses been mmna^ by TNN*s bond tnanagen who invest for TMhTs other

Dedicated Funds in Soeoaho 1. the difference between what the BIA earned and what TNN's

boixl managers would have earned becomes amplified. The diffacnoe translates iiuo an income

opportunity loss of S5.9 miliiao over die past 4 yearx. This $5.9 million added value by being

invesgd in TNN's invesuigut program is equivalent id a 1% net of fees me of return per year for

4yean. This b a remh of the exseraal bond managers following TNN's eaafaliihed invmuieai

guidelines and their own active management eaqxitiae.

Scenario 2 demoastnies ifae moat realitbc oompanaon hwanir if the BIA had tnnifenttl ifae

assets to TNN four years ago, tfnae assett would have been iovesttd in this mamiBr. Here, the

17% eqnity/83% bond aaaet OBX is the moat conaervative policy thatTNN could adopt yet stiO be

able to meet their goals of maximnn loog-ttnn apendnig of mnomrnd tnflilMiii pitMrfiiig ttie

principaL This policy would have yieUedS31.4nBllian in income over the past 4 yens which is

$7.7 million above what the BIA actnaUy earned

These initial illustrations indicate that die BIA may have pttjuvtd capital and geoeniBd income

in the most recent 4 fiscal years ending March 31, 1995, but a passively inrtnrrri investraent in the

Lehman 1-3 Year Government Index not only would have done the same bin also would have

exceeded the BIA's perfuii iianue. This deraonsiraies the lade of value added by ttwBIA's

management of assets.

In Scenario 1. by following TNN's invesonent guidelines and policies which allow for oofporatc

bonds and sliglitly longer enn Qovcamcaa. TNN's aoive bond noaagen would have added

$5.9 million above the BIA's »«Timig«

In Scenario 2, TNN's investment managers for their other Dedicaied Inmds would have added

even more vahie than in Scenario 1 by managing 17% of tlie assets in stock poRfolios. Their

1 .5% per year net of fees uuiptJitaiiiaiii <? teuifnoes the uiapjaupnaipwcjs of the BIA s restrictive

guidelines relative to TNN's goals and objectives and the need to diversify the asaett iiKo ttfoaei

• capabilities not offered by the BIA. In both Scenario I and 2, external ptofeaiiooal investment

managers would have added significant value above what the BIA provided At this paint, several

changes to the portion of assets held by die BIA should be made and will be addressed next in

Section I D.

12
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Section I

D. The Propoaed Plan

As the first of four pans of this prapool. The Navajo Nadon is requesting tlie withdiawil firom

the Secretaiy of die Inicrior, and held/nnnaged by the BIA, aU assets canonising TNN's 1982&
1986 Chapter Oainis Fond and 1986 Scfaolanhq>Clfiiins Fund as euly as possible. TheNavajo

Nation is cleaiiy convinced that tie kmg torn interests ofTNN membets wfll be better served

throngh direct managennu and oversight of these funds rather than continning to receive these

services from the BIA. By having this docnment in Resolution
,

and approved by The Nation's Council and signed by TNN's Prcsidem Albert Hale on

(after being recommended for approval through the resolution

^jproval process diumftrri in Section I A.), the Secretary of the Intoior should feel confident that

"the plan has been approved by the appropriate Indian nibe and is aocanqMnied by a resolunon

fitnn the tribal govenung body approving the plaiL"

Bom an inqilementaiian standpoint, TNN's Financial Services Divisian is ready at any time to

receive die BIA-beU assets and dqiloy those assets in a manner that is consisat with TNN's

invesment policies and guidelines for the ovenU invcsuimu program as wcQ as the specific fund.

As mentioned b^ore in Section I A., these policies and guiddines (BFO-61-90) were established

and implementsd in 1990 aid provideTTW with a general Daiiiewutk. f<gtfaeg investment

program. Specific fund gnideliiies usually incorporate a^wos of BPO-61-90. but will ^>ecify the

expectations, limitations and rqwrting praoedures for ead) hiied investmeot nanager. HopeAilly,

the Secretary of the Interior will deveiop a sense that not only'has The Navajo Nation been

following a very structmed and weD-^nganized process, but that they have been very pmdait in

managing their financial assets. Where impropriate, TNN has enlisted outside professionals to

provide them with investment guidance, investment management, cnstodying of assets, and an

external audit The rates of ream thatTNN has earned in tfasir investment program have beoi

competitive, if not outstanding, cqieciaDy when cuiiipiied against the BIA's track record.

As the second pan of this proposal, TNN proposes that the withdrawn assets be custodied with

their hired trmtec^costodian and naoaged by tfaer exiBnally faired pntfenianal investment

managers. Allof these prefessional investment organizations already work on behalf ofTNN's

other Dedicated Funds and aU were selected after completing a rigorous screening process

conducted by TNN's investment consuhant All tlie investment management firms as well as

TNN's investment consultant have on file an ADV-Fotm in accordance with the U.S. Securities &.

Exchange Commission's Invesnnent Advisor's Act of 1940. Each investment organization's

contract with TNN also has been qiproved by the Budget &, Fimuoe Comnuttee and signed by

the President TheSecretaryofthelnteriornay refer to a listing of the investment professional

orgainzations in Appendix 1 to understand "the capability and experience of the individuals or

institunons that will be managing the trust funds". Additionally, copies of each organisations'
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liability insannoc docoments have been cnrJoKd to funiier alleviate any coocems that the

Secretary may have in Itae event of unnsnal mixhaps.

The Navajo Nation views the Ifaiid pan of ttiis proposal as the most ciitical in taim of "procectian

against substantial loss of pnndpaT. Since the BIA-taeld asKO are categonzed as Dedicated

Fands, their speci&: asset allocatioos (established within their individaal fnirirhnns and policies)

should provide for otigtnng operatioiis and social propams well into the fntnre. Wvb respect to

the 1982 and 1986 Chapcr Oainis Fond and the 1982 ScholanfaipClaiiiu Fond, a comprehensive

assetAiability study was rrmt^y^ by TNN's investment oonsohant and their leconimmrtations

were reviewed and appioved by the bivuuiieiu Qauiiiiuee and the Budget &. Rnanoe ConvuiUBe.

In summary, in order forTNN to maintain tiwir fixisting tpmriing policy and. at a nunimnn,

attempt to inflation-proof the Funds, the asset allocabao needs to inmipuiate at least 17%

equities and, at most. 83% govenunent and catpcsate bonds. Far Dedicated Funds, this asset

allocation would siiD be considered very conservative and the risk of siilms iit ia l pnncipal Iocs

would be minimaL As we saw in Scenario 2 eaiiiBr, over the most leoent 4 fiscal yean (wtaidi

included a difficult 1994 for the financial madoBts), this 17% eqaayKi% bond lUocaiiaa still

averaged an annuafaed 7.2% net of fee« rate of ledan when nmuitBd by TNN's ptofessinnil

investment managers - roughly 1J% per yev far 4 yen above wfait was actnaDy earned by the

BIA. Also, not one of the 4 fiscal years posted a negative retnm.

Lastly, as Pan Four of this proposal. The Naviyo Nation does intend u maiiuain "the puipose and

use of the jtidgment funds identified in the previoosly approved judgment fund plan-." The

"previously approved judgment fiaid plan" lefos to Renbitiou CD-3S-83 and CD-67-86 in the

case of The 1982 & 1986ChapterC3aiinsFnndand.inifaecaaeofthe 1982 Scholarship Claiins

Fund, a December 28. 1982 tetter from Mr. Ted Koenig. Aiea Director for the BIA in Window
Rock, AZ to Mr. I^ter McDonald. Navajo Tiibal Council C3iainnan at the time (see Appendices

2A. 2B and 3).
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Scdionl

E. CondBaon

Hopefully, the Secretny of the Intehor his gained lame bRMd imdentinding tboot The Navajo

Nation's approach to ttieir ovoaD investment program from readJng this documem. TNN has

made a sipuficant commitment in teims of time and leamuces to pnidently manage and ovcnee

their financul resotnces. The ^«t«hii«hwH uMiuiutlees. the propoaul resolution passage process,

the investment manager iflec.tioii process, and tlie dxfleieut piuCBsaional investment (Bginizations

that they have retained to help them demonstnte that commitment. The resnlts over the past four

fiscal years, in paiticular, would suggest that The Navajo Nation has been well-rewaided for their

diligent efforts.

It is within this framework that The Navajo Natica is proposing to voluntarily withdraw their

judgment assets held by the SecKtary of the Interior through the Bureau of Indian Afbirs. TNN
intends to maintain the puipuie and «p^«Hing policies of tbeae jndgmeot funds but the only

difference would be that they mend to better manage tfaeae funds wiA a longer term penpecuve.

From the various scenario compatisons and the discussions above, the Secretaiy should &id this

case a most compelling one for rdeasing the assets held by the BIA to The Navajo Nation and

allow TNN to incoiparate and manage these assets widun their already citibii<hrd investment

progiam. Failure to do so would severely erode the income uppfiniii iitirs available to The Navajo

Nation in the future.
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THE NAVAJO NATION

INVESTMENT POUaES AND PROCEDURES

GENERAL OBJECTIVES AND RESPONSIBIUTTES

The Investment Policies and Procedures (Poides) of the Navajo Nation (TNN)

provide management personnel with policy guidance for investing TNN's

financial resources. The policies provide the tramewoik for TNN's execution of

its fiduciary responsit)ility to tritial members, employees, and other beneficiaries

of Tribal funds.

PoGcy makers, management and professionals hired by TNN to develop and

implement the poBdes wilt act with care, skill, prudence and diligence that a

prudent person acbng in a like capacity and famiEar with such matters would

use.

These poEdes will be reviewed and reaffinned or mo<Sfied as appropriate on an

annual basis. ResponsibiBty for adoption, reaffirmation, modification and

administration of the poEdes will be as foltows:

Budget and Fmanee Committee

Pursuant to Navaio Tribal Coundl Resolution CD-68-89, the Budget and Finance

Committee is authorized to ooorcfinate, oversee and regulate fiscal, finandal,

Investment, Contracting and <^udit poGdes of the Navajo Nation. As such, the

Budget and Rnanoe Committee (B & F) will approve these policies as initially

devek>ped and will annually reaffirm the poEdes or approve the modified

poEdes. B & F approval may also t>e required to modify Section III; IV (D); and

V at any time before ttte next annual review.

Invastmant CommlttBe

• The Investmem Committee shoukl consist of:

(1

)

Controller; pursuant to 1 2 N.T.C. Section 203, the Controller shall

serve as Chairman of the Investmem Committee.

(2) Attorney General

(3) Auditor General

(4) President's Appoimee

(5) Chairman, Budget & Fmanee Committee
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The Investment Committae (Committee) will approve these poiiaes as

initiaity adopted arid will approve all nxxilications to ttiese policies prior

to ttie next annual review.

Develop and nrtanage a Funding Imptementation Plan;

Select the Investment Advisor and approve the Advisor's Contract:

Accept or reject the Advisor's recomnterxlations (or money managers and

custodians and approve each money manager and custodial contract:

Receive quarterly reports from ttte Advisor regartfing the performance of

money managers and receive reports from Individual money managers
periodically;

Receive quarterty reports from the Controller, which reconciles to the

Advisor's report, regarding ttie status of each fund's investment: and

Monitor the performance of ttie Controller in admintsterirtg these poBdes.

Controller

The Controller is responsible for the physical transfer of assets t}etween

the various cust6dul accounts:

Managing the cash equivalent portfolios as directed by the Committee:

Reconciling the books, custodial records and money manager records on
a monthly basis:

Accounting for each furxfs ownership of commingled investment pools:

Monitoring performance and fees against contractual requirements: cmd

Presenting a quarterty report to the Committee which outfines the status

of each furxfs investments and wtiich reconciles to the Advisor's report.

FUNDCLASSinCATlOM

A. Following are ttie Investment fund classifications for purposes of the

investment poides:
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Cash Manaoement • Funds required for day-to-day operations or wtiich

must ottienwise be immediately available;

Deifieated Funds - Funds wtiich provide ongoing revenues for specific

operation or sodaJ prDgrams;

Benefit Plans - Funds held on tMhalf of Tribal emptoyees; and

Permanent Fundfs^ - Funds set aside for an unspecified use generally far

into the future.

B. TNN funds are initially classified as follows:

Cash Management - Tne General Fund, the Business Industrial

Developmem Fund, the Navajo Dam Escrow Fund, the fic^dty

componem of the Retirement Fund and the Wortter's Compensation

Fund.

Dedicated Funds • The 1982 Claims Fund - Scholarship, The 1982

Claims Fund - Chapter, The 1986 Claims Fund, the Scholarship Fund,

Handicapped Services Fund, Senior Citizens Fund, Voodional Education

Fund and Nava|o Academy.

Benefit Plans - The Retirement Fund and-The Worker's Compensation

Insurance Fund.

Permanent Fundfs^ - The Pennanem Tmst Fund.

C. Funds 1^ Classified

The Nihibesso Retirement Fund (401 (K) Plan) is not included within the

scope of these poicies because plan participants self-direct ttteir

investments.

The Deferred Compensation Fund is not included within the scope of

these poides because a separate committee has complete oversight

responsibiBty for the program.

D. Adcfitional Funds

From time-to-time TNN sets aside finandai resources into new funds. All

such funds will be classified into one of the four categories defined at>ove
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or a new category if appropnata. Sucti classification will be
recommended by the Controller and approved by ttie Committee.

Between ttie time a new fund is created and ttw Investment ciassilication

of the fund is approved by the Committee, the new fund will be treated as

a Cash Management furKJ.

E. Each Fund classification will be managed as an individual pool, unless

they specifically canrxM be commingled. Accordingly, all funds within a
classification will share equally in ttie result of ttie pool's investment

activity. Funds wtiich cannot be commingled will be managed separately.

The Controller may. at his discretion, estabfish more than one cash

management fund since ttw investment results of professionaily managed
cash equivalents portfoios should not (fiffer significantly and the cost of

allocating the commingled results may outweigh the benefits of identical

return.

INVESTMEKT MANAGEMEMT APPROACH

Tribal Investments will be managed by professional money managers except to

ttie extent tt>e Committee spedfically delegatas investment authority for Cash
Managemem portfoios to ttie Financial Services Department

The Committee will oonduot a search for, and engage, an Investment Advisor

(Advisor). The Advisor will have the following responsitiifities:

• Conduct a search for professional money managers for ttie Investment

funds (as sat forth in these initial policies) • IndMdual selections will be .

approved by ttie Committee:

• htogotiate fee arrangements and ottier contract terms with the money
managers on behalf of TNN Ondhhdual money management agreements
will be approved t)y ttie Committee):

• Provide ttie Committee with quarterly performance evaluations for each
money manager:

• l^otiate and arrange for brolcerage and custodial services • Individual

selections win be approved by the Committee:

• Make recommendations regarding recrffirmation and modification of these
poiiaes on at least an annual tnsis: and

20
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• Handle certain other matters, primarlty reporting, as (tescrit>ed elsewtiere

In ttiese poicies.

IV. ASSET CATEGORY DEFIwmOfIS

Investments must be made in aooordance with accepted institutional investment

practices. Investments must t)e of high quality and well diversified. Managers
must exercise prudence in all matters and invest solely for the benefit of ttie

Navajo Nation.

A. Cash Equivalents • Interest bearing securities which noaximize liquidity

and safety of prindpaL The following cash equivalents are specifically

authorized investments:

• Certificatesof Deposit which are 100% federally insured or collateralized

with government or government agency securities with a market value of

at least 102% of the face amount of the certificate. Preference ptaoement

in Certificates of Deposits may be granted to those Fmandal Institutions

who are supportive of the hJavaio Nation's Rscal otijecthfes (i.e. loans,

lease/purchase agreement, check casNng fee waiver, etc.)

United States Treasury BiHs:

Repurchase Agreements acquired undera Committee approved master

agreement;

Commercial Paper of tfte highest three grades as rated by a nationally

recognized rating agency; and

Commercial Bank Trust Department commingled liquidity funds

specifically approved by the Committee.

Maturities should be short enough that funds can be Equidated with no
loss of principle.

Dorriestic Equities - common and preferred stocks

The emphasis of the common stock portfoBo will be on high quality

companies wtiich offer above average returns as a protection against

inflation. Securities should be pubSdy owned artd traded actively enough
to insure Bquidity of the hokfings without significantly adverse affects on

21
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price. Investment in any one corporation shall not exceed 5% of the

equity portfolio at ttte time of purchase, and will be sold to prevent the

percentage from exceeding 7% at marttst valuation, investment in any
one corporation will not exceed 5% of the outstanding shares of that

corporation.

C. Domestic Fixed Income - Investment grade, markatabie debt securities.

Includes Certificates of Deposit over one year. United States Treasury

Issues, United States Agency (or Sponsored) Issues (FNMA, Federal

Land Bank. GNMA. Federal Farm CredK. Federal Home loan Bank.

Student Loan Marketing). Mortgage Backed Securities, and Corporate

Bonds. Minimum quality is BAA with a maximum of 100% in this

dassificatton at time of purchase. Maturities should be maintained in an
imermediate range to minimize risk price declines.

D. Prohibited Investments • TNN funds will not be invested in real estate,

except as spedficaHy approved by ttie Committee, optrans, futures,

commodHies, venture capital funds, private placements debt securities, or

equity securities not traded on a nattonal exchange or intemational

securities.

FUNDS OBJECTIVES

It is understood that investment returns are affected by many economic and
poWieal factors and wilifluetuate from year to year. It is important to state

Investment objectives as goals to be realized over three to five years, but not

necessarily in each year.

A. CASH MANAGEMENT

ObwetivBS

• Minimiza uninveeted balances

• Immediate availaijillty of funds without risk to principle

• Low credt risk

B. GENERAL FUND INVESTMENTS

Objectives

• Earn greater than cash equivalent rates on funds in excess of those

needed for operating purposes. (The cash equivalents required for
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operating purposes will be determined by the Controller on a quarterly

basis.)

• Minimize principal voialilty.

C. DEDICATED FUNDS

Objective

Insure total return to meet tha following objectives:

• Retain sufficient investment retum witfiin ttie fund to offset the effects of

inflation over time;

• Maintain iquidity of investments to meet the budgeted program cash

flows; and

• Mrrimize risit to investment principal.

D. BENEFTT PLANS

QUasSa

• Ensure that sufficient iquidity exists to fund benefits as they become
payable; and " * ~ '

• Subject to prudem levels of tisk, maximize long-term investment returns to

minimize ttie costs of funding ttiese employee benefits in the long run.

E PERMANENT FUND

Objective

• Since these funds win not be used for 15 to 20 years the objectives

sfiould be to maximize growth through high quidity investments which are

diversified so that specific risit is minimized. Volatility must be comrolled

within acceptable levels.

VI. OTHER MATTERS

A. PROHIBITED SECURITIES
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1

.

TNN wM not Invit In a company with wtiich it is involved in litigation or a
maKK contFBCtual dnputa. Tho Attorney Qeneral will provide a listing of

such oompaniaa to the Advinr on a quarterly basis. The Advisor will be
fMponaUe tor prowkSng ttie ist to the money managsrs.

2. TNN prohifalU iiiweiUiieim in companies wtiich derive revenue from the

manufacture or ctatribulion of aicohoiic beverages.

B. CORPORATE ISSUES

The mortay nMBiagers may vote proxies of investee companies as they

deem appropriale. On a quaiterty bests, ttie Advisor will report on proxy

votes to the CommMee. The Committee will reserve its hght to exerase
its proxy rights wtien it so chooses.

Money Managers wH torward copies of the annual statements ol each of

ttie Jnvesteo oowpaiiiefc to keep on file at ttie Controller's office.

Managers wiN uHzs brokers «rho provide the best net cost (trade

execution and commission fee) for their transactions.
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Section in

THE NAVAJO NATION

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES AND
INVESTMENT POUCYGUlE«LINES

FUND TYPE: 1982^986 C3iapcer Oaiins Fund

I. GENERAL

Biiefly, ifac 1982/1986 OiaiMer Osiim Rmd wis nwMiriind as a resok of judgment funis

awBded to The Nav^ Nation in 1982 and in 1986 (U^. Conn of Oaims Docket Nos.

60 and 299, 256-69 and 777-70. S88-83U and 353). The Fund's purpose is to pay for the

openiing needs of iIk varioos ciiapms that oonyiae the Nation. As per Resolntian CD-
67-86 of the NavigoTnU CoondL

'^) ffioetj^'five pereent (95%) of the Hnd inoanie my be diuiibmBd aunnaOy to

each (iiiifiiil Nivafo ^^'"i** ' bued on miwipd voten. Each Qtapter dull

detennne die nott tfpnftutc ntc of dl finds lucivud; provided that all Fund

uses hbsi be for dK oonmoo liri>Jii of < tmwfi menibas and for the gtnfttl,

social and wwiwuiL de<>riofnriit of die iocil cfa^wen, and Oiipirr upciaiing and

mainiBnanoe « !'" ^ and provided that emrmJiiuie is pmsuaul to an annual

ChaptfT hnrtgrt approved by the voting raemben of the Chapter.

b> Rve penent (S%)-af die Fond inoome sfaaO be reinvested in the Fund to cover

theme of n*'""' and to provide for reasonable Fund growth."

Tins Policy *^'''***"— is BlEnded to provide luvuiuient objectives and guidrlines for The

Navqo Nation's 1982/1986 OiqMBrQam Rod. As sncfa. it is snbjea to all provisioos

of Ihe NavB}o Nuion luKJUueot Mirars and Pnoednres adopted by Rfsolntton of the

Budget and Rnanoe OonnanBe. BPO^l-90.

The Navqo NHioa (TNN). ds Badget mkI Rnanoe Cwiwiiinf (B&F), dK Investment

Cowuuttee (Cnroiutm.), and Staff have (khii iaiy le^xnuibilitics as delegated by the

Tribal ^I'v^ widi itiipcct to the mvestmenis of the Fund. The irspontihilmrs include

developing a Staaemem of Objectives and Investment Pidicy for the Fund adnumsteied by

TNNandBAF.

n. EUBEQSE

This statement of ui»miimt objecuvcs and polirwis is set forth in onler that:

25
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1. There is a ckv undenoiKliiig of the responsibUiiies of the Tribtl Coandl. B&F,
the Coiiii iiinBe. the Staff, any penon or group of penoiu hired to act in a aocunty

dectioi] and inytementanon capacity, haeiuafter lefa ied to as Managei<t), and

any penon or gnap al pem au hired to act in a coosahnvc ctptaty, hfiriitaftci

lefBied ID as Consohim, as they relate to the investment policy and objectives of

the Oainis Fund ofTNN, hereinifiEriefened to as The Fond.

2. The Managerfs) are given gmdanoc/limitations and fully understand what is

expected of them in themanagement of the assets of The Fund.

3. Ilie CuiiuiunK has m faun for evafammg the invuuiient peifuiiiiance of The Fund

and its imnafen.

It is the intent of this gaieraent to fWMhh a framework and/or philosophy which wiD

guide the Manager toward the pofonnanoe desired. It is intended that the objectives be

sufBdently specific to be nteaningfiil, but sii£Bciendy fteoblc as to be practicaL

Tlte Invesuncnt CuuiiuiiDe or Stafit with dcjcgaiBd iriponiuhilniw for invesonents vny,

from nme to une, find it iiw maty to dnect luvuiuiEnt Managos, in """'"g. to follow

more cooaervative giadriiiiri irgiding the inveamcntL This could inctode the

investment peiiod. the types of iuvuuuuiu or other fKtivi coniidcred necessary to

preserve tlie funds.

mMMTTTEE RESPONSIBHJTY

B&F is charged by law with the napnniihiltty for the invennent of the assets of The
Fund. Whereas BAP has detegated the adminisiration of the investments to the

Investment Coiiani iiefc. the luwjuiitm Conmiinee diall discharge their duties in the

interest of the Nav^ Nation and for the excfaisive purpose of (a) satisfying tlie puipose*
of the Fund, and (b) defraying reaaonabie ctpaaa of admimstering The Fund. They wiD

diirharge their duties with the care, ridU, prodeooe. and dihgenoe under the nuuiiBtances

then prevailing that a pradem penon acting in a Uke cqiadty and familiar with such
wit*— mrmU »» m, rtmtttmt «rf— mnarrjmimm. rt « lifc» «4>—]r.«»r Mwf -i^k \ff^ ^jnn

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

The Committee is andiarized and pei iiiiUBd to engage the services of one or more
Managers who possess the necessary ^mriatiirri research tealities and skilled manpower
to meet these investmem objectives and gmde&nes. Acccrtiingly, the Cununitiee requires

the Managers to adhere to the "prudent man rule" under such Nation or Federal Laws as

now, or in the future, apply to the tnvestment of the Fund.

26
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AU naoMgas renined to invest the assets will be finns with it tetst five years of

invenmem c.)4>eiiei ice and v^istered under the Investment Advison' Aa of 1940. Ptior

to being letiined by The Nav^o Natioa, aD managers' returns shall have outperfuiiiied a

mm n iiiaiive peer grotq> of other invesanent managers and approptiate beochiiiati

indices. Managers retained, n the judgment of The Htnjo Nation and its outside

mvesnnent mnsnitant. are expected to be sfcilWl and capaMf of generating competitive

returns when con^>ared against reprcsentanve peer firms and relevant benciunaik indices.

The ptdicy gmrtflines TBty be changed from time to ume by the Catuiiuuee after

consideration of the advice and recommendations of the Consultant, Manager, and/or

odiers. All poibcy gniririinrsmm be in aooordanoe with the General Investment Policy of

the Navajo I^ation. AU modifications of policy gnidriiirs and objectives will be in writing

and signed by the CuiuuiUBC as an amendment to this docnmem. Copies of any and all

modificatioas to this document will be forwarded to the Consultant, and Manager, and

other miciesird party or parties.

nPlPr.ATinM OF AUTHORITY

The Manager(s) wiD be held tesponsifaie for making aU investment decisions regarding

security sdection and timing of purchases and sales of Fund assets subject to the pobcy

guidcHnrs of the Nav^ Nation «id this Fund, and will be accountaUe for the objectives

indicatffd herein with the exoqxioo of any specific limitations set faith in this document.

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

The primary objectives ofThe Fund diall be:

• Retam siiffk if iiiun>tiuiieatrciiira wdhin the fund to of&et the efTecis of mflatioH over

tune^

• Maintain Uqnidtty of investments to meet the budgeted program cash flows; and

• Miiiiiioae imL to Mvesunept pniiripal
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Hnandil objectives of the Fnad have been estibiished in conjunction with «

cofuprefaensive review of the cunent and ptojected kmg tenn fmmriil lequiieiiaos of

The FmKl. The tsrseied me of retmn is 3^% above the Consamer Prioe Index. While

there cannot be complete assuianoe that the de&oed objectives will be realized, it is

believed that the likelihood of their lealixatiaa is lenonafaty high, based on the inwesonent

pobcy of die Funds. It is the CuiuinittBe's beb^ that the asaet allocation lances ipirifird

in this pobcy statement wiU Kfaieve the stated objectives. The CoiiuuitiBe icalizes that

mailcet peifuiiiianoe varies from penod to period. Aoconiingly, relative peribrmanoe

benchmarks for die managers are set forth in a later sectian entitled Control Procedures.

AS.SRT ALLOCATION

It shall be the pobcy of the Fund to invest its assets in aocordaaoe widi the imxiiiBim and

minimum range for each asset class as stated below:

Fixed Income and

Cash Equivalents 80% 83% 86%

Domesdc Equity 14% 17% 20%

The Budget & Hfonoe CBmnuttee b guided by the philiwophy that asset aUocaiion is the

most significant detcimiuant of long tenn investment return. The above asaet allocation

should be capable of acfaiBving the objectives stated in the Objectives section of this

document The asset allocanon will be niaintainrd as dose to tiie target allocations as

reasonably possihte. Fund withdtawab and aiiy arirtitinns shaD be aPocattd across

portfobos to bdng the asset mix as close to the target allocation as possible.

The asset aDocation ranges catibbihcd by this investment policy represent the kng term

perspective. Rapul iBuiwih i|mril iiiiiln siiiDi ray came the asset mix to fiul wminr the

policy range. Any ilivergenoe should be of a short term nature. The Controller of INN
will review the asset mbc of the Fund on a quarterly basis and direct a rebalandng of the

asset mix to within the pobcy range if necessary.

Should an investment manager wish to exceed the gnirtdinr Umits, special prior ^jproval

by the Cunuiiittee wiD be needed For fp*"»^ situations, the Committee can grant ^ifcial

exemptions from the guidebnes. Under no ciiuuiBianoes should a naiuger activeiy

exceed guideline limits wdfaoot formal prior appioval by the Committee.
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DIVERSIRCATION

InvttJUimu divoiifimioo is conqwm wiifa the iaent to naninmB the litk of luge losses

to the Fond. COMequentty. the totil portfolio will be camuuLied by tbe ittfividnal fond
mmagos to isiiii pnident diveuificuiao with legud to the coaoentntion of hnMrnar ^
individnal issoes. carparaxions aod/ar indosnies. To eosore adequate divenification. no
manager wiD hold more than 8% at maiket vataie of its ponioa of tiie Total Fund in any
single ttanity. No mate Am 8% of the Faai amy be held in «>mriTir5 of any one
oiganizanoo, cjuxyt for U^. Guveiuiiieut Securities.

VQLATILnT

Consistent with the desire for adequate drvusifiualioo, the invuiUimit policy is based on
the assompiian that the vtdatility of the cnmhined panfobos wiD be similar to that of the

maxket oppoRusity availafak to inM i iiilii aial investofs with similar return objectives.

Consequently, it is cij)ff4ed that the volniiiQr of the total ponfolio, in aggregate, wiU be

reasonably dose to the volitili^ of a cuuiuiiuiient-weigfaied 'in»|«»i»ii^ of the appiupiiate

market indks, for faramptc. SAP SOO Index for stocks and Salocnoo Brothers Broad

Index for bonds, etc

UQUIPnT

The Contrtdkr wiD review cash flow piujeciiuus on a periodic basis. Tbe ComuiitiBC will

review the prajected casfa'flow lequueiuents at least ammally.

m. CONTROL PROCEDIIRFJ;

Review of Invt-amnw n^yt^ffYH

The achievement of the Fund's investment objectives will be reviewed oo an ammal basis.

This review wfll focos on tiK <
'

ioniiiiued feisibOity of acfaieving the ofageciives and the

rwimiwl inanBiameas of dr imwMueui policy. It is not expected that the iDvemmt
policy wiO change frequendy, in particular, short-term changes in the fi™~^' mailcBts

should generally not requite an adjustment in die investrmu policy.

Review of Inveatment ManayerfO

The mvestment managcr^s) diaU discfaarge Ihev tr^wnsihilitirs . with respect to that

portion of The Fund's assets under their management in aococdanoe with re^xnsible

fiduciary praciioes.
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Each inuuger shall be given the lesponsihility to adviae the Conuninee of any material

ciiangc in penoonel, invennent stnicgy or other pertinent infonnation potentiaUy

afiecting performance.

The CuiiuiiiOBe will review lesatts of all manafea at kast qnaneriy. Theae reviews will

fbcos oo:

• the managen' adherence to the policy goidelines;

• compariion of managers' Tctnms against fiinds using similar guidelmes (in leiiiis of

the stodc/bond ratio, diversification, volatility, style, etc.):

• the opponanities available in both equity and debt markets;

• matEiial changes in the managen' organizaiioiis, such as philosophical and

persoonel changes, acquisitians or losses of major accounts, etc.

Iitw-Uim'jii M«M|>g- fHiiA»Hnf«

-Stocks

Stocks purchased for the equity portfolio shall be those of high quality, companies whose

shares trade in adequate vohnc to insure liquidity. Maximum holding in any one

company shaD be Untied to 8% at inarket value.

-Rxed Income

Fixed incoTiK pmcfaaaes shall be limited to maiketable securities issued or guaranteed as to

principal and interest by the U.S. or Canadian govenuiients or any agencies or

instrumentslitis thereof or to corporaie issues of the four (AAA through BAA) quality

glides as '•««hii«iiwrt by one or nne of the nationally recognized bond rating services.

Mortgage pass-thronghs and coUatEnlized debt obbgatiaas m^r be held. In particular.

COuUBHISBCQ JMORUAC ^JOoflS&OD OOI^hD8B 81^U OQBBSt ODIV OT mO^tB&flBS SIIIIXX01060

by the hiU Mlh and credit of.the US Govenunent or an agency thereof and exhibit price

volatility and bqnidiiy ainalar to umipuiieuts of the Lehman Mortgage. Backed Securities

Index.

In no event, however, should the debt securities of any one private corporation exceed 5%
at cost and 10% at market of tbe Fund's assets under managemenL No more than 10% of

the bond portfolio shall be below A quality.

Duration of the bond portfolio is to be no more than 6 months longer than the Salomon

Brothers Broad Index.
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Cash nxl cufa eqmvilents ne fixed income aecBitiBS """"'"c in 360 dtys or less.

Holdings shonln be iiiiiiiiiuiBd ueyuud nnomts nrrrirrt for fanfacoming dunibo&ans from

dK Fnnd. In keeping widi this pinioKiphy. equity mmgen ifaaD hsve diacredcm to invest

xip to 10% of assets under management in cash eqoivaknts when they deem appropiiate.

However, the Managers wiD be evahtated against their peers oo the perfomianoe of total

funds under theff dnect managemenL

Fixed incomcimnagers may facdd higher amoants in dust matmity sa^iiitiet as long as

the total ponfolio duration remains near the target.

Cash equivalent reserves shall have qnaliqr ratings of A-1. P-1 or higher by at least one

leading rating agency.

The foDowing lesaictions Mpply to aD invesaneotpoitfolias:

• TNN wiD not invest in cuimaniet with which it is involved in Btigatinn or maior

contractual duputc The Attoney Oenenl wiD provide and "—'"'"" a hst of such

uwimanics,

• TriN Invesonent Rooay prafanBts mvesment-B oompames which denve revenue

from the iiiaiHifartiner or disnibonir of alcohobc bevenges.

• Other pnfaibnBd luvuunents mrlnrtc;

Real estate - except as ^lecifically approved by the Invesoneot OonBmOBc;

OpBons, waiiauts, luliiirAi ccmoiodimii and cuiiaiiudiy contract^

Short sales, niarginiransTrinm cr any leveraged invrammty
Plivate plaoenent debt aw' ut iiies, equity SBcantBS not traded on a U^. stock

exchange, or ventme cqiiial investnmts;

Natml leaomoe propemes such as oA, gas or tnnbeilaiids;

Letter or otbermsegisiEred equity scuuilies;

IntB^nsttooai seccBittes.

Non Individnal Secmitita

In addition to (fiiect mves&nent in nidividnal sri ^iritita, jMupuly divunfied cuuaiiiiiglwl

funds and other pooled asset ponfrdios are acoquabte invesment vefakks. AH

commingled trusts, imtual finds or other pooled asset poUfbhos imst confonn to the
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aecarity restxictioiu Kt ibove with the following exception - the Invesunent Commiuee
nmy encoonge maatgen of pooled or commingkd funds to tdopt The Ntvtjo Nuion's

prohibitiaoi of iccaities of qndfic cotpuMioox; however, it is recognized that adherence

to tfaeae leiu iuiuiu in > pooied iuveiuuem vehicle nay not be poiiiWr

PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

Hk most iiifNii'iant pufuiiiiance expectation is the acfatevement of investment results that

are consistent with The Fund's investment policy statEment A long term avexage annual

leturn of 3j2 % above Consamer Price Index is a reasonaUe expectaoon. Pufiaiiiance

will be niMiiioted against a custom index mwle vp of 17% SScF 300, 83% Salomon Broad

Index and against a univene of Balanced Funds. Total Fund peifomnance should

ou^wzfotm the aforementioned custom index at least by the amount of management fees.

EfliiiiHS

Equity performance should aduaos the following perfonnance objectives over a market

cycle, which is defined as a time period over which a broad maticBt index, such as the S&P
500. falls faom a hi^ point to a low point, and back to a high point, or the reverse.

• Be greater than S&P 500 by 1%

• Be greater than SEI Equi^ Only Median

• Be greater-dian the 40tfa percentile far-Manager SQrle.

EsedJocQQic

Hxed income performance should achieve the following performance objectives over a

market cycle:

• Total fixed income should exceed the median SEI bond fimd on a total

fund letuin basis for portfolios of similar maiuiity.

• Be greater than the Salomon Brothers Broad Index by Oii%

Volatility for tlie portfolios should not exceed that of tlie relevant indices.

Qdua

WhUe tiiese staitdards should be achieved over a complete market cycle, the Investment

Committee will also monitor performance over shorter periods of time.
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IV. REPORTS

Mnufcn will piuvide raontfaly repons to the rinim f
i Divison of TNN is wmit iied by

inN md win be prqmed to mkB i|uiiiEily prmbhmxis to the Cwiiiiiubc if mjncnBd.

V. EKQXIES

Invesunent nmntgen wiD vote pnnies in ifwiirtinnr with INN InvaonEnt Policies and

Procedures. Voting win be in die best interest of the Nivqo Nitiaa. A recoid of voting

wiD be nmmtuiied by tlie totoMgB ud repotted ({nnteny. lOe InvesHDent CcHiuiiinDc of

TNN reserves the liglit to eaareiie its proxy liglds wlm it so chooses.

VL BROKERAGE

Managen ire feqxMisible for tv^^z ^^ t"*^ "^t cost for mnsactiaas (conmission plus

execntian cost). Subject to diis requiiement. TNN miy direa tianagers to utilizB ootain

brokenge firms in owler to rcidiioft Fund cspumA

S3
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Section IV

THE NAVAJO NATION

STATEMENT CX' OBJECTIVES AND
INVESTMENTPOUCY GUnSUNES

FUfTOTYPE: The Schotarriq) Fmid

GENERAL

Briefly, the Scholirsfaip Fond wss 'HwhH.h^ u t icsuh of judgment funds awirded to

The Nivijo Nition in 1982. The Fund's pmpoK is to assist those college-bound students

of Nivijo descent diat meet oeTain acKtemic cniEna and lequiie finanrial assistance

according to Resolution CAP-25-82 and Navgjo Nation llae Plm for the Judpnent Award

Under Court of n«mi« A«mnl Docket No. 229. Also, each college graduate is under a

mcnl obbgaaon to return to the Navajo Natioo to provide professiooal services.

This Pobcy GiriiMHie is intended to provide luvuuuent objectives and guidrluies for Hie

Navajo Nation's Scholarship Rmd. As such, it is subject to aD provisions of The Navqo
Nation Investment Policies and Piuueduio adopted by Resolntion of the Budget and

Finance Ccanminee. BPO^l-90.

The Navajo Nation (TNN). the Budget and Rnanoe ConimitiBe (B&F), dte Invesonent

CuiiuiuUBe (Coainuitee),">nd Staff have fidnciaiy iTi^wniihilitic^ as delegated by the

Tribal Council with respect to the invcsuumts of the Fund. The re^ionribiHties indude

develupiiig a Statement of Objecovea and Investment Policy for the Fund adminisiEicu by

TNNandB&F.

EUBEQSE

This statement ofinvesonem objectives and policies is set fdrtfa in order thac

1. Thereisaden'undentandingoftherBspoosifailitiesoftfaeTtibalCoaiicil.B&F,

the Committee, die Staff, any person or group of persons hired to act in a aecmity

lelecuon and impicnieniauon rapacity, hfiriiiafter referred to as Managei(s), and

any person or groiqiof persons hired to act in a consultative capacity, hereinafier

lefeued to as Consultant, as they idate to the mvestment policy and objectives of

the Schnlarsfaq) Fimd ofTNN, hereinafier rBfcned to asTlieFuiid.

2. The Manager(s) arc given guidaime/hmitations and fiilly nndenand what is

cjtpccied of them in the management of the assets ofThe Fund.
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3. Tlie Conmiinee his « b«is for evahutting the mveamatt perfdrmmoe of The Fund
and its managen.

It is the intent of this statemeat to rmWiih a Daiumtai and/or philosophy which win

guide the Manager toward the perfonnaaoe deBted. It is immrtpyl tliat tltc objectives be
«tifRriwiriy nmjfir to be mcaningfnl, but HifTirimtly flrxihif. as to be pncticaL

Hie Investment Cutuiuince or Staff with dpjr.gaird inpiTmiKnitir^ for mvestments may,

from time to time, find ii necessary to direct Investment Managers, in writing, to follow

more conaervative gnuUines regarding the investments. This coold inchide the

mvestmeat period, the types of mvestments or otiier £utas considered necessary to

ptuiuve the funds.

OOMMnTEERESPONSmiUTY

BAF is charged by law with the m^mmihiHty for the investment of the assea of The

Fond. Whereas B&F has detegaad the aih iaiiimaiion of the invesments to die

Invesimeot Omaiiiifce, the Iiivuiiiient CmiiiiiiitL rfiall (fiacfaarge itiar duties in the

inirjTJt of the Niv^o Natioo and for the f ii liiiive porpose of (a) nnsfymg the purposes

of the And, and (b) dtfuyuig rramnabie ejipeases of ailiiaiiiimiiig llie Hnd. lliey wiD

diwharge thevdones with the care, ddll, pndcnce, and iSbgeocc mder the cm uiiimnfrs

then prevailing that a pendent ptt lun acting is a IiIdb tafwi iiy and ^"*'^™'' with such

matters would nae in mnrtnrt of an enteqaiae tf a Mice charanrr and with like aims.

INVESTMENTMANAOEMEOT - •

Tlie CunmuUDe is aiilluHi/jed and puiiiiiiud to "*g*g^ die services of one or more

Managers who possess tlie necessary iqxriiHTrri leseaich fiwaWtirs and dolled mnpower
to meet these luvuuiient objectives and guirirliiiet. Aoconfangly, the CuiiaiuOBe leQuires

the Managers to adhere to die "pradent man mk" onder soch Nation or Federal Laws as

now, or in the fuiiiie. ^iply to the mveatment of '^k Fund.

AU managBB if lain il to bvcs bk nim wS be onns wini at leut five yean of

mvestment experienoe and r^Mered under the luvuiiiieat Advisers' Act of 1940. Pnor

to being retained by The Navajo Natioo, aU managen' reams diaU have ontperformed a

repreaeatative peer grotqi of other investment nanagos and appropriate benchmatic

indioes. Managers ""-'. in the jodgmeot of The Ftevayo Nabon and its outside

mvesctnBBt xwiiiiliaBt, are expected to be ^"^^^^ and capahlf! of generating cuiupeutive

iciuiiis when ''""^'""^ *gT'"T' rrr^ f*"""*" p**^"'*'^ —^ «irfi«—t ii—i'tiumi iiw4i>'*c

The poocy gndefanes iMy be changed nom tune to tnne by the Ommfttee after

consideratiao of the advice and reoommendaiians of the Qnsultant, Manager, and/or

others. AU pabcy giiidri ines most be in aocoidance with the General Investment Policy of

3S
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the Nxvtjo Nition. AU modificadaas of polkry gakUincs and objectives wiU be in whting

and signed by the ConuniOBc as an amendment to this documem. Copies of any and all

modificaticos to this docmnem win be foiwaided to the Consultant, and Managei, and

other interested paity or parties.

npi Pr.ATinN of authority

The Manager(s) wiU be held ie^x>nsible for making all investment decisions regarding

secisity selection and liming of poicfaaaes and sales of Fond assets subject to the policy

guidelines of the Navajo Nation and this Fund, and wiD be aocooniaUe for the objectives

indicated herein with the cxocpdoD ai any v]"^ f^"* linutiOnns set foith in this document

?rrATEMENT OF OBJECnVES

The piimary objectives ofThe Food shaU be:

• Retain sufficient investment retmo within the find to afbei the effects of inflation over

tone;

• Maintaia liquidity of iuvciuiients to meet the budgeted laugiam cash flows; and

• Minjmize liA IP uniesimentpriii>i]ial

Rnancial objectives of the Fund have been rfflihtithnfl in conjunction with a

cxnnptefaensive teview of'Ae'ciiiRnt and pmjecied-toiig lenn financial lequiiei iieiili of

The Fund. The targeted rate of letom b 3J2% above the Consumer Price Index. While

there cannot be conqilete assuianoe that the defined objectives will be realized, it is

believed that the Kkdihood of their rcalixation is leasonaUy high, based on the investment

policy of die Funds.

It is the Comminee's beScf that the asset aDocatioo nnges sp»x.ifin1 in diis policy

statement wiD achieve die suued objectives. The Cunuiutteg realizes that marlcet

perfomance varies from period to period AccartoB^, relative pafofmanoe benchniiks

for the managen are set fbitfa in a later section entitled Control Procedures.

A-SSFTAIXOCATION

It shall be the policy of the Fund to invest its assets in accordance with the maximum and

nunimnm range for each asset dass as stated below:
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A«>»niw« itSaaoBi lata lOtama

Fixed hiftwir md
Cisfa Eqniviknts 80% 83% 86%

Domestic Eqniqr 14% 17% 20%

The Budget & finaioe Oaw iMKr is gnided fay Ibe philosopliy that asset aUocaiion is the

nioft Bgiiifii ft deicnnBHit of long ieebd nvesBncnt iriHui , Toe above asset ***"''""''"

should be capable of achieving itae objectiwcs siaKd in the Objectives section of this

document The asset «n«r«nn« ^gi be imimainnri as dose to the target allocations as

leasonaUy p**"*^ Fond wiibdiawals and any artdtiioni AaD be allocated across

panfolios to bring tbe asset mix as dose to the target allocaikw as possiUe.

The asset "***"'****''' ™*g" esifaiisfaed bjr this mvestment poacy tepiesent tbe long tenn

penpective. R^nd onnncipatBd mariBet date mQr caoK the asset nix to &D outside tbe

pobcyiange. Any (five^gcnoe sfaonld be of a sfaon Knn nanne. The ConnoUer of TNN
win review the asset nix of the Food on a quai ieily baas and diiect a rebalancing of tbe

asset mix to wiihiit Ifae pob^ muge if neoessaiy.

Shonld an invesment "—^grr widi to t irwd tbe ginrtrliic fanits, iprraal prior approval

by tlK Comnnnee wffl be needed. For special mmtioni. Ibe OomoiinBe can grant yedal

exenpiians fram the guMfaiJmi

»

Under bo uiiiiiiiii slices sfaoold a manager aodvdy

CTceed giiaHaie hnais whum fnnnal priig atunoval-by ttie Ouuanutee.

DIVERSinCATION

Investment 'iiM»'«ini m*!!!^! b oonsisKBt widi tbe ntent to iiaiiiiiaie tbe risk of large losses

to tbe Fond. Cuusequeudy. the total poctfoiio win be coosuuUBd by tbe individual fund

managen to attain pradent divLuificalian with regard to the conoentranon of holdings in

individual issaes, tAHpiaaliuiis and/or inihmi iri To cbsur adequair divetsifkaiion. no

nanager wS bold one tea 8% at msAet vatae of is piattoo of tbe Total Hmd in ay
single securiqr. No moR than 8% of the Bad amy be hdd in snui iiiet of any one

oiganizatian, citcpt fiv UJS. Guveuiment Secmioes.

VOt^TILITY

Consistent with tbe desire for adetpme di i>milii

"atioii . the mvestment pdicy is based on

the assumpiiaa that tbe volatility of tbe combined poitfblios wil be similar to that of the

maikct uppuiiuuity available to iittiiiiiiinnal iuvuiou with similar return objecaves.

Consequently, it is ''^\<rr-^ that the volatility of the total portfolio, in aggregate, will be

reasonably dose to the voiatiliiy of a uaiaiMUiiLja-wuglMBd composite of the appropnate
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maikct indices, for esunpie, SAP SOO Index for suxks and Salomon Brothers Broad

Index for bonds, etc.

uouroiTY

The Controlkr wiD review cash flow pnjectiaas oo a periodic buis. The CommitiBe will

review the projected cash flow icquiienients at kast annually.

m. CXJNTROL PROCEDURES

Review of Invesnnent Objectives

The acfaievenieot of the Fmd's invesnnent objectives will be reviewed on an annual basis.

This review will focus oo the ynnriniird frasihOiiy of achieving the objectives and the

continued approptiatcoess of the investment pobcy. It is not aqpeasA that the investment

pobcy win cfaai^ frequently, in partifailar. sfaort-tenn cfaanfcs in the ftnanrial mailcets

should genaally notretynie an at^mnBiii in die iu»MUiKiit policy.

RBvit-w of Iwvgimient tAanmftaJA

The investment managerCs) shall discharge their responsibilities widi respect to that

portion of The Fund^ assets under their nunageroetu in aoconlaace witfa responsiUe

fidndary pnctioes.

Each manager shaD be given ^le re^wnsibDiiy to advise the CumiiiiUBe of any material

change in pmonnei , investment soat^y or other pcninent infotmation potentially

afTocung peifuiiianoc.

The Qmuiiiiiec will review results of all managers at least quartedy. These reviews will

focus on:

• the managen' adheieuLC to the policy giiidriiner,

• compaiuan of mnagers' returns agaiti^ funds using sunilar guidelines (in tenns of

the sudc/bond ratio, diversificatioa. volatility, style, etc.);

• the opportunities available in both equity and debt mailcets;

• material changes in the managen' organizaticHis, such as philosophica] and

personnel changes, acquisitions or Iosks of maJOT accounts, etc.
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Stocks parcfaaaed for Ifae eqniqr ponfoliu didl be Ifaoie of faigii qnality, oon^ianies wiiose

shares trade in adeqnte voinme to inaae limiiiliiy. Maxiiiun ttMin^ jn any oq^

Loinpuiy sfaaD be liuiiicd to 8% at '""*** valne.

- Fixed lacoHie

Rxcdipconcpiai JMiwvriiaDbelaiatnitDfiwrtrnlilf aii'riiiiia timinl or guaranteed as to

prinrapal and inaeresi fay Ifae U^ or C^narfian fovanmsots or any agencies or

miuiiiii iwalilif i» tticmif or to coiporale nanea of the fionr (AAA through BAA) qualiQ^

grades as eairiiiiifaed by one or noR of the nanonaOy noogntzed bond fating asviocs.

Mortgage paaa-dBiiuglu and < oilairialnBd debt »*|'J"hm« toty be hdiL In panicular,

CnHatnahzed Mortgage Obfigaauo ^"*''*''y- Aril >'<anni only of nortgages goaiaiUBed

by tbc fidi oudi and cndtt of tiic US Govcnnnent or wn agency llicjCAif and wduhw price

volailiiy id BqnkiQr similar to 4Mi i|winns at ifae 1 rhman Mongage Backed Seuiiiiies

Index.

In no event, howewet, tfiniiM liie debt amuiiiea tttof one piivase coipontion excetd 5%
at cost and 10% at martfi ofdK Fmd's aaaeis imder iiMiagmaiH. No mare than 10% of

the bond puiifulio sfaaD be below A tfubsy.

Duiauon of ifac bond portfiafio is to be no more iban 6 iiaaitfit loiigcj than the Salomon

Brotfaos Broad Index.

-("irtlRacPlg

Cash and casn opoivrienB are fiand na'wiif aecnrides iiiaiia ing in 360 days or leas.

Holdings ilwutln be iiaiiaiiaiBd btyuud anonnB nwfdpd for fonfaoomng dJuiibunons from

the Fund. In BBcpng witti tta |ihilflan|ihy, equity iiHnigEB diall iiawe tfiacreooo to nvcs
up to 10% of asaeB ndo' iiwigiiuuii in cash eqnvalenB wiien ifaey deem apiaupuate.

However, Ifae MaoagCB wrBl be evafanaed »j"iw ibeir peers on ifae pufuuiianoe of total

luuuS onoer tnev onect manajBcnKOL

Rxed iir^wnr. managrrs nay bold taigfaer aniniBin in afaon uiaiuiiiy miiiiiirii as long as

the total punfuho riuialiuu ""—"fy «»« «*> "'g'

'

Ouh equivalent leaenres shaD have qnafiiy mings of A-1, P-I or liigba by at least one

Irariing rating agrnry.
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ficssdctxaDS

The following rocictiooi apply to all mvuui imt pqitfblioc

• TNN win not inven in miiyuigt with wfaidi it a involved in litigition or majcr

contractual dispute. The Attorney General wiD provide and maintain a list of such

cuiH>ainc!5

• TNN Investment Policy pfotdbits invesmicnt in oonpanies which dehve revenue

from the mannfactmer or distributor of alcoholic bevoages.

• Other prohibited investments include:

Real estalB - exoq>t as ^Kcifkally approved by the Investment Committee;

Options, warrants, fuiuira, commodities and commodity contracts;

ShcR nles, margin transacticns or any leveraged investments;

Privite placement debt securities, equity securities not truled on a U.S. stock

eatcfaange, orvenODC capital invesancnts;

Natmil letoorce propenks socii as oil, gis or timbedands;

1 ritrj or other muegistEnd e(]uity securities;

tittffniafiftmi ff^^irtti^s

Non Individual Secmities

In addition to direct investnncnt in individual securities, properly diversified conrnungied

funds and other pooled asset poitfblios are acreptiMe investment vducles, AU
conuningled trusts, nutnal ftnds or other pocded asset portfolios most coofonn to the

security restrictions set above with the foUowing excqxion - the Investment Conimi tiee

nay encourage nanagos of pooled or commin^ed funds to adopt The Navajo Nation's

prohibiQans of securities of specific coiporaoons; however, it is recognized that adherence

ID these lesoicdons in a poded inv^oncat vehicle may not be possible.

PERFORMANCE EXFECTAnONS

The most in^KWtant perfbimanoe expectation is the adiievement of investment results that

are cotnistmt with The Fund's investment poJicy statement A long term average annual

retuni of 3SL % above Cousumer Price Index is a leasonable expectahon. Poformanoe

will be monitored against a costom index node vp of 17% S&P 500, 83% Salomon Broad

Index and against a imivene of Ralanrrri Funds. Total Fund perfotmaiioe should

outpeiform the sfotementioned custom mdex at least by the amount of management fees.
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P/jnitif-s

Eqnity pofonnanoe thoold achieve the foDowing pafcamnioe objectives over a maiket

cycle, wbicfa is (fefined as a time period over wfaicfa a broad maricet indesi, sodi as the SAP
500, falls from a high point to a low point, and back to a high point, or tlte reverse.

• Be greater than SAP SOO by 1%

• Be greater than SEI Equity Only Median

• Be greater than the 40tfa percentile for Manager Sqrle.

Fixed income

Fixed income perfonnance should achieve the following performance objectives over a

maiket cycle:

• Total fixed income should exceed the median SEI bood fund on a total

find lettun basis for poRfoUot of similar luaiuiuy.

• Be greater than the Salomon Brothers Broad Indoc by 0S%

Volatility for the portfolios diould not exceed that of tiie relevant indices.

Other - • -

While these standards should be achieved over a complete maikBt cyde, die Investment

Conuiuttee will also monitor perfdcmance over dioner penods of time.

IV. REPORTS

Managen will provide tnanlfaly reports to the Rnaisce Divisian of TNN as requested by

inNand wiD be jKSfutd to imkc quatgiy preieniafions to the CmnBttee, if leqnesiBd.

V. PROXIES

Investment managers wfll vote pnndes m accordance with TNN Investmoit Policies and

Procedures. Voting wiD be in the best interest of the Natvajo Nation. A record of voting

will be maintained by dte manager and npanei quaiteriy. The Inv^mem Committee of

TNN reserves the right to exerdae its proxy rights when it so chooses.
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VI. pHOKERAOE

Managos are reqxmsible for tecmiiig the best net cost for niuactions (commission plus

exeamon cost). Subjea to this itqniitiiient, ThW may direct managen to utilize cenain

brokerage firms in anler to reduce Fond expcnirt
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Appendix 1.

The NaT»io Natimi'a ErtenmnT Hired limatmait OmnintioiB

investment Arfvi«»Ty . SFT r^pw»l Pi>tiiiiniR*

SEI Capital Resomces wis hired in 1991 to aerve as The Navijo Nation's Investment

Advisor. They are headqamerBd in Wayne, PA and employ over 1.200 people

nationwide. The tam of senior consultants that work with TNN are iocsted in their San

Francisco office. Nationwide, SEI worics with over 300 (Cerent plan sponsors including

retiiement plans, endowment plans, and ho^tal pools of assets with assets totaling over

$300faiUiaQ. SEI provides TNN with investment consolongaavioes on all 18 funds

uaiipiisiiig TNN's investment program.

Investment Manapent

Yor Rnn'i • TNND«e Pndoa Aseisin Pradua CClienis

fhyiiiiM ign | flMitin ^*™—** AbeB bsDl sLibi wiltiTNN AsdyQ SaOBil TiPirntici

Smith Bmey
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Testimony of Susie L. Long, Chairperson

Yurok Tribe

For The Task Force

On Indian Trust Fund Management

August 20, 1996

9:00 am

The Yurok Tribe appreciates the opportunity to provide

testimony to the Task Force on Indian Trust Fund Management

regarding the Tribal Trust Fund Accounts.

I would like to provide some information that highlights the

experiences the Yurok Tribe has had since receiving the

"Agreed Upon Procedures and Findings Report". In our attempt

to determine if we had enough information to dispute or

accept the report as a full and complete accounting we have

encountered serious road blocks in obtaining the information

necessary to make any determination. Our first major problem

was not receiving the report and back-up journals in time

for thorough review. Our regional meeting was March 19th in

Sacramento and we received our information on March 6th. We

had difficulty using the compact disk and when we finally

started our review of the documents we discovered that

records of our most significant trust accounts were not

included. In fact, we had only received information on one

of the Yurok Tribe's accounts. This account had a balance of
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$220,000.00. The account that we did not receive information

on has a balance of $41,000,000.00.

Additionally, at the regional meeting Mr. Christi insisted

that we had received all of the information and called

Albuquerque to verify this. It was discovered that the Tribe

had not in fact received any of the disputed information.

Thus, we were not able to conduct our meeting during the

scheduled time. Mr Christi promised the information would be

mailed to the Tribe immediately and the Bureau would pay for

the Tribal Council members and staff to go to Albuquerque to

complete the meeting we were to have in March. In

preparation for this meeting we were to receive the journals

for the other accounts immediately. The Albuquerque meeting

was set for June 24-25. We received only a partial set of

journals approximately 10 days before the Albuquerque

meeting. There were reconciled account statements missing

from the package as well as other incomplete information. I

point out that these documents contain key information the

Tribe must have to determine if their account balances are

correct. While in Albuquerque we were able to view documents

on CD-ROM that clearly show that Tribal funds had been

posted to the account of another Tribe. To date however, the

Yurok Tribe has not received these account statements or

journals

.
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- At the March 19th meeting there were 8 issues discussed

which required follow up response from O.T.F.M.. To date

we have not received a response to these issues.

- At the June 24-25 meeting in Albuquerque there was another

list of questions presented and we were promised the

balance of the reports and journals. We have not had a

response to these issues nor have we received the reports

or journals.

The Trust Fund Reform Act requires each tribe to either

'dispute' or 'accept' the reconciliation report"... as full

and complete accounting as possible to the earliest possible

date". In light of this requirement, the Yurok Tribe could

not summarily reject or accept the report due to the

governments' failure to provide and disclose all of the data

and information that was needed. Further, I reiterate that

O.T.F.M. had committed to providing this missing information

on two prior occasions.

We now understand that our decision to defer 'dispute' or

'acceptance' of the report is being represented by O.T.F.M.

as disinterest by the Yurok Tribe. Nothing could be further

from the truth. The Yurok Tribe summarily rejects the Trust

Fund report as presented by O.T.F.M. The Yurok Tribe could

not, in good faith, take a position on the report without

being able to review the pertinent documents which have not
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been provided. It appears that the Yurok Tribe and the other

tribes who deferred a decision on their respective reports

have been deemed to have no interest, thereby being wrongly

perceived as being uninterested in the reconciliation

effort. This assumption is symptomatic of the serious

internal flaws in the reconciliation process. It flaunts the

concept of a 'trustee' and totally undermines the

credibility of the O.T.F.M. and the intent of the Trust Fund

Reform Act.

Current reports from O.T.F.M.:

The Tribe is currently receiving monthly reports on funds

held in Trust by O.T.F.M. We are pleased to receive current

information. However, there are entries in these reports

that our Representative has not been able to explain:

Specifically, Income Transferred from I.I.M. account on

9-20-95 of $5,058.93. This is not an I.I.M. account and

should not contain this type of entry. On the same report

there were deductions from the account entitled "per capita

and other payments to Indians". To date the Tribe has not

received an explanation of these entries.

From the above examples you can see that there is much more

to do to resolve the old Trust Fund accounting issues. Also,

we must continue to make improvements that will provide a

system that is equivalent to Commercial Trust Departments

for all Tribes and I.I.M. account holders.
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To meet Commercial Trust Department Standards:

1. Funds must be appropriated by Congress to continue to

upgrade O.T.F.M.'s accounting and computer systems.

2. O.T.F.M. must be immune to the "reduction in force

process" so they may retain staff that have been

trained in the special procedures necessary to handle

trust funds.

3. Accounting must be provided to I.I.M. account holders

on a regular basis, and when questions arise they need

to prompt and professional response.

4. Standards must be established that mirror private trust

fund standards and policies and procedures need to be

developed for management and investment of trust funds.

5. Technical assistance funds are needed to implement the

Trust Fund Reform Act provisions which offer Tribes the

opportunity for self-determination in the management of

their trust funds and trust assets. This should include

the management of I.I.M. accounts.

Once again we thank you for the opportunity to present this

testimony. We wish to impress upon you that this is a very

important issue to the Yurok Tribe.
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TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE DEBORAH J. DOXTATOR
CHAIRWOMAN OF THE ONEIDA TRIBE OF INDIANS OF WISCONSIN

BEFORE THE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES COMMITTEE ON RESOURCES

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. My name is

Deborah Doxtator, and I am the Chairwoman of the Oneida Tribe of Indians of

Wisconsin. I am once again pleased to have the opportunity to speak before this

vital committee on a topic of great significance.

Mr. Chairman, the Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin is a federally-recognized

treaty tribe located upon a 65,430 acre reservation in Northeastern Wisconsin.

Today our nation is recognized for its success in the gaming industry, but more than

that, it is acknowledged as one of the most successful in addressing the needs of its

members through sound governmental planning and action.

Not long ago in the memories of our people, our nation was impoverished by every

measure but pride. With $40,000 for an aimual budget, nearly 1/3 of our roads

unpaved, 1/3 of our people living in substandard homes (defmed as having no

electricity, no plumbing, or both), a 55% unemployment rate, and an 8th grade

average educational attainment level there was little that would hint to our future

success. These statistics from only 25 years ago would have suggested that our

communities were hopeless. We had a BIA agent attend every meeting of our

Council to inform us of what we could not do, and that was the visible extent of the

BIA's fiduciary responsibility.

In my testimony today, I will cover several issues. First, I will share a brief

overview of Oneida history in relation to the federal government and trust. For you

to appreciate our frustration around the Trust Funds Reconciliation Project, I feel

compelled to place our situation in an historical context. I wish for you to truly

understand the contributions and sacrifices that we have made and the way in which

the United States has carried out its obligations. I will next address the 1973-1992

period targeted in the Bureau reconciliation effort. I will close with how this

reconciliation affects Indian Country and propose some solutions to solve the

dilemma now faced by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Office of trust Funds

Management.

On'Vo?tea.ka (Oneida), People of the Standing Stone, learn from our traditions that
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the Creator placed us upon this land known as Turtle Island. From time

immemorial, our people lived on this land. In 1532, F. Franciscus de Victoria, the

Father of International Law, formally pronounced what we have always known:

Indian nations held the same inherent ri^ts over their lands as did the European

nations. Under international law, there were two ways in which the land could

change hands, by cither a "just war," or by mutual consent (treaty). Nearly all of

America was acquired by treaty...agreements that included quidpro quos. America

seldom kept its word. War, however, was something that America understood.

While treaties were often broken, one might suspect that the concept of spoils going

to the victors would certainly be a concept understood by Europeans and ultimately

American patriots. Beyond peace treaties with the Indian nations, some agreements

among the fledgling United States and Indian nations were those borne of military

alliances. The alliances struck between us and the British resulted in our fighting on

behalf of the British in the French-Indian War. At the time of the Revolution, our

nation broke firom the Iroquois Confederacy to fight on behalf of the Colonies.

When the colonists refiised aid to Washington's army at Valley Forge, it was our

people bringing corn and other foodstuffs which preserved them. Our men, serving

as officers and soldiers in this army helped secure the success of the fledgling

nation. George Washington observed, that "were it not for the aid of the Indians,

the War would have been lost."

A gratefiil President Washington guaranteed Oneida's scorched £incestral lands in

New York to the people and their descendants' and extended monetary and other

compensation for services^ His commitment lasted until the 1820's when the

American mind set was altered by tlie Jeffersonian "Removal Policy" and the

evolving concept of "Manifest Destiny." The majority of our people were forced to

Wisconsin where we reside today. We, as victors and allies of this new nation

were, like most other nations, victimized by an America that did not stand up to its

word.

It was during this period of relocation Oneida entered into a treaty with the

Menominee tribe which granted the Oneida a Vi interest in Menominee holdings in

' Treaty with the Six Nations, 1794 (Treaty ofCanandaigua), 7 Stat. 44, November 1 1,

1794.

^ Treaty with the Oneida, etc., 1794, 7 Stat. 47, December 2, 1794.
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the future State of Wisconsin.' The Menominee later ceded much of this land,

without the consent of the Oneida, to the United States in the Stambaugh Treaty."^

Oneida eventually made a claim with the Indian Claims Commission for the loss of

the Vi interest that was conveyed to the U.S. by the Menominee.' This claim,

known as Docket 75, and the award was ratified by Congress on September 27,

1967.'

Pursuant to Congressional direction, the money remaining after payment of costs

and attorney fees was to be apportioned by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Any

money expended from the accounts of the Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin

required the approval of the Secretary of the Interior.^

The money awarded from the Docket 75 claim was placed in trust at the Bureau of

Indian Affairs, were it was managed by the Division of Trust Responsibility, Branch

of Investments from 1967 until 1989. At that time our nation took control of the

monies and transferred them to our own accounts where we have since managed

them. The Oneida Nation withdrew the majority of its funds upon secretarial

approval for the express purpose of making annual per capita payments to tribal

members aged 65 years and older.

The Oneida Nation made the decision to take control of its funds in response to a

growing distrust among our membership in the ability of the Department of the

Interior, Division of Trust Responsibility, to manage our money. Our apprehension

appears to have been valid.

' Treaty between the Oneida, Stockbridge, St. Regis, Tuscarora, and Munsee (the "New

York Indians") and the Menominee, September 23, 1822.

^Treaty with the Menominee, 1831, 7 Stat. 342 (February 8, 1831).

' Emigrant New York Indians, ex. Rel. Julius Danforth. Oscar Archiquetie. Sherman

Skenandore, Mamie Smith. Arvid E. Miller and Fred Robinson, the Oneida Tribe ofIndians of

Wisconsin and the Stockbridge-Munsee Community v. United States ofAmerica, Indian Claims

Commission, Docket 75, November 1, 1957)

' Public Law 90-93, September 27, 1967, codified at 25 U.S.C. §§1141, et. seq.

' 25 use. §§1144 & 1145.
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The American Indian trust Fund Management Reform Act* and the

Tribal Trust Funds Reconciliation Project

Today the Oneida tribe holds minimal funds with the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

Office of trust Funds management. Self determination has been and continues to be

our philosophy regarding the management of our funds. We are attempting to make

our investments grow and increase our capacity to contribute to the needs of our

elderly Tribal members.

Mr. Chairman, I am sure you are well aware of the American Indian Trust Fund

Management Reform Act of 1994 and the attempted reconciliation made by Arthur

Andersen, L.L.P. I am not confident, however, that you have been comprehensively

informed on how this reconciliation affects the individual tribes who were involved.

The Oneida Nation of Wisconsin held the bulk of its assets in Branch of Investments

fi-om the period of 1967 through 1978. It was our initial hope that we would receive

confirmation that the fiinds we withdrew from the Bureau of Indian Affairs

management could be conclusively determined to have been either correct or

incorrect.

However, after meeting with the representatives of the Office of Trust Funds

Management and Arthur Andersen, L.L.P., in January and April of this year, we
have learned a great deal. The single most important fact we have learned is that

this attempt to reconcile the funds held in trust by the Bureau of Indian Affairs

during the period of 1973 through 1992 cannot be audited or reconciled. The

procedures and findings are insufficient due to the lack of documentation available

to back up transactions.

During our meeting in April 1996, representatives of the Oneida Nation learned that

the so-called reconciliation effort made by Arthur Andersen had determined that the

Oneida Nation of Wisconsin OWES the Bureau of Indian Affairs $15,000, in spite

of the fact that it had not produced documentation for a staggering number of

transactions to our account!

Our representatives took a closer look at the reconciliation effort and found even

more disturbing information. The attempt to reconcile Bureau accounts has been

' 25U.S.C. 4001,etseq.
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severely hampered by the lack of documentation that exists to back up a large

percentage of the transactions made on all tribal accounts. Additionally, other

serious defects exist in the attempted reconciliation. These include:

1. The lack of effort to gain the input of the tribes whose accounts were being

examined. The Oneida Tribe of Indians could have been an invaluable resources to

the Buieau of Indian Affairs and Arthur Andersen, L.L.P. during their attempts to

cross check our accounts. Several of the people who have been involved in Tribal

affairs since the Oneida were awarded the Docket 75 judgement continue to be

involved in the tribal affairs today. These people could have answered questions

and located documents which would have aided the Bureau of Indian Affairs and

Arthur Andersen in their attempts to correctly reconcile our accounts. During our

April 11, 1996 meeting with representatives from the Office of trust Funds

Management and Arthur Andersen, Arthur Andersen representatives spoke candidly

with us regarding attempts to work with Tribes to locate missing documents.

According to their statements, a decision was made early on in the project to work

with only five tribes on a one-to-one basis. However, due to the costs incurred and

the time intensive nature of working with tribes, this practice was not expanded.

2. The advisory board, which was specifically created to aid the Special trustee

pursuant to 25 U.S.C. sec 4046, was never consulted regarding Department of

Interior attempts to reform trust fimds management. In fact, a respected Indian

leader, Ivan Makil, reports that their efforts to meet and to advise in departmental

deliberations regarding reform were thwarted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs'.

During our regional meeting the BIA, representatives responded to our inquiries

concerning the advisory board. We were told who was on the board and that it was

not very active. The board members had one meeting and the funding ran out. The

board had no further opportunity to meet and that the DOI would not allocate funds

for the advisory board until October, 1997. This lack of consultation with the

advisory board emphasized the fact that the BIA made very poor efforts in

consulting with Indian country on reconciliation of ITS own funds.

3. The Bureau of Indian Affairs is also responsible for collecting amounts due to

Tribes through timber sales, as well as mineral and gas leases. When we questioned

this issue at our April 11, 1996 meeting, Arthur Andersen, L.L.P. representatives

stated to us that it discontinued attempts to confirm whether the amounts deposited

' Testimony on Indian trust Fund Issues before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs

submitted by Ivan Makil, June 1 1, 1996.
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into each tribe's accounts were in fact the amount due to each tribe because they

were experiencing time and budgetary constraints. We were told that determining

the amounts due under many of the leases in question was complex and therefore

costly. This procedure was explicitly referred to as the "Fill-the-Gap Procedure."

and is discussed in some detail in the report of the General Accounting Office to the

Senate Committee on Indian Affairs submitted in May 1996.

4. There has been no attempt to reconcile the Individual Indian Money Accounts.

The Bureau estimates that the costs to meaningfully audit these accounts would

range from $108 to $280 million.

5. Funds held in the Branch of Investments from 1973 through 1978 were not

scrutinized. We have begun our own analysis of this period, but we are in the most

preliminary stages of our research. Based upon other research, we expect to be able

to demonstrate that had errors occurred, they too would result in findings in our

favor.

The most offensive aspect of the accounting provided to the Oneida Nation was the

indication from Arthur Andersen and the Bureau of Indian Affairs that the Oneida

Nation owes the Bureau of Indian Affairs ahnost $15,000. When questioned in

detail on the subject, Andersen representatives stated that the reason the Summary

of Treasury Interest Recalculation Results shows the net adjustment due from the

Oneida Tribe stems from overexpenditures made by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to

Oneida Accounts. These overdrafts resulted in negative balances, the interest from

which has accrued over the years and now approachs $15,000. Arthur Andersen

officials also conceded that these transactions were entirely handled within the

Bureau of Indian Affairs and that the Oneida Tribe did not access those accounts

directly.

We have recently turned over the responsibility for monitoring our trust funds to our

newly created Trust Department. Its monitoring efforts of our accounts have led us

to uncover discrepancies totaling more than $19,000 in favor of the Tribe. This

number is based on our scrutiny of Bureau of Indian Affairs accounting and

examination of our treaties with the United States. This oversight, stemming from

the most fiindamental federal obligation, would not have been located using the

methodology agreed to by the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs

and Arthur Andersen, L.L.P. Under their study methodology, they have not been

responsible for checking the amount deposited into the Oneida account with the

actual amount due under our agreements with the United States.

Our inquiries have thus far restored our annuity payments based on our
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contributions to the establishment of this country. We luiderstand that we have

recently been credited for the past six years where payment was not made. We are

awaiting credit of the payment for 1979. For us this a matter of pride, a matter of

honor, and one which underscores the unique relationship of Indian nations to the

United States—one which many in Washington today fail to xmderstand or recognize.

We are presently reviewing our options and continue to monitor the accounts that

we now hold with the Office of Trust Funds Management. An option before us is to

conduct our own reconciliation of the accounts we have held with the Bureau of

Indian Affairs in the past. We are encouraged by the changes that have occurred in

the Office of Trust Funds Management and are happy with the service provided to

us by the representative assigned to our accounts. The direction the Office of Trust

Funds Management has taken is a positive step, but stronger efforts need to be made

in order to restore the good faith of Indian nations.

When the reconciliation efforts were first imdertaken, I believe that all of Indian

Country held hope that the reconciliation would uncover what we have known all

along--that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has not fulfilled its responsibility to the

Indian Nations. Unfortunately, the attempted reconciliation has not been detailed

enough and there has been no investigation into the issues that really matter to

Indian Nations.

Future attempts to address this issue must include the following:

1. Any reconciliation attempt must include a review of all applicable treaties,

leases, and sales agreements which place an obligation on either the United States

or third parties to pay monies to the Bureau of Indian Affairs on behalf of Indian

tribes. The reconciliation is meaningless to Indian nations unless they know the

amounts the Bureau of Indian Affairs is responsible for handling on their behalf

2. As I stated earlier, we are heartened by the progress that has been made by the

Office of Trust Funds Management. However, the Bureau of Indian Affairs must

also make changes that allow its information systems to communicate to each other.

It is my understanding that the computer programming for the separate functions of

the Bureau of Indian Affairs is incompatible. Additionally, there is no Accounts

Receivable system. Until these changes are made, the United States will not be

meeting its trust responsibility to the Indian Nations with whom it has these

obligations.

3. The Individual Indian Money accounts must be properly reconciled. While I

realize that this will be an overwhehning challenge, some type of solution must be
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fashioned using input from Indian country and the private sector.

I recognize the tremendous support the Committee has given to Indian country

regarding this issue in the past. Your efforts have allowed us to begin this journey

to uncover the past. However, we have only begun. I encourage you to continue

your support and strengthen your efforts to demand the full truth.

I believe that a fair and equitable resolution can ultimately be reached in these

matters. I urge all parties involved, Indian Nations, the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

and the private sector entities, to all be part of the solution. We must all work
together to fashion a solution to a problem that has literally existed for over two

hundred years.

On behalf of the Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin, I would like to thank the

Committee for its invitation to speak today. I appreciate all the support you have

shown and I am willing to make any effort necessary to effect change. I am here

because my nation has made it possible for me to be here. As I am certain you

appreciate, there are many other Indian nations whose conditions do not permit them

to join us. Their voices must also be heard. Their legitimate legal rights and the

honor of the United States is once again at question.

I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have at this time.
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STATEME>nr OF ROBERT M. PEREGOY
AUGUST 20, 1996

Chairman Hayworth and Members of the Task Force, I appreciate the

opportunity to provide testimony on this most important matter. My name is

Robert Peregoy. I am a senior staff attorney with the Native American Rights

Fund (NARF). I work in our Washington, D.C. office.

Mr. Chairman, before I begin my testimony, I want to express appreciation

to you on behalf of the Native American Rights Fund for your leadership in

chairing this important Task Force. The government's mismanagement of Indian

trust funds has been permitted to continue for far too long. This crisis cries out

for a speedy and effective resolution. We believe this Task Force can play a key

role in fashioning a satisfactory resolution to this sordid chapter in Indian-

government relations. And the Native American Rights Fund looks forward to

working with you in this regard.

As you are aware, in June of this year the Native American Rights Fund and

other attorneys filed a class action lawsuit on behalf of over 300,000 Indians

against the federal government to seek redress for the government's breaches of

trust in mismanaging the Individual Indian Money (IIM) accounts held in trust for

the exclusive benefit of these individuals. We have previously testified about the

specifics of this litigation, which we again emphasize was filed as a last resort.

As the record amply demonstrates, the trust management system is

hopelessly broken. According to the Special Trustee, the management system for

the IIM accounts is in the "worst condition of any of Interior's trust management

systems." However, the Special Trustee has been unable to fix the IIM accounting

system because his hands have been hopelessly tied as a result of the government's

failure to provide adequate resources. Our immediate purpose-on behalf of more

than 300,000 individual Indian trust beneficiaries— is to seek adequate

appropriations to fix the IIM accounting system.

The Special Trustee determined that it would take almost $50 million in FY
1997 to begin to correct the overall trust management deficiencies. However, the

Administration requested only $36.3 million in appropriations. The House reduced

this already inadequate number by nearly 50 percent to $19,126 million, pursuant

to the Interior appropriations bill passed in June. It is significant to note that the
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Office of Management and Budget stated in a June 12, 1996 letter to House
Appropriations Committee Chairman Livingston that the President will likely veto

the House Interior appropriations bill, in part due to the unacceptable level of

funds appropriated to the Office of Special Trustee.

We emphasize that the $19,126 million House appropriation can do
nothing to rehabilitate the IIM trust management system. An additional $22.3

million for FY 1997 is necessary to provide the IIM trust with an adequate

accounting system. This amount vvfili provide the IIM trust beneficiaries with

an accounting system equal to the OmniTrust System, which is in operation

for the tribal trust and its more than 275 tribal trust beneficiaries. As the

Special Trustee has testified, the $22.3 million will enable him to fix the IIM

accounting system within one year--by creating "a Chevrolet, not a Cadillac."

Without this repair, the government cannot possibly expect to minimize the losses

caused by its failure to administer the lEM trust prudently for more than 300,000

individual Indian trust beneficiaries every single day.

The Senate Appropriations Committee has included the full amount of

appropriations requested by the Administration-$36.3 million for the Office of the

Special Trustee. This includes $13.6 million to commence implementation of the

strategic plan. As we understand it, this amount will be used primarily to begin

to upgrade and establish for the first time a reliable IIM accounting system. While

the Senate Appropriations Committee recommendation of $13.6 million is a step

in the right direction, it remains $8. 7 million short of the $22.3 million necessary

to repair this part of the problem.

We hope that the Senate will enact the Appropriations Committee

recommendation pertaining to the Office of the Special Trustee, to start to provide

the Special Trustee with the necessary resources and tools he needs to begin to

reform die system, as Congress mandated when it passed the Trust Fund Reform

Act of 1994. We respectfully ask that your Task Force work with Resources

Committee Chairman Don Young, the House Appropriations Committee, and

the House Conference Managers to urge them to recede to and add another

$8.7 million to the Senate level for a total of $45 million for the Office o1

Special Trustee. Should it appear that Interior spending will be covered

instead by a Continuing Resolution, we likewse ask that you urge that this

amount be included for program improvement initiatives of the Special

Trustee. We are well aware of the funding pressures to reduce overall
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spending and to balance spending priorities within each appropriation

measure. However, there is simply no good reason that the Federal

government should permit the trust funds of more than 300,000 individual

Indian trust beneficiaries to wither away because of current budget deficit

concerns. In short, it is in everybody's best interest for the government to

honor its legal responsibiUties and provide the funding to stop the

hemorrhaging now. One hundred and fifty-eight years of willful neglect must

stop!

In closing, we emphasize that an appropriation of $22.3 million is a critical

expenditure for the federal trustee; this will begin to end the government's

continuing breaches of trust and its rapidly mounting liabiHty for a modest

cost of less than $75 per each of the 300,000 individual Indians who are

injured each day by this continuing neglect. What a pittance to pay for the

federal trustee to honor its trust responsibility to these 300,000 American citizens.

Finally, we respectfully submit that it would be wrong for any part of the

$22.3 million to come from any Indian program. To do so would be unjust and

inequitable. The federal trustee is directly responsible for the creation and

continuation of the IIM trust management crisis as a result of its total failure to

administer the trust prudently. This has caused individual Indians to lose untold

millions of dollars of their money. Accordingly, it is unconscionable to compel

any Indian to pay for the government's breach of trust.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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The Task Force met, pursuant to call, at 10:09 a.m., in room
1334, Longworth House Office Building, Hon, J.D. Hayworth
(Chairman of the Task Force) presiding.

STATEMENT OF HON. J.D. HAYWORTH, A U.S. REPRESENTA-
TIVE FROM ARIZONA AND CHAIRMAN, TASK FORCE ON IN-

DIAN TRUST FUND MANAGEMENT
Mr. Hayworth. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Today the

Task Force on Indian Trust Fund Management is holding its fourth
and final hearing. The subject of this hearing will be possible legis-

lative solutions to the many problems which continue to plague the
management of Indian trust fund accounts.

In order to focus our witnesses, as well as the members of our
Task Force, on legislative solutions, I have requested each member
to comment upon and answer ten questions in his or her testimony.

Let me hasten to add that these questions are not J.D. Hayworth's
legislative solutions. Instead, these are proposals which the Task
Force has encountered during its consideration of Indian trust fund
account management problems, proposals which some or all mem-
bers of the Task Force may not agree with but proposals which
should be commented upon for the record.

Here are the ten questions which we hope to ask of each witness.

(1) Should the Federal Government continue to be in the busi-

ness of administering IIM accounts?

(2) Would you support having DOI contract out the operation

functions of managing Indian trust fund accounts to either A, a pri-

vate trust management company, or B, another department of the

Federal Government such as the Department of the Treasury so

long as the United States retains its related trust responsibility?

(3) Would you support DOI charging administrative fees to trust

fund account holders to defray the cost of improving its trust fund
management systems.

(4) Would you support legislation which would disburse all funds
in existing IIM accounts to appropriate account owners, would then
terminate those IIM accounts and would provide that in the future

whenever possible revenues would be forwarded directly to account
holders by check without going first through a trust fund account?

(209)
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(5) What do you think should be done about (A) fractionated

heirship problems, and (B) the thousands of inactive IIM accounts
which have no known beneficiary? Inactive account funds could be
transferred to the Federal Grovemment or to the tribe of the last

known beneficiary or to some form of Federal and/or tribal escrow
account held for some designated use.

(6) Assuming the tribal accounts cannot be reconciled any fur-

ther, what settlement process do you support which would fairly

compensate the tribes and would terminate any liability which the
Federal GrOvemment might have for any breach of trust respon-
sibility which might have taken place regarding the management
of tribal accounts in the past?

(7) Assuming that IIM accounts cannot be fully reconciled, what
settlement process do you support which would fairly compensate
account holders and would terminate any liability which the Fed-
eral GrOvemment might have incurred for any breach of trust re-

sponsibility which might have taken place regarding the manage-
ment of IIM accounts in the past.

(8) What changes in existing law would facilitate the administra-
tion of tribal trust fund accounts?

(9) What is your opinion of the proposed phase one of the Special
Trustee's strategic plan issued in February 1996?

(10) What changes in existing law relating to the management
of Indian trust fund accounts other than those mentioned above
would you suggest be considered by the Congress of the United
States?
As we have commented before in these Task Force hearings, it

is disturbing to note that many believe that the letters BIA now
stand not for Bureau of Indian Affairs but for billions in arrears.

It is equally disturbing that by some accounts what we have uncov-
ered through audits and forensic accounting is in the words of some
who have testified before us just the tip of the iceberg. This is a
problem that has confronted administrations of both parties. It is

a problem which we are dealing with in a bipartisan fashion, for

our purpose here is to be cognizant of the trust responsibilities

vested in the U.S. GrOvemment, its trust obligations in the wake of

treaties with several sovereign Indian nations.

I would like to thank the minority for its involvement in this

Task Force. And I would turn to my distinguished friend from
Michigan, the Ranking Minority Member, Mr. Kildee, for any com-
ments he might have this morning.

STATEMENT OF HON. DALE E. KILDEE, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM MICHIGAN

Mr. Kildee. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for having
these hearings in the really nonpartisan way in which they have
been conducted. I think the sovereignty of the tribes, which I be-
lieve in very, very strongly as a fact, the sovereignty of the tribes
and the trust responsibility of the U.S. Government move us to dis-

cover the facts that have brought us to the present situation and
to explore possible courses of action. And I think that this is what
this committee hopes to be able to do, suggest we need input from
you. I think the ten questions which you have proposed will be very
helpful to us. And I look forward to the responses to the questions.
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Mr. Hayworth. I thank the gentleman from Michigan for his re-

marks. And let us begin, then, with the Special Trustee for Amer-
ican Indians from the Department of the Interior, Paul Homan. Mr.
Homan, good to have you with us this morning. We would be inter-

ested in your opening remarks and then addressing some of the
questions that we have put on the table.

Mr. Homan, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hayworth. And if I could intervene and if you would yield

for just 1 second, if you would also introduce the individuals who
accompany you this morning to testify.

Mr. Homan. I will. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We are pleased
to be here representing the Department of the Interior. With me
today is Ed Cohen, who is the Deputy Solicitor in the Department
of the Interior, and Jim Simon, who is the Deputy Assistant Attor-

ney General with the U.S. Department of Justice. I will give the
opening remarks and all of us will be available to answer any ques-

tions the committee may have. I will make a brief statement, but
I would like to request that my full statement be included for the

record, and I wish to note that my strategic plan and assessment
has been previously provided for the record in a previous hearing.

Mr. Hayworth. Yes, sir, your full statement will be included in

the record without objection. We thank you for it.

STATEMENT OF PAUL HOMAN, SPECIAL TRUSTEE FOR AMER-
ICAN INDIANS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR; ACCOM-
PANIED BY ED COHEN, DEPUTY SOLICTOR, DOI, AND JIM
SIMON, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, DEPART-
MENT OF JUSTICE

Mr. Homan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The hearings are focus-

ing on legislative solutions to trust management practices and
problems. I would first like to present a brief report on my assess-

ment of the trust management systems and the conceptual strate-

gic plan which my office has derived to deal with some of these

longstanding problems affecting the Federal Government's trust

management system. Of course, this will involve a number of legis-

lative initiatives if the strategic plan is to be implemented success-

fully, including the answers to some of the questions that the com-
mittee has under review.

My overall assessment concludes that the undeniably poor qual-

ity of the trust management systems and the condition of the his-

torical records effectively preclude the Federal (Government from
providing an accurate and timely accounting to American Indian
trust beneficiaries. This can be demonstrated quantitatively. The
reconciliation project in January 1996 disclosed some $2.4 billion

(32,000 transactions) for which source documentation could not be
located.

The point here is that these records should not be missing and
would not be missing had the Federal Government followed conven-
tional trust recordkeeping practices. Of particular concern is about
$575 million in unreconciled disbursements.
Another concern is some $4.1 billion of so-called reconciled dis-

bursements which did not have complete disbursement voucher
packages, and notably over $2 billion in large disbursement vouch-
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ers to tribes in care of third parties, which did not have both tribal

and other governmental signed authorization.

The reconciliation project also confirmed what the GAO calls a
lack of a known universe of transactions and leases. This stems
from the Federal Government's lack of an ability accurately to

trace a collection to a source lease or contract. This in turn results

from a lack of a consolidated accounts receivable billing system and
a master lease system which at present defies auditing.

At the end of 1994, there was also a 2-year backlog in bringing
key landownership and records up to date. It was estimated at that
time to take 104 staff years to eliminate this backlog, but instead
BIA reduced its realty staff by some 29 percent from 126 staff

members to 90 presently during 1995 and 1996, continuing the
backlog.
Turning to the IIM problems, there are 54,921 IIM accounts with

$44.9 million for individuals with no address or an incorrect ad-

dress. There are 15,234 IIM accounts with $21.8 million held for

individuals who were formerly minors, the vast majority of which
should have been dispersed when the age of majority was reached.

There are $42,2 million in overdraft interest clearing accounts re-

sulting from interest mispostings prior to 1993. These are essen-

tially non-earning assets which deprive current IIM account hold-

ers annually of over $2 million in income. There are further gen-
eral ledger differences of some $28 million which should be cleared
from the general ledger. There is a continued maintenance problem
of over 153,000 small accounts, some of which are the subject of

this hearing, with balances less than $10 which we have to run at

a significant operating cost to the taxpayer. And finally, there are
over 130,000 missing social security numbers for account holders
with over $175 million in their accounts.
Mr. Chairman, these conditions are unacceptable by any reason-

able standards and continue to do significant harm and damage to

the American Indian trust beneficiaries. They are caused by the in-

herent defects in the core trust management systems the govern-
ment uses to manage the Indian moneys. These defective systems
effectively prevent the government from meeting the fiduciary ac-

counting and reporting standards required by the American Indian
Trust Management Reform Act of 1994 and standards of ordinary
prudence applicable to all trustees, public or private.

The Special Trustee's conceptual strategic plan addresses each of

these issues and identifies nine initiatives designed to rectify the
problems and bring trust accounting and management systems up
to commercial standards within 3 years. What is needed first is a
complete overhaul of the four basic trust management systems. We
must acquire a new trust resource asset management delivery sys-

tem. We must acquire a new accounts receivable data and auto-
mated billing system that uses lease contract and land and owner-
ship information. We must acquire a new trust depository pay-
ments and delivery system for IIM money accounts, and we have
started this initiative with Fiscal 1997 moneys. And finally we
must upgrade our land records and title recordation and certifi-

cation system.
Along with these overall core systems must come improvements

to our general ledger system, record keeping and archiving, risk
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management, our technology center and our organizational struc-

ture. I have estimated in my plan that implementation of this plan
will cost $100 milhon over 3 years. And I wish to note that the
President's budget contains $14 million to that effect for 1997.

In closing let me just say that the problems in the trust manage-
ment systems are longstanding ones. If mismanagement or neg-
ligence occurred, it stemmed principally, in my view, from allowing

the trust management systems, record keeping systems and risk

management systems to deteriorate over a 20- to 30-year period

and become obsolete and ineffective.

For many of those years, including many years since 1990, the

trust programs were seriously understaffed and underfunded. The
result was that the government increasingly was unable to keep
pace with the rapid changes and improvements in technology, trust

systems and prudential best practices taking place in the private

sector industry.

This gap continues today and will continue to increase until the

reforms outlined in the strategic plan are funded and implemented.
That is why they should be funded and implemented, in my view,

immediately regardless of if and when the strategic plan called for

in the Reform Act of 1994 is completed and approved. Each day the

trust management systems remain status quo, the Federal Govern-
ment's exposure to claims of mismanagement and liability will con-

tinue to grow and is another day the Federal Government cannot
meet its trust responsibiUties to the American Indians.

The comprehensive strategic plan is scheduled for completion by
March 31, 1997. It will address in depth many of the issues and
concerns raised by this committee at its hearings today and in pre-

vious hearings.
Included in my full statement are our initial answers to the com-

mittee's questions. Further research and gmalysis will be required

over the coming months to arrive at sound legislative solutions to

these longstand^g trust management problems, and we look for-

ward to working with the committee in that regard.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. My colleagues and
I would be happy to answer the questions that you outlined for us

in more detail or any other questions you may have.

[TTie prepared statement of Paul M. Homan may be found at end
of the hearing.]
Mr. Hayworth. Mr. Homan, we thank you for your efforts as the

Special Trustee at the Interior Department. We also thank you
again for your testimony this morning. We put before you ten ques-

tions. And we appreciate your response and very thoughtful inclu-

sion of the questions and answers on your prepared testimony. Let

me in a general sense, before I get to some of the specific notions

outlined in those ten questions and your ten responses, ask you,

sir, in a perfect world, and admittedly this has been on of gross im-

perfection with reference to what has happened to these special ac-

counts, if you were to design the perfect system, what would you
be most interested in doing? If you had to rank the different legis-

lative alternatives or what yo\ir solution would be, what would you
rank first?

Mr. Homan. Well, I would rank first the accurate accounting to

the American Indian beneficiaries of their account balances, the
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moneys the government handles from start to finish starting with
the leasing of the land, collection of the proceeds off those leases,

investments and finally disbursements. And to do that I believe

that eight of my nine strategic plan initiatives will address that.

It will bring, essentially, the banking part of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs up to commercial standards within 3 years.

And that is no different than, in my view, trying to go to the
bank across the street. Every single commercial bank and trust

company in the United States has a system which is capable of pro-

ducing 100 percent accounting. And that is essentially the place to

start.

Now in a perfect world, as trustee for the American Indian, my
plan also contemplates a system with a common set of policies and
procedures, a common set of accounting standards, a common sys-

tem which is run by the government and a common set of laws by
which the trustee can effectively downstream or delegate the oper-
ating authority to Indians themselves under self government prin-

ciples, to third parties, or in certain instances because of afford-

ability problems and others, to be continued with the Bureau of In-

dian Affairs. However, as long as the U.S. Government remains in

the trustee capacity, it must have a way in to determine whether
the operators of the Indian trust lands are doing their job.

Mr. Hayworth. Sir, I can recall your previous testimony here be-

fore this Task Force when you talked about your own resume and
your rather extensive experience. Indeed, in your response to me
just now you mentioned the situation which exists with commercial
banking with an ability to account for 100 percent of the money de-
posit holders possess and the status of those accounts. It seems,
Mr. Homan, that it begs the question if commercial banks can do
this, taking into account even the legitimate trust obligations that
this Federal Government has, and perhaps because of those trust
obligations would it not be more cost effective to turn to an outside
entity to provide this service? And could an outside entity, a finan-
cial house or some financial institution, do this job more effectively

and more cheaply than your projection of, what, $100 million over
3 years to completely overhaul the accounting system?
Mr. HOMAN. Well, certainly, Mr. Chairman, outsourcing some of

these activities is not only possible, but may be desirable. And at

a certain point in the future, providing the government is satisfied

it can do the correct risk management; i.e., auditing of whoever
that third party is that is performing the trust function, provided
that is satisfied, then I think that is quite possible. And it can be
done. I don't think it can be done for less than $100 million. And
I think the $100 million has to be spent to first fix the system.

I am told that there have been attempts in the past to turn over
a good part of these operations to private sector large banks that
have this cash management and trust capacity, but the question
has always been affordability. It has always been more than the
government has been willing to pay, first. And second, there has
not been a full accounting, as we all know, of these trust balances.
A private institution taking over the administration of these ac-

counts would probably ask for indemnification from the Federal
Government for past practices or for errors and omissions and the
lack of a full accounting. So that has been an impediment.
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I believe before we could even consider outsourcing it we have to

fix the system first. The $100 million will get there. After that, it

is an operating expense of less than $20 million a year, which
might be affordable.

Mr. Hayworth. Sir, I have taken a look at your written re-

sponses, and we put before all our witnesses today a variety of dif-

ferent alternatives that some have mentioned to us. I am concerned
about the response to question three, would you support DOI
charging administrative fees to trust fund account holders to defray
the cost of improving its trust fund management systems. You re-

spond that administrative fees might be charged to defray the cost.

The Department is researching the issue of whether fees should be
charged account holders with large balances or activity. Do you
view this as a viable policy alternative? Is it something that would
be, in fact, under active consideration to charge the account hold-

ers?

Mr. HOMAN. Yes, I think it is under active consideration. My per-

sonal view on this, £md I don't think it differs with the Depart-
ment's views, is first that the question addresses whether adminis-
trative fees should be charged to defray the cost of improving the

trust systems. I don't believe personally that should be the case.

These systems have been in disrepair for a number of years and
to ask current account holders to pay for the past errors and omis-

sions in terms of staffing and funding for these systems, I don't be-

lieve is a way to approach it.

But going forward, I think that for the larger accounts we might
charge an administrative fee much like a bank would charge. We
are in a monopoUstic circumstance here, so I don't believe we
should charge anjrthing more than a comparable commercial trust

company would charge for these same services for large accounts.

Second, a good many of these accounts are very small, and we
deal with tribes that are very poor. And I think questions of afford-

ability come into question, and I think there ought to be an exemp-
tion for tribes with small accounts or for tribes which simply can't

afford to pay the type of administrative and trust fees that are

common in the American private sector trust business. So with
those caveats, I think we should charge.

Third, there is a large category here that runs through some of

these questions of over 150,000 accounts with balances less than
$10. Now these are caused by our having to deal with fractionated

shares where sometimes we keep track of less than a penny due
on certain of these properties to certain of the property owners.

That is an enormous operating cost. The realty people tell me in

our suggested fractionated interest legislation that it costs some-
thing Hke $33 million, or about half their annual budget, just to

keep track of these small fractionated interests.

We have the same problem in keeping track of them at OTFM.
These are largely dormant and inactive accounts. The government
has not found a way to get rid of them, and normally a bank would
escheat these accounts to the State or service charge them, you
know, appropriately. And I believe that a service charge in our case

might be doable.
There are questions of constitutional taking which came up in a

9th Circuit case in connection with the Indian Land Consolidation
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Act in the mid-1980's and which is now pending before the Su-
preme Court. So we have to be very careful in terms of how we go
about administering these trust fees. But I think in that case we
should. It is costing the American taxpayer probably five or six

times in operating costs what it costs to maintain those small ac-

counts, and I don't believe a $10 account is worth much of an3d;hing

to any American Indian. I think they would like to get rid of the
problem as well.

Mr. Hayworth. Mr. Homan, you will be pleased to note that in

taking these hearings outside the beltway to the 6th District of Ari-

zona we met with many tribal leaders, and many of them have
lauded your efforts. Even as they have lauded your efforts, they
have lamented what they believe to be some deficiencies in your
purview of being able to really complete your strategic plan. And
I am just curious. Has the Department ever told you why it has
been unable to reprogram funds to your office so that you could
complete your strategic plan?
Mr. HOMAN. Well, During my confirmation hearings before the

Senate last year in September I was asked what it would cost, es-

sentially, to complete my strategic plan within the timeframe of 1

year that the law gave me. And I indicated at that time that it was
$3.5 million and that I would ask the Department for that money
for Fiscal 1996. Now unfortunately, the Fiscal 1996 budget got tied

up, as you all know, with continuing resolutions all last year. It

never changed, for whatever reason, from the $447,000 that was
actually given to me for 1996. With that amount of money, I could
not complete my strategic plan and I could not hire the staff that
would have made it possible. I requested the Department to repro-

gram moneys, but for whatever reason the priority was not, appar-
ently, high enough for them to make that change last year.

Mr. Cohen. Mr. Chairman, if I may just add one point. The
question had come up in one of the prior hearings, and I checked
with our budget people, and what I am told is that the Office of
the Secretary did not have the authority to reprogram, money to

the office of special trustee. Because of the way the accounts are
set up, a reprogramming would have required coming back to Con-
gress. Mr. Roman's office is a separate budgetary unit. We can pro-

vide additional information to the Task Force on that point if you
would like. I am not a budget expert, but that is my understand-
ing.

With regard to funding of the rest of the plan, the administra-
tion, as Mr. Homan indicated, asked for $36 million in 1997, of
which I believe $16 million goes to the implementation of the stra-

tegic plan. We are hopeful that Congress will respond positively to

that. And each progressive budget submitted by the administration
will include significant sums, I suspect, for the implementation of

the strategic plan as it is completed and approved by Congress.
Mr. Hayworth. Well, I thank you for adding those remarks, be-

cause it does seem to raise a new specter here, and we have
touched on it previously. In a department which has an annual ap-

propriation of some $12 billion, again without the accounting ex-

pertise, it would simply seem that common sense would dictate

that the Secretary has a broad purview over discretionary spend-
ing.
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And as I have said before, I think whoever sits at 1600 Penn-
sylvania Avenue in the years to come working with the Congress
has to reconsider the way in which we have treated the first Amer-
icans, for we have Native Americans categorized in the Department
of the Interior, which seems to betray to me some sort of anti-

quated notion. And I think somehow we get lost in the translation

that we are taking the lives of human beings and their destinies,

and we are putting them in the back seat as opposed to rocks and
trees and critters. Now I would be the first to say we need to pre-

serve our precious environment, but we must also honor our com-
mitments to the first Americans. And that is what gives me pause.

So I would like to see further quantification from the budgeters
and the folks at Interior and find out, given the nature of this prob-

lem and now the urgency that the forensic accounting reveals, why
the Secretary or whoever has not offered more or served more as

a catalyst with discretionary funds to help complete that mission.

Mr. Cohen. If I could add a little more detail, and I don't want
to belabor the point. I wish our budget was $12 billion. It isn't. I

think it is—I can't tell you exactly what it is, but I know it isn't

in that range, maybe in the seven billion dollar range.

Second, I think that as has become clear through these hearings,

this is going to take a partnership between the administration and
the Congress to solve this problem. It is going to cost a lot of

money. The President's request was $36.3 million. The House ap-

propriated $19.1 million for Mr. Roman's office, the Senate $36.3

million, and we are hoping that whatever comes out will be, obvi-

ously from our vantage point, closer to the Senate number.
But you are quite right. I think this is going to require an effort

of both the Executive and the Legislative Branch to get this prob-

lem solved.

Mr. Hayworth. I think we can both agree that the budget for

the Interior Department is certainly bigger than a billion dollar

bread box. There is a significant sum of money there, and I again

think we do need to look, though, and see with whatever powers
of discretion the Secretary has, given the urgent nature of this

problem, given the fact now that there are pending court cases and
civil action has been taken, it would seem to suggest to me some
urgency to say well, here are billions of dollars appropriated and
yes, a number of different priorities, what would prevent this from

moving higher on the priority list. But you are quite right. We
would hope to continue a productive dialog with the administration

and with the Executive Branch, whomever may head it in the years

to come.
Let me turn to my distinguished colleague, the Ranking Minority

Member of the Task Force, Mr. Kildee.

Mr. Kildee. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. When I first

came to Congress, Gerald Ford was President. At that time we
achieved the point where we had reached our first billion dollar

Congress. I remember Gerald Ford mentioned that in the State of

the Union message. And perhaps one good way to find the $36 mil-

lion is to look at our own budget and find some dollars there.

This is, to my mind, a question of real justice, and my primary
goal is to achieve justice for the Indian nations and tribes and peo-

ple in this country. That has been my primary goal as I have been
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in the Congress in this area. It is incredible that this has hap-
pened. I happen to really appreciate the Chairman's tenacity, be-

cause this is a complicated area to explore. Every time you look at

it you find more complications, but I appreciate your tenacity on
this.

Let me ask this question. I am not even sure I can ask it in the
right way. You are the expert on this, but while trying to achieve
justice for Native Americans, can we or should we at some point

achieve or declare closure on a number of the unreconciled ac-

counts while trying to fix the system for the future? I am not sure
that question is phrased that well or not, but if you can take that
and try to respond.
Mr. HOMAN. Well, I think at some point we must come to a clo-

sure with the harm and damage claims that have arisen out of the
deficiencies in the trust management systems. And one way to do
that is to fix the systems so that at least you can stop the bleeding,

so to speak, because our current systems for the most part are no
different than they were in 1992 when the reconciliation project

concluded. So as my staff is wont to say, we may be in the fourth

year of a new reconciliation project.

And I am here to say that based on my observations if we did
another reconciliation project today for the last 4 years, we would
find similar exceptions, similar deficiencies, similar amounts of

missing records that we did with the 20-year reconciliation project

which we concluded last year based upon the end of 1992.

So one way to bring closure to the past is to assure that going
forward we can provide the accurate accounting which is required

by the Reform Act. Then you can separate it as a bank would into

the institution going forward and the institution in the past and
work down these exceptions. The 154,000 accounts that have no
known address, for example, we have made significant progress in

working some of those accounts down. However, the minute we
stop, we get more over the transom, so to speak, coming in the door
because the current systems have not been modernized. And this

is basically in its simplest form a recordkeeping problem. And if we
fix the recordkeeping problem, then we will be able to deal with
both the past and the future in a sensible way.
Mr. KiLDEE. To achieve closure which contains justice, would

that require legislation on the part of the Congress?
Mr. HoMAN. Yes, I would like to have our representative from

the Department of Justice answer that, and also if Ed would like

to chime in on that.

Mr. Simon. Congressman, thank you. I would refer you respect-

fully to some of the issues you raised the last time we were here.

I believe that was at the beginning of the summer. And we re-

ported that the Interior Department was making information avail-

able to all of the tribal account holders from the reconciliation and
would be asking the tribes to attest as to whether or not they had
an objection and if so what their objection was and that we would
report back to Congress by November 15 as to what the objections

and exceptions made by the tribes were, and that we would then
try to analyze those exceptions and try to work with Congress on
the solution.
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I think we are all interested, as you say, Congressman, in achiev-
ing justice. I think we are all interested in doing it in a way which
is expeditious, which doesn't squander money or time in needless
litigation or dispute. And I think that what we have in mind is to

gather the information from the tribes as to what they think the
exceptions are and then work with them and with Congress and try

to craft a solution. That may involve legislation. It is too early to

say.

Mr. KiLDEE. So it may require some action outside the executive
branch of government to bring some type of just closure to this,

some type of closure that contains justice, then?
Mr. Simon. It very well may, sir. I think that we hope to know

a little bit more in November, and we will report to you and we
will be pleased to work with you, sir.

Mr. KiLDEE. Mr. Chairman, I am just wondering what would
happen if in the State Department we were running through the
foreign aid accounts and found such a situation. There really would
be probably some heads rolling over there. And we are not dealing
with foreign aid here. We are dealing with the first Americans. It

just seems incredible that has drawn up. But I think we—that has
already happened. I think we have to say now what can we do now.
And I am certainly happy, Mr. Homan, that you are doing what

you are doing. I think you have to be funded. I think that this is

a very serious problem. You have to have the adequate funds so

you can carry out your mandate. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hayworth. I thank the gentleman from Michigan for his

point of view. Gentlemen, before we dismiss, any other comments
from any of you?
Mr. Cohen. Mr. Chairman, if I could, I would like to address an

issue that you haven't raised but I see that Mr, Old Person raises

it in his testimony. And because he is coming after us, I would like

to address his comments.
He indicates in his statement that a meeting he attended of the

Advisory Board in Phoenix was abruptly canceled at which Mr.
Homan was going to consult with the tribes on settlement issues.

And without boring you with all the details, let me outline briefly

what happened, because I think Mr. Old Person is justifiably upset.

And I think he and the Native American community is owed both
an explanation and an apology.

The meeting was scheduled for, I believe, a week ago Monday.
And the purpose of it, as I indicated, was to discuss settlement op-

tions. Now as you know, there are two categories of trust fund
claims that we are looking at. One category is the so-called IIM ac-

counts, and the second are the tribal accounts. We had some con-

cern about the extent to which settlement would be discussed with
the Advisory Board, to which Mr. Old Person refers, for a couple

reasons.
First of all with regard to the IIM accounts, there is litigation

pending. A class action suit was filed in midsummer, and at this

point, counsel for the plaintiffs and counsel for the United States

in the form of the Justice Department have been meeting, and I

think somewhat productively, to try to scope out an approach to re-

solving the issues.
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Mr. Kildee, when you asked your question about how are we
going to resolve this, it is quite possible that the IIM accounts will

be resolved, or at least the framework for resolving them, could

evolve from the litigation depending upon how successful we are at

working out an approach.
Those discussions are in a very sensitive State and we were quite

concerned about having discussions by anyone other than counsel

for the parties going on.

With regard to the tribal accounts, Mr. Homan has been conduct-

ing discussions with the advisory board and we had no problems
with that. But I did send him a memo immediately prior to his

meeting that made two poin.o. One was that with regard to the

IIM accounts he shouldn't discuss settlement of the litigation. The
second point that I made with regard to the tribal accounts was
that to the extent that he has confidential and privileged informa-

tion by virtue of his being an employee of the Department of the

Interior, he should steer clear of revealing or discussing that in the

context of his meeting. For whatever reason, whether the memo
wasn't written clearly or whatever, what he read was not what I

thought we had written. He interpreted the memo as saying that

he could not discuss any settlement issues. That was not in aiiy

way, shape or form what was intended to be communicated with

respect to the tribal accounts. Unfortunately when he read the

memo he concluded, as I indicated, that he could not discuss settle-

ment issues and that portion of his meeting was terminated.

I want to apologize to the Advisory Board members, the tribal

leaders who traveled to Phoenix to participate in that meeting.

That confusion should not have happened and I think it is a de-

partmental wide issue that should have been resolved prior to the

meeting. I just wanted to bring that up and again apologize to Mr.
Old Person and apologize to the tribal leaders.

Mr. Hayworth. Mr. Cohen, I appreciate you raising this, but it

does not offer absolution. Indeed, it raises an entirely new specter

of a very disconcerting problem here. We have just finished hearing
testimony about how acute and how badly needed resources are to

solve this problem, and yet now we are reminded of a non-meeting
taking place in my home State, presumably with folks journeying

nationwide or across the continent to attend the meeting and then
having it abruptly terminated for a misunderstanding or whatever.

This is—it is a waste of money. It is the very thing we lament in

the entire process.

And you bring to mind something else when you talk about the

advisory group that I really—before I bid you adieu this morning
I want to get into. And let me discuss this with Mr. Homan. Recall-

ing the testimony of Ivan Makil, the Chairman of the Salt River

Pima Indian community in my district, I believe he is a part of that

special advisory council. But as I understand it now, that group
will not meet with you again until well into 1997, at least accord-

ing to the testimony he presented to us in Arizona. Why the delay

in that, Mr. Homan?
Mr. Homan. I believe Mr. Makil probably meant Fiscal 1997.

There was no money allocated last year to fund advisory board
meetings, so we have met essentially over the phone. We had one
organizational meeting in December of last year, and this was in
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connection with settlement options and other criteria having to do
with the reconciUation project. So we are scheduled to meet again
in December of this year with a follow-up meeting in February to

discuss the final stages of my strategic plan.

Mr. Hayworth. Thank you for clearing that matter up for me.
One thing I would request also in writing if it can be provided, the
cost, the expenditure of transport of government officials to Phoe-
nix, Arizona, for a meeting that could not take place. I would like

to know what that cost the taxpayers of this nation, and I would
like to see again more detail. You said you didn't want to bore me
with the details, and I will respect that this morning; but I would
like in writing, please, an explanation of exactly why this was ter-

minated. I am sure the American people appreciate the apology,

but I don't believe they easily excuse what can only be described

as a waste of funds.

Mr. HOMAN. Mr. Chairman, we will be glad to provide that for

the record. I would like to say a few words about that meeting my-
self. When I received the advice from the Department of Justice,

I conferred with my staff and we felt—all of us felt—that it pre-

cluded me, restrained me, if you will, from discussing the settle-

ment options with not only the tribal members present, of which
there were representatives from 15 tribes, but also with the advi-

sory board itself because by definition the advisory board members,
five of them, had to be members from tribes with tribal accounts.

So with that I felt I had no choice—I didn't want to put my staff

in jeopardy—but to call off the meeting. I have since received an-

other memo indicating, as Ed indicated, that I may have misunder-
stood that memorandum, but that memo was given to me yester-

day. My staff and my reading is still that I am restrained from
doing any type of consultation on legislative settlement options

with my advisory board. They have offered along with the Depart-

ment of Justice to work with me in trying to clarify certain aspects

of that latest advice and I will be doing that over the next week
or two.

Mr. Hayworth. Well, we certainly appreciate that and I am sure

you share the regret of having to travel and for whatever reason

having the meeting abruptly canceled. And one is tempted to try

and comfort you saying well, it must happen all the time, but that

is exactly the problem we tend to have in this government that has
grown so vast and so encyclopedic in its endeavors that the

—

whether it is the right hand or the left hand or whatever analogy

we want to use, somehow we don't seem to be able to coordinate

and we end up spending taxpayer's dollars needlessly or in vain,

as I think was indicated in this episode.

Mr. HoMAN. Mr. Chairman, one final comment. The meeting was
a general meeting on not only the reconciliation project but specific

issues for each of the tribal members present. We did discuss those

items in a general forum, so the settlement option proposal and
settlement option discussion was only one part of the meeting, so

it wasn't a complete waste of the government's money. However,
the principal purpose of the conference was to discuss the settle-

ment proposal and settlement options.

27-249 97-8
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Mr. Hayworth. Well, gentlemen, I thank you very much. If you
have nothing further to add, we will thank you for your time this

morning and we will be in touch.

Mr. HOMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hayworth. Now the Task Force will welcome the Chairman

of the Intertribal Monitoring Association for Indian Trust Funds,
Eric Davenport, to the witness table. And, Mr. Davenport, we ap-
preciate your attendance this morning even as we bid farewell to

our first panel.
Yes, sir, welcome. Would you state your name and your role.

STATEMENT OF DAVID HARRISON, PROFESSIONAL STAFF
MEMBER, INTERTRIBAL MONITORING ASSOCIATION ON IN-
DIAN TRUST FUNDS
Mr. Harrison. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I am David Harrison. I am

part of the professional staff of the Intertribal Monitoring Associa-
tion on Indian Trust Funds. Our chairman, Mr. Eric Davenport,
who is the business manager for the Central Council of Tlingit and
Haida tribes in Southeast Alaska, is stormbound in Juneau and the
plsmes are not flying. And he deeply regrets that he can't be here,

but he asked us to express his very great appreciation for the lead-

ership that this Committee and this Task Force have shov^ni on this

very important subject. And he has asked me to elaborate on his

prepared statement that was delivered to the committee in advance
of today's hearing.
And while we did, Mr. Chairman, address each of the ten ques-

tions that the Committee put forward in our prepared statement,
I would like to focus a little bit on just a couple of those in our dis-

cussion this morning. And then, of course, we will be happy to re-

spond to any questions that you or members of the Task Force may
have.
With respect to one of the questions about settlement, and it

goes, I think, to a question that Mr. Kildee asked of Mr. Homan
about what might be done in that arena to facilitate settlement, we
would like to associate ourselves entirely with the remarks of Mr.
Homan that we think there are very definitely things that can be
done and should be done to use his words. And I am not sure he
hasn't borrowed them from us in previous meetings, but to stop the
bleeding, to begin to put into place some of the systems and some
of the controls that are definitely and desperately needed in order
to protect the government from the future liabilities that he has de-

scribed, and in order to protect the Indians from future losses of

the kind and the magnitude that they have suffered in the past.

Some of these, we think, are already on his list, and we simply
urge this Task Force and the Congress to continue to support him
in an effort to put some of those into place, some kind of an ac-

counts receivable system so that the entire system won't simply be
triggered by what comes over the transom every morning when
people come to work in 85 or 90 different places around the coun-
try; some kind of a system so that the more than 50 million acres
of land and timber and grazing land and farm land and irrigated

pasture and crop land and oil and gas and coal and phosphate and
copper mines that are operating out there are put on some kind of

a basis so that there is a regular and routine procedure for seeing
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that those activities on Indian lands are paying what they should
pay and pa3dng it in a timely fashion.

Some of the other things that you suggested or asked in your
questions we have long urged be undertaken, and we understand
they also are on the list. That is in terms of outsourcing some of

the activities that are going on now. We have urged for years that

there be some form of centralized custodial services that probably
should be done by a private contractor, by a commercial institution

for the more than $2 billion of securities that are held by that office

on a daily basis.

We talk about the size of this portfolio as being a$2-l/2 billion

portfolio, but with investments being made on a daily basis, with
previous investments maturing on a daily basis, the actual volume
of transactions conducted by that office is in the scores of billions

of dollars a year of our money. And right now those securities that

represent that couple billion dollars are scattered in 100 different

institutions from coast to coast and border to border. And it is not
unknown for some of those to go missing for periods of time. Even
during the current—the recently completed reconciliation project a

$12 million TVA bond that had been called some 2 years earlier

was discovered not to have been carried correctly on the books. So,

for that kind of activity which increasingly, as Mr. Homan de-

scribed, even private sector institutions, even commercial banks
themselves are increasingly turning to each other and to special-

ized institutions for those kinds of needed services and are being
outsourced.

W^e also would urge this Committee to see to it that there is

some kind of an annual audit of these activities. We have recently

concluded an effort at what we call a balance sheet audit for Fiscal

Years 1995 and 1996; but we have gone from 1991 to 1995, the

very period in which we were spending 4 years and $20 million to

reconstruct the books; we didn't bother to audit them at all, and
notwithstanding what appears to us to be the requirements of both

the Chief Financial Officers Act and the Trust Fund Reform Act,

we think we definitely need to get this program on a scheduled

basis of routine annual independent audits. And we need to enable

the Office of the Trustee to develop an inventory of the leases and
agreements that generate these funds and enable him to conduct

the kinds of daily reconciliations that Mr. Homan says we would
demand of even the smallest commercial bank in the country. We
would demand that kind of daily reconciliation and we haven't pro-

vided the capability for our own government to do it for us.

And then finally the other thing I would like to really focus on

a bit is in response to your invitation to discuss some changes in

the law that we think might be needed. We are very grateful, as

we have indicated to you in the past, for the position of the Trustee

and for the presence in that position of Mr. Homan, but we know
he is not always going to be in that position. And as grateful as

we are for him there now, we think that the position itself perhaps
merits a little bit of attention now. We would like to see some
measure of increased independence for that position for the very

—

so we could avoid the very thing you were just discussing that hap-

pened in Phoenix last week. If this man is good enough for the

President and he is good enough for the Senate of the United
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States to be put in charge of this problem, he ought to be allowed
to at least talk to the people whose money it is. And so we think
some measure, greater measure of independence in the conduct of

that office, is probably in order.

However, we remember the teachings of our youth that power
corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely. And so we are not
saying that we think Mr. Homan or anybody in that position

should be made a unilateral czar.

But then we ask well, what kind of oversight should there be
available? Well, we think maybe he comes from the place where
that oversight should reside. Perhaps the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, the same officer, the same agency that provides oversight

and direction to all of these other commercial institutions that we
are holding up as an example could also be asked to provide that

kind of annual review, examination, oversight of these activities.

We don't think that the other routine oversight bodies in either In-

terior or Justice or even the GAO would be as suitable for that pur-

pose as the OCC.
We invite the Task Force to make their own inquiries of those

other agencies in that regard, but I believe you will be told that

as well. So we need, we think, some measure of oversight for that

office, and we think that the Office of Special Trustee within that
general oversight should be given the flexibility and independence
to do the job that he was brought in to do.

And along those lines of legislation that we might suggest to the
Task Force, any commercial bank today is required by law to do
something that these guys would go to jail for if they did do, and
that is to correct their own mistakes. As I mentioned with the TVA
bond, and as we know again during the course of this $20 million

reconciliation effort, we accepted the guilty pleas from a couple of

government employees for pilfering some of these funds. A commer-
cial bank when faced with its own mistakes recognize them, ac-

knowledges them, fesses up to them and uses their own equity or
reserve accounts to make them whole. We really must figure out
a way to give this officer the authority to correct the mistakes that
he knows about. And whether that is to create a reserve account
for him for that purpose or to authorize him the same way that
people in litigation now can enter into stipulated agreements for

access to the judgment fund, that could work—there are a number
of ways that might work, but it doesn't do any good to give him
all the tools in the world to do his job right and to find his own
mistakes, and there will be miststkes. Wells Fargo makes mistakes,
but if he can't fix them when he finds them, we really haven't prof-

ited much by the exercise.

So with that, Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to respond to any
questions you may have. And thank you once again for your time
and leadership in this important matter.
Mr. Hayworth. Mr. Harrison, we thank you for coming this

morning to testify in the stead of Mr. Davenport. And we under-
stand that the snow is falling in a variety of places, not only in our
49th State, but within the contiguous borders of the United States.

So we appreciate you coming in to shed more light on Mr. Dav-
enport's testimony, which will, of course, be included in the record
as it was prepared.
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[The prepared statement of Eric Davenport may be found at the
end of the hearing.]

Mr. Hayworth. In fact, before we return to the very intriguing
notions that you offer here, let me first note that our friend from
Michigan was—^his presence was required in another hearing this

morning, so we welcome our good friend and colleague from Mon-
tana, Mr. Williams, to the Task Force hearing this morning.

I understand here, and I think we need to get this in the record,

that the perception of the Intertribal Monitoring Association is that
the $2 billion figure that has been bandied about as a result of the
audits and the forensic accounting that has gone on is just the tip

of the iceberg, as I mentioned earlier and as we heard in testimony
from people in our opening hearing. The testimony of Mr. Dav-
enport, which I would like you to expound upon if you could,

please, Mr. Harrison, is this assertion over $200 billion in invest-

ment transactions were excluded and are left unreconciled. Now to

people who may just be hearing of these problems, this exponential
increase is nothing short of astounding, over $200 billion left

unreconciled. What is the rationale that you offer for that asser-

tion?

Mr. Harrison. The efforts by the contractors, like everything
else you have heard here this morning, constrained by both time
and money and where they were going to put the effort that was
available to them, chose early on to focus on the money coming in

and going out of the system, what basically we call collections and
disbursements. And there was nearly $18 billion of those kinds of

transactions, what you hear referred to as the non-investment
transactions. Well, that $18 billion that came in and out of the sys-

tem over that 20-year period was very largely scrubbed. And those
are the numbers that you have heard Mr. Christie describe to you
in terms of the high percentages of both numbers and dollars that
were scrubbed. What did not get that kind of a scrub, although it

did get some, in our view, little more than perfunctory evaluation
were the more than $200 billion of transactions that took place

with that money while it was in the system. Those are what we
call the investment transactions.
And that is what I alluded to earlier when I said while we have

a $2-1/2 billion portfolio we conduct scores of billions of dollars of

transactions every year. Now that we are largely out of the com-
mercial certificates of deposit and more into strictly Treasury
paper, we don't have the level of investment transactions that we
used to have, but I would guess we are still at a $50 to $60 billion-

a-year level of investment transactions. Those are the transactions
that did not get the kind of scrub that the collections and disburse-

ments got. And we say that we think that is where a number of

errors were likely to have been found that weren't found because
they simply weren't looked for.

As I mentioned, even while this exercise was going on we lost

track of a $12-1/2 million bond for a couple of years. In an enter-

prise this size, there are going to be mistakes. And to their credit,

they found this one. We didn't find it for them. They found it them-
selves through doing improvements that they had made in their

procedures. But we know that those procedures were not in place
for the last 20 years and we very strongly believe that—and we
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know a number of tribes that say to us we think this money lay
uninvested for 6 months when it should have been invested, we
think this money was not reinvested when it matured the way it

should have been. And so that is why we say that other $200 bil-

lion of transactions did not get the scrub that we wish it had, and
we have no doubt there would have been a good deal many more
errors and omissions found and reported had that happened.
So that is what we mean when we say the $2 billion that we so

cheerfully tell you about in our view really does represent only the
tip of the iceberg.

Mr. Hayworth. Mr. Harrison, you also mentioned perhaps in the
tale of the bond or in some other episode a documented case, an
example of someone within the Federal Government, someone vest-

ed to take care of these trust responsibilities, I believe your term
was pilfering some of the proceeds. Is this a unique example or do
you have documentation of other actions taken by those who have
been entrusted with the care of these moneys to be less than
straightforward?
Mr. Harrison. We have at least one other documented example

that we know of where an individual in the position of A, access,

and B, trust, was in the agency handling these moneys, have
helped themselves. In one case it was a man and in one case it was
a woman, so we are gender neutral here. I might say that we have
discussed another documented case in which it was not a govern-
ment agent at all but a bona fide crook that swindled over $8 mil-

lion out of the agency's trust funds under the guise—he set up a
bogus institution and bid on the money and got it. The government
caught him and recovered most of the money. The President's
budget for this very fiscal year included a $14 million request to

make whole that loss. And the Congress has not seen fit this year
to make that whole, but that is a known, documented loss that the
President's own budget officers have quantified and submitted to

the Congress to be made whole.
Which goes to one of our other points, Mr. Chairman, if I just

could press my own point a little about the authority that is needed
for these people to correct their known mistakes. It is not a crime
to make—I guess it shouldn't be a crime to make a mistake. It

should be a crime to cover it up and it should be a crime not to

make it right. And those are the two areas where we find real fault

and where we take great issue and where we suggest that nothing
less than the integrity of the Nation is at stake when it comes to

covering them up and not making them right.

Mr. Hayworth. And you offer an intriguing policy initiative or

action that we can perhaps take legislatively when you talk about
the role of the Special Trustee and increased independence for that
trustee. I would like to revisit that and get your thoughts about
that a little bit more, then I will defer to my colleague from Mon-
tana.

Are you saying the Special Trustee, just to understand this,

should come really under the auspices of the Office of the Comp-
troller of the Currency, there should be that transfer there, or
would the Trustee take on a status not unlike what we have seen
in the whole area of Indian gaming? Or if you, Mr. Harrison—in

the world according to David Harrison, if you were offering the sug-
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gestion of to how best increase the independence of the Special

Trustee but at the same time have that genuine accountabiHty,

what do you perceive to be the best course of action?

Mr. Harrison. I think that today—and by the way, let me say
when I say that I think that today just like with Mr. Roman's stra-

tegic plan, we are all for the first seven or eight steps he has laid

out today, but we expect to get smarter as this process goes on.

And so we are not saying that we think we have got the final an-

swer all figured out in advance. But if I were to design it today,

I would go more along the second alternative that you suggested.

I did not have in mind and I don't mean to suggest that he should

be transferred to or in any way become a part of the OCC, but
rather that is the kind of oversight body and agency that already

exists. If it is good enough for 290 million other Americans and
their money, maybe it would work for the million or two of us that

have money in this system too.

But I have thought maybe more along the lines you suggested
with the gaming commission that is a part of the Interior Depart-

ment. Their budget is a part of the rest of that $12 billion that Mr.
Cohen wasn't too sure where you got the number. Well, part of it

goes to that guy, part of it goes to other what your budget people

call Interior and its related agencies. But the gaming commission
operates independently. It has its own professional staff. It has its

own—I believe it even has its own legal counsel, and it operates

under the terms and the direction and the guidance provided by
the Congress and oversees an operation that is bigger than this

trust fund business by a considerable order of magnitude. That is

probably a $6 or $8-billion business that is overseen by that agen-

cy. And it seems to be working and it doesn't put the people that

are charged with the oversight of that enormous and expanding in-

dustry subject to the same kinds of personnel rules and require-

ments.
We had a situation in trust funds just recently where people that

we had spent $20,000 in training were busted out of the system by
a reduction in force and replaced by people that—according to the

Federal personnel rules, an accountant is an accountant is an ac-

countant and any one of them could bump in and knock out the

guys that we had just spent $20,000 training in accounting for and
recording amortizations and accretions and interest fiduciary ac-

counting. And we get people coming in who have been used to

counting fence posts for the Rains Project, but if they could count

a fence post people think they can count securities.

And so that is the kind of problem that we think Mr. Homan
needs to be freed up from to the best we can make it happen so

that he can get on with his rat killing. And there is plenty for him
to do without having to fight these other bureaucratic problems.

Mr. Hayworth. Well, I appreciate your observations, especially

the notion that you offered in response talking about, perhaps, the

role of the OCC in this, saying if it is good enough for the majority

of Americans why would there be a separation there. I think we
always want to be mindful of the special trust and treaty obliga-

tions that exist between this government and the several sovereign

Indian nations, but I think that is a very valid point and I thank
you for those observations.
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With that, let me turn to my good friend from Montana, Mr. Wil-
liams, for his comments and questions.

Mr. Williams. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This issue, as you
know, Mr. Harrison, has been very troubling for the Congress, both
Members of the House and Senate, for a number of years. And fully

recognizing the enormous complexities that are involved in trying

to fmd solutions to the problem, nonetheless a great many of us
have joined America's tribal governments in impatience about what
we perceive to be the on-again, off-again stuttering progress or non-
progress that is being made. I do want to note that sifter very close

scrutiny of this issue for quite a long time many of us have faith

in the work of the Special Trustee, in Mr. Homan personally, and
are hopeful that he will not only be continuing to pursue this but
allowed to do so in an aggressive and appropriate manner.

In your testimony for the Association, you say, quoting now,
"First, we believe that it is very important to increase the inde-

pendence of the Special Trustee." Would that include support of

legislation in the Congress to set a term certain for the Special

Trustee, grandfathering in the current trustee to that term? Am I

clear? Do you
Mr. Harrison. Yes, sir, you are clear. And it is my belief sitting

here today that our organization and most of the tribes would sup-

port that kind of legislation. That is not a particular question I

have put to any of them, so that is my speculation on the subject.

But we think it would do a couple of things. It would give—this

guy may not be—we may not be able to stand him after he gets

through listening to us say all these nice things about him, but
barring that, we think we like the sense that the guy that is in the

job now would be given, really given an opportunity to get that job

done. We also think the kind of term certain that you suggest, Mr.
Williams, would also go somewhat toward increasing his sense of

independence and make him—and whether it is Mr. Homan or any-

body else in that position, pex.aps a little less sensitive to the
every-other-November concerns that seem to affect everybody in

this town. And he could go about his job of being an honest banker
and worry less about what kind of press his boss is going to get

in tonight's or tomorrow's news.
Mr. WiLLDVMS. I want to note for the record as well as bring to

the attention of all the interested parties, there is active consider-

ation in the Congress to try even at this late time to enact laws
that would further stabilize and guarantee the independence of the
Special Trustee. Our difficulty, of course, particularly on the House
side given our rules, is to try to get anything of that nature in-

cluded in any of these couple of year-end vehicles that, you know,
might lend themselves to it. It may be that the Senate, given their

rules different than ours, would be better able to include something
in one of the omnibus bills.

But I know from talking to members on both sides of the aisle,

and as all of the witnesses have recognized and every Member of

Congress recognizes, this Task Force under the good leadership of

the Chairman has adhered strictly to bipartisanship. And I have
found Members on both sides of the aisle in both the House and
Senate who are expressing enormous concern about the stability of

the office of the Special Trustee under the able person of Mr.
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Homan. If we aren't able to get legislation passed, I have the clear

sense that a number of us on both sides of the aisle may want to

make it very clear in communications to both the President and
Mr. Babbitt, Secretary Babbitt, that we have these concerns, and
particularly while the Congress is out of session we would object

strenuously to any changes in the status of the Special Trustee.

Well, we appreciate you being here on short notice and thank you
for coming.
Mr. Harrison. Thank you, Mr. Williams. Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man.
Mr. Hayworth. And again, Mr. Harrison, we thank you for your

point of view and we will continue to take into account your advice

and your very unique perspective on what we may do to work on
this problem. Thank you very much, sir.

Mr. Harrison. On my way out, may I assume that the record

will be open to receive a resolution adopted by the tribes compris-

ing this Intertribal Monitoring Association with respect to Mr.
Roman's role and the comments Mr. Williams has made?
Mr. Hayworth. Indeed commensurate with the rules and the life

span of the Task Force, the record will remain open for 2 weeks.

So that is the due date, Mr. Harrison. Thank you.

Mr. Harrison. OK, well, we have it in town. I just don't have
it in hand, but thank you.

Mr. Hayworth. That is quite all right.

Mr. Harrison. OK, thank you.

Mr. Hayworth. We appreciate you coming in this morning, sir,

and thank you very much.
And now it is our privilege on this Task Force to call to the wit-

ness table the Chief of the Blackfeet Nation, Earl Old Person.

Mr. Williams. Mr. Chairman, if I may.
Mr. Hayworth. I would be happy to defer to my colleague from

Montana.
Mr. Williams. Thank you. Earl Old Person and I are old friends,

and I am always honored to be in a committee when the Chairman
and Chief of the Blackfeet Tribe comes to testify. Earl is no strang-

er to the Congress, and the Congress has always enjoyed and bene-

fited from our relationship with all Native Americans, and I would
add most particularly our old pal Chairman Earl Old Person. Earl,

it is always good to see you, sir.

Mr. Old Person. Thank you. Chairman Hayworth and Congress-

man Pat Williams.
Mr. Hayworth. And, Chief Old Person, before you get into your

comments, sir, sorry to interrupt, but if you would also take the

time to introduce the lady who accompanies you to the witness

table.

STATEMENT OF EARL OLD PERSON, CHIEF, BLACKFEET
NATION; ACCOMPANIED, BY ELONISE COBELL

Mr. Old Person. Yes, I must. With me is Elouise Cobell, who
is a member of the Blackfeet Tribe and was involved in this par-

ticular issue that is being discussed right from its beginning.

What I want to say today in the beginning is that I am not an
expert in smything, but I am here representing the Natives and in

particular the Blackfeet Tribe. We have two laws that we go by.
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to make it right with on those laws. Then we have the law of the
natural law that we have within this world and within the govern-
ment. I am sure that my people in the past have done their best

to uphold these laws that we have.

It was mentioned about treaties here. Our people—those treaties

that were made by our ancestors, the agreements, our people held
them sacred. They believed in them, and to those that they made
the agreements with and treaties with they felt that they felt the
same way and should treat them likewise.

In the beginning I want to say that although that—it has been
said at times that we come from somewhere else, but as far as our
ancestors is concerned and according to our ancestors we were
here. We can't help it. And we are going to be here so long as our
leadership is with that strength and continues.
We have done everything to the best. Even our people in the past

have done everything to abide by the things that they were di-

rected to abide by. We were asked—our people were asked to at-

tend schools, education. Sometimes it was very severe for them but
yet they done their best to abide by those laws, even at that time.

And they didn't dwell on those things that happened to them at

that time. They were forbidden not to do certain things in their In-

dian way of life while they were at school, but they didn't use that
to hold back their children from receiving education, because they
felt that this was very important.

After they began to analyze the future, they foretold us many
things. The lands that we have, although it said that they are res-

ervations, they are reserved for us, but I say they are lands that
our people are able to keep for us. These lands are our homeland
and we try to maintain them, preserve them, develop them to the
best that we can. Our populations are increasing rapidly, and it is

making our reservations become smaller, not in size, but because
of the population it is difficult to accommodate everybody. But to

those that are on the reservations today, the lands that we have
we try to use them so that we can help one another.
This particular issue that we are talking about, had it not been

for someone back in May 1991 or even before then finding and see-

ing that there is something wrong, we wouldn't be here today. This
thing will go on and on. Our people are always careful in the things
that they do. Sometimes we are referred to as people that really

don't know too much, but in our Indian way of life our ancestors,

our people, even the people that I—elders that I started my career
with as tribal leader taught me many things. And they taught me
that you must first go according to the laws that are before you.
I got on the council in 1954 and I have been on it since, became
chairman in 1964, so a lot of things have happened and I saw a
lot of changes and a lot of things.

People come to me in many ways many times. And our people,

they know when there is something wrong. They will bring it to

our attention. I talked to another group the other day here. I said

some of our young leaders, some of our leaders in the past, not too

long, they refer to our elders as we don't need them anymore, but
after our elders passed away they realized that they lost something
and they begin to say I wish those elders were still here because
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they are the people—^they are the background and they are the peo-
ple that gave us some directions.

The Federal Government has given us help. There are Federal
funding that comes to the Indian reservations, and we are very
careful in how we handle that kind of money. The minute that we
do not send in the kind of reports that the government wants, the
minute that they find that there is something wrong within the
Federal funding that they send, right now we are notified of it,

right now they want us to correct it, and we do everything to cor-

rect whatever the problem may be. And I believe that is all that

we are asking today, that if there is that wrong that has been
done, let us correct it, how can we correct it, how can we satisfy

the minds of the people that is directly the victims of this particu-

lar wrongdoing or mismanagement, nothing else.

I am not about to answer any of these questions that are being
asked, because I think there is something that needs to be fixed

first. Then I think we can begin to say all right, let us handle it

this way, let us do this. I have my leaders back home myself. I am
speaking of just the Blackfeet. Other tribes have their leaders that

they have to come together with to decide what do we see as the

best way of handling these kinds of things that we see that has
been wrong. This is the only thing that my people have is these

lands, whatever it is derived from. And it is our own. We are not

asking the government—it is not a government money funding that

we are asking to be corrected. It is our own money that we are hop-

ing that can be corrected.

If I might say a little bit about the individual money accounts,

a lot of our people back home, that is the only thing that they de-

pend on, is what money they get off of those lands. We have some
people back home that are the victims. We have people Dack home
that are on fixed income that they have some hardship. Many peo-

ple don't know. We don't—^we have no argument whatsoever
against our government helping other foreign countries, foreign

people that is in need, but we also have people right here in the

IJnited States that are just as much in need but we don't come out

asking.
And so today this particular issue that we are talking about, we

have some direct experiences. I have had people come to me that

I am basing my arguments, my concerns on. Our government has

asked the tribe a few years ago to set up an accounting system,

which again we abided—^we done everything to set up an account-

ing system for the tribe. And I asked one of the government em-
ployees do you folks have a system? They says no, but yet they

were asking us to set up a system of that kind when they did not

have it themselves.
And so as I have said, we have done everything that we can to

help within our own government, within the government that we
deal with, the Federal Government and any government that we
work with. And we feel that—and we try to do the right thing. And
this is the thing that I think brings down our people, especially our

elders when they hear about these things. They wonder what is

going on. And with all the technical things that is taking place, the

technical system that we have today, we shouldn't have anything
wrong. We should be able to keep up with things.
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And so this morning all I ask that there is a person or persons
that are concerned, have their concern for us. I certainly appreciate
you people for allowing us and allowing me to be here and to be
able to express my thoughts and how I see it and my understand-
ing of this particular situation. But I agree that I hope that this

person that is trying to remedy the thing that is wrong will be
given that chance to help us out, and through you people you are
the power. We ask that you folks help us out. I am not telling you
that we want something new, but just correct and give us some di-

rection so that we would not have this in the future.

And again I want to say that I am speaking on behalf of the
Blackfeet people, and I am sure I am speaking on behalf of all In-

dian people who are involved in this particular case. It is true we
were hurt in Phoenix. I think somebody should have known ahead
of time unless they were totally ignorant of the purpose of the
meeting. They should have told us that this may not go on. That
is the reason I went down there, is because we were going to talk

about, discuss settlement, but it was very disappointing to be
told—and like you stated, it is a hardship on us. We don't have the
money to travel all over. We have to sacrifice what little we have
because it is important to us. These kinds of discussions are impor-
tant to us. It is the future for our people in the upcoming genera-
tion.

And so with that, I will just say I want to thank you and I want
to ask you to do what you can, because we still exist and we are
still looking forward in using that what we have and still work
with everyone that we are to work with and we can work with.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Earl Old Person may be found at the
end of the hearing.]
Mr. Hayworth. Chief, we would like to thank you very much for

your comments. You may have heard the bells sound. There is a
vote on, and I guess we have about 7 minutes to get over to the
floor to vote. Let me—we have a series of five votes. With that in

mind, do you have any questions?
Mr. Williams. No.
Mr. Hayworth. No questions. We will take into account what

you have had to say to us. Recognizing the fact. Chief, that you cor-

rectly point out this is money belonging to the first Americans, this

is not the government's money, we look forward to working with
you and Ms. Cobell in the days ahead. We thank you for what you
offer in this testimony here. And thank you for your time.
Mr. Old Person. Thank you.
Mr. Hayworth. Let me call on briefly a gentleman who has ap-

peared before us before from the Native American Rights Fund,
Mr. Robert Peregoy. Mr. Peregoy, given the fact that you are well
skilled in summarizing arguments and mindful of the responsibil-

ities we have on the floor, could you briefly outline what you be-
lieve to be the course of action we should take legislatively?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT PEREGOY, NATIVE AMERICAN
RIGHTS FUND

Mr. Peregoy. I most certainly will, Mr. Chairman, and thank
you for allowing me to testify today. I appear on behalf of 300,000
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individual Indians who comprise the putative class in the class ac-

tion litigation Cobell v. Babbitt to compel equitable redress for the
government's gross mismanagement of these trust funds over the
course of the last 158 years.

And in summary fashion and in response to the questions that

you have posed to us here, we are not in a position to answer a
number of those because they are intimately tied up and inter-

woven with the litigation which is now under the jurisdiction of the
court and the supervision of the court. And so in my written testi-

mony, which I have submitted for the record, I have asked that we
must respectfully decline to answer a number of those questions by
way of reason of the litigation.

I think it is very important for this Committee to know that the
litigation is on a fast track. The court has scheduled regular status

conferences. We are meeting cooperatively with officials from the
Department of Justice and the Department of the Interior and we
hope that we can move to an expeditious resolve of these issues.

And as other witnesses testified this morning, Mr. Cohen, et cetera,

as the litigation proceeds and as the strategic plan becomes final,

some of these questions that you put to us will become a little bit

clearer in terms of response; but the main thing that v/e have
heard this morning, I think, from everybody that is our point is

that what needs to be done is to fix the system now. And Congress
needs to put up the money to do that.

The Special Trustee has indicated it will cost about $147 million

over a 5-year period. This is a drop in the bucket with the amount
of liability that we are looking at with the Federal Government's
breaches over the course of the last 158 years. That is the price

that it will take for the government to finally live up to its trust

responsibility, and it is very incumbent on all of us, particularly

the administration and Congress, to work in bipartisan fashion to

put up those dollars so that those breaches of trust will cease and
so that the government can finally start honoring its trust respon-

sibility.

I think that to look at other future-oriented questions is a bit

premature while the system remains broken. And I think that is

the message, that we need to fix the system and Congress needs
to put the money up to do it. And basically that would summarize
my testimony, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Robert Peregoy may be found at the

end of hearing.]
Mr. Hayworth. Mr. Peregoy, we thank you for the brief summa-

tion of your remarks. Your entire testimony will be included in the

record. We are mindful of the fact that there is pending legal ac-

tion. Indeed, we have been reminded of that a few times this morn-
ing with a variety of different inquiries. So with that we thank you
for addressing the problem. We will continue to stay in touch with
you as the Task Force continues its duties and its obligations to the

first Americans. And we thank you for your time and attendance
this morning and at all the other sessions that this Task Force has
held publicly. Thank you very much, sir.

Mr. Peregoy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and we express our ap-

preciation to you for your leadership and would also like to state

for the record to thank Chairman Don Young for his critical sup-
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port this past week in urging House appropriations committee lead-

ers to concur with the Senate appropriation mark of $36.3 million.

That is the administration's request and that is the kind of biparti-

san cooperative work that we need to get this job done and fix the

system. So thank you very much.
Mr. Hayworth. Thank you, sir. And mindful of that fact, I would

just let you know that we are working very hard. Chairman Young,
Chairman of the Full Committee, working in a bipartisan fashion

to accommodate that request and to move forward with that. And
with that, I thank you very much for your time, sir, and would like

to thank those in attendance this morning, the staff members of

both sides of the aisle for their help throughout the course of these

hearings. And with that, the Task Force hearing stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:49 a.m., the Task Force was adjourned; and

the following was submitted for the record.]
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Prepared Statement of Paul M. Homan

United States House of Representatives
Committee on Resources

Task Force on Indian Trust Fund Management
Hearing on Indian Trust Funds Management

Textimony of Paul M. Hom2ui

Special Trustee for American Indians
September 26, 1996

Thank you for the opportunity to present testimony on Indian Trust Funds

Management. The hearings are focusing on legislative solutions to trust

management problems

.

Special Trustee's Assessment and Strategic Plan and What It May Take to Ensure
Sound Trust Management in the Future

In October 1995, the Office of the Special Trustee for American Indians

(OST) commenced an assessment of the U. S. Government's trust management

policies, procedures, practices and systems as they apply to individual

American Indian and American Indian tribal accounts. By February 1996, the OST

completed the preliminary assessment and produced a conceptual strategic plan

to acquire and institutionalize specified systems. Implementation of this plan

will permit and ensure that the U. S. Government establishes appropriate

policies and procedures, develops necessary systems and takes the affirmative

actions necessary to provide an accurate and timely accounting to American

Indian trust beneficiaries. In this manner the proper discharge of the

Secretary's trust responsibilities can be accomplished. The Assessment and

Phase I of the Strategic Plan are included in a document entitled "Special

Trustee for American Indians, Assessment and Strategic Plan Principles, Phase

I, February 1996" which was previously provided to the Committee.

The principles are conceptual in nature. The Special Trustee will

continue to receive input from ITMA, the Advisory Board, affected bureaus

within the Department, Departmental staff offices, tribes and tribal members,

and the Office of Management and Budget as the conceptual plan is transformed

into a detailed strategic plan as required under the American Indian Trust Fund

Management Reform Act.
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In December 1995, the U. S. Department of the Interior's Bureau of Indian

Affairs substantially completed a multi-year "Tribal Trust Funds Reconciliation

Project" (Reconciliation Project) and issued an "Agreed-Upon Procedures and

Findings Report" for the period July 1, 1972 through September 30, 1992. Its

major findings are substantially incorporated in the Special Trustee's

Assessment

.

In August 1995, the U. S. Department of the Interior substantially

completed a study of the trust management systems relating to Individual Indian

Monies (IIM) accounts and issued a report entitled "IIM Related Systems

Improvement Project Report." The findings of this report are also

substantially incorporated in the Special Trustee's Assessment.

The Special Trustee's Assessment, the Reconciliation Project reports, the

IIM Related System Improvement Project Report and earlier and later reports

issued by the General Accounting Office all confirm that the U. S. Government's

trust management systems, policies, procedures and practices coupled with the

condition of the trust records and, notably, large numbers of missing

documents, are inadequate to allow for:

1. a proper, accurate and timely accounting for trust account balances,
collections, disbursements and investments and the maximization of the
return on investments.

2. the preparation of accurate and timely reports to trust account
holders regarding all collections, disbursements, investments and return
on investments.

3. an audit under generally accepted auditing standards.

4. any further reconciliation efforts, since the costs of such efforts
would likely substantially exceed the benefits and at the same time
would probably yield unsatisfactory and inconclusive results.

While significant improvements have been made over the last several

years, the inadequacies of the trust management systems, the condition of the

historical records and the U. S. Government's inability to provide an accurate

and timely accounting cannot be remedied without the major reforms required by

the Reform Act of 1994. To address these issues, the Special Trustee's
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strategic plan identified nine initiatives or principles designed to rectify

the problems and bring trust accounting and management systems up to commercial

standards within three years. This, at a minimum, will involve acquiring,

automating, updating, integrating, coordinating and consolidating to produce:

1. A trust resource/asset management delivery system.
This will involve obtaining a new trust resource/asset management and
delivery system for asset leasing, contracting, lending, buying and
selling, together with standardized and/or integrated asset management,
credit and operating policies, procedures and practices. The system must
be able to tie to and track from land and ownership records.

2. An accounts receivable data and billing system that uses
lease-contract and land and ownership information.
This will involve obtaining a new accounts receivable, billing and
collection data system that uses lease-contract and ownership information
for trust income verification, reconciliation, billing, payments,
collection, accounting, disbursement, audit, asset quality review and
compliance purposes.

3. A trust, depository, payments and delivery system for Individual
Indian Money (IIM) accounts.
This will entail purchasing a trust, depository, payments and other
financial services accounting and statement system and a delivery system

to more efficiently provide current financial services and to facilitate
new and in^roved financial services to individual Indians and Tribes.

4. A land records and title recordation and certification system.

This will involve acquiring a new land records and title recordation and

certification system, capable of instantaneous linkage with the trust

resource asset management, accounts receivable and trust accounting
systems.

5. A general ledger and general accounting system.
This will involve obtaining or modifying a general ledger and general
accounting system to accommodate all present and planned systems and
accounting improvements

.

6. A technology services center dedicated to trust resource and funds

management

.

This will involve obtaining a centralized technology services center

dedicated to trust resources, trust funds and land ownership and records

management processes.

7. A national archives and records center.
This will involve obtaining and centralizing a modern national archives

and records center for trust resource, asset and funds record storage and

retrieval.

8. A risk management and control system.
This will entail obtaining a risk management and control system that will

provide for adequate operational audits, credit and asset quality audits,

corq>liance reviews, independent asset appraisals and liaison with

outside, independent auditors.
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analysis and consultation with American Indians and the Congress will be

required over the coming months to arrive at sound legislative solutions to the

longstanding trust management problems. It is anticipated however, that in

some cases that legislation will not be necessary. Rather, establishment and

enforcement of consistent policies, practices, and procedures could solve some

of the problems.

The Department of the Interior looks forward to working with the

Committee in this regard.

(1) Should th« F«<lsral govaramant contijiua to b« in th« businass of

admlnlstaring ZIM accounts?

The American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994 added the

following new subsection to 52 Stat. 1037, Chapter 648; 25 U.S.C. 162a:

(d) The Secretary's proper discharge of the trust responsibilities of the

United States shall include (but are not limited to) the following:

(1) Providing adequate systems for accounting for and reporting

trust fund balances.

(2) Providing adequate controls over receipts and disbursements.

(3) Providing periodic, timely reconciliations to assure the

adequacy of accounts.

(4) Determining accurate cash balances.

(5) Preparing and supplying each account holder with

—

(A) periodic statements of the account performance of the

account holder; and
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(B) a balance of the account of such account holder, which

shall be available on a daily basis.

(6) Establishing consistent, written policies and procedures for

trust fund management and accounting.

(7) Providing adequate staffing, supervision, and training for

trust fund management and accounting.

(8) Appropriately managing the natural resources located within the

botindaries of Indian reservations and trust lands.

All of these requirements have a direct bearing on the administration of

IIM accounts. As long as the Federal government continues to have trust

responsibility to IIM account holders, it will have to ensure, directly or

indirectly, that the trust responsibilities, including those listed, are met.

Under self-governance principles, it is conceivable that at some time in the

future most of the trust management functions presently being administered,

managed and delivered by the Department or the Bureau of Indian Affairs could

be delivered and managed by the Tribes or by other third parties, provided the

trustee retains sufficient direct and indirect authority and oversight capacity

to ensure that the trust responsibilities to account beneficiaries are being

met.

(2) Would you support having DOI contract out tha op«rational functions of

managing Indian trust fund accounts to althar (a) a private trust management

company, or (b) another department of the Federal government such as the

Department of the Treasury, so long as the United States retains its related

trust responsibility?

All of these options might be alternatives worth pursuing. However,
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extensive research and analysis will be necessary before the Department will be

in a position to propose these or similar options to the American Indians

through the consultation process and to the Congress for consideration. The

feasibility of such options will also be in doubt, if the government is unable

to state with some degree of certainty the correctness of the account balances

transferred.

(3) Would you support DOI charging xtnini strati.v fsas to trust fund account

holders to dafray tha cost of iaproving Its trust fund management systams?

Administrative fees might be charged trust account holders to defray the

cost of operating trust management systems, providing such do not exceed

private sector fees for comparable trust services and provided appropriate

consideration is given to certain account holders who may not be able to afford

such fees. Whether charges for systems improvements are appropriate is less

certain. The Department is researching the issue of whether fees should be

charged tribal and IIM account holders with large balances or activity, dormant

accounts, minor accounts, accounts with no known address or an incorrect

address and the like. Further research and analysis will be necessary before a

proposal can be produced for presentation to the American Indians through the

consultation process and to Congress for consideration.

(4) Would you support legislation which would disburse all funds in existing

accounts to appropriate account owners, would then terminate those IIM

accounts, and would provide that in the future, whenever possible, revenues

will be forwarded directly to account holders by check without going through a

trust fund account?

There are three critical parts to the trust management process: trust

resource management, trust funds investment and management, and land and

ownership records management. None are mutually exclusive as all are integral

parts of the trust management process. Terminating IIM accounts along the
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lines indicated by the question would still leave the Federal trustee with

legal trust responsibilities, but the trustee would have an incomplete ability

to carry out its responsibilities to determine whether the amounts being

collected on behalf of the beneficiary were consistent with the terms of the

lease or contract or to determine whether income to the beneficiary was being

maximized. In addition, the trustee might not be eUsle to determine whether

direct payments were going to the correct account holder.

Certainly, there will be accounts for which this approach would be

entirely appropriate and consistent with the Federal trust responsibility.

Decisions about the proper management of individual accounts or categories of

accounts should be flexible and open to negotiation. The options provided to

tribes remove their trust funds from federal management might serve as a model

for IIM account holders. Given these constraints and conditions, more research

and analysis is necessary for the Department to consider an appropriate

proposal.

Just as important, there are approximately 48,219 accounts with balances

of about $201.3 million which are held for minors and other account holders

requiring assistance in managing their affairs. Another 5,183 accounts with

balances of S80.9 million are controlled for various reasons as determined by

BIA personnel. These accounts could not be closed and paid out unless

substitute trustees and guardians could be arranged.

(5) What do you think should ba don* about (a) fractlonatad heirship pcoblams

and (b) th« thousanda of inactive accounts which hava no banaficiary? (Znactiva

account funds could ba transfarrad fco tha Fadaral govemmant or to tha Triba of

tha last known banaficiary or to soma form of Federal or Tribal escrow account

held for some designated use .

)

There is no question that a coiqplete resolution of the trust management

problems will not be possible unless the fractionated heirship problems are

addressed. Toward that end the Department has under consideration a draft

proposal for legislation to resolve the fractionated heirship issues which has
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as its principal purposes:

(A) The consolidation of existing fractional interests.

(B) The prevention or substantial reduction of further

fractionation

.

The proposed legislation will be forwarded to the Congress as soon as it

is finalized.

Inactive account balances (dormant accounts) and accounts without an

address or with an incorrect address have been segregated by the Office of

Trust Funds Management. At the present time a clean-up effort is underway to

reduce the number of the larger accounts in these categories to the extent

practical. The clean-up effort will extend into FY 1997. At the conclusion of

this effort, a permanent solution to these troublesome accounts will have to be

found consistent with prudential and efficient trust fund management policies

and practices and Constitutional talcing considerations. The Department will

work with the Congress in pursuing these objectives.

(6) Assuming that tribal accounts con not b« rsconcilad any furthar, what

sattlamant procass do you support which would fairly coii^>«nsat* th« tribes and

would tarminata any liability which tha Fedaral government might have for any

breach of trust responsibility which might have taken place regarding the

management of tribal accounts in the past?

Subsection 3 of Section 304 of the American Indian Trust Fund Management

Reform Act of 1994 requires "a statement by the Secretary with regard to each

account balance disputed by the account holder outlining efforts the Secretary

will undertake to resolve the dispute." The Secretary of the Interior has

advised the Senate Comnittee on Indian Affairs and the House Committee on

Resources that he will provide a final report on the account holders'
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attestations by November 15, 1996. The Department is awaiting those

attestations from the tribes, and will address this issue in its report to

Congress. Following a series of regional and individual meetings with account

holders this spring and summer, the Department on August 26, 1996, sent a

letter to each tribal account holder with an enclosed attestation form. The

Department requested that the forms be coit^leted and returned by September 27,

1996. The information provided will serve as a basis for the November 15,

1996, report to the Congress on the efforts the Secretary will undertake to

resolve any disputes as required by Section 304 of the Reform Act.

(7) Assuming tba IIM accounts can not b* ftilly reconciled, what settlement

process do you support which would fairly compensate account holders and would

terminate any liability which the Federal government might have incurred for

any breach of trust responsibility which might have taJcen place regarding the

management of IIM accounts in the past?

On June 10, 1996, a class action lawsuit captioned Elouise Pepion Cobell

et al. V. Bruce Babbitt et al. was filed on behalf of all IIM account holders.

Counsel for plaintiffs and the United States have been engaged in comprehensive

discussions about a process to settle that litigation. As that litigation is

currently pending, it would be inappropriate to discuss potential settlement

options.

<8) What changes in existing law would facilitate the administration of tribal

trust fund accounts?

(10) miat changes in existing law relating to the management of Indian trust

fund accounts, other than those mentioned above, would you suggest be

considered by Congress?

Any major reform of - trust management systems, including many of the
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improvements under review by the Committee, will require changes in existing

law. The initiatives outlined in the Special Trustee's conceptual strategic

plan will require some changes to existing law as well. The final comprehensive

strategic plan and other Department initiatives will likely contain even more

suggestions for change in existing law to accommodate unproved trust management

initiatives. At this time, however, it is premature for the Department to be

proposing specific changes to existing law for consideration by Congress. With

respect to IIM accounts, the Department supports changes to existing law to

resolve fractionated heirship problems. For further discussion, please see the

answer to Question # 5 above.

(9) WbAt is youz- opiiiion of th* propossd Phasa I of th* Spscial Trusts*'

m

str«t«gic plan issuad In Fabruazy of 1S*96?

Please see the Special Trustee's Assessment and Strategic Plan

presentation portion of this statement.

This concludes my statement, I will be happy to respond to any questions

the Committee may have.
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OF
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BEFORE THE
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TASK FORCE ON INDIAN TRUST FUND MANAGEMENT
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Task Force:

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today. My name
is Eric R. Davenport. I am the Chairman of the Intertribal Monitoring

Association on Indian Trust Funds (ITMA). On behalf of the members of

ITMA I want to once again thank you for your leadership on this issue and
your commitment to seek solutions to the past mismanagement of the trust

funds and ensure the proper management of those funds in the future.

The Task Force has asked ITMA to respond to ten specific questions

in today's testimony. I will take those questions in the order in which they

were asked.

(1) Should the Federal government continue to be in the business of

administering IIM accounts?

We believe that the answer is an unequivocal Yes.

We obviously do not base this answer on the past performance of the

federal government. Little in the way of positive information about past

performance is available. We do know that Arthur Andersen LLP has

advised both the Bureau of Indian Affairs and this Congress that these

accounts appear to be in such a state of disarray that it would take well in

excess of $200 million to perform the most basic reconstruction and partial

reconciliation of the accoimts. This assessment is consistent with the
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information we have been able to gather from individual account holders

from around the nation.

Our answer to this question is based on fundamental moral and legal

grounds. The funds in the IIM accounts are derived from lands held in

trust or are the result of payments made to individuals for settlement of

breach of trust claims. The federal government established the allotment

system which led to these individual accounts. In many instances these

accounts are now administered for the benefit of minors. In virtually all

instances, they are comprised of revenues derived from trust resources

over which the federal government exercises substantial authority and
control. We see no way to separate the administration of the funds from
the resources at the present time.

There is no federally regulated financial institution in the nation

which could undertake the administration of these accounts at the present

time. Any attempt to do so would cause the appropriate federal regulatory

bodies to take action against the institution seeking to do so. This is

understandable since no one seems to know how much is really in these

accounts or how much should be in them. Existing federal law would not

permit a financial institution serving the general public to assume
resporisibility for such accounts.

(2) Would you support having DOI contract out the operational

functions of managing Indian trust fund accounts to either (a) private trust

management company, or (b) another department of the Federal

government such as the Department of the Treasury, so long as the United

States retains its related trust responsibility?

In the appropriate circumstances ITMA does support arrangements

of the type contemplated by either part (a) or (b) of this question.

We believe that any transfer of the operational functions is not

possible at the present time for the very basic reason that no one can

establish with any degree of certainty what is in these accounts and what
should be in these accounts. For the reasons noted in my answer to the

first question, a private institution would immediately confront federal

regulatory action were it to undertake the management of these funds. A

-2-
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federal agency might be able to avoid the regulatory action, but we do not

see how it would be in any better position to know what the balances

actually are or should be on the day that it assumes responsibility for the

account. We do not know of any federal agency which is presently

disposed or prepared to assume DOI's responsibility for these funds.

It is possible that the custodial services component of the investment

function for these accounts could be contracted to a private institution

without the need for certainty as to overall account balances. We would
favor such an arrangement, but only if it provided the flexibility necessary

to allow Indian tribes to exercise the option provided in Title n of the

Trust Fund Reform Act to directly administer their trust funds.

(3) Would you support DOI charging administrative fees to trust

fund account holders to defray the cost of improving its trust fund
management systems?

We would not support such fees.

In our view, the account holders have long ago prepaid any and all

fees. We know of no instance where an account holder has not given

substantial value for whatever funds have been paid into these accounts.

That value has been given both to the United States govenunent and to its

non-Indian citizens.

The gross mismanagement of the trust funds has already added a

surcharge to these accounts which has not been calculated and may not be

capable of calculation. To suggest that the account holders should now or

at any time in the future bear the responsibility for the cost of establishing

the adequate systenn which both the Congress and the courts long ago

decreed to be required defies fundamental fairness and common sense.

(4) Would you support legislation which would disburse all funds in

existing IIM accounts to appropriate account owners, would then

terminate those IIM accounts, and would provide that in the future,

whenever possible, revenues will be forwarded directly to account holders

by check going through a trust account?

-3-
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We would not favor such a system.

As we have noted in our answers to previous questions, there is not

even any certainty as to the balances of these accounts. In fact, the record

shows that there is not even any certainty as to the number of these

accounts. Unhl there has been a fair and impartial determination on these

matters, we see no basis for the action proposed by this question. The
disbursement of all funds in the absence of this information will only make
an already complicated situation worse for both the account holders and

the federal government. It does not take much imagination to understand

the potential for additional federal liability if funds are disbursed to

improper parties or in improper amounts.

We believe that the Special Trustee's proposal to transfer these

accounts to the Development Bank and consolidate them through stock

issuance and acquisition merits serious consideration by the Congress and

the Administration. This proposal holds promise both for resolution of

some of the problems in the administration of the IIM accounts and the

consolidation of fractionated allotments.

(5) What do you think should be done about (a) fractionated heirship

problems and (b) the thousands of inactive IIM accounts which have no

known beneficiary? (Inactive account funds could be transferred to the

Federal government or to the Tribe of the last known beneficiary or to

some form of Federal or Tribal escrow account held for some designated

use.)

As noted in my answer to question 4, ITMA supports careful

consideration of the Special Trustee's recommendation for a Development
Bar\k to resolve these issues.

We also note that this question may suggest that the inactive IIM

accounts in fact have no known beneficiaries. We believe that such an

implication is hasty, given what is generally understood about the lack of

accurate record keeping with regard to these accounts. Transferring the

balances of the accounts with no "known" beneficiary to others may add
to the problem rather than resolve it. What is the liability of the federal
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government when the "unknown" beneficiary appears and seeks

restitution for the wrongful taking of his or her account?

(6) Assuming that tribal accounts cannot be reconciled any further,

what settlement process do you support which would fairly compensate
the tribes and would terminate any liability which the Federal government
might have for any breach of trust responsibility which might have taken

place regarding the management of the accounts in the past?

ITMA does not agree that the reconciliation is complete. Arthur
Andersen LLP refuses to state that it is complete. Even a casual review of

the national and tribal specific reconciliation reports reveals that only a

small fraction of the accounts have been reconciled. Among the identified

deficiencies of the report are the following:

• It failed to disclose known limitations in the

methodology and scope.

•Procedures included in the reconciliation contract

were not performed or could not be completed.

•Changes included in 9 contract modifications and
more than 150 issue papers were never explained to

the account holders.

•The tiniverse of leases was unknown and
undisclosed substitutions were made to the original

lease sample.

•Over $200 billion in investment transactions were
excluded and are left uiu-econciled.

•The Special Trustee cannot meet his statutory

duty to attest to the fairness and completeness of

the reconciliation as an accounting of trust fund

balances.
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• Arthur Andersen LLP was essentially hired as the

bookkeeper, we have never seen and will never see

an audit of their work by an independent CPA. The

only thing that Arthur Andersen did do was to

analyze whether the BIA made any errors in

posting what the BIA collected. Neither Arthur

Andersen's recommendations nor the BIA's

responses have been examined by a qualified

independent auditor.

We understand completely why many Tribes believe that it is not

possible to begin meaningful discussion of settlements in these

circimistances. Would any citizen of this nation agree to resolve a dispute

over the balance in their checking or savings accounts in similar

circumstances? We think the answer is obvious. No.

When most, or a substantial nvimber of Tribes have indicated a

willingness to discuss settlements, ITTSflA suggests that the Congress give

very careful consideration to an approach which recognizes that each

Tribe has uruque circumstances. We do not believe that one form of

settlement will fit the circumstances of the mismanagement of each Tribe's

funds and the equities of an adequate settlement based on those

circumstances. We urge the Congress to consider an approach which will

provide for several alternatives from which tribes may choose based on

their individual situations.

At the present time, all of the parties lack the information necessary

to make informed decisions. ITMA will work with the Tribes, the

Congress and the Administration to find reasonable solutions to this lack

of information.

(7) Assuming that IIM accounts can not be fully reconciled, what

settlement process do you support which would fairly compensate account

holders and would terminate any liability which the federal government

might have incurred for any breach of trust responsibility which might

have taken place regarding the management of IIM accounts in the past?
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As noted in my answer to Question 6, ITMA believes that a proper
reconciliation must be completed before it is possible to enter into

meaningful settlement discussions. A reconciliation of the HM accounts

has not even been attempted. ITMA does not favor a discussion of

settlement options until there is greater certainty about the account

balances for the IIM accounts. We continue to believe that many IIM
accounts are can be successfully audited.

As noted in the answer to Question 4, we also think that the Special

Trustee's recommendation for a Development Bank merits careful

consideration as a means for providing an equitable settlement of IIM
claims.

(8) What changes in existing law would facilitate the administration

of tribal trust fund accounts?

ITMA supports several changes in existing law to improve the

admirustration of tribal trust fund accounts. First, we believe that it is very

important to increase the independence of the Special Trustee. The
Special Trustee cannot be expected to fulfill his duties to the beneficiaries

of the trust if he is continually asked to serve the political objectives of the

Secretary or the Administration. At the same time, we believe that the

Special Trustee should be subject to oversight by an official who is well

versed in finance and money management. We urge the Congress to be

mindful of Lord Acton's dictum: Power corrupts, and absolute power
corrupts absolutely. We do not support unfettered independence and
authority for the Special Trustee.

Second, we believe that it is critical that the Congress appropriate

the funds necessary to provide for the proper administration of the trust

funds. In this regard we believe that the fiinding proposals being

advanced by the Special Trustee are generally sensible and will move the

administration of the trust funds in the proper direction.

Third, we believe that the Congress should authorize the Special

Trustee to correct nustakes in the account balances when they arise. On
several occasions mistakes have been made and acknowledged. Thefts of

trust funds have been successfully prosecuted. For the 1997 Fiscal Year the

-7-
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President's budget requested an appropriation of $12 million to repay

losses incurred in 1984. Today, more than 12 years later that loss is still on

the books and accruing interest. Even with the improvements which have

been instituted by Special Trustee Homan and Ms. Erwin, mistakes wiD
happen in the coming months and years. We believe that common sense

suggests that the Special Trustee should be given some authority to

correct known errors before they languish for years and multiply into

seven digit numbers.

Fourth, we beUeve that mandatory disclosure of known errors is

essential. The account holders have the right to know how their trust

funds are being handled. They also have the right to expect that simple

mistakes will be corrected and that criminal misconduct will be vigorously

prosecuted.

(9) What is your opinion of the proposed Phase 1 of the Special

Trustee's strategic plan issued in February of 1996?

ITMA is generally supportive of the direction which is established in

the first eight points of Phase I of the proposed strategic plan. We believe

that flexibility will be required as these initiatives are implemented, but we
also believe that these initiatives will move the process toward the

improvements which are necessary to ensure full accountability in the

management of the Indian trust funds. ITMA has not endorsed point nine

in Phase I of the proposed strategic plan. It is clear to us that the Tribes

have not had an adequate opportunity to consider the implications of this

initiative and to express their views on it. We urge the Congress and the

Special Trustee to work very closely with the Tribes on any proposal for

the consolidation of all trust functions in the Office of the Special Trustee.

(10) What changes in existing law relating to the management of

Indian trust fund accounts, other than those mentioned above would you
suggest be considered by Congress?

ITMA urges the Congress to consider changes in the federal

personnel laws which will ensure that the personnel of OTFM have the

proper qualifications for their positioris. The recent experience of OTFM
has shown that sound efforts to improve employee qualifications and
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performance can be lost to the whims of the appropriations process and
the mandates of federal personnel laws. We cannot often afford to have
OTFM absorb marginally qualified employees and let well trained, highly

qualified employees go.

We also believe that the personnel in OTFM should be placed in a

special status which would afford the Director of the Office and the

Special Trustee greater flexibility in the management of the office based on
factors such as employee performance. Such authority appears to be
necessary if we are to achieve an adequate level of administration of the

trust funds.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony. I want to once again extend

my gratitude to you, the members of the Task Force and to Chairman
Young for your efforts on this issue. I am particularly gratified by the

moral tone which you and the members of the Task Force have set on this

issue. We appreciate the fact that this has been approached as an issue of

right and wrong rather than from the perspective of partisanship. Wrongs
clearly have occurred. We look forward to continuing to work with you
and the other members of the Task Force to set them right.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Task Force, I appreciate the opportunity to appear

here today. I am accompanied by Elouise Cobell, Project Director of the Individual Indian

Monies Trust Correction and Recovery Project. As you know, this project is an initiative of

the Blackfeet Reservation Development Fund.

I want to thank Congressman Young, Chairman Hayworth, Congressman Pat

Williams, and the other Members of the Task Force for their efforts to develop meaningful

answers to these longstanding trust fund issues. I also want to commend the Special Trustee

for his leadership and for his efforts to address the facts and the history of grossly inadequate

management of individual American Indians trust fund accounts.

One of the major purposes underlying the creation of the Special Trustee was to lay a

basis for resolving this matter and reforming trust fund management. True to his mandate,

the Special Trustee has brought a sense of purpose and urgency to the issue. He has put

together an outline of a strategic plan. He is ready to make significant improvements as soon

as funding is made available. He has tried to open up a discussion with tribal leaders on

how the government and the tribes can settle the $2.4 billion problem identified by the

Arthur Andersen report.
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The Special Trustee deserves the support of the Interior Department, the Clinton

Administration, the Congress, and all those who live in Indian Country. Together with other

Tribal leaders who went to Phoenix last week to hear the Special Trustee's views on

settlement options, I was disappointed that our meeting was canceled on short notice. We

were told that the Solicitor's office had, at the last minute, decided it would be inappropriate

for Mr. Homan to discuss his views on Tribal settlement terms and options. This

cancellation was apparently based upon the fact that after generations of improper

management of individual Indian trust funds, a law suit had been filed by myself and others

on June 10, 1996 in Federal Court on behalf of IIM accounts, but not addressing the Tribal

issues.

Many of the ten tribal leaders came away from the canceled Phoenix meeting angry

and frustrated. Time and money had been wasted. No progress had been made on

developing a basis and terms for an honorable Tribal settlement. And meanwhile, inadequate

management of all of the Trust accounts continues.

After the meeting was canceled, the tribal leaders met to discuss how we should

proceed in light of the Department's actions. We agreed that Special Trustee Homan was

critical to the fair and timely resolution of the trust fund problem. We agreed to support

legislation to strengthen his position so he can accomplish the goals Congress set out when it

enacted the Trust Fund Reform Act two years ago. This is the same view that was reached

at the Task Force's August 20th hearing on the Salt River Reservation, where the members

of the Task Force and the tribal leaders agreed that the Special Trustee needed greater
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operadonal indqjendence. This latest q)isode removes any doubt about this. If the Special

Trustee cannot air the critical issues of trust responsibility and discuss them with the

beneficiaries ~ the account holders ~ then the purpose of the legislation will have been

defeated.

To give the Special Trustee the fiill powers and independence he needs will require a

thorough overall of the Act. I recognize that it is too late in this session for that to happen.

I do, however, urge the Task Force to include a proposal for such an overhaul in the Task

Force Report that is to be issued in November.

In the interim, I request that the members of the Task Force and other interested

Congressmen and Senators communicate to President Clinton and Secretary Babbitt their

support for the Office of Special Trustee and how important it is for the Secretary to work

cooperatively with Special Trustee Homan if this problem is ever going to be resolved.

Second, I request the members of the Task Force encourage the House Interior

Appropriations Committee to recede to the Senate Appropriations Committee mark on

funding for the Office of the Special Trustee.

Third, I request that the Task Force take the lead in trying to enact some minor

amendments to the Trust Fund Reform Act before Congress adjourns. They would give the

Special Trustee some additional power so he can maintain forward progress until Congress

can do the major overhaul next year. I have three specific proposed amendments attached to
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my testimony. I am not asking Congress to break any new ground here. Each amendment

is based on provisions of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act.

Thank you for your deep commitment to trust fund reform. I hope you and the other

members of the Task Force will be able to push through some amendments in the last days

of the session.

Finally, I will be soon providing answers to the specific questions you asked in your

invitation letter to witnesses. I apologize for not addressing them in this testimony, but we

concluded that it was critical for me to focus my testimony on recent events and the need to

maintain continuity and support the efforts of Special Trustee Homan.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
THE TRUST FUND MANAGEMENT REFORM ACT

TO STRENGTHEN THE OFnCE OF THE SPECIAL TRUSTEE

I. Establishing a fixed four year term for the Special Trustee (retroactive to the date Mr.

Homan took office) and prohibiting the President from removing him before the end

of his term except for cause. (The language on removal only for cause is taken

directly from the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act.)

Proposed New subsection 4042(fb)(3):

"(3) Term of Office.- The Special Trustee shall serve for a term of four years,

(unless the Office of Special Trustee is terminated, pursuant to the provisions of section

4042(c)(3), prior to the completion of the term.) For purposes of the incumt>ent in that

position on the effective date of this Act, to whom this provision applies, the term shall be

deemed to have commenced on the day he assumed the office. The Special Trustee may
only be removed from office before the expiration of his term by the President for neglect of

duty, or malfeasance in office, or for other good cause shown.*

n. Giving the Special Trustee his own legal counsel

Presently, the Special Trustee is represented by the Solicitor of the Department of the

Interior. There is an inherent conflict of interest, since the Special Trustee's sole loyalty is

towards the Indian beneficiaries, while the Secretary and his staffs loyalty is to the entire

department, which necessitates choosing and balancing among the different parts of the

Department. The proposed language would give the Special Trustee his own general counsel

(the language is taken directly from IGRA).

Proposed Langyagg f"r ^ New section 4Q45(c) :

"(c) General Counsel.

-

The Special Trustee shall appoint a General Counsel to the Office who shall be paid

at the annual rate of basic pay payable for GS-18 of the General Schedule under section 5332

of Tide 5.
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III. Staffing

Presently the Special Trustee is bound by regular 0PM hiring procedures and
requirements when hiring staff. Given the Special Trustee's need to be able to hire quickly

once funds become available and his need to select people with the skills and experience

needed, the 0PM process is extremely burdensome. The proposed amendment would give

the Special Trustee the same special hiring authority that was given to the National Indian

Gaming Commission by IGRA, language that permits him to hire without regard for the civil

service laws.

Proposed Language Giving the Special Trustee Hiring Authority that is not Subject to

the Civil service Procedures

Section 4045(a) is amended by repealing everything after the heading ("(a) Staff") and

replacing it with the following:

"(a) Staff.

"The Special Trustee shall appoint and supervise other staff of the Office of

Special Trustee without regard to the provisions of Title 5 regarding appointments in the

competitive service. Such staff shall be paid without regard to the provisions of chapter 51

and subchapter lU of chapter 53 of such title relating to classification and General Schedule

pay rates, except that no individual so appointed may receive pay in excess of the annual rate

of basic pay payable for GS-17 of the General Schedule under section 5332 of that title.
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Prepared Statement of Robert M. Pbregoy

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. PEREGOY
NATIVE AMERICAN RIGHTS FUND

SEPTEMBER 26, 1996

Congressman Hayworth and Members of the Task Force, I appreciate the

opportunity to provide testimony on this most important matter. My name is

Robert Peregoy. I am a senior staff attorney with the Native American Rights Fund

(NARF). I appear today on behalf of 300,000 individual Indian trust beneficiaries

who comprise the putative class in the lawsuit filed in federal district court here in

Washington on June 1 0, 1 996 against the federal government. As you know, this

class action litigation was filed to compel equitable redress for the federal

government's gross mismanagement of their Individual Indian Money (IIM)

accounts.

First, I want to express appreciation to you and Members of the Task Force

for your commitment and hard work to carry out the mandate of Chairman Don

Young in establishing this important Task Force. I also want to commend and

thank Chairman Young for his timely and critical support this past week in urging

House Appropriations Committee leaders to concur with the Senate Appropriations

Committee mark for the Office of the Special Trustee in the FY 1997 Interior

spending measure.

In preparation for my testimony, the Task Force has asked me to answer ten

written questions, which I have attached to my written statement for the record.

Several of these questions relate specifically to tribal trust fund matters. Such

questions are beyond the purview of the IIM attorneys since our representation is

limited to individual Indian trust beneficiaries. We are therefore not in a position

to respond to such questions, and respectfully decline to do so. Rather, we defer

to the tribes and their representatives to address them as they deem appropriate.

The Task Force has also asked me to answer several written questions related

to the future status, treatment, disbursement of funds and termination of IIM

accounts, as well as fair compensation of IIM account holders, termination of

federal government liability for any breach of trust regarding IIM account

management, and related settlement processes. Questions of this nature raise

equitable and legal issues that are now under the jurisdiction of the United States

district court here in Washington pursuant to the IIM class action lawsuit in Cobell

V. Babbitt. Because these questions have been properly committed to the judicial
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branch of government, we are ethically obligated to address them in that forum.

I must therefore respectfully decline to testify in that regard.

Notwithstanding, suffice it to say that the litigation is currently proceeding

on a fast track. The court has scheduled regular status conferences with the IIM

and government attorneys, and we are meeting with officials fi-om the Department

of the Interior and Department of Justice in a joint cooperative effort to move to

an expeditious resolve. To speak to the issues outside this context may undermine

the process and interfere with the court's supervision of this case. Equally

important, such could compromise the rights and position of over 300,000

individual Indian trust beneficiaries whom we represent in this matter.

At this juncture, I want to restate part of the testimony of John Echohawk,

NARF's executive director, given before this Task Force on June 18, 1996.

Neither the lawyers involved in this class action litigation, nor the accounting firm

we have retained, Price Waterhouse LLP, currently contemplate accepting

contingency fees available in a case like this. Fully, 100 percent of the recovery

in this class action lawsuit is expected to go to the individual Indians who lost and

continue to lose their money daily at the hands of the federal government. The

lawyers and experts are currently retained by the Individual Indian Trust Correction

and Recovery Project of the Blackfeet Reservation Development Fund, and private

funds are currently being used to support this effort.

With regard to the Task Force's written question whether we would support

the Department of the Interior charging administrative fees to trust fund account

holders to defray the cost of improving its trust fund management system, the

answer is no. Simply put, trust beneficiaries do not pay for the establishment or

improvement of trust fund management systems. In the private sector, fiduciaries

are responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate management systems to

perform trust functions. There is simply no justification for the federal government

to compel Indian trust beneficiaries to pay for an adequate trust management system

that the government has been required to establish for more than for 158 years; and

the government's failure to do so continues to cause Indian people to suffer huge

losses of their own money every day.

The Task Force also asked us to answer other written questions concerning

what the federal government should do in the future with regard to the

administration of IIM accounts. These questions range fi-om querying whether the
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Federal government should continue to be in the business of administering IIM

accounts, to whether the Department of the Interior should contract the operation

and management of Indian trust accounts, either to a private trust management

company or to another department of the federal government. However, discussing

what the federal government should or should not do in the fiiture with regard to

its existing legal responsibility to manage and administer IIM trust funds is not the

issue. The relevant, compelling question at this time is what the government needs

to do now to fulfil its legal obligation and trust responsibility to Indian trust

beneficiaries to fix a trust management system that has been broken for 158 years.

Our collective job now—that of Congress, the Administration and those of us who
represent Indian trust beneficiaries~is to work together to assure that the federal

government for the first time in history begins to honor its fiduciary obligation to

these people who continue to lose untold millions of dollars each year as a result

of the government's continuing serious breaches of trust. To speculate what the

federal government should be doing in the fiiture when it is not doing the job now
is to put the cart before the horse. When the system is fixed, we will all be in an

informed position to knowledgeably evaluate and discuss these future-oriented

questions in purposefial fashion.

The real question immediately confronting all of us—Congress, the

Administration and IIM account holders alike—is how we can correct this 158 year-

old problem, and equally important, how we can make sure that it does not happen

again. Congress took a giant step to correct the problem by passing the Indian

Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994. Pursuant to this remedial legislation,

the President appointed the Special Trustee and the Senate confirmed him—with the

endorsement of many Indian tribes, groups and individuals. By all accounts, the

Special Trustee, Mr. Paul Homan, is highly qualified and exceptionally competent.

This is the first time in the history of the Department of the Interior that a person

of such eminent qualifications and capabilities has been placed in the critical role

of carrying out the Nation's trust responsibility to Indian tribes and individuals with

respect to trust funds. Congress has statutorily mandated that he establish and

administer a trust fiind management system that will enable the United States to

meet its fiduciary duties and responsibilities to Indian tribes and individuals. For

this the Special Trustee is responsible and accountable. Without adequate fijnding,

he will not be able to do the job Congress mandated under the 1994 Act. We have

a mutual obligation to support the Special Trustee's important work. If Congress

does not appropriate adequate dollars, the 1994 Act cannot be implemented.

Moreover, individual Indians and tribes will continue to incur huge losses every
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single day, and the federal government may continue to incur huge financial

liability for its daily breaches of trust.

These continuing breaches of trust, concomitant losses, and mounting

liabilities that would be borne by U.S. taxpayers are precisely the reasons that

Congress must appropriate adequate dollars to fix the entire trust fiind management

system. The Special Trustee's Strategic Plan is a 3-5 year plan designed to carry

out the mandates of the Trust Fund Reform Act of 1994. It is an action oriented

plan charted to fialfill the United States' trust responsibility to tribes and individual

Indians in trust fund management. The Strategic Plan is expected to cost

approximately $147 million over a five-year period to implement. It is incumbent

upon Congress and the Administration to work cooperatively in bi-partisan fashion

to assure that Phase I is fully flmded so that the Special Trustee can produce an

adequate Indian trust management system. Such cooperation and fianding will

enable the federal government to begin to honor its fiduciary obligation and legal

responsibilities to individual Indian and tribal trust beneficiaries.

We fully support the Special Trustee and Phase I of the Strategic Plan. We
need to move forward with implementation as rapidly as possible. It is in this spirit

that we commend Chairman Young for his leadership in urging the House to

concur with the Senate Appropriation Committee's mark of $36.3 million for the

Office of the Special Trustee for FY 1997~which is the amount the Administration

requested. While the Administration's request of $36.3 million for the Office of

the Special Trustee is approximately $13 million below the amount that the Special

Trustee recommended for FY 1997, it is a significant step in the right direction to

provide the Office of the Special Trustee with the funding to begin to carry out the

requirements Congress mandated when it passed the American Indian Trust Fund

Management Reform Act of 1994.

As you are aware, the Senate Committee mark includes $18 million to begin

implementation of the Strategic Plan by initiating critical Indian trust management

improvements, particularly as it relates to the IIM accounting system. The Special

Trustee has determined that it will cost $22.3 million to establish an adequate IIM

accounting system, and that such can be done in one year. While the $18 million

for improvement initiatives includes $13.6 to begin that task, it remains $8.7

million below the amount the Special Trustee has determined is needed to do the

job right, and which he reconmiended that the Administration include in its budget

request to Congress.
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Nevertheless, to begin sincere system reform, it is critical that Congress

approve the Senate Appropriations Committee mark for the Office of the Special

Trustee. Unfortunately, the House version of the Interior Appropriations bill does

not contain any ftinding to begin to implement any systemic reforms in the Indian

trust management program. Therefore, under the House version, the Special

Trustee cannot comply with the Congressional mandate pursuant to the 1 994 Trust

Fund Management Reform Act. Only with adequate funding can the Special

Trustee move expeditiously to implement Phase I of the Strategic Plan and begin

to reform a miserably failed system. And only then can the federal government

begin to end the government's breaches of trust and mounting liability which

increases every single day that money is lost because the system remains broken.

In closing, we respectfully urge Congress to fund the Administration's

request for $36.3 million for the Office of the Special Trustee for FY 97 and to

work cooperatively in bi-partisan fashion with the Administration to fiilly fiind the

Special Trustee's Strategic Plan during FYs 1998-2001. We pledge to work with

you in this regard on behalf of the 300,000 individual Indian trust beneficiaries

whom we represent in this most important matter affecting their fiindamental rights-

-and their money.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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Wi.^, J^ousie o( Eeprefientatibefi

Committee on l^esourtesf

199adi)ington, 1B€ 20515

September 18, 1996

Robert Peregoy

Native American Rights Fund

1712 N. Street, N.W.
Washington, B.C. 20036

Dear Mr

The Task Force on Indian Trust Fund Management has scheduled its final hearing on

Indian trust fiind management problems for Thursday, September 26th at 10:00 am.

The purpose of this letter is to request that you present testimony to the Task Force

concerning ^e matters listed below. The hearing will be held as follows:

Room 1334 Longworth House Office Building

Washington, D.C.

10:00 p.m.

Thursday, September 26th, 1996.

The subject of this hearing will be legislative solutions to the many problems which

continue to plague the management of Indian trust fund accounts. We request that you

comment upon and answer the following questions in your testimony:

(1) Should the Federal government continue to be in the business of administering IIM

accounts?

(2) Would you support having DOI contract out the operational functions of managing

Indian trust fund accounts to either (a) a private trust management company, or (b) another

department of the Federal government such as the Department of the Treasury, so long as the

United States retains its related trust responsibility?

(3) Would you support DOI charging administrative fees to trust fund account holders

to defray the cost of improving its trust fund management systems?

(4) Would you support legislation which would disburse all funds in existing IIM

accounts to appropriate account owners, would then terminate those IIM accounts, and
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would provide that in the future, whenever possible, revenues will be forwarded directly to

account holders by check without going through a trust fund account?

(5) What do you think should be done about (a) fractionated heirship problems and (b)

the thousands of inactive IIM accounts which have no know beneficiary? (Inactive account

funds could be transferred to the Federal government or to the Tribe of the last know

beneficiary or to some form of Federal or Tribal escrow account held for some designated

use.)

(6) Assuming that tribal accounts can not be reconciled any further, what settlement

process do you support which would fairly compensate the tribes and would terminate any

liability which the Federal government might have for any breach of trust responsibility

which might have taken place regarding the management of tribal accounts in the past?

(7) Assuming that IIM accounts can not be fully reconciled, what settlement process

do you support which would fairly compensate account holders and would terminate any

liability which the Federal government might have incurred for any breach of trust

responsibility which might have taken place regarding the management of IIM accounts in the

past?

(8) What changes in existing law would facilitate the administration of tribal trust

fund accounts?

(9) What is your opinion of the proposed Phase 1 of the Special Trustee's strategic

plan issued in February of 1996?

(10) What changes in existing law relating to the management of Indian trust fund

accounts, other than those mentioned above, would you suggest be considered by Congress?

The rules adopted in the 1 04th Congress require that you submit 75 copies of your

testimony to 1522 Lxjngworth House Office Building at least 48 hours prior to the hearing. It

is requested that your oral testimony be limited to ten minutes; however, additional written

testimony or other materials may be submitted for the record.

For additional information please contact Tim Giidden of the Resources Committee at

202-226-7393

AYWORTH
an

Force on Indian Trust

Management
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United States Department of the Interior

OFHCE OFTHE SPEQAL TRUSTEE FOR AMERICAN INDIANS
Office of Trust Funds Management

505 Manjuette N.W. Suite 1000

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87 102

Mr.TunGUdden
OCT 24 1996

Native American and Insular Affairs

1 522 Longworth House OfBce Building

Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Glidden:

During Ms. Donna Erwin's testimony in Phoenix, Arizona on August' 20, 1996, Congressman

J.D. Hayworth requested an update on the status of the Navajo Nations request to withdraw funds

under the "Trust Fund Refonn Act of 1 994". The following is a chronology ofwhat has

transpired to date:

Febniaiy, 1996 OfRce ofTrust Funds Management (OTFM) contacted by Tribal

Controller, advising that the Council had authorized the development of a

plan to withdraw their funds, and asking for copy of latest draft regs. Regs

were provided same day.

March 11,1 996 Original application to withdraw fiinds received at OTFM.

March 25, 1 996 OTFM acknowledgment letter sent.

AfHil 12, 19% First OTFM letter to Navajo Nation requesting additional information,

documentation and clarification.

On clock: 32 days

May 17, 1996 OTFM Customer Service calls Navajo staff to discuss response. (How it's

progressing, need help, etc.) Navajo Nation staff advise that they are

working on, making progress.

June 12, 1996 OTFM Customer Service calls Navajo Nation staff (Maity Ashley) who
advised that all documents ready to mail except their statement regarding

"no fiirther U.S. liability" after funds withdrawn. Ashley believed that the

Cotmcil would address this at the upcoming council session scheduled for

the following week.

June 14, 1996 OTFM letter to Navajo Nation to remind that "clock is not running" while

OTFM awaiting response, and offering assistance.
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June 20, 1996 OTPM Director, Acting Deputy Director, Trust Services staff, and Liaison

Officer meet with the Navajo Nation Investment Committee in

Albuquerque at their request to discuss investments in general, and the

April 12 letter regarding withdrawal.

June 27, 1 996 Response letter received from Navajo Nation. None of the requested

information was provided with the response, letter makes charges of

demeaning demands made by OTFM, and demands release of funds.

July-August-September, 19%
OTFM staff review and discuss situation, letter drafted , redrafted,

discussed with Solicitor (Dave Moran) regarding the minimum

requirements the U.S. needs to document due diligence in releasing the

funds.

September 19, 1996 Paul Homan letter to Navajo Nation to approve withdrawal pending

receipt of signed management contracts, custodial contracts, and a

complete copy of a resolution which was incomplete in the application

package at OTFM.

October 7, 1996 Navajo Nation response to last request received in OTFM. Meets all

requirements.

October 1 8, 1 996 OTFM letter to Navajo Nation connrming approval for withdrawal and

requesting written instructions as to delivery of cash or securities.

*This is an anticipated date, if this date is not met the letter will definitely go out the week of

October 21, 1996.

If any further information or clarification is need please call me at (505) 248-5723.

Sincerely,

v^#*|*^ (}-iix^

Douglas A. Lords, Acting Deputy

Director, OCBce of Trust Funds Management

Marie Howard Fabrizio

Democratic Legislative Staff

Committee on Resources

U.S. House of Representatives

509 O'Neill Building

Washington, DC 20515
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ITMA Resolution

1996 Annual Meeting

Aladdin Hotel; Las Vegas, Nevada

rrVfA'b Powrinn on the fipeciel Tniirtee

WHEREAS, the IttfcrTrihal Monitoring Association on Indian Trust Funda (ITMA) is an

m of35 Tribes who have voluniaiily joined ITMA;

WHER£AS, n'MA is coomitted to working with the Congress and the OfSce ofthe

Special Trustee to correct inadequate systems used to manege Indian trust fimds and trust assets

and the uofust trust treatment ofthe beneficiariBS of this trust;

WHEREAS. Paul Moman. ibc current Special Trustee, is the first executhnc en^byee in

tbe DepotmeK ofboerior with professional trust management ejqKriBaoe;

WHEREAS, the federal goverrnnent has admitted to owing the Individual Indian Account

(DM) investmeot pool over $14 milbon, and disclosed that it cannot reconcile at least S2.4 billion

ofTrSaal non-nvcstmBnt tranaactions oocuning during the period from 1972 to 1992;

WHEREAS, a statntory responsibility of the Special Trustee is to consuh wfth Tribes, the

boKfiaaries ofthe trust fimd accountr,

WHEREAS, ITMA takes exception and objects in the strongest terms to the DqMrtment

ofInterior's orda to the Special Trustee prohibiting him from complete consultation regarding

the icconcBiatian and potential settiemett options with Tribes;

THEREFCHIE BE IT RESOLVED THAT ITMA condemns any effort to prohibit the

Special Trustee from fiilly discharging his statutory duties;

AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT ITMA at iU annual meeting endotws the

work ofPaul Homan, Special Trustee

passed on TbuTMky. September 19. 1996, by a voice vote ofthe

Annual Meeting, and b attested to by.

, and witnessed

J^vrax Myers, SecreCaiy
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n HBTLY REFex TO:

United States Department of the Interior

OFRCE OFTHE SPEQALTRUSTEE FOR AMERICAN INDIANS
ODice of Trust Funds Managemenl

505 Maiquette N.W. Suite 1000

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87 102

AUG 30 1996

Native American and Insular Affairs

Attention: Tim Glidden

1 522 Longworth

Washington, DC 20515

Subject: Task Force on Indian Trust Fund Management

Dear Mr. Glidden:

Enclosed is a copy of information requested by the Task Force. If 1 can be of any further

assistance, please call me at (505) 248-5723.

Sincerely,

[^„^^-^'^^

Douglas A. Lords, Acting Deputy Director

Office ofTrust Funds Management

Enclosure
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FY 1997 STRATEGIC PLAN FDNDIKG

Opgi-ade of hardwai-e and software for 400 existing
workstations at am estimated cost of $100 per
workstation.
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AUb <i 1 »^^^* DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SERVICE

WASHINGTON. D C. 20227

August 18, 1996

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your July 25, 1996, letter regarding the
Financial Management Service's handling of both the Individual
Indian Money account and the Indian Tribal Fund account.
Enclosed please find our responses to your questions.

Please do not hesitate to contact us on (202) 874-7000, if we can
be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

Russell D. Morris

The Honorable J.D. Hayworth
Chairman
Task Force of Indian Trust Fund Management
Committee on Resources
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Enclosure
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1. Hov does ms account for the IIM and ITF monies?

The Financial Management Service (FMS) , as the Federal
Government's financial manager, manages the Federal Government's
central accounting and reporting systems that track the Federal
Government's monetary assets and liabilities. FMS tracks some
7,500 separate accounts based on approximately 1,200 Federal
agencies' monthly submission of summary statements of
tremsactions . FMS also is responsible for the investment of the
Federal Government's multibillion-dollar trust funds.

FMS' duties with regard to the Individual Indian Money (IIM) and
the Individual Tribal Fund (ITF) accounts are limited to
performing certain accounting and investment functions.
Specifically, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) submits monthly
svunmary statements of transactions for the IIM and ITF accounts,
that reflect the net receipts and disbursements out of each
account. (Attachment 1) . FMS then enters the data into the FMS
centralized accounting system database (STAR)

.

BIA maintains individual and discrete tribal subaccounts
reflecting monies owed to each individual Indian out of the IIM
account and to each tribe out of the ITF account. FMS does not
maintain any such subaccount information.

With regard to investing, FMS statutorily is required to invest
fluids in the IIM euid ITF accounts upon the request of the
Secretary of the Interior. 25 U.S.C. § 161a. Operationally, FMS
immediately invests IIM and ITF monies upon receipt of oral
instructions from BIA, which follows-up in writing with an
"Investment Confirmation Letter." (Attachment 2).

2. What are FMS' record retention practices/policies regarding
the IIM and ITF accounts?

FMS policy is to retain permanently all IIM and ITF account
investment records. These records are maintained either within
FMS or at a Federal Records Center. With regard to the summary
statements of transactions entered into STAR, FMS policy is to
retain all such data for approximately 7 years. Currently, FMS
retains such data for the IIM and ITF accounts for the years 1990
through 1996. The data for 1989 is retained at a Federal Records
Center.
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3. Has either the Treasury Departaent or FMS ever intentionally
destroyed emy Indian trust fund accounting records?

Neither FMS nor Treasury, to the best of my knowledge, have ever
intentionally destroyed discrete Indian trust fund accounting
records. However, as indicated in my response to question 2, FMS
periodically destroys accounting information received from
Federal agencies, which includes summary data submitted by BIA
for the IIM and ITF accounts. Notwithstanding that all such
accounting records are generated and received from BIA, I have
instructed my staff to retain all such records.

4. Under what authority does FMS cancel Treasury Department
checks payable out of either I Of or ITF accounts?

FMS cancels Treasury checks under Title X of the Competitive
Equality Banking Act of 1987, Public Law 100-86. Title X
informally is referred to as "Limited Payability." The
provisions of Limited Payability apply to all Treasury checks,
including Treasury checks payable out of the IIM and ITF
accounts. See 31 U.S.C. § 3334.

5. How does FMS apply the proceeds froM the cancellation of
such Treasury checks?

If a Treasury check issued on or after October 1, 1989, is not
negotiated within 12 months after the date of issuance, FMS
cancels the check and generates a cancellation report to the
appropriate Federal agency. FMS also will credit the Federal
agency's budget clearing account with the proceeds of the
canceled Treasury check. See 31 U.S.C. §§ 3328 and 3334;
31 C.F.R. §§ 240.3 and 240.4. The Federal agency then is
responsible for ensuring that the appropriate agency account is
credited. For example, if FMS cancels a BIA payment, FMS will
report the cancellation and remit the proceeds to the BIA budget
clearing account. Because FMS cannot determine whether a
specific BIA payment was an IIM or some other type of payment,
BIA then is responsible for determining whether the proceeds are
to be credited to the IIM or some other BIA account. BIA
accomplishes this through its monthly summary statement of
transactions.
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6. When the law requires FMS to cancel Treasury Department
checks, payable to individual Indians, is the Federal
government released of the underlying trust obligation to
those individual Indians?

No. Under Limited Payability, the mere fact that a Treasury
check is canceled does not affect the underlying obligation. See
31 U.S.C. §§ 3328(a)(3) and 3334(c). Treasury regulations
provide that upon receipt of a claim concerning the cancellation
of a Treasury check, the authorizing Federal agency may make a
new payment. 31 C.F.R. § 245.5. Specifically, where FMS cancels
a BIA payment, BIA's underlying obligation to the payee remains,
and BIA may make a new payment.

We also note that Congress had appropriated $3,000,000 to BIA to
liquidate in part its obligations to tribal and individual Indian
payees whose checks were cancelled as a result of Limited
Payability. Pub. L. No. 102-381, 106 Stat. 1374, 1391 (1992)
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Attachment 1

STftTLHEHT OF TllftHS«CT10MSCSF-22<i)

OEPAnTMCHT or THE IHTERIOH
BUREAU or IHDISK PFffilPo
OIVISJOH OF «CCOUNTIHG hflHUGEHEHT
(1CCGUN13 PAY'BLt SIC. UTTH: M. GORHAK
P. 0- BOX iBK
ALBUOUEHOUE. m £7103
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IaCCT. *--> B 16

0.00

2. 600: CDLLECTIOHS RECEIVED 1HIS HDMTH IZ.813, '455.39

3. DEDUCT OIPDSITS PRESEHTEO OH HOILED 70 BANK

THIS MOHTH 11, 768,698. 72
PRIOS MOUTH 03/96 'i<;J.2<i0.12
PaiOR nOtflH 03/9G 326.23
FfilOR MOHTH 01/9G a,<i35.15CR
PRIOR HOKTH lZ/95 3,233.97Cfi
I'HIOR MQffTH 11/S'. 23.a59.<4

TOTAL DEPOSITS PRCSEKTtO OR HfllLEO TO BANK 12,S19,'i55.39

<,. HET TOTAL, SECTION III O.OO

CftTE SICHftTURE/TtTLE

ACCT. #--> ^^__^_ C 1.6
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SF 1220 STftTEMENT OF TRANSACTIONS

DISBURSING OFFICER
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

O0OO142
ACCOUNTING PER 10

4/01/96 - 4/30/9

APPR. FUND OR
RECEIPT ACCOUNT

14X5197
/14X8365
V 14X8365
^14X83fa5

RECEIPT AND REVOLVING
FUND REPAYMENTS

(2)

0.00
O.OO
O.OO
O . OO

NET
disbursement:

(3)

-19,270,645.3.
-13,380,004.7;

140,685.11
-250,515.11

COLUMNAR TOTALS

NET TOTAL - (REPORT ON LINE 4.10 OF SF 1219)

CONTACT: HAROLD REDHOUSE
TELEPHONE: (505) 248-5771

-32,760,479.9;

-32, 760, 479. 9(
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STATEMEHT OF TRflHSftniOHStSr-aZ";)

OLP«m«EMT OF THC I»(rCRIOB
DURtfiU OF IHOIAH «FF«IRS
DIVISION or dCCUUMTIHC MoMdCEHCHI
ACCOUNTS PAVdBIt SEC. ftTTHt t1. GOHMAH
P. a. BC:( ZC'M
HLBUOUEHUUE. HM 67103

11-20-0699
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ACCT. #--> (1^200699

mx<<<<iB
HXSOSl

i«ixs2sa

I'ixsa'tD.i
1«XS2<0.2
l<tXS2'S2
iwsasz.i

(3ai i4X5S4a
I'SXSS'iB.l

-—WXSBSB.Z
<• 11X6Q39
^^T<sX6srsTao

K1ZX11«5.£0

141<iK1120.ei)
l'ilB6017<i.20
l<163/<iD17>4.20
l<il6<i/5ni7'i.J0
l«9K8Be3-2ll
:47S615I)9.Z0
iq75<il515.20
1475S151S.20
20X6S22.SS
2aXC822.5S
20X68S2.S7
I<S<1BI8

TOTALS

KET TOTAL. SECTIOK I
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SECTIOK 111

I. BALiwrE OF UfOEPBSIJfO CXLECTIONS.
CLOSE CK PBECCOIHC ROKTM B-»0

Z. AOO: COLLEC7I0HS RECXIVEO THIS MOKTH 10,t?S,MS.S5

3- DEWCT DEPOSITS PRESOiTtD Oil M61LED TO BUHiC

THIS HOWH 9,IS<,59a.31
PRIOR HOKTH e^/96 1.379,295.36
PRIOR (iQMrh CJ/9S ass.sa
PRIOR KDHTK C2/SS 9.el9.«9CC
PRIOS HOMTH (1/96 7S3.21
PRIOR NOKTH 12/95 <.<?

TCTftL CEPOSITS PRESEiOtD OR (IRILEO Tt3 SAW lO.iaS, 688.59

<. HO TOTAL, SECTION HI C.89

DATE SIGNATURE/TITLE

ACCT. *-->
^

N 15
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3F 1220 STATtMENT DF TRA.NSftCT I DNS

DISBURSIN6 OFFICER 0000142
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR ACCOUNT INS PER 10
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 5/01/96 - 5/31/9

AFPR. FUND OR RECEIPT AND REVOLVINS NET
RECEIPT ACCOUNT FUND REPAYMENTS DISBURSEMENT

( .1 ) ( 2 ) (31

14!(5197 0.00 -5,?51,398.3
;14X8365 0.00 -28,892,774.3
V14X83AS O.OO 727,838.5
14XB3&fi O.OO -251,871.1y.

COLUMNAR TOTALS O.OO -33,968,205.1

NET TOTAL - (REPORT ON LINE 4.10 OF SF 1219) -53.968.205.1

CONTACT: HAROLD REDHDUSE
TELEPHONE: (505) 248-5771

27-249 97-10
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fin. lAfc UAortq D!r^«=uiraio

taoMtraant t lean naakn

TRANSACntJN DATE:

Attachment 2

9 fi/r^ry /9fC

1703 U»a-Wuai Klghwiy
RDOmBTCS-PGCn
HjrinsvUlu. Md 2078!
Phone: (2D3 87* H77a

FAX (2a23 sit SS*«

TTIANSACrrraN TYPE: (chock ooa)

fXl INVESTMENT Q] BEDEMPTIQN

FUND NAME & SYMBOL

[33 COCHm WETFIEUia 14)Sie€

r~l TRIBAL ECON. RECOV. FUND 14XS1B7

{^ inWQATlON 14X5240

I
I

POWER 14X5648

.[X] INDIVlOUAl. INDIAN MQNSr T4XBa39

I ]
ALASKA NATWE ESCFtOW T4X6140

MARKET BASED SECUFinV; (check one}

Ono-Oay CordflcaiQ* ^^___
BIIU Miturity CJata: __^_^_____________
Mow* Faco Rata; fifgy^
Bonds FocA Rate:

1 I
Ra.lEFOF INDIGENT INDIANS 14X8060

[^ N. CHEYENNE WATER RJND 1 4X8327

I I
TRIBAL FUNDS

j )
PAPABO CO-OP

I )
NAVAJO REHAB

Q CONTRIBUTED FUNDS

14XS3BS

14XS36e

14XS366

14X8563

ManJrtty Date:

Extended (j»ta:

Maturity Date:

Mituricydaie:

//-yr-t^tooT"

AMQUMT: (nHsnone) Avalobla for Invesiment:

Need for RcdempUon;

Face: ' ^000.09 CP.

CCNFlPiMATtON JNFQFaAATIDN:

A{)Micy ComactidrcJ* on9) (KR.Kdkinifi^ R- Reed rl.F. Speare R. ZaJiiTBwaki

OatB ana Tima at CaJU p-»- fC 9'f^ **f.

Treasury Cofrtacc (clrcSa one) ([^irsreat^a' Mrs, McCmy Mrs, KoBy Mrs. Moom

CEBrnncATiow.
I corUfy that tfia Horns llstad abova a/a correct and Amounts

to De Invoslsd ana crBdhad to th« Ganerti Accsuni of the U.S.

Treasury and available tor use by the Treasury.

^-^
433 tA'u I n'vjKiZeu S'iGnA iviFtE)
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United States Department of the Interior

OFHCE OF THE SOLICITOR
Washington, D.C. 20240

OCT 3 11996
October 29, 1996

Hon. J. D. Hayworth, Chairman
House Resources Task Force on Indian Trust

Fund Management
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

At the conclusion of our testimony on September 26, 1996, I

referenced a matter associated with the Office of Special Trustee's
Advisory Board's meeting in Phoenix. You had requested for the
record a summary of the costs of that meeting. Attached is a list
of the expenses and the names of the meeting participants.

As we indicated at the hearing, while discussion of the
settlement recommendations did not occur, the remaining items on
the Advisory Board's agenda for that meeting were discussed and
acted on. Moreover, the previous work of the Advisory Board on
settlement options was finalized and has now been submitted to the
Secretary.

Please contact me should you have any additional questions.

Sincerely,

Edward B. Cohen
Deputy Solicitor
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PHOENIX ADVISORY BOARD MEETING EXPENSES

SUMMARY:

1. TRAVEL ESTIMATED COSTS:

OFHCE OF THE SPECIAL TRUSTEE STAFF AND
ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS $9,475.38

TRIBAL REPRESENTATIVES $27,814.59

TRUST FUND RECONCILIATION STAFF ' $2,559.36

2. OTHER EXPENSES:

MEETING ROOM RENTAL, COMPUTER RENTAL,
FILM, PAPER, OFFICE SUPPLIES, ETC. $2,983.23

TOTAL $42,832.56
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GAD United States

General Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

Accounting and Information

Management Division

B-275522

December 10, 1996

The Honorable J. D. Hayworth

Chairman, Task Force on Indian

Trust Fund Management
Committee on Resources

House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter responds to your October 29, 1996, request that we provide

information for the record on Indian trust fund settlement issues raised at the

Task Force's September 26, 1996, hearing. You asked for information on

various questions that relate to the following three topics that were discussed

by witnesses at the hearing:

- administration of Individual Indian Money (IIM) accounts,

- options for trust fund settlement, and

- progress on the Special Trustee's strategic plan.

Enclosed are our responses to the questions contained in your letter. We
obtained comments on a draft of our responses from officials in the Department

of the Interior's Office of Special Trustee for American Indians and the Bureau

of Indian Affairs' Office of Trust Responsibilities. Overall, they concurred with

our responses to the questions, and we have incorporated their comments

where appropriate.

GAO/AIMD/OGC-97-23R Indian Trust Fund Q&As
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B-275522

I hope that this information is helpful. If you have further questions, or would

like to discuss any of the issues in more detail, please contact me at (202)

512-9508 or (Jayle Fischer, Assistant Director, at (202) 512-9577.

Sincerely yours,

Linda M. Calbom
Director, Civil Audits

Enclosure

GAO/AIMD/OGC-97-23R Indian Trust Fund Q&As
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS CONTAINED TN OCTOBER 29. 1996. LETTER

Following are questions asked by the Chairman of the House Task Force on Indian Trust

Fund Management and GAO's responses.

TIM ACCOUNTING ISSUES

Question 1: Under what authority did the government begin maintaining

Individual Indian Money (IIM) accounts?

GAG Response : According to our research, no distinction was made between tribal and

individual funds until 1918.' Prior to that time, Indian funds were handled on a tribal

basis. The Secretary of the Interior had long had authority under treaties with individual

tribes to invest tribal funds, and did so routinely.

In 1918, the Congress directed the Secretary^ to segregate the common funds of any

Indian tribe, which were susceptible to segregation, and to credit an equal share to each

member of the tribe. This was the first recognition of individual Indian monies.

Question 2: What is the government's current system for administering those

accounts?

GAP Response : As of September 30, 1996, Interior's Office of Trust Fimds Management

(OTFM) was administering almost 317,000 IIM accounts, according to information

provided by OTFM officials. Although the aggregate value of the IIM accounts was

reported by OTFM to be almost $470 million on that date, the majority of the IIM

accounts had low balances. Almost 185,000 (over 58 percent) of the IIM accounts had

balances of $10.00 or less as of September 30, 1996, according to OTFM. OTFM maintains

IIM accounts as separate accounts similar to demand deposit accounts. The cash

balances in the accounts are combined and invested as a pool primarily in U.S. Treasury

and U.S. agency securities. The IIM accounts earn interest at a rate based on the

earnings of all the pooled investments. Trust fund accounting staff and, in some cases,

Interior's Office of Trust Responsibilities (OTR) realty staff, at about 60 Bureau of Lidian

Affairs (BLA) Agency Offices, perform the administrative duties, including accounting.

'See generally. White Mountain Apache Tribe of Arizona v. United States . 20 CI. Ct. 371,

378-80 (1990).

^Public Law 65-159, Sec. 28, 40 Stat. 591 (Act of May 25, 1918), which was eventually

codified at 25 U.S.C. 162a.

GAO/AIMD/OGC-97-23R Indian Trust Fund Q&As
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billing, collecting, and depositing nonmineral" lease receipts, and preparing related

accounting records.

BIA's subsidiary IIM accounting system generates quarterly account statements that

OTFM mails to account holders from its Albuquerque, New Mexico, headquarters. OTFM
sends account statements for minors and noncompetent account holders to their

designated guardians. For some minors and noncompetent account holders, BIA Agency

Office superintendents are the designated guardians, and they receive the statements for

those account holdeis. BL\ Agency Office superintendents also receive account

statements for any IIM account holders for which OTFM has no valid address. These

statements are to be placed in the account holders' IIM files.

Because BIA's current accounting system does not have an accounts receivable

component, BIA Agency Office staff use inconsistent manual procedures for billing and

collecting lease revenue. The system also lacks a complete lease master file. In our June

1996 testimony,^ we reported that an accounts receivable system and an accurate,

complete lease master file aie needed to ensure that all lease revenues are being billed

and collected.

Question 3: How is the administration of the accounts complicated by
fractionated heirship problems and inactive accounts?

GAG Response : The fractionated heirship problem arises from the large number of

fractional land and lease ownership interests that currently exist, the substantial increase

in such interests over time, and the administrative burden associated with maintaining an

increasing number of small accounts to record fractionated interest income. Over time,

fractionation has resulted in hundreds of thousands of tiny fractional interests in federal

Indian laiid allotments and in the trust income derived from those allotments. We
reported in February 1992,^ that over 20 percent of the 83,000 land tracts at 12

reservations we reviewed were characterized by fractionated ownership with at least one

small ownership interest of one-fiftieth or less.

'Except for the Osage Tribe, Interior's Minerals Management Service (MMS) collects

royalty payments on Indian mineral leases and transfers the proceeds to OTFM through

the Treasury for deposit in tribal and IIM accounts.

''

Financial Management: Interior's Management of the Indian Trust Funds (GAO/T-AIMD-
96-111, June 18, 1996).

^
Indian Programs: Profile of Land Ownership at 12 Reservations (GAO/RCED-92-96BR,

February 10, 1992).

GAO/AIMD/OGC-97-23R Indian Trust Fund Q&As
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Currently, according to OTR, calculation of fractionated lease ownerships may result in a

fractional denominator that exceeds 26 digits. Depending upon the amount of lease

income to be distributed, it is possible that trust income may have to be collected for

several years before sufficient income is collected to entitle an account holder to even 1

cent.

Some administrative complications that result from fractionated ownerships include the

following.

- Detailed accounting records must be maintained for all transactions regardless of size-

sometimes as little as $0.03 may be distributed among seven account holders-

complicating the accounting.

- In most cases,^ OTFM policy does not permit funds to be disbursed to the account

holders until balances reach $15, thus increasing the number of IIM accounts that

require interest posting and other account maintenance activities.

- Funds sometimes remain in special deposit (suspense)' accounts for long periods,

according to OTFM, pending OTFM's receipt of ownership information from OTR's
Land Title and Records program staff and realty staff.

Currently, OTR maintains official federal Indian land title and beneficial (lease) ownership

information. OTR's Land Title and Records program staff are responsible for determining

ownership and encumbrance for each federjd Indian tract of land and for certifying for

the federal government that such ownership and encumbrance is accurate for all legal,

title, and evidentiary purposes. However, due to continuing increases in fractionation,

madequate staffing, and inadequate systems, OTR has almost a 2-year backlog in land title

and lease ownership determinations and recordkeeping.

Each time ownership changes, OTR's Land Title and Records program staff must perform

time-consuming manual determination and documentation of ownership interests. This is

because OTR's Land Records Information System (LRIS), as designed, is not capable of

performing automated chain-of-title calculations and it does not store chain-of-title or

calculated ownership information. LRIS system improvements have been delayed for the

For oil and gas leases, OTFM policy allows funds to be disbursed to account holders

when balances reach $5.

^These special deposit accounts are intended to be suspense accounts with short turn-

around times.

GAO/AIMD/OGC-97-23R Indian Trust Fund Q&As
5
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past 2 years due to reductions-in-force and budget cuts. In addition, LRIS is not

integrated with OTFM's trust fund accounting systems.

Because official ownership information may be significantly out-of-date, OTFM has relied

on unofficial ownership data in BL\'s Integrated Resources Management System (IRMS).

IRMS ownership information is periodically updated by OTR rejilty staff located in BIA's

Agency Offices based on preliminary information that they have developed for use in

probate determinations. However, unlike LRIS information, it is not verified or certified.

As a result, OTFM cannot ensure that income is distributed to the proper account holder.

Inactive IIM accounts, which are defined as accounts with no transactions for 18 months,

also increase the administrative burden for IIM accounts. Accounts may become inactive

because they are in suspense status or because probate decisions are pending. As of

September 30, 1996, OTFM reported that there were approximately 60,823 inactive IIM

accounts. According to information provided by OTFM, these are generally low balance

accounts. Administrative costs associated with inactive accounts include

- the cost of computer processing time;

- the administrative cost and responsibility of safeguarding the accounts; and

- the cost of preparing, printing, and mailing quarterly account statements.

Qaestion 4: Are there private trust management companies, or other federal

agencies, that coald perform operational functions under contract

with the Department of the Interior?

GAG Response : The government can contract with the private sector for trust

management and land records and systems planning services as long as the Secretary of

the Interior, as the fiduciary, maintains management responsibility, including the exercise

of judgment and discretion. For example, our September 1994 report* stated that there

are numerous private-sector title and land records companies, many of which use systems

and technologies that can be useful to BIA. We also suggested that private-sector firms

could assist BIA and OTFM in selecting and integrating trust system packages. In

addition, we reported that OTFM could contract for banking or financial management

services. However, because of the Secretary's fiduciary responsibility. Interior would

need to establish policies and provide instructions on matters such as the following:

^
Financial Management: Focused Leadership and Comprehensive Planning Can Improve

Interior's Management of hidian Trust Funds (GAO/AIMD-94-185, September 22, 1994).

GAO/AIMD/OGC-97-23R Indian Trust Fund Q&As
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- how IIM accounts would be maintained, that is, as investments or as checking and

savings accounts;

- whether the financial institutions would collect oil and gas, grazing, timber, and other

revenues;

- how ownership and income distribution formulas would be determined;

- whether account maintenance fees would be required from account holders;

- how supervised accounts for minors and incompetents and accounts restricted due to

child support or other requirements would be handled;

- how reporting requirements to account holders and BIA management would be met;

and

- how the financial institutions would relate to account holders.

Because administration and reporting for over 300,000 IIM accounts would be costly, we
suggested that in developing plans to transfer account maintenance responsibilities for

IIM accounts, OTFM would benefit from

- developing a strategy to resolve problems associated with small fractionated interests;

- reviewing HM accounts to first identify and close any inactive accounts;

- cleaning up "hold" accounts;*

- correcting account holder address information; and

- considering alternative ways of handling royalty distributions, which are generally

withdrawn and do not remain in the accounts, thus contributing to the number of low
balance accounts.

These suggestions have been considered by OTFM, and while some actions have been
taken, progress to date has been slow due to limited financial resources.

^old accounts are a general category of IIM accounts for which distributions cannot be

made without some form of approval. Tliey include supervised accounts for minors and
noncompetent account holders and accounts that are subject to probate court decisions.

GAO/AIMD/OGC-97-23R Indian Trust Fund Q&As
7
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TRUST niND SETTLEMENT LSSUES

Question: Assuming that tribal accounts cannot be reconciled any further and

that IIM accounts cannot be fully reconciled, what settlement process

do you support which would fairly compensate the Tribes and IIM

account holders and would terminate any liability which the federal

government might have for any breach of trust responsibility which

might have taken place regarding the management of tribal and IIM

accounts in the past?

GAG Response : We have long raised serious concerns about the ability to reconcile

tribjil and IIM accounts. Our May 1996 report'" stated that tribal accounts could not be

fully reconciled or audited due to missing records and the lack of £in audit trail in BIA's

systems. In addition, because BIA did not know the universe of transactions or leases, it

was not able to determine the total amount of receipts and disbursements that should

have been recorded, further impeding a complete reconciliation. We also reported that

due to cost considerations and the potential lack of supporting documentation,

reconciliations for individual Indian accounts were not performed, and no alternative

procedures were developed to verify these account balances. We concluded that if

follow-up meetings with tribes do not resolve concerns about account balances, the

legislated settlement process, which we recommended in our September 199,5 letter,"

could be used as a framework for resolving disagreements about account balances. We
also concluded that since any attempt to reconcile individual Indian accounts would be

costly and the results would be limited, these accounts could be included in the

settlement process.

Our September 1995 letter provided draft settlement legislation for discussion purposes.

The draft legislation would provide for a mediation process and, if mediation does not

resolve disputes, a binding arbitration process. The proposed process draws on advice

provided to us by the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service and the rules of the

American Arbitration Association. Both of these organizations have extensive experience

in the use of third-party faciUtators to provide alternative dispute resolution. The

proposed process offers a number of benefits. Because of the informal nature of the

process, the third-party facilitator can permit the parties, in the presentation of their

cases, to deviate from the more structured rules that genercdly govern other forms of

ac^judication. Further, because the decision of the arbitrators would be binding and could

''
Financial Management: BIA's Tribal Trust Fund Account Reconciliation Results

(GAO/AIMD-96-63, May 3, 1996).

"
Indian Trust Fund Settlement Legislation (GAO/AIMD/OGC-95-237R, September 29, 1995).

GAO/AIMD/OGC-97-23R Indian Trust Fund Q&As
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not be appealed, it offers a final resolution of the dispute. In addition, arbitration has

generally been found to be less costly than litigation.

STRATEGIC PLAN ISSUES

Question 1: What is your opinion of the proposed Phase I of the Special Trustee's

strategic plan?

GAP Response : The American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994

established a Special Trustee for American Indians and required the Special Trustee to

develop a comprehensive strategic plan for trust fund management. As envisioned in the

act, a comprehensive strategic plan for Indian trust fund and asset management would

reflect the requirements of Interior, BIA, the Bureau of Land Management (ELM), MMS,
OTFM, and other Interior agency Indian trust programs. It would also address the

interrelationships of the strategic plans for each of these entities, including information

resource management, policies and procedures, and automated systems. In addition, a

comprehensive strategic plan would address various trust fund related systems options

and alternatives and their associated costs and benefits.

The Special Trustee's February 1996 proposed Phase I strategic plan consisted of a

strategic planrung concept paper. The concept paper represents progress in that it

provides an initial assessment of the problems that need to be addressed in a strategic

plan. However, as stated in our June 1996 testimony,'^ the concept paper, which has not

yet been revised or expanded into a strategic plan, focuses on one potential system

solution for addressing critical OTFM and BIA financial management information

requirements and does not address the costs and benefits of other alternatives as a basis

for selecting one approach over another. Also, the concept paper focuses on OTFM and

related LRIS system improvements, and it does not address all needed improvements or

other Interior j^encies' Indian programs.

In addition, the concept paper does not explain the rationale for many of the assumptions

that support the $147 million estimate to implement the specified improvements. For

example, the concept paper proposes acquiring new trust fund general ledger and

subsidiary accounting systems but, unlike a strategic plan, it does not analyze the costs,

benefits, advantages, and disadvantages of enhcincing OTFM's current general ledger and

investment accounting system, leasing a new commercial off-the-shelf system that would

'
^Financial Management: Interior's Management of the Indian Trust Funds (GAO/T-

AIMD-96-111, June 18, 1996).

GAO/AIMD/OGC-97-23R Indian Trust Fund Q&As
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include accounts receivable or lease ownership components, or contracting for accounting

services instead of improving or acquiring systems.

Since 1992, our reports and testimonies have recommended that the Secretary of the

Interior require a comprehensive review of the entire trust fund operation, including those

functions outside the control and responsibility of OTFM, in order to determine how, and

by whom, the trust funds can best be managed. Oiir September 1994 report stated that to

develop a comprehensive strategic plan

- Interior, BIA, BLM, and MMS managers would first need to analyze the Secretary's

overall trust fund management mission;

- the managers would need to identify all the activities needed to fulfill this mission,

including any critical activities that are not being performed, activities that may be

urmecessary, and any current problems in performing current activities;

- managers would need to identify internal and external improvement options and the

feasibility of each as a means of developing a comprehensive strategic plan; and

- Interior, BIA, BLM, and MMS managers would need to establish priorities and

milestone dates for completing corrective actions.

We have not yet seen this level of coordination in Interior's trust fund strategic plaiming

efforts.

The Special Trustee told us that during fiscal year 1996, he lacked the resources to

adequately plan for needed trust fund system improvements. He said that he will use

about $1 million of his fiscal year 1997 appropriation to contract for a requirements

analysis that wiU provide him with information on systems integration alternatives and

electronic equipment needs. In October 1996, the Special Trustee issued a request for

proposals for contractor assistance in this requirements analysis, including

- identifying the internal and external users of Indian trust fund data,

- determining the needs and requirements of internal and external users,

- identifying training and equipment needs of internal and external users,

- identifying the business events in the day-to-day trust business and the relationships

among those events,

GAO/AIMD/OGC-97-23R hidian Trust Fund Q&As
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- compiling an inventory of equipment currently in use, and

- analyzing the needs and requirements for a new system or systems to achieve the

eight elements outlined in the strategic planning concept paper.

The Special Trustee told us that he hopes to use the results of the requirements analysis

to complete his strategic plan and submit it to the Secretary of the Interior by March 31,

1997. However, we are concerned that the analysis is primarily a user needs study and

does not include an assessment of alternatives for trust fund administration nor fully

consider the feasibility and the costs and benefits of alternative improvement options.

Question 2: Will implementation of this plan allow the federal government to

properly discharge its trust responsibilities and provide an accurate

accounting to American Indian trust beneficiaries in the future?

GAP Response : As noted in the above responses, the Special Trustee's February 1996

concept paper has not yet been revised or expanded into a strategic plan. In addition, the

concept paper does not address programs across Interior agencies. The American Indian

Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994 gives the Special Tioistee responsibihty for

oversight of reforms relating to the management and discharge of the Secretary's trust

responsibihties to Indian tribes and individual Indians, including the reform of policies,

practices, procedures, and systems in BIA, BLM, and MMS. However, the concept paper,

which does not address how this broad oversight function will be achieved, focuses

primarily on OTFM, with some focus on OTR.

Until the Special Trustee revises and expands the February 1996 concept paper into a

comprehensive strategic plan, there is no way to determine whether implementation of=*

that plan would allow the federal government to provide an accurate accounting to

American Indian trust beneficiaries in the futiu-e. Furthermore, even with an adequate

plan, future results will be dependent upon sufficient resources and oversight and will

require effective coordination and implementation of Indian trust programs across

hiterior, including OTFM, BLA, BLM, and MMS.

(913800)

GAO/AIMD/OGC-97-23R kidian Trust Fund Q&As
II
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THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

WASHINGTON

DEC I I 1996

Honorable Don Young

Chairman, Committee on Resources

House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am pleased to transmit to Congress tfie Department of the Interior's Proposed Legislative

Options in Response to the Tribal Trust Fund Reconciliation Project Results. This submission is

made as required by Section 304 of the Indian Trust Funds Management Reform Act of 1994 (25

U.S.C. § 4044), which provides that the Secretary shall outline efforts he will undertake to

resolve disputed Tribal trust fund account balances.

This report marks a milestone in the Federal Government's efforts to address longstanding

inadequacies in the management of Tribal trtist accounts. Having completed a five-year study of

Tribal account transactions for flie period 1972-1992, we now turn to the task of working in

collaboration with Congress and the Tribes to address what to do about our findings. As our

report indicates, we believe a legislative settlement is the most effective, expeditious, economical

and equitable way to go. While this report begins to define our views on what form that

legislation might take, we have more work to do. We will be consulting with Tribes in the

weeks to come to solicit their views on various settlement options, particularly with respect to

claims based on the unreconciled transactions and claims that may arise outside the time period

and scope of the 20-year reconciliation period. We plan to submit our final recommendations in

April 1997.

The issues that Congress, the Tribes and the Administration must confront in constructing a

settlement are not easy; there are no clear answers. Our overriding objective for this settlement

process must be to achieve fairness, recognizing the limitations of what has occurred in the past.

Our efforts must be principled and undertaken in good faith, paying those to whom money is

owed with due regard to our fiduciary obligation, while protecting the taxpayers where little or

no reasonable likelihood of actual loss exists.

The Office of Management and Budget advises that there is no objection to the presentation of

this report from the standpoint of the Administration's program.

We look forward to working with you in developing this settlement proposal. An identical letter

is being sent to Senator John McCain.

Sincerely,

cc: Honorable George Miller, Ranking Minority Member
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PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE OPTIONS IN RESPONSE TO
TRIBAL TRUST FUND RECONCILIATION PROJECT RESULTS

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

For more than a century, the federal government has been the trustee of

funds for Indian Tribes and individual Indians. Currently, the Secretary of the

Interior, through the Office of the Special Trustee (GST), maintains approximately

1,500 accounts for 280 Tribes with assets in excess of $2.5 billion. Each year,

more than $802 million passes through the Tribal trust funds system. In addition,

the Secretary, through the OST, maintains over 300,000 individual Indian money

(IIM) trust fiind accounts with a current balance of $450 million. Each year, $300

million passes through the UM system.

Concerns have been expressed for a number of years in Indian country,

various quarters of the Executive branch, the General Accounting Office and

Congress that the trust fiinds management and accounting systems have not kept

pace with technological developments in the private sector. Questions have been

raised about whether assets were being properly managed and funds accounted for.

There have been calls for accountings of both Tribal and UM funds and for

additional investment by the federal government to upgrade its systems.

In response to these concerns and the direction of Congress, the Department

contracted with Arthur Andersen, LLP to perform a reconciliation of the Tribal

trust fund accounts. The five-year project covered transactions for the twenty-

year period firom 1972 to 1992, and cost $21 million to complete. The objective

of the project was to reconstruct tribal accounts to the extent possible, to provide

some assurance of the accuracy of transactions, reasonableness of investment

earnings, and propriety of income collected. The results of the reconciliation

project and the Department's approach to developing a settlement of disputed

account balances are described in more detail below. In brief, the basic

reconciliation portion of the project exainined $17.7 billion in non-investment

transactions, of which $15.3 billion - about 86 percent ~ were reconciled. For

the reconciled ti-ansactions, approximately $1.87 million in transactions were in

error ~ an error rate of .01 percent.

The remaining 14 percent of transactions — amounting to $2.4 billion ~
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were deemed by Arthur Andersen to be "unreconciled," meaning that the Office

of Trust Funds Management (OTFM) was unable to locate source documents to

verify the accuracy of the general ledger entry for the transactions. For example,

the general ledger might list a receipt of $1,000 to a Tribal account in connection

with a mineral lease of trust property; however the underlying documentation

necessary to verify its accuracy could not be located with the time and resources

available. While this does not mean that the $2.4 billion is lost or missing, it does

mean that the poor condition of the records and systems did not allow the federal

government to conduct an audit or provide the level of assurance to account

holders that should be expected.

In addition, almost half of the uiu-econciled $2.4 billion related to

transactions involving receipt of funds by the government on behalf of a Tribal

account from third parties. An additional half billion dollars of unreconciled

transactions involved transfers between different accounts of the same Tribe. With

respect to these two categories of transactions, where the receipts or transfers to

a particular Tribe's accounts were posted to the general ledger, it is likely that the

Tribe had use of the funds even if it they were posted to the wrong account of that

Tribe. Deducting these amounts from the $2.4 billion in unreconciled transactions,

and based on other supplemental data, we believe the legislative settlement options

to address unreconciled transactions should focus on the remaining $575. 1 million

(excluding interest).

This report reflects a milestone in the federal goverimient's efforts to address

these longstanding inadequacies. As described more fully below, the report

contains our preliminary proposals for settling the disputed balances in the Tribal

trust fund accounts based on the results of the five-year, $21 million reconciliation

project. These concepts are provided in accord with the American Indian Trust

Fund Management Reform Act of 1994, which provides that the Secretary shall

outline efforts he will undertake to resolve disputed Tribal trust fund account

balances. In addition, pursuant to the Act, the Special Trustee is making

reconmiendations to implement improvements to trust management policies,

practices, procedures and systems Department-wide. Some reforms already have

been instituted, including conversion to a core trust accounting and investment

system for tribal funds, publication of standardized procedures for the management

of lEM accounting operations and reconciling all cash activity on a daily basis for

both Tribal and IIM accounts. OTFM has published regulations providing

procedures for Tribes to withdraw and manage their own funds should they so
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choose. Between 1990 and the present, staffing of the OTFM has been increased

five fold. Finally, the Administration has included in its budgets for 1996 and

1997, and will include in the outyears, funding to implement trust reform efforts.

We believe that legislation ultimately will be required to provide a settlement

that will be fair to account holders. This report contains the Department's specific

recommendations for addressing claims based on transactions where documentation

indicates that errors were made. We refer to these as "Type I claims," and we
recommend that where errors occurred to the detriment of Tribes, the government

reimburse the account with simple interest computed at the Tribal benchmark rate.

With respect to the Type 1 claims where errors inured to the benefit of the Tribe,

the Department recommends netting those amounts against any amounts owed to

the Tribe, and forgiving any remaining amount owed by the Tribe after netting is

applied.

Where Tribes have additional documents to contest their account balance (we

refer to these as "Type 2 claims"), we recommend that Tribes have an opportunity

to present those claims to the Department. In the event the Department disagrees

with the Tribe's position, the Tribe may request that the matter be submitted to a

mediator who would be empowered to recommend a resolution of the claim.

There are two additional types of claims for which consultation with Tribes

is necessary before we can develop any settlement recommendations. First, there

are claims based on the $2.4 billion of unreconciled transactions, which we refer

to as "Type 3 claims." Although we may be able to locate some docimients, it is

not possible to determine whether the Tribes suffered money losses as a result of

the Bureau of Indian Affair's (BIA) management and accounting' practices. We
believe that resolution of these questions by litigation would be time-consuming,

expensive and not in the interest of either the government or the Tribes.

Accordingly, we are soliciting Tribal iiq)ut on how best to address these claims in

settlement.

Second, some Tribal representatives assert that they are entitled to some

form of redress for management and accounting practices involving transactions

outside the scope and duration of the 20-year study. They argue that they will be

unable to agree on a final account balance unless these issues are addressed in the

settlement process.
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The report outlines several possible "total" settlement options as a point of

departure for our further discussions on these broader claims and the Type 3

claims. While the government does not endorse any of these specific proposals -

and those described in this report by no means constitute all of the possible

approaches - we nonetheless would like to consider Tribal views with respect to

these and other proposals.

Our overriding objective for this settlement process is to achieve fairness and

justice with respect to Tribal trust account balances. We are committed to doing

the best job we can, recognizing the limitations of what has occurred in the past

and the available information, to restore funds to Tribal trust accounts that have

suffered losses as a result of inadequacies in the Department's management and

accounting systems. The effort must be principled and undertaken in good faith,

paying those to whom money is owed, with due regard to fiduciary obligations,

while, at the same time, protecting the public fisc where little or no reasonable

likelihood of loss exists.

We considered the following objectives in formulating the proposals and

options for the proposed legislation:

achieve a settlement that is fair

achieve the most resource-efficient settlement of claims (in terms of

conserving federal government and Tribal time, money, and staff,

including attorneys' and expert witness fees)

encourage settlement by providing incentives to settle and by

providing disincentives to litigation

use the most informal settlement processes available rather than

litigation to encourage Tribal participation

obtain funding for the settlement without reducing appropriations for

the BIA budget and Tribal programs

achieve final agreement on account balances through September 30,
' 1995, as required in the Act, as an agreed-upon starting point for the

fiiture
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When the consultation process is complete, the Department will submit a

final set of recommendations to Congress. Funding sources also will need to be

identified. In order to provide time for consultation with Tribes, we plan to

submit those recommendations to Congress in April 1997.

n. BACKGROUND

A. Overview

The Secretary of the Interior has the responsibility to ensure the proper

accounting, investment and financial reporting of over 300,000 Indian Tribal and

individual Indian money (IIM) trust fund accounts. The authority for management

of Indian trust funds was delegated to the Assistant Secretary, Indian Affairs, and

re-delegated to the BIA. Since February 1996, this authority has been delegated

to the Office of the Special Trustee (OST) through the transfer of authority over

the Office of Trust Funds Management (OTFM).

The American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994 (the Act)

directs the Secretary of the Interior to prepare a report to Congress by May 3 1

,

1996, to include a description of the procedures used for reconciliation of the

Tribal trust fund accounts and a statement outlining efforts the Secretary will

undertake to resolve disputes regarding Tribal account balances.' The

reconciliation was carried out by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) in an effort

called the Tribal Trust Funds Reconciliation Project (the Project). This report

identifies for Congress the general approach the Secretary is contemplating for

resolving account balance disputes and includes specific recommendations to

resolve known errors. The Department will consult with the Tribes by circulating

this report to Tribal account holders and seeking their comments on the various

approaches to settlement and to the specific questions raised herein.

' Because most Tribes did not have sufficient time to review their reconciliation reports and inform the

Depanment whether they disputed their account balances (known as "attestation responses") as of the May 31

deadline, the Secretary submined to Congress an interim report describing the reconciliation procedures on May
31, and set a deadline of September 27, 1996, for submission of anestation responses. With the extension of

the deadline for submitting anestation responses, the Secretary indicated that he would submit a supplemental

report to Congress, including proposed legislative options to address disputed account balances later in the year.
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This analysis incoqx)rates many of the settlement recommendations of the

Special Trustee's Advisory Board, which was created by Section 306 of the Act

(hereinafter the "Advisory Board"). The Advisory Board's settlement proposals

were submitted to the Secretary on September 24, 1996, and were the result of a

series of consultations between the Special Trustee, his Advisory Board and several

Tribes. As requested by the Special Trustee, the Advisory Board's

recommendations are appended to this paper. In our recommendations, we
describe where we agree and where we disagree with the Advisory Board's

recommendations

.

B. Tribal Accounts Versus Individual Indian Accounts

There are two general types of accounts which are adnndnistered by the

OST.^ First, there are Tribal trust fund accounts maintained on behalf of 301

account holders. Second, there are IIM accounts, maintained on behalf of over

300,000 individual Indians. The options outlined in this analysis address

approaches for resolving account balances of Tribal accounts only, because Section

304 of the Act requires a report on only those accounts. While this report does

not address resolution of IIM account balances, on June 10, 1996, a class action

lawsuit, captioned Cobell v. Babbitt , was filed in U.S. District Court on behalf of

the IIM account holders. Settlement discussions are proceeding between attorneys

for the plaintiffs and the United States to attempt to resolve claims by the IIM-

account holders. Unlike the Tribal trust accounts, no historical reconciliation of

the IIM accounts has been performed because of the inordinately high costs —

estimated in 1992 to be in the $108 million to $281 million range ~ of conducting

such a reconciliation. The settlement process in the litigation, if successful, may
provide a more efficient means of estimating liability, if any.^ Some components

' All Indian trust fund accounts were historically administOEd by the Bureau of Indian Affairs ("BIA'). In

February 1996, the Secretary re-delegated the responsibility for management of Indian trust fund accounts to the

Office of the Special Trustee, through the transfer of authority over the Office of Trust Funds Management

(OTFM).

' The Advisory Board selected the $281 million amount simply because it was the upper end of an early

estimate of Arthur Andersen L.L.P., for undertaking a reconciliation of the QM accounts similar to the

reconciliation already conducted for tribal accounts. The Advisory Board reasoned that rather than spending

this sum "to produce what is likely to be an unsatisfactory result,' that amount should be 'used to compensate

IIM account beneficiaries for any barm, damage or loss arising out of the government's inability (o provide an

accurate and timely accounting to IIM trust account holders.' In our view, there is no demonstrable

relationship between the 'harm, damage or loss' that IIM account holders may have suffered and the cost to

produce a reconciliation of the IIM accounts. Moreover, the Advisory Board's recommendations do not make
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of the Tribal settlement legislation outlined in this report may also be appropriate

for settling components of the IIM claims as well at issue in the Cobell litigation."

C. Legislation Versus Litigation

We believe that legislation rather than litigation would provide an orderly

and efficient mechanism for resolution of the disputes over account balances

arising out of the Project. The proposed legislative approach described here

responds to the statutory directive that the Secretary outline efforts to resolve such

disputes in his report to Congress. It would address only those claims arising from

the Project, not individual Indian accounts or other funds. Case-by-case litigation

would be wastefiil, expensive and time-consuming. Given the inadequacy of the

available records and the historical deficiencies in BIA's accounting and

management systems, additional reconciliation efforts that would accompany

litigation would, at best, produce only marginally more refined data. Moreover,

some elements of a settlement policy, including forgiveness and offset of claims,

might be desirable and legislation could define the parameters of the Department's

authority to implement them. Legislation also could address funding sources for

the settlement.

D. Past Versus Future

This report addresses options for a legislative resolution of problems from

the past — the Tribal trust fund account balance disputes. On a separate track, the

Secretary and the Congress, through the efforts of the Special Trustee, are

evaluating approaches for comprehensive reform of the Department's management

of trust systems for the future. The Special Trustee has completed an assessment

of trust management policies, procedures, practices and systems as they apply to

both IIM and Tribal accounts. He has produced a conceptual strategic plan to

acquire and institutionalize new trust accounting and management systems.

Through additional analysis and consultation with both Tribal and federal Interests,

dear how IIM account holders would agree that the payment was in full satisfaction of their individual claims.

* The settlement recommendations of the Advisory Board include a proposal for settling IIM accoimts

which was developed prior to the filing of the Cobell litigation. The Advisory Board proposed, among other

things, a payment of S281 million to be deposited in the IIM Investment Pool and subsequently invested for the

benefit of IIM account holders. The payment would be a permanent fund, generating interest for IIM accoimt

holders, and also would serve as a reserve to pay claims successfully brought by individual accoimt holders.
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the conceptual plan will be transformed into a strategic plan as required by the Act

and submitted to Congress. The President's annual budget requests for the

Department include funds earmarked for implementing the Special Trustee's

strategic plan.'

E. Structure of this Report

Part III of this report describes in detail the Department's role with respect

to Tribal and IIM trust funds, deficiencies in the records concerning trust accounts

and balances, and the Project which studied Tribal trust fund investment

transactions for a 20-year period.

Part rV presents some options for settling Tribal claims based on errors,

incomplete documentation or inaccurate accounting of trust funds during the

reconciliation period, 1972-1992.* As noted, the Department needs to consult

further with Tribes and with others in the Administration to develop an appropriate

settlement proposal. This part of the analysis does not address issues relating to

the individual Indian money accounts held by the United States on behalf of

individual Indians or Tribal claims outside the scope of the Project.

Part V outlines options for Congress to structure any future litigation

concerning Tribal claims based on alleged trust fimd losses. While the idea behind

the settlement proposal being developed by the Department is to encourage

settlement through means other than litigation, we also envision that it will be

necessary to provide those Tribes that choose not to settle a fair process to litigate

their claims.

Part VI presents the concept of a "total settlement" that would resolve claims

' The Advisory Board proposed $147 million for implemmtation of the strategic plan as a component of a

Joint settlement for IIM and Tribal accouiu holders. This amount is based on preliminary estimates, and

includes approximately $20 million in aimual operating costs over five years, and $47 million of one-time

equipment and infrastructure costs. The Depanmenl proposes to continue to request funding of implementation

costs as part of its aimual budgets. The enacted FY 1997 Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act

included $15,726,000 for implementation of the Special Trustee's strategic plan, including funding for

immediate office staffing and the Advisory Board. Future Departmental requests will be based on the fmal

approved strategic plan being developed by the Special Trustee in 1997.

* There is potential overlap between settlement options for the Tribal claims and the claims in the Cobell

litigation. Certainly, Congress could consider a broader settlemem package which addresses both Tribal and

IIM claims.

8
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beyond the scope and time frame of the Project and any claims that may relate to

historical mismanagement of trust assets. Undertaking additional reconciliation

efforts or litigating these claims could be particularly expensive. With the Tribes

and Congress, and after further consultation within the Administration, we would

like to explore possibilities for legislative resolutions that would resolve disputes

on behalf of all or virtually all Tribes, and that would provide final account

balances for Tribal trust funds as of September 30, 1995.

At this stage, the Department is merely exploring whether a "total

settlement" is warranted and whether it would be fair to all concerned. We do not

endorse at this time the concept of a "total settlement" or any of the specific

alternatives presented for comment. As a result of additional consultation, other

ideas could emerge which might produce a more equitable result for all involved.

We also have tried to identify important questions about these options; many of

these questions do not have obvious or easy answers.

m. RECONCILIATION EFFORTS FOR TRIBAL TRUST FUND
ACCOUNTS

A. The Project

Over the past decade, operational reviews and financial audits have identified

weaknesses in the control and oversight of Indian trust funds. A primary concern

was the failure to reconcile the trust fund accounts regularly and to assure that

accoimt balances were accurate. Consequently, in 1988, 1989 and 1990, Congress

directed BIA to take steps to reconcile Indian trust fund accounts as accurately as

possible back to the earliest possible date. The FY 1990 appropriations language

further required that "the results of such reconciliation [be] certified by an

independent party as the most complete reconciliation of such fimds as possible."

Pursuant to these directives, BIA commenced its Project in 1990. In the fall

of 1990, an ad hoc Tribal advisory group^ worked in conjunction with the BIA,

the General Accounting Office (GAO) and the Department's Inspector General to

develop a request for proposal for the reconciliation contract. In May 1991, the

contract was awarded to a national accounting firm, Arthur Andersen, LLP.

The ad hoc group constituted itself as the Inteitribal Monitoring Association (ITMA).

9
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Phase I of the contract was intended to determine what records were

available, what procedures would be necessary, and the cost of a complete

reconciliation for both Tribal trust and IIM accounts. This work was performed

from June 1991 through January 1992. The results of Phase I disclosed that not

all supporting documents could be located, but to the extent they could be located,

they could be examined, and that some BIA trust policies, procedures, and systems

had deficiencies. As a result, it was agreed, through discussions involving the

Department, the Office of Management and Budget (0MB), Congress, and the

Intertribal Monitoring Association (ITMA), that a conventional financial audit was

not likely to produce meaningful results.

In view of this, the Department of the Interior, in consultation with 0MB
and ITMA, considered alternative methodologies and approaches with the goal of

producing as accurate an accounting as practicable. As a result, the BIA modified

the Arthur Andersen contract to incorporate the methodological procedures agreed

upon by the Department, OMB and Tribal representatives. While the procedures

do not constitute an audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards,

they were deemed to be the best available approach and were therefore used to

reconcile the Tribal trust fund accounts for the period July 1, 1972 through

September 30, 1992. The year 1972 was selected as the starting point because it

coincided with the date on which BIA assumed sole responsibility for Tribal trust

fiind accounting and recordkeeping to the account level. Prior to that time, the

Department of the Treasury had accounts for individual Tribes listed within its

systems, although BIA may have reported the amounts to be placed in the accounts

(in contrast to the current practice where there is one combined account for all

Tribes at Treasury).

In accord with the Congressional mandate that the Tribal trust fund

reconciliation be certified by an independent third party, the BIA awarded a

contract to perform the certification to Coopers and Lybrand in September 1993.

Due to a projected cost that far exceeded available resources, BIA terminated the

contract in October 1995, before the certification was completed. At BlA's

request. Coopers and Lybrand provided a close-out letter sunmiarizing the work

performed prior to termination. In the letter. Coopers stated that it noted errors

in certain aspects of Arthur Andersen's reconciliation work under the BIA
contract, and that some, but not all, of these errors were reported to Arthur

Andersen and BIA. The letter fiirther stated, however, that no conclusions could

be drawn from the preliminary information reported because Coopers did not

10
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complete the certification work. Artiiur Andersen investigated and cleared the

reported errors and a record of these activities are on file at Arthur Andersen's

office.

In 1994, while the Arthur Andersen reconciliation efforts were ongoing.

Congress passed the American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act of

1994, 25 U.S.C. §§ 4001-4061, which established the Office of the Special

Trustee for American Indians. Under this legislation, the Special Trustee is

responsible for oversight, reform, and coordination of the policies, procedures,

systems and practices used by various Departmental agencies in managing Indian

trust assets.* The stamte required that the Secretary transmit to Congress by May
31, 1996, a report that describes the methodology and results of the trust fund

reconciliation process, includes Tribal attestations as to disputed account balances,

and outlines efforts the Secretary will undertake to resolve such disputes. As
noted, that rep)ort was submitted to Congress with a commitment to provide this

supplemental report on the Secretary's recommendations for resolving account

balance disputes.

In January 1996, the Department released a report to 301 Tribal trust fund

account holders summarizing the results of its Project. The agreed-upon

procedures used in the Project were intended to accomplish the following: (1)

verify that non-investment financial transactions posted to the BIA's official

accounting records are in agreement with supporting financial source documents;

(2) assess the accuracy of investment income posted to Tribal accounts; (3)

recalculate the U.S. Treasury interest earnings; (4) reconcile general ledger

transactions with U.S. Treasury transactions; (S) verify that financial transactions

posted to the accounting records are in agreement with the originating lease or sale

agreements, permits, or contract terms (not completed for aH transactions); and (6)

determine the timeliness of the deposit of receipts (for informational purposes

only). The Project report indicates that of the $17.7 billion (absolute value)' in

non-investment transactions, $15.3 billion of transactions were reconciled, while

$2.4 billion (absolute value) were unreconciled (that is, as of the time the Project

was completed, financial source documents could not be located to support the

' While Title m of the Act vests this responsibility in the Special Trustee, the Act further provides that the

Special Trustee 'shall lepon directly to the Secretary.' Section 302(a), 25 U.S.C. § 4042(a).

' The absolute value of transactions means disregarding the positive and negative values of the transactions.

11
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accuracy of these transactions as entered on BIA's general ledger). For example,

the general ledger might show a receipt of $1,000 to a Tribal account in

connection with a mineral lease of trust property; however, the underlying

documentation necessary to verify its accuracy could not be located. (See pages

21-22 for a more complete description of these unreconciled transactions).

The reconciliation procedures and the proposed adjustments to account

balances are detailed in the Project report, and were explained to the Tribes at a

national meeting on February 14 and 15 in Albuquerque, New Mexico. More
detailed individual consultation was provided to account holders at a series of

regional meetings held through July '996. In August 1996, the Special Trustee

sent out a request for all Tribes to submit attestations as to acceptance or dispute

of their account balances on or before September 27, 1996.

As of November 1 , 1996, the OST received attestation responses firora 79

of 301 Tribal trust fund account holders. 33 Tribal account holders accepted the

account balances as reflected in the Project, and 46 account holders disputed the

balance. 49 account holders requested additional time for their response. 173

account holders filed no attestation response. Among the reasons given by those

account holders which disputed their account balances were that the reconciliation

procedures were inadequate, that they needed additional time, and that the records

were inadequate. Other comments were more specific in nature and did not fall

into one of these categories. Some account holders identified more than one

reason for disputing their account balances.

Despite five years of effort and the expenditure of $21 million, the Project

provides a less than complete accounting of the state of the Tribal trust funds. The

inadequacy of the Department's trust management systems, policies, procedures

and practices, the condition of the trust records, the fact that a substantial number

of documents relating to the 20-year period could not be located as of the time the

Project was completed, and funding constraints all contributed to the Department's

inability to verify the accuracy of Tribal account balances.

The Project did identify specific errors which resulted in underpayments to

Tribal trust fund account holders. These must be corrected and options to do so

are outlined below. The Project also uncovered errors which resulted in

overpayments to Tribes. Wliether and how to recover these amounts is also

discussed below. The most difficult issues, however, relate to (1) the unreconciled

12
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transactions where there were no records located to support $2.4 billion of non-

investment transactions for the 20-year period of the Project; and (2) those

transactions outside the scope and period of time covered by the Project.

B. Types of Claims

For purposes of this analysis, the three basic types of potential claims that

may arise from the Project results are referred to as Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3

claims:

• Type 1 claims are based on errors specifically identified in the Project

for which there was a documented loss to the Tribe or the

government. Type 1 claims involve two types of circumstances;

either funds are owed by the govenmient to a Tribal account, or the

Tribal account was overpaid and it owes funds to the government.

• Type 2 claims are those where a Tribe disputes its account balance

from the Project based on additional documentation produced by the

Tribe. Because no Tribes responded to a letter sent to them in

January 1994, requesting any records in their possession relating to

transactions on the general ledger, there may be few Type 2 claims.

Nevertheless, there is a need to offer a means for addressing these

claims, should they arise.

• Type 3 claims arise from unreconciled transactions, where neither the

Tribe nor BIA could locate source documentation to support the

account transactions or to support a conclusion that those transactions

are in error. This is by far the largest category.

There also are claims arising from transactions that were outside the scope

of the Project, or outside the 20-year period covered by the Project. It is

impossible to estimate the amount of those claims or to identify the specific Tribe

or account to which money may be owed. Should Congress conclude that it wants

to address these types of claims, this analysis outlines several different approaches

for doing so, in tfie form of "total settlement" options.

rV. OPTIONS FOR SETTLEMENT OF SPECIFIC CLAIMS

13
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A. Detailed Discussion of Options for Legislation

We are considering the following framework for legislation and options to

settle the three types of Tribal claims:

1. Payment of Type 1 Claims

• Payment of All Claims. Type 1 claims are those where the Arthur

Andersen Project report indicates that there has been an error. Because the

Department has an obligation to correct its known errors, Tribes would be paid in

full without regard to the Tribe's willingness to settle any other claims. The

Department recommends that the government pay the Tribe any principal amounts

owed, plus interest as defined below.

Three types of claims fall within this category. First, of the amounts

reconciled in the Basic Reconciliation portion of the Project, approximately $1.87

million in transactions (excluding interest) were found to be in error — an error

rate of about .01 percent. An additional $25.2 million (absolute value) in

proposed adjustments were identified in the entire Project.'" These known errors

include both underpayments and overpayments to Tribal trust fund account holders.

Second, some Tribes claim that interest is owed due to the lag time between

when funds were paid to the BIA and when they were deposited. While we agree

that interest should be paid, there is a question as to when interest should begin to

accrue. For example, interest could begin to accrue after 1-3 days, 4-6 days, 7-10

days, 11-30 days or over 30 days. The Department believes it is entitled to a

conmiercially reasonable time to deposit checks in Tribal accounts (due to mailing,

processing, check clearance, etc.), but that time should be limited and Tribes

should receive interest only after that period has passed. We recommend that

interest be paid to Tribes beginning after six (6) days, whether or not the funds

have actually been deposited." In addition, there are interest claims relating to lag

time from when money was received by the Minerals Management Service (MMS)

The $1.87 million does not include adjustments of less than SI,000 that were ac<:epted without

further research, which are referred to as "scoped adjustments. " These scoped adjustments would also be

considered known errors and would be paid as Type 1 claims.

" Because reservations tend to be located in isolated and remote areas, reliance on mailing is typical.

During the 1972-1992 reconciliation period, approximately one-third of the payments were made electronically.

14
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and when it was actually credited to the accounts by BIA. The Department

believes that interest should be paid on these claims from the date the funds were

received by MMS. If Congress adopts this policy for the reconciliation period, the

government would owe $1.7 million in back interest.'^

The third type of Type 1 claims involve so-called "rollover amounts."

These amounts result from end-of-accounting period balances in Tribal trust

accounts in BIA's general ledger that do not always equal the balance recorded in

the general ledger for the beginning of the subsequent accounting period. The
Advisory Board proposes to forgive $26. 1 million in principal plus interest in cases

where an account balance increased, and to pay Tribes $17.5 million in principal

plus interest where a Tribe's account balance decreased. These amounts assume

netting of rollover increases against rollover decreases at the account level; and no

netting of rollover adjustments against known errors.

These rollover discrepancies result from accounting entries that change the

beginning balance of a Tribe's account for an accounting period. Although a

transaction history does not show up in the BIA general ledger, the entries should

appear in the BIA's monthly journal of transactions or other supporting documents.

Because of time constraints imposed on the Project, research necessary to support

these transactions could not be performed prior to the issuance of the final

reconciliation reports to the Tribes.

The OST has recently begun an effort to research rollovers where a tribe's

balance decreased from one accounting period to the next. To date, $5.2 in

rollover decreases have been verified by the OST staff. OST will continue this

research effort. To the extent that the Department is unable to reconcile rollover

decreases, the Department agrees with the Advisory Board's proposal to pay

Tribes principal plus interest in cases where account balances have decreased.'^

However, the Department proposes that these amounts be netted against known
errors inuring to a Tribe's benefit.'^

' $1.4 million is attributable to the BIA deposits and $.3 million is attributable to the MMS deposits.

" It should be noted that while the Depanment is proposing that unexplained rollover decreases be

paid to Tribes, it has not been determined that an error, in fact, occurred in these instances.

" The Department does not agree with the Advisory Board's classification of rollover increases as

amounts that need to be 'forgiven.' In order to determine whether rollover increases actually represent
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• Interest policy. An issue that must be resolved is how interest should be

paid on amounts owed to Tribes. There are two considerations in that regard:

whether simple or compound interest should be paid, and what rate of interest

should be used.

The Advisory Board proposes that interest payments be determined by

computing compound interest at a blended Tribal benchmark rate." While the

Tribal benchmark rate is skewed somewhat on the high side by a number of long-

term instruments held in one account, it nevertheless has the advantage of being

easily determined. Against this is balanced the fact that the compound rate is

greater than what a Tribe could likely recover in litigation; courts generally limit

the interest on government trust funds to simple interest on principal only.'*

Accordingly, the Department recommends that simple — not compound - interest

be paid at the blended Tribal benchmark rate.

• Forgiveness and netting policy. The Project results indicate that in some

cases, BIA errors resulted in overpayments or erroneous payments to a Tribe or

to a particular Tribal account. As a result, some Tribes owe the government

money. When interest is included, the amounts owed by Tribes to the federal

government can be significant, and repayment would be a particular burden for

Tribes with limited financial resources. The Department has considered whether

it should recommend to Congress that some or all of the amounts owed by Tribes

to the government should be forgiven. Although a policy of forgiving amounts

overpayments to Tribes, it would be necessary to perform research on the underlying transactions recorded in

BIA's monthly journal of transactions or other supporting documents. Absent this work being performed, it

caimot be concluded that these rollover increases represent overpayments to Tribes. However, to ensure that

the issue of rollover increases is resolved by the settlement, the Department contemplates that settlement

legislation will provide that unreconciled rollover increases to a Tribe's accotmts be deemed accurate

(ransaaions.

" The Tribal benchmark rate is the average annual yield of invested Tribal trust funds.

" It is well settled that the Tribal owner of interest-bearing trust funds that are improperly disbursed

by the federal government can recover only the amounts disbursed plus simple interest aimually thereon (at the

rate prescribed by stamte to be paid on these funds). See, e.g. . United States v. Gila River Pima-Maricopa

Indian Community . 586 F.2d 209, 216 (Ct. CI. 1978); White Mountain Apache Tribe of Arizona v. United

States . 20 CI. Ct. 371, 377 (1990). And, where a stamte or treaty provides for the payment of simple interest,

compound interest is not recoverable. United States v. Mescalero Apache Tribe , 518 F.2d 1309, 1331-33 (Ct.

CI. 1975), cert, denied , 425 U.S. 91 1 (1976). hi contrast, compound interest is frequently awarded in private

sector litigation.
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owed from Tribes to the United States would deny the government potential

revenue, forgiveness of a debt does not require the further expenditure of funds.

Congressional authorization would define the parameters of the Department's

authority to forgive the repayment of obligations due the government.

The Advisory Board believes that amounts owed by Tribes to the

government as a result of errors should be forgiven, for the following reasons:

A. These are known and admitted errors of the U.S. Government. Even

though the Tribes apparently benefitted by these overpayments, they should

not be asked to repay amounts which arose out of the U.S. Government's

inability to provide an accurate and timely accounting.

B. These admitted errors were made over a period of twenty years. The

usual and customary standards for clearing similar exception items in the

private sector is one accounting period, usually ninety days or less.'^

C. The overpayments were identified for reconciled items only. Had a full

accounting been possible for the $2.4 billion in unreconciled non-investment

transactions, or had a full accounting been possible verifying financial

transaction to source documents (such as land leases and contracts), or had

the Project covered different time periods, the net result for a particular

Tribe may have been different.

D. Tribes should not be asked to reimburse the government unless the

government can document that no subsequent correcting entry was made.

There are various forms that a forgiveness policy could take. For example,

amounts that are owed to and from a particular Tribal account, or to and from a

particular Tribe (as explained below, some Tribes have several different accounts),

could be offset against each other, or "netted." How the netting policy is

structured has significant financial ramifications. It also could have important legal

implications that would require a legislative resolution.

While there may be regulatory requirements that exception items be cleared in one accounting period

for regulatory or accoiuting purposes, this does not necessarily mean that a private sector institution would

forgive an error in the customer's favor. Such practices vary by institution, amount at issue, type of customer

and other relevant circumstances.
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The Department maintains two basic categories of funds for Indian Tribes:

Judgment funds and Indian Money Proceeds of Labor funds. Within these two

major categories, various accounts may exist. For example, within the Judgment

category there are accounts for specified purposes, such as education, economic

development, burial, etc. Within the Proceeds of Labor category, there are

accounts for the proceeds from various tribal resources, such as grazing, mineral

leasing, and forestry. If a netting policy authorizes or requires offset or netting

of funds among accounts of different types, then funding for the specified purposes

of the accounts may be altered. The interests of specific classes of beneficiaries

(e.g .. all Tribal members, minors) in particular accounts would be altered. The

Department believes that Congressional authorization may be required for such

alterations.

There are several different options for netting discussed below. The
estimated cost to the Treasury for each is based on the government paying Type

1 claims using the assumptions described above (simple interest based on the

Tribal benchmark rate) and does not include adjustments for rollover amounts.

Under a no-netting approach, the government would forgive all amounts that

were overpaid to Tribes and pay all amounts owed to Tribes, plus interest. This

approach would require the greatest expenditure and forgiveness of public funds

to pay claims, with actual payment of $13.1 million in principal and $11 million

in interest, and forgiveness of $14.0 million in principal and $9.4 million in

interest.

Netting to the Tribal level would provide for adding or subtracting of all

amounts owed to or from a Tribe for all accounts owned by that Tribe (e. g ..

payment was made to one account of the Tribe when it should have been made to

another, or payment was made in the wrong amount to a Tribe's account). In

other words, all plus and minus adjustments for all of a Tribe's accounts would be

netted together to arrive at a net amount due to or from a Tribe. Interest would

also be netted to arrive at a net amount due to or from a Tribe. If this process

resulted in a net amount (principal and interest) due to a Tribe, the government

would pay that amount. If it resulted in a net amount (principal and interest) due

from a Tribe, the government would forgive that amount. Netting to the Tribal

level would result in the government paying $3.5 million in principal and $4.0

million in interest, and forgiving $4.4 million in principal and $2.2 million in

interest.
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Netting to the Tribal account level would provide for netting all amounts

within one account owned by a Tribe, but would not net all accounts of that Tribe

against each other. For example, if netting all amounts due to and from a Tribe's

settlement fund accounts resulted in a net amount due to the Tribe, the government

would pay that amount plus interest to the settlement fund accounts. If this method
showed a net amount due from the Tribe, the government would forgive that

amount. This approach would require payment of $10.7 million in principal and

$9.5 million in interest, and forgiveness of $11.6 million in principal and $7.7

million in interest.

Even with a netting policy, a Tribe still may be found to owe the

goverrunent money. If no additional forgiveness of the debt is granted. Tribes

would be required to reimburse the government. Under the recently enacted Debt

Collection Improvement Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3711, et seq . (DCIA), the government

may offset payments to satisfy delinquent debts. Applied here, the DCIA could

require the government to offset any fiinds that the government may pay the Tribe

in the future against amounts owed by the Tribe to the government.'* If additional

forgiveness is granted, however, a Tribe whose debts are forgiven will have been

treated more generously than a Tribe who did not need the additional forgiveness,

simply because the amount owed by the Tribe to the government happened to be

greater than the amount owed to the Tribe by the government.

The Department envisions that a forgiveness and netting policy should apply.

We also anticipate that the settlement legislation should include provisions for

netting at the Tribal level. Although the Advisory Board proposed netting at the

Tribal account level, that approach fails to recognize that the Tribe already had the

benefit of the funds, albeit not necessarily for their original intended purpose. Any
legal infirmity due to the inadvertent mixing of funds among accounts would be

remedied by the legislation authorizing the settlement. For example, to the extent

payments are made to a Tribe, the legislation could authorize Tribes to direct the

funds be allocated within their various accounts as the Tribes deem appropriate.

Under the DCIA, any federal agency that is owed by a person a past due legally enforceable debt

(other than taxes) that is over 180 days delinquent is required to notify the Secretary of the Treasury. The

Secretary offsets the debt against certain amounts that may be owed to that person. Historically, the BIA has

not considered an Indian Tribe to be a "person," although the Depanment has not yet reached a conclusion

under the DCIA. If, however, a Tribe is deemed to be a "person" under the Act, the offset provisions would

apply, subject to provisions of the DCLA prohibiting use of administrative offset for debts over ten years

delinquent.
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After the netting policy is applied, if a Tribe still owes the government

money, the Department recommends that the debt be forgiven. This forgiveness

policy would nullify application of the DCIA because there would no longer be a

valid and legally due debt owed to the United States.

• Waiver/Review. We believe that Tribes which accept payment of Type

1 claims under this settlement process should be required to waive bringing any

Type 1 claims as part of any subsequent litigation involving claims encompassed

in the scope and time period of the Project. Therefore, we propose that legislation

specify that Tribes choosing not to settle their Type 1 claims pursuant to the Type

1 claims procedures will not be entitled to the favorable standards governing

netting interest rate or forgiveness that may ultimately be applied under the

settlement procedure. In other words, we propose offering favorable rules on

netting, interest rate, and forgiveness as an inducement to settle and avoid further

litigation.

2. Evaiuation of Type 2 Claims

• Evaluation/Guidelines. Type 2 Claims involve one oftwo circumstances.

First, there may be disputes about an accoimt balance based on additional

documentation in the Tribe's possession. The Department would evaluate those

claims pursuant to the reconciliation standards employed by Arthur Andersen in

the Project." Second, there are so-called "passed adjustments" ~ transactions

"
In the course of the Project, approximately $6,035 billion in disbursement transactions were

categorized as reconciled. Of this amount, about a third - $1,925 billion in transactions - were reconciled

based on complete voucher packages. The balance - $4. 1 10 billion in transactions -- were reconciled based on

disbursement voucher packages which may not have included, or may not have been required to include, all the

supporting documentation described below. A complete disbursement package could include a series of

transactional documents, including a signed Form SF-1166 (Authorization to Disburse); an accomplished copy,

endorsed by the Treasury Department, of that same Form SF-1 166; a Form SF-1034 (Request for

Disbursement); and an accompanying Tribal resolution or other Tribal authorization, either authorizing a

panicular signatory for the SF-1034, or merely requesting paymeol of the funds. The Advisory Board

concluded that "[b]ecause some degree of proof of payment exists and because the Tribes now have access to

the images and the documentation for all these transactions, the burden of bringing a claim should fall on the

Tribes." The Board estimated that the probability of a loss from incomplete disbursement voucher packages is

most likely less than 10 percent. The Board proposed an aggregate settlement of $400 million (about 10 percent

of total incomplete disbursement packages), $200 million of which would be used

as pan of the initial capital of an Indian Development bank (described below), and $200 million of which would

be used to satisfy specific claims brought by the Tribes, with individual accounts capped at 5 percent of total

incomplete disbursement packages for that Tribe. The Department disagrees with this proposal because these

transactions have been reconciled pursuant to the procedures and standards of the Project.
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which were deemed to be reconciled even though BIA and Arthur Andersen

disagreed about the adequacy of the documentation to support the transaction.

Claims based on passed adjustments would be handled by submitting them directly

to the negotiation/mediation process described in the following paragraphs.

• Process. The Department, through the OST, would be authorized to

negotiate with Tribes in good faith in an effort to resolve Type 2 claims. If the

Department agrees that an adjustment should be made, resolution would be

structured under the provisions for Type 1 claims (including interest rate,

forgiveness, netting, etc.). If the new documentation is insufficient under the

guidelines to categorize the claim as a Type 1 claim, the claim would be handled

under the procedures adopted for Type 3 claims as described below.

In the event the Department and the Tribe are unable to agree on the

disposition of a Type 2 claim, the Tribe could request that the matter be submitted

to a mediator. The Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service would be

requested to appoint a mediator skilled in dispute resolution who would seek to

resolve the issue using alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. Resolutions

could include categorizing the claim as a Type 1 or Type 3 claim to be settled

under the legislated settlement process, proposing a cash settlement or concluding

that the claim lacks merit. Mediation would be non-binding.

• Timing. The legislation should provide that Type 2 claims be submitted

to the Department within a specified period — perhaps two years. It is possible

that a Type 2 claim would be recategorized as Type 1 after consideration by the

Department or a mediator. If this could be done promptly enough, all Type 1 and

Type 2 claims could be settled simultaneously. However, because the Tribes have

no incentive to submit Type 2 claims in instaiK^es where they will owe the

government money, and because the Department believes that it is important to

resolve the Type 1 claims as promptly as possible, the Department would attempt

to handle Type 1 and Type 2 claims together wherever possible, but sees no reason

to delay resolution of the Type 1 claims until the Type 2 process is complete.

3. Settlement of Type -^ riaims

During the course of the Project, 32,901 transactions totaling $2.4 billion

(in absolute terms) were identified for which supporting documentation was not
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located.^" The Department estimates that the maximum potential claims against the

government amount to approximately $575 million for the following reasons. Of
the total $2.4 billion, $1,123 billion were transactions involving receipt of funds

by the government on behalf of a Tribal account from third parties. The
government can demonstrate that the unreconciled receipts were posted to the

general ledger accounts of a particular Tribe. Accordingly, it is likely that those

Tribes benefited from receipt of the funds and the chance of loss is relatively low.

(While there is a possibility of a posting error, the Project demonstrated that

posting errors in reconciled transactions for the basic reconciliation were extremely

low - approximately .01 percent). If errors did occur, such as the funds being

credited to the wrong Tribe or Tribal account, there is no way to determine which

Tribe or account should have received the money and therefore, no way to direct

a corrective deposit.

Similarly, $479.6 million of the unreconciled transactions were transfers of

funds within different accounts of the same Tribe. For example, funds may have

been erroneously credited to a Tribe's education account which should instead have

gone to its burial account. In order to rectify the situation, the fiinds must be

debited from the education account, and then credited to the burial account. In

such a situation, there would be no net change in the amount of funds held for the

Tribe's benefit. While there is no way to determine whether damage occurred to

particular beneficiaries of specific accounts as a result of unreconciled transfers,

it is clear that members of the intended Tribe benefited from these transfers even

if they were placed in the wrong accounts.

Finally, there were $808.6 million in disbursement transactions for which

there was no supporting documentation. Of that amount, $73.6 million are

positive disbursements (Le., receipts) where even had there been an error, it would

have benefited the Tribe. An additional $40.5 million was for attorney and expert

witness fees and $119.5 million were disbursements of settlement funds to Alaska

Regional Corporations. It is reasonable to presume that attorneys, expert

witnesses, and the Alaska Regional Corporations would have filed claims had the

It is important to note that the lack of supporting documentation for $2.4 billion in transactions does

not mean the money was lost, stolen, or otherwise misappropriated. It means that the BLA was unable to locate

documents to support the accuracy of transactions reflected in the general ledger. An analogy in the general

conunercial banking sector would be if a bank were unable to locate copies of cancelled checks.
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payments not been made.^'

As a result, deducting the positive disbursements, attorney fees, expert

witness fees and Alaska Regional Corporation disbursement transactions, the

Department believes that the settlement options should focus on the remaining

$575.1 million of undocumented disbursements.

• Settlement of claims. Developing an equitable settlement for potential

Type 3 claims is not a simple task. On the one hand, guidelines governing the

Project indicated that a transaction would not be categorized as reconciled without

certain documentation to support that funds were handled as reflected in the

general ledger. On the other hand, there was no indication during the course of

the Project that Tribal or JIM funds have been misappropriated, misdirected or

lost, although the Project did not specifically examine fraud. And, as noted above,

for the 86 percent of transactions which were reconciled, the error rate was

extremely low -- .01 percent.

The Department intends to consult with Tribes on their recommendations on

how to address Type 3 claims. We have no preconceived approach as we enter

these consultations.

The Advisory Board proposes that with respect to undocumented

disbursements, a total payment of $300 million would be distributed

proportionately to all Tribes with trust accounts, based on the product of the

percentage of the Tribe's unreconciled disbursements plus interest and the total of

all unreconciled disbursements plus interest. According to the Advisory Board,

this award equals 52 percent of total unreconciled disbursement exposure or 15.5

percent of total unreconciled disbursement exposure plus compound interest (it

would be 23 percent based on simple interest). In addition, the Advisory Board

proposed a general settlement amount of $300 million to be used to help capitalize

a proposed Development Bank for American Indians, in settlement of unreconciled

receipts, transfers and disbursements (not otherwise addressed in the settlement).

Under the Advisory Board's proposal, half of the amounts paid in settlement

would be Tribe-specific, while the balance would go to the proposed Bank, for a

" The General Accounting Office recently commenced an investigation to determine if the Alaska

Regional Corporations suffered losses with respect to these unreconciled disbursement transactions.
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total amount of $600 million. It is not clear, however, that the $600 million bears

any relationship to any actual government liability for the unreconciled

disbursement transactions; it should be noted that an unreconciled transaction does

not necessarily mean that there was a loss.

The Department requires additional consultation on how to address the Type

3 claims before it makes a specific proposal to Congress. Among the issues on

which we will seek the views of the Tribes are the following:

On what basis does the Department compute the aggregate value of any

settlement of Type 3 claims?

Do Tribes want the settlement of Type 3 claims to be paid directly to

individual Tribes, to go towards some type of total settlement option

such as the proposed Bank, or a combination approach such as the

one proposed by the Advisory Board?

If claims are to be paid directly to Tribes, on what basis should the

claims be valued? Should different types of claims be valued

differently? How?

If claims are to be paid through some type of total settlement option aimed

at benefitting Tribes generally, what options should be considered? (The

issues raised by total settlement options are discussed on pages .)

What procedures should apply to settling the Type 3 claims?

How should the proposed settlement be affected in the event that some Tribes

choose not to participate in the settlement?

How should the total amount of the settlement be determined?

What type of waiver of claims should be required of Tribes that opt to

participate in the Type 3 settlement process?

What percentages should be used to calculate settlement amounts?

To the extent that compensation is paid for transactions for which no
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documentation exists, how should it be distributed among the Tribes?

V. LITIGATION

Tribes that do not settle their claims under the settlement procedure outlined

above may wish to litigate those claims in court. In the past, similar litigation has

often proved extremely costly and time-consuming for all the litigants. Given this

history, we specifically want to avoid any litigation process that would resemble

the Indian Claims Commission proceedings of years past. To avoid this result, we
believe that legislation establishing the settlement procedures also must establish

certain parameters for judicial litigation of claims of non-settlers . Such parameters

are necessary to ensure that litigation proceeds in an orderly and efficient manner,

to ensure that the beneficiaries of the claims, as opposed to their attorneys and

accountants, are the persons who benefit from any amounts recovered in litigation,

and to encourage settlement of as many claims as possible. The Department is

considering several parameters including the following:

• Statute of Limitations : All claims for the period preceding September

30, 1995,^^ must be brought within two years of the date of enactment of the

legislation or 90 days after the conclusion of the Type 2 claims process, whichever

is later.

• Burden of Proof : The Tribal account holder will bear the burden of

proof on damages, under applicable fiduciary standards. The burden of going

forward will first be on the account holder, to present a prima facie case on

liability. If that burden is satisfied, the burden of going forward then would shift

to the government, to show that the Tribe's accounts are correct by some

predetermined quantum of evidence appropriate in the circimistances. The account

holder would then have the opportunity to produce evidence to respond to that

showing.

" Although the Reconciliation Project covered the 1972-1992 time period, the Act provides that the

Secretary's report shall identify for each Tribal trust fund account, a balance reconciled as of September 30,

1995. In response, OTFM has been internally reconciling Tribal trust fund accounts and providing statements

to Tribal trust fund account holders since 1992. In order to bring some closure to the litigation process, we

propose that all claims for the period preceding Sq>tember 30, 1995, must be brought by Tribes who choose to

litigate.
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• Waiver : At the conclusion of any such litigation, the court would

adjudicate and declare as final the balance in the accounts which are the subject

of the litigation as of September 30, 1995. Any claims of mismanagement of the

underlying trust assets also would have to be brought simultaneously or would be

barred.

The purpose of these parameters is to achieve a final balance in Tribal

accounts as of September 30, 1995, much like the Indian Claims Commission

legislation, which also established a baseline date from which to look forward.

Vr. TOTAL SETTLEMENT ALTERNATIVES

The settlement process outlined above concerns resolution of claims arising

within the scope and period of the Project. It does not address claims that Tribes

may have arising from the period preceding or subsequent to the reconciliation

period, or for claims related to deficiencies in other aspects of the Department's

trust asset management outside the scope of the Project (including management of

the underlying trust assets).

In order to arrive at settlement that would truly put to rest all trust

management and accounting issues predating September 30, 1995, Congress may
also want to address all of these other potential claims through what we refer to

as a "total settlement" approach. A settlement of this type conceivably could

encompass IIM claims as well. In many respects, developing an equitable

approach to a total setdement is even more challenging than crafting a resolution

of Type 3 claims. There has been no methodical analysis of the nature and scope

of deficiencies, if any, that would be addressed in a total settlement approach,

although Tribes have long criticized various aspects of the Department's

management of their assets.

Moreover, assuming that some type of programmatic settlement is adopted,

a number of issues arise, including: criteria for participation (should participation

be limited to Tribes whose claims meei specified criteria, or be available to any

Tribe with Tribal accounts); what form participation would take (e^., if an

education fund were established, would each Tribe be eligible for a one-time

payment in a certain amount for educational purposes, or would Tribal members

be entitled to apply for scholarships); how participation in this component would
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fit in with the payment of individual Tribe's specific claims (e.g .. would this

replace or be in addition to payments to settle specific claims, would there be

offsets, cumulative limits to the settlement, etc.); what is the relationship between

access to the benefits of the programmatic settlement and the amount of potential

claims a Tribe may have; and the source of funding.

Yet, the prospect of achieving some degree of finality on trust asset issues

is attractive for both the Department and Tribes alike. It will allow us to focus on

prospective reforms that will result in more accurate and productive management

of Tribal resources. Moreover, a total settlement option could encourage further

the settlement of claims based on the Project, and settle claims relating to trust

issues that fall outside the scope or time period of the Project. This approach

would only be successful, however, if most Tribes agreed to participate in the

program and specifically agreed to waive all Tribal trust claims through September

30, 1995.

As with Type 3 claims, the Department has not adopted a position on

whether a total settlement approach is either in the public interest or is workable.

Moreover, it endorses no particular approach to a total settlement option should

we decide to recommend a total settlement component. Both matters will be the

subject of further consultations with the Tribes. However, for purposes of

discussion and illustration only, we outline several possible approaches for Tribal

consideration. These generally are intended to advance economic development in

Indian country and are structured to meet the policy objectives of the Tribes

themselves, rather than those of the government. Moreover, these are not the only

possible total settlement options. Over the next several months, as we engage in

Tribal consultations, we will be considering other initiatives that may serve as an

appropriate mechanism.

A. Advisory Board Proposal - Development Bank

One option proposed by the Advisory Board consists of the establishment of

a development bank for American Indians with certain capital and assurances

provided by the United States Government. The Advisory Board proposal

envisions the United States forming and capitalizing a federal Development Bank

for American Indians to serve as a nationwide financial institution providing a

dependable source of lending to American Indians and Tribes and a dependable

source of funds for investment in American Indian enterprises. The Advisory
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Board would allow all IIM and Tribal account holders to participate in the Bank,

in settlement of all potential claims arising out of the Project not covered by the

other components of the Advisory Board's settlement proposal, as well as any past

potential liability for trust management practices in general. Under the Advisory

Board's approach, the Bank would be partially capitalized by the proceeds of two

general settlement components for all Tribes with trust accounts, to address ail

unreconciled transactions arising from the Project ($300 million) and some

potential liability for all reconciled disbursements with incomplete disbursement

voucher packages ($200 million). Shares would be distributed to all federally

recognized Tribes on some equitable basis set forth in the legislation. In total, the

United States would provide the following capital and guarantees for the Bank:

Equity Capital - $500 million

Borrowing Capacity - 10 times equity capital

guaranteed by U.S.

Initial Borrowing from U.S. - $3 billion for 30 years

at 30-year Treasury Rate

The Bank would provide access to long-term loans and investments for

economic development and would provide access to low interest rates on loans,

made possible by the Bank's tax-free status and its access to funding in the

Nation's capital markets at rates commensurate with those paid by the U.S.

Government. The Bank would be a for-profit financial institution and would not

receive appropriated funds for operating expenses. It would receive appropriated

funds for lifeline financial services and other specific programs as approved by

Congress. The Bank would be authorized to invest up to 25 percent (initially $125

million) of its permanent capital in eligible Indian businesses and projects.

The Bank would also be allowed to invest up to $3(X) million in the

purchase, holding, financing and sale of fractionated realty interests in Indian

allotted lands. According to the Advisory Board, such purchases and financing

would be made on "prudential terms" to eligible individuals and Tribes.

Fractionated heirship activities would be governed by rules in the legislation to

resolve the fractionated heirship problem, and would be administered to achieve

the consolidation of existing fractional interests and to prevent or substantially

reduce future fractionation. The fractionated heirship problem is discussed more

fully below on pages 30-31.
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As with any total settlement option, the Advisory Board Development Bank
proposal would have the advantage of finally resolving all claims arising out of the

United States' management of Tribal trust funds (other than those which Tribes

choose to litigate). The Advisory Board recommends extending the Bank
settlement option to resolve IIM claims as well. It is unclear whether smaller

Tribes or individuals would be likely to support or take advantage of the

Development Bank settlement option; their interests might be better served by

providing more direct access to funding for other purposes. It also is unclear

whether the Advisory Board proposal would provide access to the Development

Bank to non-Indian IIM account holders.

There are many unanswered questions about the Advisory Board's proposal

for a Development Bank, including the relationship between the Bank and non-

Indian IIM account holders, how membership in the Bank should be determined,

mechanisms for accountability and control of the Bank and the status of Tribes

which choose to litigate rather than settle their claims. Moreover, as a general

policy, the Treasury Department strongly opposes Federal entities having authority

to borrow in the credit markets. In short, the Department has many questions

about this proposal and, at this point in time, specifically does not endorse it.

However, the Advisory Board's proposal warrants consideration and has been

included in this report to generate additional thought and discussion.

B. General Program for Trust Resource Management or

Other Activities

A second option for a total settlement of claims would be some type of

general settlement grant or other program providing access to funds for Tribal

economic development purposes. The terms and conditions for such a program

would be defined in authorizing legislation and would conform to longstanding

federal financial policies. The intention would be to provide a source of funding

for types of initiatives for which no other funding is readily available.

For example, in settlement of all potential outstanding Tribal trust

management claims, legislation could establish a permanent or temporary grant or

other program to provide Tribes with access to financial support for Tribally-

owned businesses or other Tribal economic development projects. Administration

of the program could be performed by the Secretary of the Interior, the Attorney
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General, or other appropriate official. The program could be financed and made

available to all federally recognized Tribes on an ongoing basis, with criteria

governing eligibility, appropriate projects, the amount available to each Tribe in

a given year or time period, total funding available, repayment obligations, etc.

This approach would provide Tribes with direct access to funding to undertake and

support American Indian businesses and projects, as opposed to the ability to

borrow money to pursue these concerns provided in the Advisory Board's

Development Bank proposal. Alternatively, a fund could be established and claims

would be made against the ftind, with acceptance of payments considered to be in

fiill satisfaction of any claims on behalf of a Tribe, similar to the claims procedure

used in other restitution funds administered by the United States. A Tribe's

acceptance of such a total settlement proposal would extinguish all of its

outstanding Tribal trust fiind claims.

C. Fractionated Heirship Land Acquisition Program

A third option for a total settlement of claims would be an initiative to

address the fractionated heirship problem, which is a major cause of the difficulties

in the administration of the BIA's trust fund management systems and BIA's

inability to obtain more productive returns for the use of trust lands. As noted

above, the Advisory Board's Development Bank proposal would direct some fimds

toward resolving this issue. It could, however, be addressed in any number of

ways, with or without the existence of the Bank.

Fractionated heirship is an indirect result of the 1887 General Allotment Act,

which directed the division of Tribal lands and allotment of them to individual

Indians. Allotted or individually-owned trust lands comprise approximately 11

million acres. As originally envisioned, allotments were to be held in trust by the

United States for their Indian owners for no longer than 25 years, after which the

land would be conveyed in fee simple to the Indian owners. Many allottees died

without wills during die 25-year trust period, and it also became evident that many

allottees' land continued to need federal trust protection. Consequently, Congress

enacted limited probate laws and authorized the President to extend the trust period

for those individuals who were not competent to manage their lands. The

presumption was, however, that at some point in the then-foreseeable future the

lands would be conveyed to their Indian owners free of federal restrictions.

Nevertheless, Congress continued to extend the period of trust protection but did

not amend the probate laws. Under the Indian probate laws, as individuals died
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without wills, their property descended to their heirs as undivided fracdonai

interests in the allotment. As the years passed, fractionation has expanded

geometrically to the point where there are hundreds of thousands of tiny fractional

interests in Indian Trust property. Without action, this problem will become even

more severe.

Congress attempted to address the fractionation problem with passage of the

Indian Land Consolidation Act (ILCA) in 1984. The ILCA authorized the buying,

selling and trading of fractional interests. Most importantly, it provided for the

escheat to Tribes of interests of less than 2 percent. Although over 55,000 of the

2 percent-or-less fractional interests have escheated since 1984, the fractionation

problem continues to worsen. Maintaining heirship and land records and

administering the land is inordinately expensive, and the administration of the

records pertaining to the moneys earned by each individual allottee is equally

expensive and difficult. This is a major cause of the problem with maintaining

individual Indian trust accounts." Equally important, utilization and conveyance

of the fractionated property by the numerous owners is difficult because of the

need to secure the numerous consents required.

The Department believes that legislation which would consolidate the large

number of existing fractionated interests and prevent further fi-actionation would

benefit the Tribes by promoting self-determination, and by removing a significant

obstacle to the efficient administration of Indian trust ftinds." The legislation

would have to specify the criteria for participation, whether the Department would

commit to buying a certain number of interests for each Tribe, whether there

would be cimiulative limits to the settlement funding, and other issues. The

fractionated heirship land acquisition proposal could comprise or be a portion of

a broader total settlement proposal to resolve all Tribal trust fund claims.

° Over 170,000 IIM accounts - abou SS percent of all accounts -- have a balance of less than $10.

" We recognize that fractionation is one major cause of the current state of trust funds management.

In order to prevent further fractionation, it will be necessary to change inheritance laws relating to Indian

allotments. Currently, however, the constitutionality of the Indian Land Consolidation Act (25 U.S.C. § 2206)

is before the United States Supreme Coun in the case of Babbitt v. Youpee . Case No. 95-1595. In Youpee v.

Babbitt . 67 F.3d 194 (9th Cir. 1995) the appellate court held that the ILCA violates the right of certain Indians

to convey their allotment interests freely. We anticipate that the Supreme Court's resolution of this case, which

was argued earlier this month, will provide needed insight into the best means for balancing the need to control

fractionation with the inheritance rights of individual Indians.
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D. Consultation

Because of the complexity of these proposals, the need to generate near

universal support among Tribes in order for the total settlement approach to be

successful, and the Administration's policy on govemment-to-government relations

with Tribes, the Department believes additional consultation on all these ideas is

required. The Department intends to circulate this analysis to all Tribes and

interested parties who may have Tribal trust fund claims to solicit their ideas for

a total settlement initiative and explore their willingness to waive their own claims

if one were to be implemented. The Department will submit a supplemental report

to the Congress in April 1997, with its findings and additional recommendations.

VII. OTHER TRUST FUNDS ISSUES

A. Restoration of Overdraft Interest Clearing Accounts and

Settlement of Miscellaneous Losses

There are two additional issues that might be addressed by legislation.

These issues relate to the restoration of overdraft interest clearing accounts (which

apply only to IIM accounts) and settlement of miscellaneous losses (which apply

to both Tribal and IIM accounts).

In the course of reviewing IIM accounts, GST staff determined that there is

$42.2 million in unidentified Overdraft Interest Clearing accounts in the detailed

IIM subsidiary ledger. Overdraft interest clearing accounts are control accounts

that are used when interest is posted to the underlying individual accounts. When
interest is credited to the underlying accounts, the control account is debited.

When interest is funded the control accounts are credited. The amounts debited

and credited, in theory, should be equal. The current debit balances in these

accounts are likely the result of either the non-posting of interest in the IIM

subsidiary ledger that was funded, or interest credited to individual account holders

in excess of what was actually earned/funded. Research on these accounts is

continuing.

The Advisory Board proposes that $42.2 million be appropriated to restore

these accounts, as the practical effect of these overdrafts is that current IIM

account holders are deprived of approximately $2 million in interest income
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annually. This assertion is not entirely accurate, as the total assets actually

invested in the IIM account pool exceed the balance in the IIM subsidiary ledger.

The Department agrees that these discrepancies need to investigated, and if

necessary, rectified. However, it is not clear at this time how much funding, if

any, is needed.

The review also identified $28.3 million in other miscellaneous losses,

broken down as follows:

(millions of dollars)

Loss and associated interest $10.0

To bring subsidiary (IRMS) and Control

Account (OMNI) into balance 10.8

Budget suspense accounts 1.0

Clean-up remaining General Ledger Accounts 6.5

Total $28.3

The Advisory Board proposes that $28.3 million be restored to the IIM accounts.

Although the Department agrees that these discrepancies need to be rectified,

it is not clear how much funding is necessary to do so. In some cases, simple

accounting adjustments might be sufficient. Over the next several months, the

OST will prepare a detailed analysis of all accounts in the trust fund general ledger

and subsidiary ledgers which (1) explains how the accounts correspond to the

actual underlying assets and liabilities; (2) quantifies the resultant deficiency/equity

of the trust fund as a whole; and (3) explains the efforts that have been undertaken

to rectify these variances. The Department also recommends that legislation

provide general authority to clear trust fund subsidiary and general ledger account

discrepancies. This authority could be exercised after reports on the nature of the

discrepancies and descriptions of efforts taken to resolve those discrepancies are

submitted to and approved by the Office of Management and Budget.

B. Funding of the Settlement Legislation
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The Advisory Board proposes that claims be paid from the Judgment Fund"

although it does not identify a specific reason for this position.

Any of these proposals would require the government to pay significant

amounts of money. Some Tribes have pointed out that to the extent that settlement

would be funded from Departmental fiinds and scored against the BIA budget, the

settlement would effectively be funded from programs for which the Tribal

beneficiaries are otherwise the intended beneficiaries. Tribes with small or no

trust fund claims also might conclude that they are helping to fund payment of

claims to other Tribes through the reduction in funding of the programs that are

intended to benefit them. Tribes with trust funds could also claim that they lost

twice: initially through the incorrect management of their trust funds, and a

second time by a reduction in programs and services to the Tribes and their

members that a reduction in BIA funding would necessarily entail. Moreover,

some Tribes have pointed out that similar major liability claims against the

government, such as those arising from the failure of federally insured savings and

loan institutions, were not scored against a particular agency.

If these claims were to be settled through litigation rather than legislation,

judgments would likely be paid through the Judgment Fund. In enacting settlement

legislation, we urge that the Congress take steps to ensure that any payments to

resolve these areas of difference not be made in a manner that would jeopardize

current levels of service to Tribes and individuals who, collectively, have

experienced the lowest level of economic recovery of any group in the Nation and

for whom the government has pledged a special trust relationship emanating from

treaties and compacts entered into on a govemment-to-govemment basis. The

Department's final recommendations will address a source of funding for the

settlement.

" The Judgment Fund is administeFcd by the Secretary of the Treasury, and is funded by a permanent,

indefinite appropriation.
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PROPOSED LEGISLATION
IN RESPONSE TO TRIBAL TRUST FUND RECONCILLVTION RESULTS
AND TO ADDRESS SOLUTIONS TO THE MAJOR TRUST MANAGEMENT

PROBLEMS

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

This paper presents a proposal for legislation in response to the Bureau of Indian Affairs'

(BIA) Tribal Trust Fund Reconciliation Project (Reconciliation Project), to major problems

affecting American Indian trust management and to the statutory requirements of the American

Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994 (Reform Act of 1994).

The Reform Act of 1994 provides that the Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) shall

prepare a report which must include a description of the procedures used for reconciliation of the

Tribal trust fimd accounts 2tnd a statement oudining efforts the Secretary will undertake to

resolve disputes regarding Tribal account balances arising out of the Tribal trust fund

reconciliation process. The Secretary provided an interim report to Congress on May 31, 1996.

As the Secretary's Report indicates, commencing in January 1996, each tribal account

holder was provided a report on the reconciliation of its accounts along with account statements

that show account balances, reconciled transactions, and proposed adjustments. Subsequent to

the distribution of the reconciliation report and account statements, a national meeting, to which

all account holders were invited, was held in Albuquerque, New Mexico, to explain the

reconciliation methodology and the report and account statement format, content and

terminology. A series of five (5) regional meetings were also scheduled during the spring and

summer of 1 996 to woik directly with each account holder to address questions and issues on its

specific report and account statements.

Through April 30, 1996, seventy-seven (77) of the 280 tribes involved in the

reconciliation project have responded. Specifically, two (2) accoimt holders have accepted and

three (3) account holders have disputed their account balances. Because by the end ofMay all of

the scheduled meetings had not been held to receive and discuss accoimt holder issues and

comments and since many account holders had not communicated their acceptance or dispute of

their account balances, only an interim report on the account holders' attestations was provided

in the Secretary's Report. The Department ofthe Interior (Department) testified in June that it

will be in a position to propose a mechanism to resolve any disputes sometime during the fall of

1 996 and that a final report on account holder attestations and a mechanism to resolve any

disputes will be submitted to the Congress by November 15, 1996. The mechanism to resolve

any disputes will almost certainly take the form ofproposed legislation. Legislation would
provide an orderly and efficient mechanism for resolution ofthe disputes over account balances

arising out of the Tribal trust fund account reconciliation process, would respond to the statutory

directive that the Secretary outline efforts to resolve such disputes and because claims arising out

of the Reconciliation Project will probably substantially exceed the Department's financial
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Need for a Comprehensive Settlement and Solution to Trust Management Problems

This proposal presents a comprehensive set of settlements and initiatives which are

designed to compensate American Indian trust beneficiaries for damages from past trust

management practices and assure an accurate and timely accounting to trust account holders in

the future.

In October 1995 the Office of the Special Trustee for American Indian (OST)

commenced an assessment of the U. S. Government's trust managetnent policies, procedures,

practices and systems as they apply to individual American Indian and American Indian tribal

accounts.

By February 1996 the OST completed the preliminary assessment and produced a

conceptual Strategic Plan to acquire and institutionalize specified systems. Implementation of

this plan will permit and ensure that the U. S. Government establishes appropriate policies and

procedures, develops necessary systems and takes the affirmative actions necessary to provide an

accurate and timely accounting to American Indian trust beneficiaries. In this maimer the proper

discharge of the Secretary's trust responsibilities finally can be accomplished. The Assessment

and Phase I ofthe Strategic Plan are attached in a document entitled "Special Trustee for

American Indians, Assessment and Strategic Plan Principles, Phase I, February 1996" (Special

Trustee's Assessment or Special Trustee's Strategic Plan).

In December 1995 the Department's Bureau of Indian Affeirs (BIA) substantially

completed a multi-year "Tribal Trust Funds Reconciliation Project" (Reconciliation Project) and

issued an "Agreed-Upon Procedures and Findings Report" for the period July 1, 1972 through

September 30, 1992.

In August 1995 the Department substantially completed a study of the trust management

systems relating to Individual Indian Monies (TIM) accounts and issued a report entitled "EM
Related Systems Improvement Project Report." The findings of this report are substantially

incorporated in the Special Trustee's Assessment

The Special Trustee's Assessment, the Reconciliation Project reports, the IIM Related

System Improvement Project Report and earlier reports issued by the General Accounting Office

all confirm that the U. S. Government's trust management systems, policies, procedures and

practices coupled with the condition ofthe trust records and, notably, large numbers ofmissing

documents, effectively prevent:

1

.

a proper, accurate and timely accounting for trust account balances, collections,

disbursements and investments and the maximization ofthe return on investments.

2. the preparation of accurate and timely reports to trust account holders regarding all

collections, disbursements, investments and return on investments.
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3. an audit under generally accepted auditing standards.

4. any further reconciliation efforts, since the costs of such efforts would substantially

exceed the benefits and at the same time would probably yield unsatisfactory and

inconclusive results.

The past and present undeniably poor quality of the trust management systems, the

condition of the historical records and the U. S. Government's inability to provide an accurate

and timely accounting prevent any reasonably accurate determination of the extent of harm,

damage or loss to American Indian trust beneficiaries. For example, the Reconciliation Project

disclosed there were no records located to support $2.4 billion out of $17.7 billion for the twenty

year period (1972 - 1992) for one category of transactions (non-investment transactions). In

addition, it appears that the condition of the records and the quality of the trust management

systems were much worse for periods prior to 1972. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that

several billion dollars more in unlocated documents and substantially more harm, damage and

loss would have been disclosed had a full reconciliation or fiill accounting been possible for

periods prior to 1972.

It is undeniable that some compensation is due the American Indian account beneficiaries

for the U. S. Government's inability to provide an accurate and timely accounting and such

compensation could be justified in the billions of dollars. But, even ifthe damages could be

reasonably estimated, there would remain the question ofwhich American Indians were harmed

and damaged? There is no complete answer to that question and since there is not, any

settlement of claims, present and prospective, arising out of the U. S. Government's inability to

render an accurate and timely accounting or the Reconciliation Project or both, necessarily must

start with the settlement ofknown and quantifiable harm, damage and loss and proceed to a

subjective, common sense settlement process for the other harm, damage and loss v/hich may
have accrued to trust accoimt holders over many, many years.

Any settlement process would also be inadequate unless it addressed the root causes of

the Government's inability to provide an accurate and timely accoutnting to American Indian trust

beneficiaries. That is why the Special Trustee's Strategic Plan is an integral part of the

settlement process. Implementation of this plan will ensure that the U. S. Government

establishes appropriate policies and procedures, develops necessary systems and takes the

affirmative actions necessary to provide an accurate and timely accounting to American Indian

trust beneficiaries in the future. In this manner the proper discharge of the Secretary's trust

responsibilities finally can be accomplished.

Consistent with the general approach just described, the following pages describe specific

settlement terms and amounts, the criteria to be used and the rationale for each general

settlement.
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n. BACKGROUND

The Secretaiy of the Interior has been designated by Congress as the trustee of the funds

held by the federal government for Indian Tribes and individual American Indians. Therefore,

the Secretary has a responsibility to ensure the proper accounting, investment and financial

reporting of approximately 300,000 Tribal and UM trust accounts.

Accordingly, the Department of the Interior through the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the

Office of the Special Trustee for American Indians has a responsibility to ensure that the trust

accounts are properly maintained and invested in accordance with applicable laws, and that

accurate and complete accountings and reports are periodically provided to fimd owners.

Over the past decade, operational reviews and financial audits have identified weaknesses

in the control and oversight of Indian trust funds. A primary concern was the failure to reconcile

the trust fund accounts regularly. Accordingly, in 1988, 1989 and 1990, Congress directed BIA

to take steps to reconcile Indian trust fimd accounts as accurately as possible back to the earliest

practical date. The FY 1990 appropriations language further specified the requirement that "the

results of such reconciliation have been certified by an independent party as the most complete

reconciliation of such fiinds as possible."

Pursuant to these directives, BIA commenced its reconciliation project in 1990. In the

&II of 1990, an ad hoc Tribal advisory group worked in conjunction with the General

Accounting Office (GAO) and the Department's Inspector General to develop a request for

proposal for the reconciliation contract. In May 1 991 , the contract was awarded to a national

accounting firm, Arthur Andersen, L.L.P. The ad hoc group constituted itself as the Intertribal

Monitoring Association (TTMA).

Phase I of the contract was intended to determine what records were available, what

procedures would be necessary, and what was the cost ofa complete reconciliation for both the

Tribal trust and UM accounts. This work was performed from June 1991 through January 1992.

The results ofPhase I disclosed that all supporting documents could not be located, but to the

extent they could be located, they could be examined. Because some records could not be

located, it was resolved that an audit would not produce meaningfiil results.

In view ofthis, the Department ofthe Interior, in consultation with the Office of

Management and Budget (OMB) and ITMA, considered alternative methodologies and

approaches with the goal ofproducing as accurate an accounting as practicable. As a result, the

BIA modified the Arthur Andersen contract to incorporate the agreed-upon procedures

methodology, which does not constitute an audit in accordance with generally accepted aiiditing

standards but was used to reconcile the Tribal tnist fund accounts back to 1973.

The Reconciliation Project did not address IIM accounts because it was determined that a

similar reconciliation effort for IIM accounts would cost $108 to $281 million.
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In accord with the Congressional mandate that the Tribal trust reconciliation be certified

by an independent third party, the BIA awarded a contract to perform the certification to Coopers

and Lybrand in September 1993. Due to difficulties with the contractor and a projected cost for

completion of the certification that far exceeded initial estimates, BIA terminated the contract in

October 1 995, before the certification was completed. At BIA's request. Coopers and Lybrand

provided a close-out letter summarizing the work performed prior to termination. In the letter.

Coopers states that it noted errors in certain aspects of Arthur Andersen's reconciliation work

under the BIA contract, and that some but not all of these errors were reported to Arthur

,\ndersen and BIA. The letter further states, however, that no conclusions can be drawn firora the

preliminary information reported because Coopers did not complete the certification work or

finalize the results.

While the BIA reconciliation efforts were ongoing, in 1994, Congress passed the

American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act, 25 U.S.C. 4001-4061, which established

the Office of the Special Trustee for American Indians. The Special Trustee, who reports

directly to the Secretary, is responsible for oversight, reform, and coordination of the policies,

procedures, systems and practices used by various Departmental agencies in managing Indian

trust monies. The statute also required that the Secretary transmit to Congress by May 31,1 996,

a report that describes the methodology and results of the trust fund reconciliation process,

includes Tribal attestations as to disputed account balances, and outlines efforts the Secretary

will undertake to resolve such disputes.

In January 1 996, OTFM released to ^jproximately 280 Tribes a report summarizing the

results of its Tribal Trust Funds Reconciliation Project. The agreed-upon procedures used in the

reconciliation were intended to accomplish the following: (1) verify that financial transactions

posted to the accounting records are in agreement with the originating lease or sale agreements,

permits, or contract terms (not completed for all transactions); (2) determine the timeliness of the

deposit of receipts (for informational purposes only); (3) verify that non-investment financial

transactions posted to the BIA's official accounting records are in agreement with supporting

financial source documents; (4) assess the reasonableness of investment income posted to Tribal

accounts; (5) assess the reasonableness ofU.S. Treasiny interest calculations; and (6) reconcile

accounting systems and general ledger balances with U.S. Treasury balances. The report

indicated that there were some $2.4 billion in unreconciled non-investment transactions

(transactions for which supporting financial source documents caimot be located). The

procedures and the proposed adjustments to account balances are detailed in the Reconciliation

Report, and were explained to the Tribes at a national meeting on February 1 4 and 1 5 in

Albuquerque, New Mexico. More detailed follow-up was provided at a series of regional

meetings with individual Tribes.

As noted, the Department has indicated it will be in a position to propose a mechanism to

resolve any disputes sometime during the fall of 1996 and that a final report on account holder

attestations and a mechanism to resolve any disputes will be submitted to the Congress by

November 15, 1996.
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in. TYPES OF CLAIMS AND SETTLEMENTS

For purposes of this paper, the two basic types of potential claims that may arise from the

Reconciliation Project or otherwise are referred to as Type 1 or Type 2 claims.

Type 1 claims are claims based on exceptions or errors for v^ch the government has

adequate documentation and agrees that either fimds are owed to a Tribal account or that funds

are owed from a Tribal account to the government These claims are described in the

Reconciliation Project Reports or otherwise as set forth in the legislation.

Type 1 claims also include claims where a Tribe disputes its account balance from

reconciliation and brings a claim which can be negotiated, mediated or arbitrated. These claims

can be based on additional documentation produced by the Tribe or the government in

addressing Reconciliation Project issues, other claims of a similar nature or certain reconciled

disbursement transactions without complete disbursement packages which can be quantified to

some extent and examined for reasonableness.

Type 2 claims are claims arising from all other circumstances and include unreconciled

transactions, vibae neitiier the Tribe nor BIA can locate adequate source documentation to

support the account transactions or balance or to support a conclusion that those transactions or

balances are in error. Type 2 claims would address not only those claims arising from BIA's

Tribal trust fund reconciliation, but would include claims and settlement amounts arising from

other trust management issues that need to be addressed and resolved. These include claims

arising from the IIM accounts for all periods up to settlement and from the Tribal accounts

outside the 20-year tribal reconciliation period, as well as issues pertaining to the Department's

existing trust management practices and the OSTs reform efforts.

Settlements involve payment for both specific and general claims and deficiencies.

Settlement proceeds include direct distribution to Tribes or IIM account holders where specific

settlements can be reasonably supported based on the factual situatioiL Where damages cannot

be reasonably estimated for particular individuals or Tribes, settlement proceeds are distributed

to remedy trust management deficiencies or to provide for other initiatives which will benefit

substantially all trust beneficiaries.

rv. PROPOSALS FOR SETTLEMENT OF SPECIFIC CLAIMS

A. General Framework

The general fiameworic for resolution ofclaims arising from the reconciUation must be

legislative. The legislative options described below would provide for the expedited payment of

claims fit)m the Judgment Fund or otherwise as sp)ecified for particular setUements.

All agreed Type 1 claims would be paid in full with interest, and with forgiveness of any

amounts that may be owed by Tribes, and without regard to the settiement ofType 2 or any other
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clainis. Payments would be made promptly after the legislation takes effect in accordance with

procedures and guidelines set forth in the legislation.

Type 2 claims would be settled and paid based on specific and general settlements and

guidelines set by the legislation.

Tribes that settled their Type 2 claims pursuant to the legislative procedure would waive

all claims related to Tribal trust funds administered by the BIA for the period prior to September

30, 1995. Accoimt balances, adjusted by the agreed claim amounts, would be accepted as of

September 30, 1995 and would be used as the basis for future accountings. The government

subsequently would not be required to perform further accountings or reconciliation exercises for

periods prior to September 30, 1995. Nor would the government be liable for past damages

arising fiom trust management practices prior to September 30, 1995. Tribes that did not resolve

their claims pursuant to the legislative procedure would be able to bring their claims in court,

consistent with certain parameters for those claims set out in the legislation but would not be

able to participate in the Type 2 settlements. Settlement for IIM damages or losses would be as

of a certain date specified in the legislation with IIM balances deemed tc. be accepted as accurate

as of that date. Such a date would be used as a basis for future accountings.

B. Detailed Duciission of Proposed Settlement for Legislation

It is clear from an examination of existing authorities regarding settlement of claims,

forgiveness and of&et of claims, payment of interest and available funding that a legislative

solution is necessary to address Tribal claims arising from the reconciliation results and other

trust management issues. The following framework should be considered to settle the two types

of Tribal claims:

General Payment Policies

Payment of All Agreed Claims. All agreed claims vvill be settled under policies and

guidelines where the government agrera to pay specific settlement amounts to the Tribes.

These include all Proposed and Scoped Adjustments. Roll-forward Adjustments and

interest on dep)osits due to lag times between collection and deposit as set forth in the

Reconciliation Project Reports. Other agreed Type 1 claims which have been settled by

negotiation, mediation or arbitration will also be paid directly to the Tribes. Also

included will be specific payments to beneficiaries with unreconciled disbursements as

set forth in the legislation. All agreed settled claims should be paid promptly within a

specified period oftime set forth in the legislation. The government would pay the Tribe

any principal artiounts owed, plus interest, compounded from the date of the error to the

date the payment is made or otherwise as set forth in legislation.

Interest Policy. There are various ways to compute interest The feirest method with

parallels in the private sector would determine interest payments by computing

compound interest at a blended Tribal benchmark rate. This interest payment would be
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greater than what a tribe could likely recover in court, because the courts have limited the

interest amount on trust funds to simple interest on principal only, and because the Tribal

benchmark rate is skewed somewhat by a number of long-term instruments held by one
tribe. Other market indexed rates may also be used for certain time periods and in

particular circumstances.

Forgiveness Policy. The reconciliation results indicate that in some cases errors resulted

in overpayments or erroneous payments to a tribe or a particular Tribal account. One
option is to require tribes to reimburse BIA for amounts erroneously credited to their

accounts, with or without interest However, forgiveness of the entire amount is

proposed for the following reasons:

A. These are known and admitted errors of the U. S. Government. Even though

the tribes apparently benefitted by these overpayments, they should not be asked

to repay amounts which arose out of the U. S. Government's inability to provide

an accurate and timely accounting to tribal trust account beneficiaries.

B. These admitted errors were made over twenty years. The usual and customary

standards for clearing similar exception items in the private sector is one

accounting period, usually ninety days or less. After ninety days, private trust

companies usually do not charge their customers for errors committed by the trust

companies even though the customers may have benefitted fiom such errors. The

U. S. Government should not adopt a lower standard for itselfby seeking

restitution fi?om the tribes for these overpayments.

C. The overpayments were identified reconciled items, only. Had a full

accotmting been possible for the over $2.4 billion in unreconciled non-investment

transactions (doctimentation which could not be located), or had a full accounting

been possible in verifying financial transactions to source documents (such as

land leases and contracts), or had the Reconciliation Project covered different

time periods, the net results for particular tribes might have been different. Errors

such as overpayments for particular tribes might have been ofi&et in whole or in

part by errors resulting in amounts due to the same tribes had a full accounting

been possible or had the Reconciliation Project used different time frames.

D. Overpayments or other exceptions resulting in an amount due fix»m tribes

were not researched fully to determine wrhether a subsequent correcting entry was

made by the BIA. Tribes should not be asked to reimburse the government for

these amounts unless the government can document that no subsequent correcting

entry was made.
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Given the conditions which have prevented the U. S. Government irom rendering an

accurate and timely accounting, the U. S. Government should not seek restitution for

admitted errors which apparently benefited certain trust beneficiaries which are based on
results fi-om a Reconciliation Project with undeniable shortcomings.

No appropriated money will be required for this settlement.

Netting Policy. A significant policy consideration that would affect any of the

settlement options described above is how the Department should account for amounts

owed to a tribe based on the reconciliation results for one or more accounts versus

amounts due the United States based on the reconciliation results of one or more different

accounts of the same tribe.

Under a no-netting approach, the Department would forgive all amounts that were

overpaid to tribes and pay all amounts owed to Tribes plus interest. This approach would

require the greatest amount of funds to pay claims.

Under a netting to the tribal level approach, adjustments for all accounts of the same tribe

would be netted against each other to arrive at the net amount due to or owed by a tribe.

While the least costly approach from the government's point of view, this approach has

the distinct disadvantage of netting accounts which may have been set up with a specific

purpose in mind^e.g., general tribal fimds and judgment funds) or which benefit a

specific class of beneficiaries (e.g., all tribal members, specific tribal members, minors)

against accounts of the same tribe with a different purpose or \«duch benefit a different

class of beneficiary.

The proposed ^proach would net all amounts owed to a tribe against all amoimts due

fitjm a tribe for each account ofthe tribe, but would not net adjustments for all accounts

of the same tribe against each other. This is obviously the fairest way to proceed in

arriving at the net amount due to or owed by a tribe.

Waiver/Review. Tribes that accept payment ofType 2 claims under this settlement

process would waive bringing any further claims as part of any subsequent litigation.

Funding/Cost All claims should be paid fix)m the Judgment Fund.

1. Payment ofType 1 Claims

Type 1 claims are those where the Department agrees to a specific settlement amount
These include all Proposed and Scoped Adjustments. Roll-forward Adjustments and interest on

deposits due to lag times between collection and deposit as set forth in the Reconciliation Project

Reports. Because the government has an obligation to correct its known errors, ail such claims

should be paid promptly within a specified period oftime as set forth in legislation. The

government would pay the tribe any principal amounts owed, plus compounded interest from the
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date ofthe enor to the date the payment is made or otherwise as set forth in legislation. The

following is a summary and estimate of Type 1 claims and settlement estimates. In accordance

with the general policy Type I claims due fiom tribes would be forgiven.

10
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2. Evaluation and Payment of Type 1 Claims Resulting From Disputes

Evaluation/Guidelines and Payment of Agreed Claims. The Department would

evaluate any Type 1 claims where the tribe disputes the account balance. The Tribe would be

required to initiate a claim based on additional Tribal documentation the tribes may have. To the

extent practical such documentation should be pursuant to the reconciliation standards employed

by Arthur Andersen in the Reconciliation Project. Claims could also be initiated based on an

analysis of reconciled disbursements without complete disbursement voucher packages. Type 1

claims could include challenges to "Passed Adjustments" contained in the Reconciliation

Project Reports and other challenges to the Reconciliation Report findings.

The Department shall negotiate in good faith with any account holder who initiates a

Type 1 claim in an attempt to reach agreement on the account balance and any adjustments prior

to a mediator being appointed. If agreement is reached, the agreed claim would be settled under

the general payment policies and procedures for Type I claims, including interest, forgiveness,

netting, funding, etc., as set forth above.

Negotiation/Mediation/Arbitration. The Department shall enter into mediation with

any account holder who disputes the balance of the account holder's account as reconciled and

reported in the Reconciliation Report and any other Type 1 claim. The Department shall

negotiate in good faith with the account holder to reach agreement on the balance of the account

holder's account Negotiating sessions may take place at any site agreed upon by both the

Department and the accoimt holder. Ifagreement cannot be reached within a reasonable period

of time, upon notification firom the Department, the Director ofthe Federal Mediation and

Conciliation Service shall appoint a mediator to mediate the dispute. The time and frequency of

negotiating sessions shall be determined by agreement of the Department, the account holder,

and the mediator. Six months from the date mediation commences, the Department shall record,

and the account holder and any other party of interest shall accept, as the balance accurate as of

September 30, 1995, for any accounts submitted to negotiations under mediation, the account

balance reported by the Secretary to the Congress in the Reconciliation Report tmder section

304 ofPubUc Law 103^12, 108 Stat 4239, 4248 (1994), unless:

1 . The Department and the account holder enter into an agreement, prior to that date,

stipulating the correct balance of the account and any agreed adjustments to the account;

2. The account holder or his agent, prior to or on that date, notifies the Department and

the mediator that he has decided to submit the dispute to binding arbitration for resolution

or has decided to litigate the matter.

Ifbinding arbitration is chosen, both the Department and the account holder must agree

to it. The Department must not unreasonably withhold its consent to binding arbitration. Any

arbitration proceeding shall be conducted by a panel of three arbitrators under rules established

by legislation.

12
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The panel of arbitrators, in resolving an account holder's dispute, shall decide the

appropriate balance of the account holder's account, and shall award amounts to either party as

necessary to adjust the balance of the account holder's account. Awards may be limited by

type, by aggregate amount, by individual tribe or otherwise as set forth by the Congress in

legislation. Any payment to the account holder by the United States as a result of the decision

shall be paid fix)m the Judgment Fund and may be enforced by a federal district court.

The government should pay the expenses of mediation and arbitration for both parties

under terms and conditions set forth in the legislation.

Treatment and Limitations on Claims based on Reconciled Disbursements Without

Complete Dubursement Voucher Packages

The Reconciliation Project Reports sent to each tribe contains a summary of the basic

reconciliation disbursement transaction results for each tribe. Codes were assigned to reconciled

disbursement transactions indicating the level of supporting documentation. In the aggregate

approximately $6,035 million were categorized as "Reconciled" transactions. Of this amount,

only $1,925 million were in the category in which the complete disbursement voucher package

was reconciled. $4, 110 million involved reconciled transactions with incomplete disbursement

voucher packages. Some of these incomplete disbursement packages may not constitute "proof

of payment" as that term is understood in the private sector. As a result claims may be pursued

by individual tribes seeking restitution for these poorly documented transactions. Because some

degree ofproof of payment exists and because the tribes now have access to the images and the

documentation for all these transactions, the burden of bringing a claim should fall on the tribes.

In addition, most of these transactions are supported by at least one valid authorization. The

probability that the tribes suffered a loss or other damage fix)m these incomplete disbursement

voucher packages, while significant, is most likely less than 10%.

An aggregate settlement of$400 million seems appropriate. This is approximately 10%
ofthe $4,1 10 million in reconciled transactions with incomplete disbursement packages. In

addition, ifan accounting were ordered to establish "proofofpayment" for all reconciled

transactions without complete disbursements packages, the government might have to spend

similar amoimts in the accounting alone. It is proposed that $200 million be earmarked as a

general Type 2 claim settlement with the proceeds to be used as part of the initial capital of the

development bank proposed as part of the Type 2-7A claims settlement proposal. $200 million

should be earmariced to satisfy any individual claims brought by Tribes based on these

transactions. Individual awards to a Tribe agreed to by the Department or compelled by the

Arbitration process for Type 1 claims of this nature should be limited to no more than 5% of the

total reconciled transactions with incomplete disbursement packages for that Tribe.

Timing. Evaluation ofType 1 claims would occur simultaneously with calculation of the

Type 1 settlement amount, so that ifa tribe presented adequate documentation to merit an agreed

adjustment, that adjustment and other Type 1 claims could be included as part of the settlement

of its Type 1 claims. However, payment of agreed Type 1 claims should not be delayed for

13
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those tribes choosing to bring a claim under the procedures established for other Type 1 claims.

In keeping with general policy. Type 1 claims due from tribes for Passed Adjustments would be

forgiven.

The following table is a summary of Type 1 Claims and Settlements arising from

disputes.

14
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Type I Claims

Settlement Estimate

(S millions)

Type 1 Settlement Categoiy Principal Interest Total

1-3. Due From Tribes: Forgiven

Passed Adjustments:

Principal 7.6

Interest 25.4

Total 33.0

1-4. Due To Tribes:

Passed Adjustments:

Principal 3.4

Interest 5.7

Toial 9.1 (1) (1) (1)

l-S. Disputed Claims Based on Additional Tribal Documentation

and Due To Tribes Based on Negotiation, Mediation and

Arbitration (1) (1) (1)

1-6. Reconciled Disbursements with Incomplete

Disbursement Voucher Packages

1 -6A. General Settlement of all potential liability for all reconciled 200
disbursements with incomplete disbursement voucher packages.

Proceeds will be used to capitalize partially the Devek>pment

Bank (See Settlement 2-7).

I-6B. Reconciled Disbursements with Incomplete Disbursement

Voucher Packages and Due To Tribes Based on NegotiatioQ,

Mediation and Arbitratioa.

Principal 4,110 fn&(2) (\)&(2) 200

Total Type 2 Exposure (1)&(2) (1)&(2) 400

(1) None unless tribes dispute the account balance and bring successful action and receive settlements

based on negotiation, mediation or arbitration.

(2) It is proposed that the legislation cap die potential liability for Type 1-6B claims at S200 million.

Individual awards to a tribe will be capped at S% of the total reconciled transactions with incomplete

disbursement packages for that tribe. The unused portion ofthe S200 million pool will be used to pay

other Type 1 claims with any remaining balance reverting to the U. S. Treasiuy. General Settlement 1 -6A

for $200 million will be used to capitalize the development bank described in Settlement 2-7.
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3. Setdement ofType 2 Claims

There are two ^preaches to settlement of Type 2 claims. Under the first approach, an

amount would be paid that reflects a Congressionally-detennined amount for the specific Type 2

claims described below. A second approach provides for a general settlement ofType 2 claims

with all or most IIM account holders and Tribes for all other covered issues and claims defined

in the legislation.

The following section discusses the rationale and the terms and conditions for each

proposed settlement ofType 2 claims.
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SPECIFIC TYPE 2 CLAIMS SETTLEMENTS

Type 2-1: IIM Account Holders Settiement Proposal

Settlement 2-1: 1. S281 million

2. Tax Free Status for DDVI Accounts

This amount ofmoney would be used to compensate UM account beneficiaries for any

hann, damage or loss arising out ofthe government's inability to provide an accurate and timely

accounting to IIM trust account holders.

Rationale:

A fiill discussion and assessment ofUM trust management systems are contained in the

report entitled "UM Related Systems Improvement Project Report" and in the Special Trustee's

Assessment. Generally, both reports point to:

1

.

the poor condition ofthe IIM data bases and die lack of integrated and adequate

systems.

2. the dependence on outdated manual systems and inconsistent automated systems.

3. the lack ofdocumentation supporting subjective management decisions.

4. failures to address adequately large and imacceptable numbers of suspense items;

accounting and reconciling errors and exceptions; accounts with no address or an

incorrect address; dupUcate accounts; retention of funds for minors over 1 8 years of age;

dormant special accounts; and undistributed closed estates.

5. poor internal controls and inconsistent policies and practices.

6. a lack of^propriate audit trails.

7. an inability to trace deposits and collections to source docimients.

8. large numbers ofmissing documents.

9. systems and processes which are not capable of establishing up-to-date and

acctuate land title records, necessary to the lease management process.

10. no accounts receivable system to assure that all income due is collected or that it is

collected in a timely manner.

1 1

.

an organizational alignment which is ineffective at times.
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The following Table is illustrative of the type and depth of problems al'iiT-.r., ;;M l-mjI -.i--^cn;e.-.i.

Balance as of 2/96 308,000

1 . Problems

A. 54,921 accounts without a known address
Whereabouts Unknown over 7 years

B. 15,230 accounts for former minors over 21

C. Overdraft Interest Clearing Accounts
(Non-earning assets which deprive current IIM
account holders of over $2 million annually)

,

as of 8/29/96.

D. 1,493 closed estates not distributed to
heirs over 4 years

E. 55% of accounts (170,262) have balance
less than $10 which are maintained
at significant cost to taxpayer.

F. 36,917 accounts have had no activity
during last eighteen months and are
maintained at significcint cost to taxpayer.

G. At OTFM there are $28.3 million in geaeral ledger
differences, suspense differences, balancing
differences, overdraft losses cmd miscellcineous
losses which have not been cleared, as of 8/29/96.

'.^lability

$509 million

$44.9 million Unknown
$ 7.8 million Unknown

$21.8 million Unknown

$42.2 million $2million/yT

$0,419 million Unknown

Taxpayer Cost

Taxpayer Cost

$28.3 million

Interest owed to IIM account holders for 1980' s thrift losses $13 million

Cost to reconcile IIM accounts: Contractor's 1992 estimate: $108 to $281 million

Risk of court ordered accounting/reconciliation

Past IMPL exposure

Other

:

Missing Social Security Numbers
Overdrafts IIM
Special Deposit Accounts
Special Deposit Accounts Balimce
Special Deposit Overdrafts
Special Deposits - No Activity last 2 yrs.
J Accounts over 18
J Accounts over 21

Vfhereabouts Unknown:
$0 Balcmce
SO to 50
50 to 100
100 to 1,000
1,000 to 5,000
Over $5,000
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Trust management system deficiencies and the poor condition of the records prevent a proper,

accurate and timely accounting ofHM account balances, collections, deposits, disbursements,

investments and rettim on investments.

Further, to conduct a reconciliation of the IIM accounts similar to that undertaken for tribal

accounts during the recently completed Reconciliation Project would require between $108 million

and $281 million according to estimates made by the Reconciliation Project primary contractor in

1992. This compares to approximately $20 million which was spent for the twenty year tribal

Reconciliation Project The reason the costs to reconcile are so much larger for DM accounts is due

to the large number of accounts and the fact that the HM trust management systems and the

condition of the IIM records are generally considered to be much worse than the systems and records

applicable to tribal trust accounts. For example, substantially all of the IIM electronic financial

records are missing prior to 1985. Therefore, even ifa reconciliation effort were initiated for IIM

accounts, it is unlikely that it would produce satisfactory or conclusive results or amount to an

accounting suflBcicnt to aid in the determination of harm, damage or loss to IIM account holders.

Rather than spend $108 million to $281 million to produce what is likely to be an

unsatisfactory result, it is proposed that the larger amount or $281 million (Settlement 2-1) be

specifically used to compensate IIM account beneficiaries for any harm, damage or loss arising out

of the govemmenfs inability to provide an accurate and timely accounting to IIM trust account

holders. This figure is not submitted as nor is it to be considered an appraisal of the actual damage
and harm suffered by these accoimt holders. This figure is based on the probable amount it would

cost the trustee to produce an unsatis&ctoiy reconcilement ofthese accounts. The actual damage
figure may be materially different

Since there is not a practical way equitably to allocate the settlement amoimt to individual

account holders, past and present, it is proposed that all $28 1 million in principal be deposited in the

UM Investment Pool and subsequently invested for the benefit ofIIM account holders. This would
be a permanent fimd and would also act as a reserve to pay claims successfully brought by

individual account holders. Principal could not be withdrawn fiom the IIM Investment Pool, except

to pay for individual claims successfully brought by IIM holders through litigation or otherwise.

Current and fiiture QM account holders would benefit by receiving the earnings on the

permanent fimd in the form ofan increased yield on IIM account balances.

To further enhance their opportunity for higher yields on savings, to encourage savings and to

allow previous DM accoimt holders an opportunity to participate, all DM accounts will be converted

to trtist savings accoimts with a checking account feature. Such accounts would retain all current

account features, including the feature which permits disbursement ofDM deposits. IIM account

holders would contintie to receive all eligible disbursements as they do now or could elect to save all

or a part ofDM monies to earn the extra yield provided by the $28 1 million permanent settlement

fimd. Voluntary deposits would be accepted from all current or past IIM account holders. Former

IIM account holders could re-open accounts and deposit their savings to earn the higher yield as

well. In addition all interest received by QM account holders would be fi'ee of federal taxes by Act

of Congress.
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Type 2-2: Restoration of IIM Thrift Industry Losses

Settlement 2-2: S13 million, more or less.

This amount ofmoney would restore to the IIM account holders $12.8 million, more or less, in

interest that was not earned on over $5 million in principal that was lost as a result of failed

investments by the BIA in the 1980s and not restored until recently.

Rationale:

The documentation for this settlement amount is contained in the Department'of the Interior

(Department) FY 1996 Budget Submission to Congress, wherein the Department requested

appropriations of $12,668,000 to be used to restore interest that was not earned for DM account

holders because of principal that was lost as a result of investments from the IIM Investment Pool in

uninsured obligations of failed credit unions and savings and loan associations.

The 12,668.000 is for the period from FY 1984 through FY 1995 and continues to increase at

an amount of approximately $53,000 a month or about $636,000 annually.

Type 2-3: Restoration of Overdraft Interest Clearing Accounts

Settlement 2-3: S42J million, more or less.

Specific Settlement to restore $422 million in unidentified Overdraft Interest Clearing

Accounts to the IIM Pool. Amount is equivalent to non-earning assets which deprive current IIM

account holders ofover $2 million in annual income.

Type 2-4: Settlement of Miscellaneous Losses at Office of Trust Funds Management

Settlement 2-4: S 28J million:

Losses and associated interest SIO.O

To bring subsidiary (IRMS) and Control Acct (Omni) into balance 10^

Budget Suspense Accts LO
To clean-up all remaining General Ledger Accts 6.5

Approximate Total S283

$28.3 million will clear known losses, aged suspense accounts, unreconciled general ledger

entries and other accounting errors ofthe past which cannot be recovered.

The "Approximate Total" of $28.3 million is the best estimate of the fimds that would be

required to wipe the slate clean as of 8/29/96. This liability has accrued over numerous years and

various accounting systems and conversions (from manual systems to automated systems). Just to

reiterate this is the best estimate of the potential liability that continues to grow, and was derived
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from numerous accounting systems that at best are very suspect as to their accuracy.

Type 2-5 IIM and Tribal Account Holders Joint Settlement on Systems Improvements

Implementation of the Special Trustee's Strategic Plan

Settlement 2-S: S147 million.

HM account beneficiaries would share with tribal beneficiaries in the $147 million proposed

by the Special Trustee to bring trust management [X>licies, procedures, practices and systems up to a

commercial standard within three years.

Rationale:

As noted, in Febniary 1996 the OST produced a conceptual Strategic Plan to acquire and

institutionalize sp>ecified systems. Implementation of this plan will ensure that the U. S.

Government establishes appropriate policies and procedures, develops necessary systems and takes

the afSrmative actions necessary to provide an accurate and timely accounting to American Indian

trust beneficiaries in the future. In this manner the proper discharge of the Secretary of the Interior's

trust responsibilities finally can be accomplished. The Strategic Plan (attached) reads in part:

Phase I of the Strategic Plan is designed to bring the trust accounting and management

systems up to commercial standards within three years. This, at a minimiim, will involve acquiring,

automating, updating, integrating, coordinating and consolidating to produce:

1. A trust resource/asset management delivery system.

2. An accounts receivable data and billing system that uses lease-contract and land and

ownership information.

3. A trust, depository, payments and delivery system for Individual Indian Money (DM)
accounts.

4. A land records and title recordation and certification system.

5. A general ledger and general ledger accounting system.

6. A technology services center dedicated to tnist resource and fimds management

7. A national archives and records center.

8. A risk management and control system.

9. An independent institutional structure.

This will involve consolidating trust resources, trust funds and land ownership and records

management processes into a single, independent institutional unit with its own management
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structure to accommodate the restructuring and reorganization contemplated by Phase I of the
Strategic Plan. The unit should be organized by function and dedicated exclusively to trust

management. The unit should have agency or bureau status within the Department of the Interior or
elsewhere.

The details are contained m the attached Special Trustee's Strategic Plan.

The details of the costs to implement the Strategic Plan are also in the attachment. The
summary costs are as follows:
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Cost of Special Trustee's Strategic Plan Phase I

( $ in thousands)

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 Total

3,000 49,682 32,706 20,389 20,586 20,585 146,948

The implementation of the OST Strategic Plan will provide with reasonable assurance an accurate

and timely accounting of the EM and tribal trust account balances, collections, deposits,

disbursements, investments and return on investments. For this reason, the OST Strategic Plan

implementation and costs are an integral part of both the UM settlement proposals and the tribal

settlement proposals.

2-6: Settlement for Reconciliatioii Project Unreconciled Transactions

Settlement 2-6A: S300 million

This is a general settlement of potential damages for all unreconciled transactions arising

from the Reconciliation Project Proceeds of this general settlement will be used to partially

capitalize the Development Bank contemplated by Settlement 2-7.

Settlement 2-6B: S300 million

This is a specific settlement for the following 32,901 transactions for which supporting

documentation could not be located during the Reconciliation Project ($ millions, absolute value):

Receipts: • 1.123.3

Transfers: 479.6

Disbursements 808.6

Total 2.411.5

Actual Disbursement Exposure can be computed as:

Unreconciled (S million, absolute value) 808.6

Less: Positive Disbursements (73.6)

Attorney and Expert Witness Fees (40.5)

Alaska Regional Corporations 119.5

Principal Disbursement Exposure 575.1

Interest on Principal 1.361.8

Total Disbursement Exposure 1.936.9

$300 million will be disbursed to individual tribes with known unreconciled disbursements.

The settlement for each tribe would equal the product of the percentage ofeach tribe's unreconciled

disbursements plus interest (date of inception through 12/31/95) to total unreconciled disbursements
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plus interest on the total times the settlement amount of $300 million. The excess principal and

interest potential liability to the tribes will be considered satisfied by the 2-6A general settlement

and by the 2-7 general settlement.

Rationale:

These aggregate settlements are to be awarded to tribal trust account beneficiaries based

generally on the $2.2 billion of unreconciled non-investment transactions (excluding positive

transactions and payment of attorney's and expert witness fees and expenses and certain other

exclusions for which reasonable proof ofpayment exists) identified by the Reconciliation Project.

The disbursement errors and exceptions are of particular importance and concern since they

represent known amounts which were charged against known tribal accounts, but for which the

payee could not be determined during the Reconciliation Project. Therefore, proof ofwho benefitted

fixjm these disbursements carmot be established by the federal government. The unreconciled

disbursements expose the government to the greatest potential liability and are treated accordingly in

the allocation of the settlement amounts, both specifically to tribes and in the general settlement as

well.

S575.1 million is a net amotmt representing unreconciled disbursements as defined above.

Compounded interest from the date of the errors through December 31, 1995 is $1,361.8 million.

Distribution is based on the reasons stated below.

Settlement 2-6A: $300 million

It is proposed that this amount be distributed to all tribes with trust accounts in a general

way. The proceeds will be used to provide part of the initial capital for the Development Bank

described in Type 2-7.

The rationale for Settlement 2-6A is as follows. Had a fiill accounting been possible for the

$575.1 million in unreconciled disbursements or had the Reconciliation Project covered previous or

different reconciliation periods, dififerent results might have occurred and tribes other than those

covered in Settlement 2-6B might have suffered harm, damage or loss. Also, those tribes covered in

Settlement 2-6B might have had different levels ofharm, damage or loss as well. The general

settlement is intended to cover any damages vsdiich may have occurred as a result.

In addition, it appears that the condition of the records and the quality of the trust

management systems were much worse for periods prior to 1 972. Therefore, it is reasonable to

assume that substantially more unreconciled receipts, transfers and disbursements would have been

exposed had the Reconciliation Project covered periods prior to 1972. Any harm or damage

resulting is intended to be covered by the 2-6A general settlement of $300 million and general

settlement 2-7.

The general settlements also compensate trust beneficiaries that may have been harmed as a
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resiilt of mis-posted receipts and transfers which may have occurred in the universe of unreconciled

receipts and disbursements. Receipts are mostly deposits. The government can demonstrate that the

unreconciled receipts were posted to the general ledger accounts of particular tribes, so those tribes

benefitted by the transactions and are unlikely to bring a claim as a result. The same is true,

generally, for unreconciled transfers between accounts of the same tribe. There is no evidence of

damage to these tribes, but if transfers were mis-posted and should have been posted to the account

of a different tribe, damage to the other tribe may have resulted. There is simply no way to

determine whether damage occurred to particular beneficiaries as a result of the unreconciled

receipts or transfers, nor who these harmed beneficiaries were. The general settlements, however,

are intended to cover any such unidentified harm or damage.

To partially compensate all eligible tribal trust account holders for the harm and damage

which might have occurred as a result of the unreconciled transactions, $300 million will be

awarded. The proceeds will be used to c^italize in part the Development Bank which will benefit

all tribes.

Settlement 2-6B: $300 miOion. It is proposed that this amount be distributed to individual

tribes with known unreconciled disbursements since these items represent the highest potential for

actual harm and damage having occuned for Tribal trust beneficiaies.

The settlement for each tribe would be equal to the product of the percentage ofeach tribe's

unreconciled disbursements plus interest (calculated fiom date of the transaction through December

31, 199S) to total unreconciled disbursements plus interest on the total unreconciled disbursements

times the settlement amount of$300 million. While this may not cover all the potential damage

which may have resulted fipom these unreconciled disbursements, the total award to the tribes covers

52% of total unreconciled disbursement exposure and 1S.S% of total unreconciled disbursement

exposure plus interest on those transactions from inception. Excess damage, if any, is intended to be

covered by settlement 2-6A and by the general settlement 2-7.

Type 2-7: General Settlement for IIM and Tribal Account Holders

Establishment of a Development Bank for American Indians

Settlement 2-7: Establishment of a Development Bank for American Indians

with the following capital and guarantees to be provided by the

U. S. Government:

2-7A. Equity Capital S500 million

2-7B. Borrowing Capacity 10 x Equity Capital

2-7C. Initial Borrowing from U. S. S3 billion for 30 yrs

at 30 year T Rate

Settlement 2-7 is intended to settle all other potential claims arising out of the reconciliation

project not covered by Type 1 claims and other Type 2 claims and past potential liability for trust

mismanagement practices in general. A fiill explanation of the rationale on this settlement and
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detaib on the Development Bank can be found in Appendix 1

.

General Settlement 2-7 involves the creation of a federal Development Bank for American

Indians (D-Bank) which will be fonned and capitalized by the federal government and will be a

nationwide financial institution providing a dependable source of lending to American Indians and

American Indian Tribes and their communities and a dependable source of investing in American

Indian Enterprises.

D-Bank will provide access to long-term loans and investments for economic development,

consistent with principles of self-determination, self-governance and self-suflBciency and will

provide access to low interest rates on loans, made possible by D-Bank's tax free status and its

access to fiinding in the nation's capital markets at rates commensurate with those paid by the U. S.

Government and Agencies of the U. S. Government

D-Bank will also be allowed to invest up to $300 million in the purchase, holding, financing

and sale of fractionated realty interests in Indian allotment lands. Such purchases and financings

will be made on prudential terms to eligible individuals and tribes. Such activities will be regulated

by rules set forth in legislation to resolve the fiactionated heirship issues and will be administered to

achieve the consolidation of existing fractional interests and the prevention or substantial reduction

of fiuther fractionation.

D-Bank will be a for-profit financial institution and will not receive appropriated funds for

operating expenses. It will receive appropriated fimds for lifeline financial services and other

specified programs as approved by Congress.

D-Bank will be authorized to invest up to 25% (initiaUy $125 million) of its jjermanent

capital in eUgible individual Indian and Indian Tribe businesses and projects which will aid

economic development of the American Indian communities. These investments include common
and preferred stock and long-term subordinated draft investments in:

A. Infrastructure Acquisition and Development Activities

B. Project Financing

C. Venture Capital Businesses

D. Established Business

26
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DrBank's capital and funding will be provided by the federal government in the following

amounts:

2-7A. Equity Capital: 500

Initial Equity Capital of $500 million will be provided by

the federal government as part of Settlement 1-6A ($200

Million) and 2-6A ($300 million). Shares will be

distributed to all federally recognized tribes on some
equitable basis set forth in legislation.

2-7B. Loans fiom U. S. Government: 3,000

$3 billion in direct long-temi loans will be provided to

D-Bank for thirty years at the U. S. Treasury rate for

30 year obligations.

2-7C. U. S. Government Guaranteed Obligations 5,000

Future fimding ofup to 10 times equity capital from the

sale of bonds and notes in the nation's coital markets by

D-Bank will be guaranteed by the full faith and credit

ofthe United States. Loans from the United States Government

ofS3 billion are included in this amount

27
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The following is a siunmaiy ofType 2 Claims and Settlements:

Type 2 Claims

Settlement Estimate

(S millions)

Type 2 Settlement Category

2-1 : nM Account Holders Settlement Proposal

Specific Settlement of Past Damages to HM Holders

1

.

Amount is equal to estimated reconciliation costs

for UM Accounts. Amount will be invested in IIM

pool for benefit of all account holders, past, present

and future who will receive a higher yield as a result

2. Settlement also includes tax fiee status for fiiture

UM accounts.

2-2: Restoration ofUM Thrift Industiy Losses

Specific Settlement to restore interest lost by DM account

holders because of principal that was lost as a result of IIM

Pool investments in obligations of&iled thrifts in 1980s.

2-3: Restoration ofOverdraft Interest Gearing Accounts

Specific Settlement to restore $42 million in imidentified

Overdraft Interest Clearing Accounts to the IIM Pool.

Amount is equivalent to non-earning assets which deprive

currentUM account holders ofover $2 million in annual

income.

2-4: Miscellaneous OTFM General Ledger Losses

Specific Settlement to clear $28.3 million in general ledger

differences, suspense amounts, balancing differences,

overdraft losses and other losses.

Total

281

Tax Free Status

13

42.2

28.3

28
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Type 2 Claims Settlement Estimate (Smillioos) (continued)

Type 2 Settlement Category Total

2-5 : nM and Tribal Account Holders Joint Settlement for Systems 147

Improvements

Specific Settlement to bring trust management systems up to

commercial standards. Amount is the estimated cost

to implement the Special Trustee's Strategic Plan over five

years. Implementation will ensure that the govenunent takes

the actions necessary to provide an accurate and timely

accounting to American Indian trust beneficiaries in the

future. In this maimer the proper discharge of the Secretary's

trust responsibilities finally can be accomplished.

2-6: Settlement for Reconciliation Project Unreconciled Transactions

2-6A. General Settlement ofpotential damages for all unreconciled 300

transactions arising firom die Reconciliation Project Proceeds

of General Settlement will be used to partially capitalize

Development Bank (See Settlement 2-7)

2-6B. Specific Settlement for the following 32,901 transactions for 300

which supporting documentation could not be located during

the Reconciliation Project (S million, absolute value):

Receipts: 1,1233

Transfias: 479.6

Disbursements 808.6

Total 2.411.5

Actual Disbursement Exposure can be computed as:

Unreconciled (S million, absolute value) 808.6

Less: Positive Disbursements (73.6)

Attorney and Expert Witness Fees (40.5)

Alaska Regional Corporations 119.5

Principal Disbursement Exposure 575.1

Interest on Principal 1.361.8

Total Disbursement E:q>osuie 1.936.9

29
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Type 2 Claims Settlement Estimate (Smillions) (continued)

Type 2 Settlement Category Total

$300 million will be disbursed to individual tribes with known unreconciled

disbursements. The settlement for each tribe would equal the product of the

percentage ofeach tribe's unreconciled disbursements plus interest (date of

inception through 12/3 1/95) to total unreconciled disbursements plus interest

on the total times the settlement amount of $300 million. The excess

principal and interest potential liability to the tribes will be considered

satisfied by the 2-6A general settlement and by the 2-1 general settlement.

2-7: General Settlement for IIM and Tribal Account Holders

Settlement 2-7 is intended to settle all other potential claims arising

out of the reconciliation project not covered by Type 1 claims and

other Type 2 claims and all past potential liability for trust

mismanagement to be defined by the legislation through the effective

date of settlement set by legislatioiL

General Settlement 2-7 involves the creation ofa federal

Development Bank for American Indians (D-Bank) which will be

foimed and capitalized by the federal government and will be a

nationwide financial institution providing a dependable source of

lending to American Indians and American Indian Tribes and their

communities and a dependable source of investing in American

Indian Enterprises.

D-Efank will provide access to long-term loans and investments for

economic development, consistent with principles of self-

deteimination, self-governance and self-sufBciency and will provide

access to low interest rates on loans, made possible by D-Bank's tax

free status and its access to fimding in the nation's c£q>ital maricets at

rates commensurate with those paid by die U. S. Government and

Agencies ofthe U. S. Government

D-Bank will also be allowed to invest tq) to $300 million in the

purchase, holding, financing and sale of fractionated realty interests

in Indian allottnent lands. Such purchases and financings will be

made on prudential terms to eligible individuals and tribes. Such

activities will be regulated by rules set forth in legislation to resolve

the firactionated heirship issues and will be administered to achieve

the consolidation of existing fractional interests and the prevention

or substantial reduction of fiirther fractionation.
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Type 2 Claims Settlement Estimate (Smillions) (continued)

Type 2 Settlement Category

D-Bank will be a for-profit financial institution and will not receive

appropriated funds for operating expenses. It will receive

appropriated funds for lifeline financial services and other specified

programs as approved by Congress.

D-Bank will be authorized to invest up to 25% (initially $125 million) of its permanent capital in

eligible individual Indian and Indian Tribe businesses and projects which will aid economic development of

the American Indian communities. These investments include common and preferred stock and long-term

subordinated draft investments in:

A. Infrastructure Acquisition and Development Activities

B. Project Financing

C. Venture Capital Businesses

D. Established Business

D-Bank's capital aixi fimding will be provided by the federal government

in the following amounts:

2-7A. Equity Capital: 500

Initial Equity Capital ofSSOO million will be provided by

the federal government as part of Setdement 1-6A (S200

Million) and 2-6A (S300 million). Shares will be

distributed to all federally recognized tribes on some

equitable basis set forth in legislatioiL

2-7B. Loans from U. S. Government: 3,000

S3 billion in direct long-tenn loans will be provided to

D-Bank for tfaiity years at the U. S. Treasury rate for

30 year obligations.

2-7C. U. S. Government Guaranteed Obligations 5,000

Future funding of iq} to 10 times equity capital from the

sale ofbonds and notes in die nation's capital markets by

D-Bank will be guaranteed by the full faith and credit

of the United States. Loans from the United States Government

of$3 billion are included in this amount

31
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Type 2 Claims Settlement Estimate (Smillions) (continued)

Type 2 Settlement Category Total

Total Type 2 Claims:

1

.

Direct Settlement Obligations: Settlements 2-1 through 2-7A 1 ,611 .5

2. Loans from U. S. Govemjient: Settlement 2-7B 3,000

3. U. S. Government Guaranteed Obligations of$5 billion,

net of $3 billion Loan: Settlement 2-7C 2.000

Total Type 2 Claims 6,6 1 1 .5

V. WAIVERS AND LITIGATIGN

If a tribe accepts payment of its Type 2 claims under the legislation's settlement process, the

acceptance would constitute a fiill discharge ofthe United States with respect to all claims regarding Tribal

trust fund accounts for the period prior to September 30, 1995. Settlements under the statute would not be

reviewable in court Ifa tribe did not accept settlement under these provisions, the tribe could litigate its

claims, but none ofthe guidelines pertaining to the value of its claims would be applicable, nor would the

tribe be able to participate in the Type 2 settlements.

Tribes that do not settle claims under the settlement procedure outlined above may seek to litigate

those claims in court; however, such litigation is usually extremely costly and time-consuming for all the

litigants. For these reasons, the Department has specifically rejected any litigation process that would

resemble the Indian Claims Commission proceedings of years past, and believes that the legislation

establishing the setdement procedures also must establish certain parameters for litigating the claims ofnon-

settlers. Such parameters are necessary to ensure that litigation proceeds in an orderly and efBcient manner,

to ensure that the beneficiaries of the claims, as opposed to their attorneys and accountants, are the persons

w^o benefit fiom any amounts recovered in litigation, and to encourage settlement of as many claims as

possible. The Department may seek to establish parameters for the litigation ofclaims for those who do not

avail themselves of the setdement opportunities in the legislation. Such parameters could address and

resolve, for example, issues relating to statute of limitations, burdens ofproof, standards of accounting,

limitations on attorneys fees and forgiveness/interest policies. Congress should also consider requirements

forcing the trustee (U.S. Government) to negotiate, litigate and arbitrate in good faith.

The nM and tribal account balances will be set as of September 30, 1995, subject to individual changes as

result of court procedures, error corrections, etc.

32
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APPENDIX 1

ESTABLISHMENT OF A DEVELOPMENT BANK FOR AMERICAN INDIANS

Establishment of a Development Bank for American Indians with the following capital and
guarantees to be provided by the U. S. Government:

Equity Capital S500 million

Borrowing Capacity 10 x Equity Capital

Initial Borrowing from U. S. S3 billion for 30 yrs

at 30 year T Rate

The American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994 requires, in part:

"(B) Provisions for opportunities for Indian tribes to assist in the management of their trust accounts

and to identify for the Secretary options for the investment of their trust accounts, in a manner

consistent with the trust responsibilities ofthe Secietaiy, in.ways that will help promote economic

development in their communities."

The Special Trustee is considering a phase two to the comprehensive strategic plan which will

include a Development Bank for American Indians.

A Development Bank (D-Bank) will be formed and capitalized by the federal government D-Bank
will be a nationwide financial institution providing a dependable source of:

A. Lending to American Indians and American Indian tribes and their communities.

B. Investing in American Indian Enterprises.

D-Bank will provide the following principal benefits to American Indians and Indian tribes:

A. Access to long-term loans and investments for economic development, consistent with principles

of self-determination, self-governance and self-sufficiency.

B. Access to low interest rates on loans, made possible by D-Bank's tax fiee status and its access to

funding in the nation's capital markets at rates commensurate with those paid by the U. S.

Government and Agencies ofthe U. S. Government

D-Bank:

A. will be an instrumentality ofthe federal goverrunent and will be backed by the full &ith and

credit of the U. S. Government

B. will be examined, supervised and regulated by an Agency of the U. S. Government existing or to
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be formed for this purpose.

C. will lend to and invest in vaiious American Indian enteqirises, infrastnictuie projects and other

projects ofa developmental nature.

D. will facilitate and implement efiforts and initiatives to make individual American Indians and

American Indian tribes economically more self-sufi5cient under established principles of self-

determination and self-governance.

E. will be a for-profit financial institution and will not receive appropriated funds fix)m the Federal

Government for operating expenses. It will receive appropriated funds for lifeline banking services

and other specified programs as approved by Congress.

F. may be used to fecilitate the disbursement of appropriated funds for other governmental programs

for American Indians and their tribes and communities.

G. will have a nationwide delivery network with branch offices located in or near major American

Indian communities. The delivery system will also employ a state of the art telecommunications and

electronic delivery system.

D-Bank's capital and fimding will be provided by the federal government in the following amounts:

1. $500 million in equity contributions from appropriated orjudgment funds.

2. S3 billion in direct, long-term loans from the federal government for thirty years at the U. S.

Treasury interest rate on thirty year obligations.

3. Future fimding ofup to 10 times equity capital fix)m the sale ofbonds and notes in the nation's

capital markets, guaranteed by the fiill frdtfa and credit ofthe United States.

D-Bank's initial capital stock will be distributed to federally recognized American Indian tribes in

proportion to the number ofAmerican Indians living on or near reservations as determined by the latest

census information or by some odier acceptable means. This permanent coital cannot be sold, traded or

withdrawn. Each share will be vested widi one voting ri^t for purposes of electing D-Bank's Board of

Directors or for voting on other corporate matters requiring shareholder sqiproval.

Each borrower ofD-Bank will generally be required to invest in o^iital stock or participation

certificates ofD-Bank, generally at the rate oftwo percent ofthe loaiL

Dividends and patronage payments may be authorized by D-Bank's Board ofDirectors, subject to

regulations that establish Tniniiniim at-risk coital standards.

D-Bank will have a corporate striicture pattemed after banks belonging to the Farm Credit System

and will be an instrumentality of die federal government with the full faith and credit backing of the United

States.
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D-Bank's Board of Directors will consist of 10 to 20 members, the majority ofwhom must be

American Indians. The Board will be diversified by tribe, area of the country, borrowing relationships and

will include members from the public at large.

D-Bank's executive management and employees will be qualified bankers and will be exempt from

federal govenunent employment requirements. Compensation will be determined by the Board of Directors

after taking into account general compensation and benefits schedules of the Farm Credit System banks.

D-Bank's lending, leasing, investment and financial services will be dedicated and restricted solely

to making loans, leases , investments and financial services available to eligible and qualified American

Indians and American Indian tribes and their communities in all areas of the coimtry. Prudential, safe and

sound lending and investment policies and practices will be strictly followed and enforced.

D-Bank will charge appropriate fees and interest rates for its financial services and products,

sufficient to cover fimding, operating and administrative expenses and to provide a reasonable return on

shareholder's equity.

D-Bank will provide a full range ofcommercial, real estate and consumer loans to eligible American

Indians, tribes and their communities.

Investment in Community Development and American Indian Businesses: S125 million

D-Bank will be authorized to invest i^ to 25% fmitially, $125 million) of its permanent capital in

eligible individual Indian and Indian tribe business ventures and projects which will aid economic

development of the American Indian communities. These investments will include common stock,

preferred stock and long-term subordinated debt investments in:

A. Infrastructure Acquisition and Development Activities

B. Project Financing

C. Venture Capital Businesses

D. Established Businesses

Investment in Fractionated Realty Interests: S300 million

D-Bank will be allowed to invest up to $300 million in the purchase, holding, financing and sale of

firactionated realty interests in Indian allotment lands. Such purchases and financings will be made on

prudential terms to eligible individuals and tribes. Such activities will be regulated by rules set forth in

legislation to resolve the fi:actionated heirship issues which has as its principal purposes:

A. The consolidation of existing fractional interests.

B. The prevention or substantial reduction of fruther fractionation.
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D-Bank will be required to have an annual audit and report from an independent and qualified

accounting finn.

D-Bank will be exempt from all federal and state taxes.

D-Bank's pro-fonna balance sheet is as follows:
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D-BANK PRO-FORMA BALANCE SHEET
BANKING OPERATIONS

(Smillions)

ASSETS

Cash, Securities and Liquid Assets 500

Loans: 2^00

Commercial

Consumer
Real EsUte

Infrastructure

Fractionated Realty Holdings: 300

Loans to Facilitate

Investment Holdings

*LLVBILITIES

Demand Deposits

Savings & CDS
Oflicial Checks

Long-term Debt:

Note to U. S. Treasury

30 yrs.; 30 yr. T Rate

3,000

Development Investments:

Infrastructure Acquisition &
Development

Project Financing

Venture Capital to New
Businesses

Capital for EstabUshed

Businesses

Other

125

75

Other Debt:

Limited to 10 x Equity Capital,

including long-term debt

Equity Capital

Total Assets 3,500 Total Liabilities and Capital

*A11 deposits and liabilities guaranteed by the United States

500

3,500
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D-BANKSUMMARY OF FINANCIAL SERVICES

LOANS AND LEASES:

Commercial: Small Business

Consumer: Credit Card

Mobile Home

Real Estate: Single Family

Acquisition

Infrastructure: Acquisition

Middle Market Agriculture

Home Equity Auto

Personal

Multiple Family Commercial

Development Construction

Development Project Financing

FRACTIONATED REALTY HOLDINGS:

Purchases Sales

DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENTS:

Project

Financing

Infrastructure

Acquisition &
Development

DEPOSITORY SERVICES:

Demand Deposits Savings Deposits

Investments Loans to Facilitate:

Individual & Tribal

Venture Capital Capita] to Existing

New Businesses Businesses

Other Deposits Certificates of Deposit

OTHER SERVICES:

ATM Access Cash Management Accounting

Payments Disbursements Wire Transfer

Official Checks Overdraft

Protection

Discount

Brokerage

Statements & Reporting

Money Orders

Mutual Fund Sales

Insurance Sales Annuity Sales
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TRUST OPERATIONS:

OmCE OF TRUST FUNDS MANAGEMENT
PRO-FORMA BALANCE SHEET AND TRUST SERVICES

(Smillions)

Assets:
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AFPEnuiX z

SETTLEMENT PROPOSALSUMMARY

Type 1 Claims

Settlement Estimate

(S minions)

Type 1 Settlement Category Principal Interest Total

1-1. Dae From Tribes: Forgiven

1-1A. Proposed Adjustments 11.6 11.6 23J
1-lB. Rollover Amounts 26J. 116.9 143.0

Total Forgiven 37.7 1283 166J

Note: Total Forgiven amount does not require

appropriations or payment from the

Judgment Fund.

1-2. Due to Tribes

1-2A. Proposed Adjustments 10.6 14.5 25.1

1-2B. Rollover Amounts U^ 22il 109.6
Snb-total 28.1 106.6 134.7

1-2C. Interest on Deposits Due To Lag Times
Between Collection and Deposit 92 8.2

1-2D. Interest on Deposits Due to Lag Times
Between Deposit At Treasury and Credit

To Account of Beneficiary
"

^ ^

SubTotal Due to Tribes Settlement under 1-2 28.1 115J 143.4
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Sctllement Estimate

(S milUoiu)

Type IScttkmeiit Category Principal Interest Total

1-3. Due From Tribes: Forgiven

Passed Adjostments:

Principal 7.6

Interest 2^
ToWl 33.0 ...

1-4. Dae To Tribes:

Passed Adjustments:

Principal 3.4

Interest 5J
Total 9.1 (1) (1) (1)

1-5. Duputed Claims Based on Additional Tribal Documentation
and Due To Tribes Based on Negotiation, Mediation and
Arbitration (1) (l) (i)

1-^. Reconciled Disbuncments with Incomplete

Disbnnement Voucher Packages

1-6A. General Settlement of aU potentUl liability for all reconciled (2) 200
disbursements with incomplete disbursement voucher packages.

Proceeds will be used to capitalize partially the Development
Bank (Sec Settlement 2-7).

1-<>B. Reconciled Disbursements with Incomplete Dlsbunement
Voucher Packages and Dae To Tribes Based on Negotiation,

Mediation and Arbitratioa.

Principal 44W (1^ &m (1) & (2) 200

Total Type 1 Exposure Arising From Disputes (1) & (2) (1) &(2) 400

(1) None unless Tribes dispute the account balance and bring succeisfal action and receive awards based on
negotiation, mediation or arbitration.

(2) It is proposed that the legislation cap the potential liability for Type 1-6B claims at S200 million. Individual

awards to a tribe will be capped at 5% of the total reconciled transactions with incomplete disbursement packages for

that tribe. The unused portion of the S200 million pool will be used to pay other Type 1 claims with any remaining
balance reverting to the U. S. Treasury. General Settlement 1-6A for S200 mUlion will be used to capitalize the

development bank (See Settlement 2-7).
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Type 2 Claiou

Settlement Estimate

(S millions)

Type 2 Settlement Category Total

2-1: nM Account Holders Settlement Proposal 281

Specific Settlement of Past Damages to UM Holders

1. Amount is equal to estimated reconciliation costs

for HM Accounts. Amount will be invested in EDVl

pool for benefit of all account holders, past, present

and future who will receive a higher yield as a result

2. Settlement also includes tax free status for future

UM accounts. Tax Free Status

2-2: Restoration ofUM Thrift Industry Losses 13

Specific Settlement to restore interest lost by DM account

holders because of principal that was lost as a result ofHM
Pool investments in obligations of failed thrifts in 1980s.

2-3: Restoration of Overdraft Interest Clearing Accounts 422

Specific Settlement to restore S42 million in unidentified

Overdraft Interest Clearing Accounts to the UM PooL

Amount is equivalent to non-earning assets which deprive

currentHM account holders of over $2 million in annual

income.

2-4: Miscellaneous OTFM General Ledger Losses 283

Specific Settlement to clear S28J million in general ledger

differences, suspense amounts, balancing differences,

overdraft losses and other losses.
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Type 2 Claims Settlement Estimate ($in;!li'>n»^ (onnHnwrt^

Type 2 Settlement Category Total

2-5: nM and Tribal Account Holders Joint Settlement for Systems 147
Improvements

Specific Settlement to bring trust management systems up to

commercial standards. Amount is the estimated cost

to implement the Special Trustee's Strategic Plan over five

years. Implementation will ensure that the government takes

the actions necessary to provide an accurate and timely

accounting to American Indian trust beneficiaries in the

future. In this manner the proper discharge of the Secretary's

trust responsibilities Anally can be accomplished.

2-6: Settlement for Reconciliation Project Unreconciled Transactions

2-6A. General Settlement of potential damages for all Unreconciled 300
Transactions arising from the Reconciliation Project Proceeds

of General Settlement will be used to partially capitalize

Development Bank (See Settlement 2-7)

2-6B. Specific Settlement for the following 32^01 transactions for 300
which supporting documentation could not be located during

the Reconciliation Project:

Receipts: 1,1233
Transfers: 479.6

Disbursements 808.6

Total 2.41 1.S

Actual Disbursement Exposure can be computed as:

Unreconciled (S million, absolute value) 808.6

Less: Positive Disbursements (73.6)

Attorney and Expert Witness Fees (40.5)

Alaska Regional Corporation 119.5

Principal Disbursement Exposure 575.1

Interest on Principal U61.8
Total Disbursement Exposure 1.936.9
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Type 2 Claims Settlement Elstimate (Smillions) (continned)

Type 2 Settlement Category Total

$300 million will be disbursed to individual tribes with known
unreconciled disbursements. The settlement for each tribe would

equal the product cf the percentage of each tribe's unreconciled

disbursements plus interest (date of inception through 12/31/95) to

total unreconciled disbursements plus interest on the total times the

settlement amount of S300 million. The excess principal and
interest potential liability to the tribes well be considered satisfied

by the 2-6A general settlement and by the 2-7 general settlement

Type 2-7: General Settlement for IIM and Tribal Account Holders

E^stablishment of a Development Bank for American Indians

Settlement 2-7: Establishment of a Development Bank for American Indians

with the following capital and guarantees to be provided by the

U. S. Government:

2-7A. Equity Capital SSOO million

2-7B. Borrowing Capacity 10 x Equity Capital

2-7C Initial Borrowing from U. S. S3 billion for 30 yrs

at 30 yearT Rate

Settlement 2-7 is intended to settle all other potential claims arising out of the reconciliation project

not covered by Type 1 claims and other Type 2 claims and past potential liability for trust mismanagement

practices in generaL A full explanation of the rationale on this settlement and details on the Development

Bank can be found in Appendix 1.

General Settlement 2-7 involves the creation of a federal Development Bank for American Indians

(D-Bank) which will be formed and capitalized by the federal government and will be a nationwide financial

institution providing a dependable source of lending to American Indians and American Indian Tribes and

their communities and a dependable source of investing in American Indian Enterprises.

D-Bank will provide access to long-term loans and investments for economic development, consutent

with principles of self-determination, self-governance and self-sufficiency and will provide access to low

interest rates on loans, made possible by D-Bank's tax free status and its access to funding in the nation's

capital markets at rates commensurate with those paid by the U. S. Government and Agencies of the U. S.

Government

D-Bank will also be allowed to invest up to S300 million in the purchase, holding, financing and sale

of fractionated realty interests in Indian allotment lands. Such purchases and financings will be made on

prudential terms to eligible individuals and tribes. Such activities will be regulated by rules set forth in

legislation to resolve the fractionated heirship issues and will be administered to achieve the consolidation of

existing fractional interests and the prevention or substantial reduction of fiirther fractionation.
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D-Bank will be a for-proHt rinancial institution and will not receive appropriated fi'ii-js fur oprnnn;;
?Tpe; "a '' 'v:!! receive appropriated f- -*- '?- !ifeline f-r--"-'-' »»r/--" -.c'fitd proerams as

,.{>*w -wLby Congress.

D-Bank will be authorized to invest up to 25% (initially $12S million) of its permanent capital in

eligible individual Indian and Indian Tribe businesses and projects which will aid economic development of

the American Indian communities. These investments include common and preferred stock and long-term

subordinated draft investments in:

A. Infrastructure Acquisition and Development Activities

B. Project Financing

C. Venture Capital Businesses

D. Established Business

D-Bank's capital and funding will be provided by the federal government in the following amounts:

2-7A. Equity Capital:. 500

Initial Equity Capital of SSOO million will be provided by
the federal government as part of Settiement 1-6A ($200

Million) and 2-6A ($300 miUion). Shares will be

distributed to all federally recognized Tribes on some
equitable basis set forth in legislation.

2-7B. Loans from U. S. Government: 3,000

S3 billion in direct long-term loans will be provided to

D-Bank for thirty years at the U. S. Treasury rate for

30 year obligations.

2-7C. U. S. Government Guaranteed Obligations 5,000

Future fiinding of up to 10 times equity capital from the

sale of bonds and notes in the nation's capital markets by
D-Bank will be guaranteed by the full faith and credit

of the United States. Loans from the United States Government
ofS3 billion are included in this amount

Total Type 2 Claims:

Direct Settiement Obligations: Settiements 2-1 through 2-7A 1,61 1.5

Loans from U. S. Government: Settiement 2-7B 3,000

U. S. Government Guaranteed Obligations of S5 billion,

net of S3 billion Loan: Settiement 2-7C 2.000

Total Type 2 Churns 6,61U
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Summary of Tjrpe i and Type 2 Claims

Settir?""'' »•-«->?»-

(S millions)

Settlement Category

1-1. Dae From Tribes: Forgiven

I-IA. Proposed Adjustments

1-lB. Rollover Amoonts

Total Forgiven (Does not require appropriations)

1-2. Due To Tribes:

1-2A. Proposed Adjustments

1-2B. Rollover Amounts
1-2C. Interest on Deposits Due to Lag Times

1-2D. Interest on De|>osits Due to Lag Times (MMS)

SubTotal Type 2 Claims Settlement

1-3. Due From Tribes: Forgiven Passed Adjustments

1-4. Due To Tribes: Passed Adjustments

1-5. Dbputed Claims Settled by Negotiation or Arbitration

1-^ Reconciled Disbunements with Incomplete Packages

1-6A. General Settlemait. Proceeds to D-Bank
1-6B. Payable to Tribes after Negotiation/Arbitration

SubTotal Type 1-3 through l-« Claims Settlements

2-1. nM Account HoUers Settlement Proposal

2-2. Restoration ofDM Thrift Industry Losses

2-3. Restoration of Overdraft Interest Clearing Accounts

2-4. Miscellaneous OTFM General Ledger Losses

2-S. nM and Tribal Account Hoiden Joint Settlement for

Implementation of Special Trustee's Strategic Plan

2-6. Settlement for Uniccondled Transactions

2-6A. General Settlement Proceeds to D-Bank
2-6B. Payable to Indivklnal Tribes. Capped at S300m.

2-7. General Settlement for IIM and Tribal Account HoUen
2-7A. Equity Capital for Devefepmcnt Bank

provided by Settlonents 1-6A Sc 2-6A

2-7B. Loans from U. S. Government

2-7C U.S. Guaranteed obBgatioDs of D-Baak
ofSS bOUoa, net ofS3 bOfion htan

Total Type 2 Claims Scttkncnt

Principal Interest

11.6
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